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The demand for high data rate transfer and large capacities of traffic is continuously
growing as the world witnesses the development of the fifth generation (5G) of wireless
communications with the fastest broadband speed yet and low latency [1]. Widespread
coverage, adequate signal quality, and low latency are just a few of the benefits that have
sparked interest in 5G networks. The commercialization of 5G communication has already
started, as well as initial research into beyond technologies such as 6G [2]. The implementa-
tion of 5G technology is either in sub 6 GHz or in the millimetre-wave (MM-Wave) region.
As a crucial part of future communication systems, breakthroughs in antenna systems
will obviously improve the performance of the entire communication system [3]. Antenna
design for 5G and beyond networks should apply careful considerations with some key
requirements. Wide frequency coverage, the larger number of low-profile antenna elements,
ease of fabrication, and conformity are some of the key parameters for the success of 5G
antenna systems [4]. Substantial advances have been made in the design, optimization, and
development of new antennas for 5G and beyond. In future antenna systems, two main
antenna arrangements are considered, including multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
and phased array with multiple elements. Multiple antenna elements are used to create
increased multiple spatial channels, which leads to the improved data rate of the system [5].

This Special Issue covers various aspects of novel antenna designs for 5G and beyond
applications. The featured topic articles in this issue highlight recent advances in designing
antenna systems for smartphones, small cells, platform stations, massive MIMO, MM-Wave,
front-end, metamaterials, and metasurface applications. In addition, other relevant subjects
such as spectral efficiency improvement, K-user MIMO, and multi-mode band-pass filter
design are discussed. This Special Issue is a collection of fifteen papers that are briefly
explained in the following.

Seyyedesfahlan et al. [6] report on the design of a wideband and multi-port antenna
for sub 6 GHz applications. The structure of the single element is composed of a circular
radiation disk (with λ/4 diameter) with microstrip-line feeding and a modified triangular-
shaped ground plane. It is designed to operate at the frequency range from 2 to 6 GHz.
The antenna exhibits sufficient gain and efficiency results. In addition, two- and four-
port MIMO configurations of the design with low mutual coupling are studied. The
design antennas were fabricated, and their simulation and measurement results show good
agreement. The multi-port antenna designs can be used in sub 6 GHz 5G wireless systems.

Ojaroudi Parchin et al. [7] propose a new ultra-wideband (UWB) MIMO antenna
system design for future smartphones. It contains four pairs of compact microstrip-fed slot
antennas placed at four different edge corners of the smartphone mainboard. The antenna
elements provide radiation and polarization diversity, and they operate at a frequency of
2.5–10.2 GHz. Critical characteristics of the antenna elements and MIMO design, such as
operation bandwidth, antenna gain and efficiency, and radiation patterns are investigated
in detail. The authors also highlight the MIMO performance and channel capacity of the
proposed smartphone antenna.
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Ojaroudi Parchin et al. [8] demonstrate a new 5G smartphone antenna design with
eight modified PIFA elements placed at four corners of the mainboard. It operates at three
different frequencies of sub 6 GHz, namely 2.6, 3.6, and 5.8 GHz. In addition, in order
to support the MM-Wave 5G spectrum, a compact phased array antenna with a wide
bandwidth of 25–31 GHz is introduced for incorporation into a shared board. According to
the presented results, quite good characteristics in terms of operation bandwidth, antenna
gain, and radiation pattern are observed for the proposed antenna, both with and without
the presence of user-head, user-hand, and smartphone components.

Sharaf et al. [9] developed a compact dual-band patch antenna to support 36 and
60 GHz for 5G mobile communications. The antenna configuration contains two electro-
magnetically coupled patches creating the first and second resonances. Due to its small
profile, the proposed patch antenna design can be used either as a single antenna or an
element to construct compact MIMO antenna systems. The antenna critical characteristics
are assessed through numerical and experimental investigations and good results are
observed. In addition, numerical comparisons show that the introduced patch antenna is
superior to other published designs.

Dixit et al. [10] introduce a new antipodal Vivaldi array antenna with a 1 × 4 arrange-
ment proposed for 5G MM-Wave applications. A corporate feeding network is applied
on the top layer of the Vivaldi array design to feed the elements. It resonates in a wide
frequency range of 24.19–40.47 GHz, covering n257~n261 bands of 5G. Using corrugations
in the design of resonators, antenna characteristics such as gain level and front-to-back
ratio are improved. The antenna exhibits high gain levels (varying from 8 to 13.2 dBi)
versus its operation band. It is designed on a Rogers-5880 substrate material with overall
dimensions of 24 × 28.8 × 0.254 mm3.

Song et al. [11] present a low-cost/low-profile metasurface transmit-array design, fed
by a compact antenna array for 28 GHz 5G systems. The employed metasurface contains
two metallic layers at different sides of the substrate along with four fixed vias connecting
the layers. The transmit-array is composed of several unit cells with different dimensions.
In order to optimize the phase distribution on the transmit-array and decrease the side-lobe
level, the authors introduced particle swarm optimization. The optimized design achieves
27 dB gain with 11.8% 3 gain bandwidth, −30 dB side-lobe level, and aperture efficiency of
23%, which are improved from the unoptimized design.

Hamid et al. [12] focused on investigating the multibeam characteristics of a negative
refractive index-shaped lens with high gain and narrow beamwidth to be operated at
upper 5G frequency bands. Two types of negative refractive index lenses, including energy
conservation and Abbe’s sine lenses, were designed and their parameters are studied.
They exhibit high gains and narrow beamwidth characteristics with 65~66% efficiency
results. In addition, both designs provide optimum results for beam scanning up until 40◦.
The designed negative refractive index-shaped lens offers good characteristics in terms of
fundamental properties and can be used in 5G mobile base stations.

Kozlov et al. [13] present a new 1-bit dual-polarized tiled transmit-array with beam-
steering function for 5G communication systems. The configuration of a dual-polarized
unit cell contains a pair of identical square-ring resonators via a pair of U-shaped feed loops.
The proposed is highly flexible and adjustable for adding individual elements and using
different feeding types. It offers 160 MHz impedance bandwidth from 5.67 to 5.83 GHz.
An example of the proposed design with 10 × 10-element is presented, and its simulation
and measurement performances are discussed in detail. The circuit model topology of the
proposed beam-steerable transmit-array is discussed.

Ferreira-Gomes et al. [14] demonstrate a small-sized integrated metasurface antenna
design with circular-polarized characteristics for 5G MM-Wave communications. Its config-
uration is composed of a chiral dielectric metasurface and a 2 × 2 arrangement of dielectric
cylinders to reach optimized radiation patterns. The designed metasurface antenna is fed
using the SIW-to-coax feeding technique. The proposed antenna operates from 25.3 to
31.6 GHz (22.6%) with 11.6% 3 dB axial ratio (AR). The investigated results show promising
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improvements in antenna gain, AR, and impedance bandwidth. The antenna has a planar
structure and can be easily integrated into wireless systems.

Ramírez Arroyave et al. [15] developed a new design technique to minimize the
nonlinear distortion and maximize power efficiency for an MM-Wave PIN diode in recon-
figurable antennas. This is mainly achieved through the reduction of the mutual coupling
between the internal switching and the external feeding ports obtained using a test-set
with a nonlinear network analyser, on-wafer probe station, and a test fixture. The nonlinear
models are extracted through X-parameter measurements and are validated by S-parameter
in the low power signal regime and by harmonic measurements. A particular example of
antenna design in 3.5 GHz is demonstrated to verify the minimum nonlinearities method.

Gaya et al. [16] proposed a novel feeding method for dielectric resonator antennas.
In the proposed design, a ceramic-based dielectric resonator antenna is fed by a metallic
patch structure via a cross-slot aperture on the back layer. Using the cross-slot aperture,
the maximum power radiation along the broadside and the antenna gain are improved.
In order to achieve the desired impedance match, the slot dimensions are optimized. The
antenna is designed to operate at 26 GHz 5G band, and it offers high gain and efficiency
characteristics over its operation band. These features make the design suitable to be used
for indoor small cell applications.

Iqbal et al. [17] have developed a wideband half-mode substrate-integrated waveguide
(HMSIW) filter for 5G front-end applications. In the proposed design, a semi-circular cavity
resonator is applied to obtain a wide operation band of 3–7 GHz. In addition, in order
to improve the out-of-band response, a U-shaped slot and a pair of L-shaped stubs are
employed in the configuration of the design. Wide bandwidth, loss, planar structure,
and ease of integration are some attractive features of the 5G filter design. In addition,
it is better in terms of insertion loss when compared with other filters reported in the
literature. The filter was fabricated on the RT/duroid 5880 substrate and exhibits good
measurement results.

Luo et al. [18] present a new method to obtain continuous tuning without resonance
blindness in the PIN diode. In this method, after achieving the equivalent impedance of the
diodes, these nonlinear properties will be fitted with mathematical expressions. Using the
mathematical equations, the PIN diode is modelled to be compatible with implementing
co-simulation. Finally, in order to validate the usefulness of the proposed method, the
co-simulation and experimental results are carried out at 5 GHz. In this approach, the
active metamaterial structure contains two periodical cells with a PIN diode in each unit,
inductance chips, and via holes between the top and bottom layers.

In their work, Dicandia and Genovesi [19] focused on improving the spectral efficiency
of 5G massive MIMO systems using triangular lattice arrays. The authors investigated
the beneficial effects of adopting a triangular lattice on phased arrays with regular and
periodic grids. A particular study demonstrates the impact of the antenna array lattice at
the system level. A planar array with 64 elements and an arrangement of 8 × 8 is analysed
to better emphasize the advantages of the proposed method. The better performance
achieved by the triangular lattice array makes it appealing for high-altitude platform
station (HAPS) systems.

Yerrapragada and Kelley [20] propose a high-throughput wireless access framework
(known as K-User MIMO) for beyond-5G or 6G networks. It drives the multi-user Shannon
capacity formula to improve the spectral efficiency of the systems. The authors also define
an OFDM frame structure to demonstrate the allocation of time-frequency resources for
channel estimation. In addition, the performance of the proposed framework has been
compared with related technologies. The introduced framework can cancel interference,
demodulate, and maximize capacity through signal separation. It can also facilitate all-to-all
communication between access points and mobile devices.

We would like to take this opportunity to appreciate and thank all authors for their
excellent contributions and the reviewers for their fruitful comments and feedback. Special
appreciation is also extended to the editorial board and editorial office of MDPI Sensors
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journal. We hope that readers will discover new and useful information on antenna design
techniques for 5G and beyond applications.
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Abstract: The beneficial effects of adopting a triangular lattice on phased arrays with regular and
periodic grids for high-altitude platform station (HAPS) systems are presented in the scenario
of massive MIMO communications operating within the 5G NR n257 and n258 frequency bands.
Assessment of a planar array with 64 elements (8 × 8) is provided for both a triangular lattice and a
square one in terms of array gain, average sidelobe level (ASLL), and mutual coupling. Particular
attention is devoted to illustrating the impact of the antenna array lattice at the system level by
evaluating its significant merits, such as its spectral efficiency (SE) and signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR). The better performance exhibited by the triangular lattice array in comparison to the square
one makes it appealing for the 5G massive MIMO paradigm.

Keywords: phased array; massive MIMO; 5G; wideband array; triangular grid

1. Introduction

The upcoming next generation (5G) of wireless communication networks is expected
to drastically improve overall system performance, such as data throughput and energy
efficiency [1,2]. Currently, in most wireless communication systems, the users inside a
sector cell are served through a base station, whose radiation pattern consists of a fixed
broad main beam. In this scenario, the wireless communications system turns out to be
inefficient from the energy point of view, since most of the base station (BS)’s radiated
signal propagates towards directions in which there are no users [3]. The exploitation
of larger frequency bandwidths and the deployment of more BSs to reduce the cell area
are adopted in order to tackle the ever-increasing data throughput. On the other hand,
in upcoming 5G wireless technology, improvement of the data throughput is guaranteed
mainly by massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) technology [4–6], which is
capable of serving multiple users simultaneously within the same time–frequency resource,
through a multibeam radiation pattern with a consequent increase in the spectral efficiency
(SE) of the system [2]. The coverage of users inside a sector cell is achieved through the
deployment of phased arrays with a massive number of antennas. These arrays are able to
provide advanced beamforming and beam tracking to generate multiple concurrent beams
that send the different streams of data allocated on the same time–frequency resource
to separate users [7]. In addition to radiation pattern optimization, a large-frequency
spectrum is pivotal for supporting communication links with increased data transmission
rates between the base station and the users. For this reason, the limited available spectrum
below 6 GHz no longer satisfies the system’s needs; consequently, the millimeter-wave (mm-
wave) band has recently drawn great attention for the next 5G wireless communications
systems [8–11].

The design of massive MIMO phased array antennas represents one of the most
challenging aspects to tackle in order to guarantee reliable performance. In fact, the array
performance in terms of gain, beam steering, peak sidelobe level (PSLL), antenna mutual
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coupling, and inter-element distance directly affects the quality of the overall wireless com-
munication. Some examples of antenna arrays for mm-wave communication are reported
in Reference [12]. In Reference [13], a 28 GHz phased array composed of 64 elements
(8 × 8) is described. Massive MIMO systems with 64 elements operating around 28 GHz
and 40 GHz were designed with fully digital beamforming in References [14,15]. Dual-
polarized phased array transceivers able to provide two concurrent independent beams,
and hence double the channel capacity, have also been proposed [16,17].

However, some obstacles prevent the achievement of both seamless and ubiquitous
wireless connectivity if only the terrestrial infrastructure is considered. In fact, terrestrial
ground stations cannot be deployed in off-grid or inaccessible areas, such as rural zones,
oceans, deserts, and generally harsh and remote environments. To this end, aerial wireless
communication based on the employment of high-altitude platform stations (HAPSs) will
play a paramount role in providing everywhere with access to the global network [18–20].
A HAPS consists of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)—such as a gas-filled balloon, airship,
or aircraft—operating in the stratosphere at an altitude of around 20 km [21] (Figure 1).
HAPSs can be deployed in wireless communication networks with different topologies,
within which they act mainly as aerial relays or aerial base stations to help improve the
wireless communication [19]. In the former case, a HAPS collaborates with a ground BS
by offering an alternative reliable link between it and a ground user by forwarding the
data in case of a blockage between them. In the latter case, the HAPS acts as an aerial
base station by offering wide wireless connectivity between ground users and the core
network in the event of an inadequate terrestrial network or temporary ground station
malfunction or maintenance. Moreover, thanks to their rapid deployment, HAPSs can
assist in readily deploying communication networks after catastrophic events, such as
earthquakes [22,23]. Furthermore, HAPSs can act as reliable relays between terrestrial
users and CubeSats [24,25]—low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites—in order to form an airborne
communication network (ACN) [26,27].

 

HAPS-satellite communications

Inter-HAPS 
communications

Rural areas

Disaster
managment

Maritime
Communications

Ground station Crop monitoring

Figure 1. Examples of several scenarios where HAPSs can be exploited.

The antenna system certainly represents one of the most important factors for HAPSs
where reliable performance is concerned [28]. In Reference [29] a multibeam lens antenna
for a HAPS operating at L/S band is presented. A Ka-band phased array composed of
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256 open-ended substrate-integrated square waveguides and a 4-channel beamformer
circuit produced by Anokiwave was described in Reference [30].

In addition to the above-mentioned critical phased array aspects, another meaningful
parameter that has to be accurately investigated for large phased arrays at mm-wave is
the thermal aspect [31]. From the electromagnetic perspective, the most straightforward
way of improving the cooling performance to dissipate heat is to increase the distance
between the array elements. However, increasing the minimum distance between the
single radiators too much can degrade the PSLL, with the appearance of grating lobes
inside the visible region. This is detrimental to the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) in
massive MIMO systems with multiuser communication within the same time–frequency
resource. Recently, a solution based on aperiodic antenna element arrangement capable
of reducing the PSLL inside a defined sector cell for massive MIMO systems has been
proposed in Reference [32]. However, the array aperiodicity considerably increases the
design complexity of the feeding network, as well as complicating the array calibration.

Most of the designed phased arrays with uniform lattices rely on square or rectangular
element grids, although a triangular lattice allows for an increase in the minimum antenna
distance, avoiding the onset of grating lobes [33,34]. Few examples of triangular lattice 5G
phased arrays are reported in the literature [35,36]. However, a comprehensive analysis
addressing the overall performance of massive MIMO systems, including SE and SIR,
has not been yet presented, although some recent studies have proven the advantages of
triangular lattice arrays over square and rectangular ones for 5G massive MIMO system
ground stations [37].

The previous mm-wave 5G phased antenna arrays were designed to operate in one
specific band, even if there are different frequency bands allocated to 5G mm-wave world-
wide. For this reason, it is advantageous to design phased arrays that can operate over
a wide band in order to allow for multistandard operation or exploit interband carrier
aggregation (CA) to enhance spectral efficiency [38].

In this paper, the beneficial effects of adopting a triangular lattice rather than a square
one are described and tested on a phased array for HAPS communications within both
the 5G New Radio (NR) n258 (24.25–27.5 GHz) and NR n257 (26.5–29.5 GHz) bands.
A thorough analysis of the overall system performance—including array gain, average
sidelobe level (ASLL), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), and spectral efficiency (SSE)—is
carried out in order to demonstrate the effects of the employed array lattice. Furthermore,
the comparison to a planar array of 8×8 elements in terms of array gain, the minimum
distance between elements, and ASLL is presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted
to highlighting the superior robustness of triangular lattices for the antenna elements’
impedance variation during beam steering inside the sector when compared to square
lattices, via full-wave electromagnetic simulations. This represents a step forward with
respect to Reference [37], since it better quantifies the effects of mutual coupling and
matching efficiency (ηΓ). Massive MIMO metrics, such as SE and SIR, are evaluated in
Section 4, whilst conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Triangular vs. Square Lattice Planar Arrays

The radiation pattern (RP) generated by a planar array with N×M elements in the
event of uniform amplitude excitation, and when neglecting the mutual coupling, is equal
to [39]:

RP(θ, φ) =
N−1
∑

n=0

M−1
∑

m=0
ejϕnm Enm(θ, φ) ejβF

F = xnm sin(θ) cos(φ) + ynm sin(θ) sin(φ)
(1)

where β = 2π/λ0 is the phase constant; Enm(θ,φ) represents the elements’ radiation pattern;
and ϕnm represents the phase associated with the (n,m)-th element necessary to steer
the main beam toward the desired direction (u0, v0), which depends on the element’s
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position (xnm, ynm) within the employed lattice. The relation between the phase ϕnm and
the element’s position (xnm, ynm) is given by the following equation:

ϕnm = β(xnmu0 + ynmv0)
u0 = sin(θ0) cos(φ0)
v0 = sin(θ0) sin(φ0)

(2)

The minimum distance between elements (d0) is a fundamental parameter for array
radiation performance. Furthermore, d0 should be selected in order to avoid the appearance
of grating lobes within the visible region during the beam steering inside the angular sector
selected to serve the users. In fact, high lateral lobes do not only provide a considerable
reduction in the maximum array gain, but also produce interference for all other users
served within the same time–frequency resource. In general, the maximum value of the
minimum distance between the antenna elements depends on the maximum steering angle
necessary to cover the area of interest.

The HAPS scenario differs from that of a 5G ground BS—whose coverage spans 30◦
in elevation and 120◦ in azimuth [37,40]—since a circular scan area turns out to be more
appropriate [18]. Therefore, it is assumed to cover an angular sector with a maximum
steering angle of 60◦ off broadside (–60 ≤ θ0 ≤ 60◦) for all φ angles (0 ≤ φ0 ≤ 180◦), as
shown in Figure 2 in the u–v plane.

u= sin( )cos( )0 1-1

1

-1

v=sin( )sin( )

sin(60°)

Figure 2. Circular sector cell in the u–v plane within which the HAPS antenna array has to steer the
main beam to serve the 5G users.

As stated before, most of the designed phased arrays with uniform lattices rely upon a
square arrangement of the antenna elements. In this case, the condition on d0 for avoiding
the appearance of grating lobes inside the visible region is given by:

d0 ≤ λHF
R + sin(θmax)

(3)

where λHF represents the wavelength evaluated at the highest frequency (i.e., 29.5 GHz);
θmax is the maximum antenna array steering angle, which is 60◦ for the considered circular
angular sector shown in Figure 2; and R is a real number that represents the distance in
the u–v plane between the closest grating lobes and the center of the visible region (u = 0,
v = 0). Therefore, in order to guarantee the absence of undesirable high lobes inside the
visible region, R has to be set to greater than 1.

In the case of an antenna array with uniform spacing but with a triangular grid, the
spacing dx and dy—namely, the height and the base of the triangle (Figure 3)—are related
to the γ angle by the following equations:

dx = D sin(γ)
dy = 2D cos(γ)

(4)
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where D is the distance between the (n,m)-th element and the (n+1,m)-th, as depicted in
Figure 3.

z

y

x

Figure 3. Planar antenna array with a triangular lattice.

Differently from a square lattice, there are different choices of grid spacing (dx, dy) in
an array with a triangular grid, which are able to guarantee the absence of grating lobes. In
this case the grating lobes are avoided if the following equations are satisfied:

(
λHF
2dx

− u∗
0

)2
+

(
λHF
dy

− v∗0
)2 ≥ R2

2λHF
dy

− sin(θmax) ≥ R
λHF
dx

− sin(θmax) ≥ R
u∗

0 = sin(θmax) cos(γ)
v∗0 = sin(θmax) sin(γ)

(5)

where u0
* and v0

* represent the u–v plane coordinates where the grating lobes can appear.
It is worthwhile to note that the previous grating lobes absence equations are only valid for
equilateral or isosceles triangular lattices. Scalene lattices have not been considered since
they provide a lower value for d0. Equation (5) was used to understand the effect of γ on
the element spacing in a circular scan sector. The elements’ spacing (dx, dy), along with the
minimum distance between them, were evaluated for γ within the interval [20◦,80◦] in the
event of R = 1.1. The plot summarizing the results is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Elements’ spacing (dx, dy), the antenna elements’ distance (D), and its minimum (d0) as a
function of the γ value for a triangular lattice array in the event of R = 1.1.
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It is apparent that the γ value has a considerable effect on d0. Specifically, γ = 30◦
and γ = 60◦ provide the largest minimum distance between elements, which is equal
to 5.97 mm (0.587 λHF) in the addressed scenario. Moreover, Figure 4 emphasizes how
the triangular lattice provides the designer more degrees of freedom due to different
possible combinations of element spacing (dx, dy). For example, let us consider the RP
of an 8 × 8 array of isotropic elements (i.e., Enm(θ,φ) = 1) when the main beam is steered
along one of the φ directions where there are grating lobes and when θ = 60◦. Figure 5
illustrates the outcomes for two values of γ, namely, 30◦ and 60◦. It is apparent that the
different antenna element spacing (Figure 4) determines a different pattern shape, although
the minimum distance remains the same. In particular, in the event of γ = 30◦ (Figure 5a),
the antenna array presents a superior spatial resolution along the v plane, whereas the
equilateral triangular lattice (γ = 60◦) provides an almost circular footprint in the u–v
plane. Moreover, in both cases the grating lobe is evidently outside the visible region (red
circle), located at a distance of R = 1.1 from the center (u = 0, v = 0), as expected. Therefore,
according to the desired spatial resolution in the u–v plane, it is possible to select the proper
γ value.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. RP in the case of an antenna array with 8 × 8 isotropic elements arranged in a triangular lattice in the event of (a)
γ = 30◦, and (b) γ = 60◦. The red circle represents the visible region, whereas the black circle highlights the circular sector
cell.

In order to find the most suitable triangular lattice grid—and hence, the γ value—the
angular average gain (ηGain), namely, the mean value of the gain attained during the
beam steering inside the all-circular sector, in the case of a planar array composed of
8 × 8 elements, was evaluated as a function of the γ value within the addressed bandwidth
(24.25–29.5 GHz), and by considering the beam scan within the circular sector cell, as shown
in Figure 2. An element pattern shape equal to E(θ,φ) = cos(θ), with a half-power beamwidth
(HPBW) of 90◦, was assumed as the element factor during the average gain evaluation.

From the color map of Figure 6 it can be concluded that ηGain always increases with fre-
quency, although it exhibits higher value fluctuations with respect to the γ value, especially
in the lower band. Furthermore, ηGain grows almost linearly up to γ = 30◦, then gradually
decreases with the increase of the γ value up to around γ = 45◦, where a reversal of the
trend occurs. Subsequently, the angular average gain reaches the second peak at γ = 60◦,
after which it quickly drops again. Therefore, by considering the minimum element spacing
(Figure 4) and the angular average gain (Figure 6), it is possible to infer that with a circular
sector cell there are two optimal γ values in cases of triangular grids, namely, γ = 30◦ and
γ = 60◦. In fact, these values ensure the largest minimum antenna element distance and,
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hence, the lowest performance degradation due to the elements’ mutual coupling [41,42],
in addition to having the highest angular average gain as a function of the frequency.

Figure 6. Angular average gain (ηGain) as a function of the γ value within the working frequencies
(24.25 –29.5 GHz) in the case of a triangular lattice planar array of 8 × 8 elements.

In view of highlighting the impact of the antenna array lattice, two 8 × 8 planar arrays
were considered—the former with elements arranged on a square lattice, and the latter
on an equilateral triangular (γ = 60◦) grid. It is worth noting that, as stated before, in a
triangular lattice placement of the elements there are two most suitable values, namely,
γ = 30◦ and γ = 60◦. However, in the following performance comparison, it was decided to
use an equilateral triangular lattice due to its more uniform footprint in the u–v plane, as
shown in Figure 5b. By considering the Equations (3)–(5), with R = 1.1, for a square lattice
d0 turns out to be 5.17 mm (0.508 λHF), whereas the equilateral triangular grid exhibits a
minimum element distance of 5.97 mm (0.587 λHF), hence offering a 13.5% improvement.
It is worth observing that values of R greater than 1 assure the absence of grating lobes
during the beam steering inside the circular sector [43]. The same R value for both lattices
provides the same distance in the u–v plane between the closest grating lobes and the
center of the visible region (u = 0, v = 0), and hence, the same PSLL value as a function
of the beam steering inside the circular sector cell. Furthermore, PSLL is around –13.3 dB
at the broadside, whereas with the increase in the θ steering angle, PSLL degrades up to
around –9 dB for θ = 60◦ due to the cosine-shaped elements’ radiation pattern. The larger
minimum distance obtained via a triangular lattice arrangement allows us to achieve a
lower level of mutual coupling among antenna elements by ensuring greater robustness of
the active impedance of the array elements along the beam steering, a superior linearity of
the employed power amplifiers (PAs), and a general improvement of the massive MIMO
performance [41]. The wider element distance offered by the triangular lattice can be also
considered advantageous for the thermal aspect, by helping the cooling system of the
transceiver, which is critical in large mm-wave phased arrays [31]. The overlapped array
geometry of triangular and square lattices is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Array geometry of a planar array of 64 elements (8 × 8) in a triangular lattice (γ = 60◦) and
a square lattice.

The larger array area of the triangular element arrangement also guarantees a better
angular resolution and, in a massive MIMO scenario, a reduced angular interval within
which users cannot be spatially resolved [2].

The array gain as a function of the main beam direction (θ0, φ0) for both arrays of
Figure 7 is illustrated in Figure 8 by considering an element pattern equal to E(θ,φ) = cos(θ).
It can be noted that, although the employed array lattices present similar trends during
beam steering, the triangular lattice outperforms the square one due to a higher array gain.
Furthermore, the gain value presents the highest value along the broadside (θ0 = 0◦), then
decreases during the main beam steering due to beam widening and the approaching of
the grating lobes inside the visible region [39]. For a more comprehensive analysis, the
impact of the employed lattice on the array gain was also examined from a statistical point
of view, by calculating the mean value (ηGain), the variance (σ2

Gain), the minimum value
(minGain), and the maximum value (maxGain). The results reported in Table 1 emphasize that
the triangular lattice enables the attainment of an average linear array gain improvement
of around 13 %, when compared to a square lattice. Moreover, as visible from the color
maps of Figure 8, the use of a triangular lattice provides both a superior minimum value
(minGain) and maximum value (maxGain) to those of a square grid.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 8. Gain in dBi of a planar array composed of 64 elements (8 × 8 array) as a function of the main beam steering
inside the circular angular sector (−60◦ ≤ θ0 ≤ 60◦, 0◦ ≤ φ0 ≤ 180◦). Equilateral triangular lattice at (a) 24.25 GHz,
(b) 26.875 GHz, and (c) 29.5 GHz; square lattice at (d) 24.25 GHz, (e) 26.875 GHz, and (f) 29.5 GHz.

Table 1. Statistical comparison between the gain (dBi) of a square lattice and an equilateral triangular
lattice for an 8 × 8 array evaluated within the circular scan sector.

24.25 GHz 26.875 GHz 29.5 GHz

Tri Squ Tri Squ Tri Squ
ηGain 21.38 20.77 22.18 21.57 22.87 22.28
σ2

Gain 0.89 0.83 0.97 0.9 1.12 0.99
minGain 19.17 18.73 19.81 19.38 20.24 19.83
maxGain 22.42 21.78 23.26 22.61 24.03 23.37

Since the user’s interference plays a key role in massive MIMO systems, the impact
of the employed array lattice on the average sidelobe level (ASLL) was evaluated from a
statistical point of view. For the ASLL evaluation, the addressed region was selected for
each main beam pointing at a user by the following ellipse equation:

(u−u0)

r2
u

+ (v−v0)

r2
v

> 1

ru = 1.2 λ
Lx

, rv = 1.2 λ
Ly

(6)

where Lx and Ly represent the array side length along the x and y directions; λ is the
wavelength; (u0,v0) the desired direction in the u–v plane in which to steer the main beam;
and ru and rv identify the main beam in the u and v planes, respectively. Once the sidelobe
region has been selected for a desired (u0,v0) direction, the ASLL is calculated by averaging
all of the array’s radiation pattern values inside the sidelobe region. Moreover, since the
array can steer the main beam inside a circular area (Figure 2), we decided to evaluate the
ASLL mean (ηASLL), minimum (minASLL), and maximum (maxASLL) values by considering
different scan angles (Nθ = 15, Nφ = 91) uniformly distributed inside the circular sector
through the following equations:

ηASLL = 1
Nθ Nφ

Nθ

∑
i=1

Nφ

∑
j=1

ASLL(i, j)

minASLL = min{ASLL(i, j)} , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Nθ , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Nφ

maxASLL = max{ASLL(i, j)} , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Nθ , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Nφ

(7)

where ASLL(i,j) represents the ASLL when the array main beam direction is toward the
direction identified by (i,j). The calculated ASLL mean (ηASLL), minimum (minASLL), and
maximum (maxASLL) values are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. Specifically, Figure 9 high-
lights the ASLL statistical comparison in the event that the sidelobe region is represented
by the intersection between Equation (6) and the u–v points inside the unit radio’s circle,
whereas the ASLL assessment of Figure 10 takes into account a sidelobe region represented
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by the intersection between Equation (6) and the u–v points inside the circular sector cell
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 9. ASLL statistical comparison of square and equilateral triangular lattices by considering the
whole visible region.

Figure 10. ASLL statistical comparison of square and equilateral triangular lattices by considering
the circular sector cell.

By looking at Figures 9 and 10 it is evident that the use of triangular lattices in planar
antenna arrays outperforms that of square ones from a statistical point of view, in terms of
ASLL. The better performance of triangular lattices is highlighted by a lower ASLL mean
value, a reduced minimum value, and a similar maximum value. Specifically, triangular
lattices allow for a percentage reduction of the ASLL mean value (ηASLL) of 1–2% within the
desired bandwidth, compared to square lattices, when considering the whole visible region.
The ASLL superiority of triangular lattices is further confirmed by taking into account only
the investigated circular sector cell (Figure 10). Indeed, the ASLL mean value percentage
reduction in triangular lattices compared to square lattices turns out to be between 3.5%
and 4.5%. This feature is attractive for 5G massive MIMO systems, since it allows for a
reduction in both the intra-cell and inter-cell interference. Since lateral lobes related to
the main beam pointing at one user generate interference for all other users served within
the same time–frequency resource, the lower ASLL guaranteed by a triangular lattice is
appealing for use in a HAPS 5G massive MIMO system.

3. Phased Array Comparison of Triangular and Square Lattices

In this section, a planar array composed of 64 elements (8 × 8) is analyzed to better
emphasize the advantages of using a triangular lattice. The full-wave electromagnetic sim-
ulations were carried out using Ansys HFSS [44]. Each single element consists of a square
patch antenna printed on a 0.7 mm thick grounded dielectric layer (RO5880), fed through a
coaxial cable. As mentioned in the previous section, the minimum antenna element spacing
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for a square lattice is 5.17 mm (0.508 λHF), whereas the equilateral triangular grid provides
a minimum element distance of 5.97 mm (0.587 λHF).

Since antenna array design is beyond the scope of this paper, the lattice comparison as
a function of frequency was pursued by tuning the antenna array elements to be matched
in one narrowband frequency band at time. The finite array with 64 elements, with the
antenna elements tuned to 29.5 GHz, is illustrated in Figure 11. Specifically, the x–z plane
represents the E-plane of the array, whereas y–z represents the H-plane. At the beginning,
the mutual coupling (Sij) among antenna elements was addressed. The simulated mutual
coupling average value (ηSij) among antenna elements, and the maximum mutual coupling
as a function of the frequency, are illustrated in Table 2. It can be seen that a triangular
lattice enables us to considerably reduce both the mutual coupling average value and the
maximum mutual coupling. For instance, the peak mutual coupling achieved at the highest
frequency (29.5 GHz) with a square lattice (−14.4 dB) turns out to be worse than the peak
mutual coupling achieved at the lowest frequency (24.25 GHz) for the triangular lattice
planar array (−14.91 dB). In general, the mutual coupling difference between triangular
and square lattices is more pronounced at the lowest frequencies, and then the coupling
difference tends to reduce with the increase in frequency.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Planar array with 64 elements arranged with (a) an equilateral triangular lattice; and (b) a square lattice.

Table 2. Simulated mutual coupling average values (ηSij) among antenna elements and the maximum
value comparison in dB between triangular and square lattice planar arrays composed of 64 elements
(8 × 8).

24.25 GHz 26.875 GHz 29.5 GHz

Tri Squ Tri Squ Tri Squ
ηSij −48.6 −42.52 −49.35 −44.8 −50.74 −46.2

Max(Sij) −14.91 −11.84 −15.62 −12.55 −16.9 −14.4

One of the detrimental effects of mutual coupling is the variation of the antenna
elements’ input impedance during beam steering. The impact of the employed array
lattice on active Sii parameters (i = 1, . . . ,64) was evaluated from a statistical point of view
through the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the active Sii of all of the antenna
array elements during the coverage. From Figure 12, a better statistical behavior of active
Sii parameters in triangular lattice than in square one is clearly recognizable. Indeed, the
triangular lattice, thanks to a lower mutual coupling (Table 2), provides an average value
of the active Sii of around 13.8 dB within the investigated frequencies, whereas the square
one is characterized by a mean value between −11.8 dB and −12.5 dB.
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Figure 12. Active Sii CDF for square and equilateral triangular lattice planar arrays composed of
64 elements at 24.25 and 29.5 GHz.

To further emphasize the superior robustness of the antenna elements’ impedance
variation when using a triangular lattice, the simulated array matching efficiency (ηΓ) was
evaluated for all of the investigated steering angles by, using the following equation:

ηΓ =

64
∑

i=1

(
1 − |Sii|2

)
64

(8)

The color maps of Figure 13 confirm the advantages of adopting triangular lattices in
planar arrays, rather than square ones, in that they provide higher efficiency values for all
investigated frequencies (24.25–29.5 GHz). Specifically, the triangular lattice provides a
higher matching efficiency value than the square lattice for all of the investigated steering
angles, except around φ = 90◦ plane (H-plane of the array) for θ angles greater than 40◦. In
particular, the triangular lattice shows a better matching efficiency in approximately 90%
of the covered area within the addressed frequency band.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 13. Matching efficiency (ηΓ) of a planar array composed of 64 elements (8 × 8) as a function of the main beam
steering inside the circular angular sector (−60◦ ≤ θ0 ≤ 60◦, 0◦ ≤ φ0 ≤ 180◦). Equilateral triangular lattice at (a) 24.25 GHz,
(b) 26.875 GHz, and (c) 29.5 GHz; square lattice at (d) 24.25 GHz, (e) 26.875 GHz, and (f) 29.5 GHz.

The main reason the triangular lattice’s matching efficiency undergoes a value re-
duction in the principal planes for θ angles close to 60◦ at the highest frequency is due to
scan blindness onset. This phenomenon can be observed through the active S11 parameter
related to the array’s central element at the highest frequency (29.5 GHz), as a function of
the beam steering shown in Figure 14. To emphasize the scan blindness onset, the active
S11 parameter was considered during beam steering within the whole visible region. More
in detail, the color maps highlight that the triangular lattice does not avoid the scan blind-
ness onset—characterized by a strong antenna element mismatch—but only reduces it by
pushing the involved angular sector a bit further [43]. In fact, by considering the simulated
phased array in the event of beam steering, the square lattice provides an active S11 higher
than –10dB within the angular ranges |θ0| > 60◦, φ0 < 60◦, and φ0 > 120◦ (Figure 14b). On
the other hand, the triangular lattice presents a milder mismatch of the central element for
|θ0| > 60◦, φ0 < 30◦, φ0 >150◦, and 80◦< φ0 < 100◦ (Figure 14a). Moreover, by considering
the angular sector with |θ0| > 60◦—hence, outside the desired scan angle area (highlighted
by dashed red lines)—the triangular lattice presents an S11 central array element higher
than −10dB in 40 % of cases, whereas the square lattice does so in 50 % of cases.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Active S11 parameter related to the central array element as a function of beam steering for a planar array
composed of 64 elements with (a) a triangular lattice; and (b) a square lattice.

With the aim of evaluating the impact of the antenna array lattice on the radiation
pattern shape, the realized gain as a function of the θ angle at a broadside direction is
reported in Figure 15.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Simulated realized gain for a planar array composed of 64 elements at a broadside direction: (a) 24.25 GHz
φ = 0◦; (b) 24.25 GHz φ = 90◦; (c) 29.5 GHz φ = 0◦; and (d) 29.5 GHz φ = 90◦.

Figure 15 confirms that a triangular lattice provides a narrower main beam in the
φ = 90◦ plane, thus providing a higher maximum gain and better angular resolution.
Moreover, a triangular lattice leads to comparable cross-polar levels to square one in
the φ = 90◦ plane, whereas it introduces a slight degradation in the E-plane of the array
(Figure 15a,c)—although a cross-polar level of about 50 dB around the mean beam is
still guaranteed.

4. Massive MIMO Performance Evaluation

The comparison of triangular and square lattices was carried out in terms of array
gain, ASLL, active Sii parameters, and matching efficiency, by considering a circular sector
in which to serve users. However, one of the key factors that will allow us to drastically
improve the data throughput of the upcoming 5G wireless technology will be the use
of massive MIMO technology capable of serving different users within the same time–
frequency resource through multibeam radiation patterns. In general, various beamforming
methods are available for the achievement of a multibeam system [10,45,46].

Let us consider a HAPS equipped with an array of M = 64 (8 × 8) antenna elements that
serves K concurrent ground users, equipped with a single isotropic antenna, located inside
the above-mentioned circular angular sector (Figure 2), through a multibeam radiation
pattern in a line-of-sight (LOS) scenario. The assumption of a LOS channel is consistent
since, at mm-wave, the LOS ray represents the predominant mode of propagation between
the base station (BS) and the users, due to large path loss as well as the use of high-
gain antennas [47,48]. Furthermore, the LOS channel condition turns out to be further
emphasized in the case of HAPS wireless communication [49].

The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for the nth user in case of a
multi-user scenario can be written as [40,50,51]:

SINRn =
δηΓ(θn, φn)G(θn, φn)

δ
K
∑

i=1
G(θi, φi)|hi ∗ Wn|2 + 1

(9)
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where G(θn,φn) represents the HAPS array’s gain toward the nth user located at (θn,φn); δ
represents the ratio between the transmitted power (Pt) and the noise power (σ0); hn ε 1×M
(n = 1,2,..,K) corresponds to the channel propagation between the nth user and the HAPS
antenna array; and wn ε M×1 consists of the precoding vector that, in general, depends on
the selected beamforming method. It is worth noting that, differently from Reference [37],
the simulated matching efficiency (ηΓ) was included in (9) in order to achieve a more
accurate SINR estimate. To evaluate the system quality of service, a maximum ratio (MR)
precoding technique [2] with a perfect channel state information (CSI) was assumed in
the following analysis. However, it is worth noting that more efficient precoding and
combining algorithms able to reduce interference could be exploited [52] but, in general,
they require more complexity and turn out to be more sensitive to channel estimation
error. Additionally, since array elements’ mutual coupling (MC) undermines the MIMO
performance [53] due to the unwanted correlation among elements, the channel matrix H
is modelled as [54]:

H = H0

(
Imxm − SSH

)
(10)

where H0 ε K × M denotes the complex channel gain among the users and the HAPS
antenna elements in the absence of antenna mutual coupling; Im×m is an identity matrix;
and S ε M×M corresponds to the scattering parameters matrix of the HAPS planar array.
Unlike [37], the channel matrix was evaluated by taking into account in (10) the full-wave
simulation of the planar array, and not just the antenna element distance. Once the SINR is
known, the maximum achievable bitrate over 1 Hz of bandwidth for the nth user, which is
the spectral efficiency (SE) per user, is:

SEn = log2(1 + SINRn) (11)

For the SE assessment both the simulated array gain and the S-matrix of the planar
arrays shown in Figure 11 were used. Furthermore, 10,000 sets of K-concurrent users
randomly distributed inside the circular sector were adopted. It is worth observing that
a smart user’s selection inside the sector can improve the massive MIMO performance
and the energy efficiency of the wireless communication [55]. However, this aspect was
neglected, since the main goal of the paper is to highlight the performance differences
between square and triangular lattices. The achievable SE as a function of the δ value,
which is the ratio between the transmitted power (Pt) and the noise power (σ0), is reported
in Figure 16 for both square and triangular lattices in the event of eight simultaneous users
inside the investigated circular sector.

Figure 16. SE comparison for a planar array composed of 8 × 8 elements, in cases of square and
triangular lattices, as a function of the δ ratio in dB in the event of 8 concurrent users.
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It can be seen that the triangular lattice deployment of the array antenna elements
allows for the achievement of a considerable improvement in the SE. The SE starts to
grow almost linearly with the increase in the δ value, after which it reaches a superior
limit due to the SIR, and the system becomes interference limited. Therefore, once the
upper SE boundary is reached, further increasing the transmitted power does not represent
an efficient way of improving the SE. The improved SE in the triangular lattice array is
apparent from looking at the statistical behavior of the CDF of the SIR (Figure 17), and both
the average SIR (ηSIR) and 90% of the SIR occurrence (SIR90%), as highlighted in Table 3.

Figure 17. SIR CDF comparison for a planar array composed of 8x8 elements, in cases of square and
triangular lattices, in the event of 8 concurrent users.

Table 3. Simulated average SIR (ηSIR) in dB and SIR90% across triangular and square lattice planar
arrays composed of 64 elements (8 × 8), in the event of 8 served users inside the circular sector.

24.25 GHz 26.875 GHz 29.5 GHz

Tri Squ Tri Squ Tri Squ
ηSIR 11.1 10 12 11.25 13.3 12.2

SIR90% 0.4 0 0.9 0.5 1.4 1

Since to improve the SE it is better to serve more users inside the predefined sector cell
rather than increasing the transmitted power, the SE is plotted as a function of the number
of users (K) for both triangular and square lattices in the event of a δ = 20 dB (Figure 18).

(a) (b) 

Figure 18. (a) SE comparison as a function of the number of users (K) between square and triangular lattice planar arrays
composed of 64 elements; and (b) percentage SE improvement in the event of δ = 20 dB.
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The remarkable advantage of using a triangular lattice arrangement of the array
elements instead of a square one is confirmed by observing the SE in Figure 18a. To
emphasize the SE comparison, the percentage SE improvement is calculated and reported
in Figure 18b. As can be seen, the achievable SE between the two lattices turns out to be
comparable for few users, even if the triangular lattice’s SE is somewhat higher due to
a superior array gain value (Figure 8). Conversely, with the increase in the number of
concurrent users, the SE improvement guaranteed by the triangular lattice array grows
continuously, and reaches a value between 8.5% and 12 % in the event of 20 simultaneous
users inside the sector.

In view of highlighting the advantageous impact of the triangular lattice on planar
arrays in massive MIMO systems, the percentage SE improvement of the most suitable
triangular lattice, compared to rectangular or square lattices, is reported in Table 4 for a
case of 20 concurrent users deployed inside the different sector cells. Table 4 confirms
that, although with some performance differences, the triangular lattice turns out to be
the most efficient array grid regardless of the sector cell or the adopted frequency within
the considered range. It is worth observing that, in practice, a minimum user distance
within the same time–frequency resource is required in order to avoid high SIR and, hence,
increase the SE. However, SE improvement between triangular and square lattices remains
substantially unchanged. A further analysis aimed at understanding the role of array
gain and the elements’ mutual coupling (MC) was performed. The SE improvement
between triangular and square lattices, as shown in Figure 18b, was recalculated under
the hypothesis of having the same array gain (or the same received signal) for both of the
employed lattices (20 dBi for all the frequencies), and in the case of an ideal array without
MC (w/o MC).

Table 4. Percentage SE improvement offered by the most suitable triangular lattice, compared to
rectangular/square lattices, in the case of planar arrays composed of 64 elements (8 × 8) for 20 served
users inside the different sector cells.

Sector Lattice
SE Improvement

24.25 GHz 29.5 GHz

[37] Rectangular γ = 36.6◦ vs Rect 14 % 10 %
This Paper Circular γ = 60◦ vs Squ 12 % 8.5 %

Figure 19a highlights how the higher array gain values, as a function of the steering
angles obtained in the case of the triangular lattice planar array (Figure 8), allow for an
increase in the SE for just a few users (up to three). In fact, the SE improvement with the
same array gain in the case of just a single user is equal to zero at all frequencies, whereas by
increasing the number of concurrent users the curves are overlapped to the case of different
gain values. Therefore, the higher SE provided by the triangular lattice in the event of
many users is due to the better interference robustness guaranteed by the superior angular
resolution. The SE improvement comparison of Figure 19b emphasizes how the MC effects
contribute to a further increase in the percentage SE improvement of the triangular lattice
compared to the square lattice, mainly at the lowest frequency (24.25 GHz). Conversely, the
MC effect on percentage SE improvement gradually vanishes as the frequency increases,
and becomes irrelevant at the highest frequency (29.5 GHz).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 19. Percentage SE improvement as a function of the number of users (K) between square and triangular lattice planar
arrays composed of 64 elements in the event of (a) the same HAPS array gain for all of the frequencies for both lattices; and
(b) an ideal planar array equipped with 64 elements without MC (w/o MC).

5. Conclusions

An extensive analysis of HAPS massive MIMO systems employing triangular lattices
has been presented within the 5G NR n257 and n258 frequency bands (24.25–29.5 GHz).
The noteworthy massive MIMO performance improvement when adopting a triangular
lattice arrangement of the array elements instead of a square one in a planar array with
a regular lattice has been highlighted. Specifically, a triangular lattice allows for the
achievement of a superior array gain and ASLL reduction, as well as greater robustness of
the antenna elements’ impedance variation during beam steering by exploiting lower MC
levels. Moreover, the larger minimum distance between elements in the case of a triangular
grid guarantees a better angular resolution that, in a massive MIMO scenario, provides
superior interference robustness and, hence, higher SE. The advantages offered by the
regular and periodic triangular lattice arrangement of antenna elements make it appealing
for 5G massive MIMO applications.
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Abstract: Metamaterial antennas consisting of periodical units are suitable for achieving tunable
properties by employing active elements to each unit. However, for compact metamaterials with
a very limited number of periodical units, resonance blindness exists. In this paper, we introduce
a method to achieve continuous tuning without resonance blindness by exploring hence, taking
advantage of nonlinear properties of PIN diodes. First, we obtain the equivalent impedance of the
PIN diode through measurements, then fit these nonlinear curves with mathematical expressions.
Afterwards, we build the PIN diode model with these mathematical equations, making it compatible
with implementing co-simulation between the passive electromagnetic model and the active element
of PIN diodes and, particularly, the nonlinear effects can be considered. Next, we design a compact
two-unit metamaterial antenna as an example to illustrate the electromagnetic co-simulation. Finally,
we implement the experiments with a micro-control unit to validate this method. In addition, the
nonlinear stability and the supplying voltage tolerance of nonlinear states for both two kinds of PIN
diodes are investigated as well. This method of obtaining smooth tuning with nonlinear properties
of PIN diodes can be applied to other active devices, if only PIN diodes are utilized.

Keywords: active metamaterial antenna; continuous tuning; resonance blindness; EM co-simulation;
nonlinear property

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic metamaterials (EM MTMs) [1] employ periodical units, that are
derived from split-ring resonators (SRRs) [2], composite right–left-handed (CRLH) struc-
tures [3], and high-impedance structures (HISs) [4], to obtain a negative refractive index,
negative phase constant, and high surface impedance, thereby achieving the unique prop-
erties of super-lens [5], back–forward radiation [6], and field enhancement [7]. Thanks
to EM MTMs that are characterized by periodical configuration, it is possible to realize
multiple tunable states either in spectrum resonances [8] or spatial radiation patterns [9]
by applying active components to each periodical unit. This kind of tuning mechanism
benefits from a periodical array with n unit cells, while each unit can be tuned individually
with m states utilizing active elements such as PIN diodes [8,10–12], varactors [13–20], or
MEMS [21], thus, ideally speaking, we can possess in total as many as mn tunable states.
This means that extremely large MTMs with an infinite (n→∞) number of units have
an infinite number of tunable states, leading to continuous tuning. Conversely, compact
MTMs with a very limited number of units have only several discrete tunable states. The
absence of continuous tunability in an active MTM design is called tuning blindness, and it
is has two causes: the MTM design has very limited periodical units, such as two, three, or
five cells; RF switches as the active component in the MTM only have two tunable states
(ON/OFF). For instance, as demonstrated in Figure 1a, we simulate an MTM antenna con-
taining two-unit (n = 2, m = 2) HIS structures, and it indeed demonstrates several tunable
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resonances, but they are discrete with unavoidably induced resonance blindness (as shown
in the shadow area). Similarly, in [9], where programmable radiations are realized with PIN
diodes, and in [21], where programmable spectrum resonances are achieved with MEMS,
there exists tuning blindness as well. More specifically, in [9], though scanning beams
from roughly −60◦ to +60◦ are obtained, as the shadow area demonstrates in Figure 1b,
scanning blindness occurs from −15◦ to +15◦. In this paper, we explore another method
to achieve continuous tuning with PIN diodes: investigating the equivalent impedance
in the transition zone between completed ON and OFF, and exploring the nonlinear zone
in between. Thanks to the PIN diodes possessing this nonlinear zone, we can achieve a
continuous spectrum tuning without blindness and, meanwhile, with low actuated volt-
ages less than 1.5 V, which is suitable for NB-IoT scenery that requires many tunable but
narrow-band spectrum channels and with low power consumption.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Tuning blindness exists in (a) a compact MTM antenna with two periodical units and in (b) programmable spatial
radiation patterns [9].

In practice, MTMs with a limited number of periodical units are quite common, and
in some cases, they are even preferred due to their compact size. In addition to the method
proposed in this paper, another common method for avoiding blindness is to increase the
tunable states m possessed by the individual cell, while unit number n is kept to a small
value for a compact size. For instance, [13–20] introduce the tunable antenna using varactor
diodes, or variable capacitors, to obtain multiple tunable states m = 9, 7, 6, respectively.
These good works with multi-state tuning indeed increase the tuning continuity with
discrete structures, but usually require variable voltage to even as high as 20 V, which
might not be compatible with low-power applications such as narrow bandwidth Internet
of Things (NB-IoT) [22–24].

This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 investigates the nonlinear property of PIN
diodes; Section 3 introduces the electromagnetic (EM) co-simulation; Section 4 presents
experiments; Sections 5 and 6 provide the discussion and conclusion.

2. Nonlinear Properties

PIN diodes are conventionally utilized as RF switches with two states (ON/OFF).
However, there exists a transition zone in between. In order to investigate this nonlinear
property, we study the relationship between the equivalent impedance and the actuated
voltage using the PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912, MACOM, Lowell, MA, USA).
First, we measure the PIN diode by employing a microstrip line in a 5 GHz band. As
shown in Figure 2a, we make a slot in the middle of the standard 50 Ω microstrip line
and integrate the surface-mounted PIN diode A there, then apply two inductors (Murata
LQW18AN22NG00, Mutrata, Nagaokakyo, Kyoto, Japan) with a large value (22 nH) to
block the interference from the DC supplier. Second, we apply transmission line (TL)
theory to analyze this equivalent circuit model, as shown in Figure 2b. The equivalent
model includes Zc = 50 Ω that represents the characteristic impedance of the standard
transmission line with length l0, the equivalent impedance Zpin of the PIN diodes, and the
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port impedance Zport = 50 Ω. According to TL theory, the equivalent impedance of PIN
diodes Zpin can be retrieved from input impedance Zin as [25]

Zpin =
ZC·(Z in − ZL) + j· tan(βl 0)·(Z in·ZL − Z2

C
)

ZC − j·Zin· tan(βl 0)
(1)

where β is the phase constant, and the input impedance Zin is measured in experiments.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. (a) Measurement setup and (b) its equivalent circuit model for investigating the nonlinear zone of PIN diode A
(MACOM MA4AGBLP912); (c) extracted equivalent impedance including resistance and reactance according to different
voltages actuated to the PIN diode.

As shown in Figure 2c, since actuated voltages are varied from 0 V to 1.5 V, the
equivalent impedance of the PIN diodes Zpin is changed accordingly; the resistance ranges
from 225 Ω to a very small value close to 0 Ω, and the reactance varies from −200 Ω to a
very small value as well. Particularly, we can observe that there exists a transition zone
(as marked by the shadow area in Figure 2c) between the PIN diodes’ OFF zone where
impedance is around 200–200 j, and the ON zone where the impedance is a very small
value close to zero. In this transition zone, the actuated voltage is around 1–1.2 V and,
accordingly, the impedance varies nonlinearly and smoothly from the OFF state to the
ON state.

In order to accommodate the EM co-simulation including passive EM models and
nonlinear active components, we build a PIN diode model with respect to the nonlinear
properties and considering parameters of actuated voltages and frequencies. Referring to
impedance curves as shown in Figure 2c, curves in the transition zone are nonlinear in
an S shape, which is close to the Boltzmann function [26]. Thus, we select the Boltzmann
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function to fit them. Based on Boltzmann’s mathematical model, the real part ZRe and
imaginary part ZIm are

ZRe = ZRe_on +
ZRe_off − ZRe_on

1 + e
V−VRe_0

dRe

(2)

ZIm = ZIm_on +
ZIm_off − ZIm_on

1 + e
V−VIm_0

dIm

(3)

in which V is the actuated voltage for PIN diode A, ZRe_off and ZRe_on are the measured ZRe
when the diode is in the OFF state with V = 0 V and the ON state with V = 1.5 V. Similarly,
ZIm_off and ZIm_on are ZIm when V = 0 V (OFF state) and 1.5 V (ON state). VRe_0 is defined
as the voltage when ZRe equals the mean of ZRe_off and ZRe_on, while VIm_0 is the voltage
when ZIm equals the mean of ZIm_off and ZIm_on. Parameters dRe and dIm are the slope of
curves ZRe and ZIm when V = VRe_0 and V = VIm_0.

Until now, the above equations have concerned only one frequency point, but we
need to consider the whole frequency band. This means all the parameters in (2) and (3),
ZRe_off, ZRe_on, VRe_0, dRe and ZIm_off, ZIm_on, VIm_0, dIm, need to be related to frequencies. We
select several frequency points located at the relatively low, moderate, and high frequency
sections of the band, and fit them to the equations, thereby involving the whole frequency
band when describing the nonlinear properties. Particularly, according to these curves’
shapes concerning frequencies, the mean function and Gaussian function are applied to fit
the real part ZRe and the imaginary part ZIm, respectively. For ZRe, the relative parameters
in respect to frequencies can be described as

ZRe_on =
1
3 ∑

f= f 0, f 1, f 2

ZRe( f ) (4)

ZRe_off = ZRe_off ( f 2) + d1 · ( f − f2)/109 (5)

VRe_0 = VRe_0( f 2) + d2 · ( f − f2)/109 (6)

dRe = dRe( f 2) + d3 · ( f − f 2)/109 (7)

where three typical frequency points are f 0 = 4.7 GHz, f 1 = 5 GHz, and f 2 = 5.3 GHz. Other
parameters are ZRe_on = 11.18 Ω, ZRe_off (f 2) = 223.8 Ω, VRe_0 (f 2) = 1.08 V, dRe (f 2) = 0.04751,
d1 = 126.57, d2 = −0.05024, and d3 = 7.45 × 10−3. Similarly, we use (8)–(11) for the imaginary
part ZIm:

ZIm_on = ZIm_on( f 2) + d4 · ( f − f2)/109 (8)

ZIm_off = ZIm_off ( f 2) + d5 · e−0.5·( f /109− f3
d6

)
2

(9)

VIm_0 = VIm_0( f 2) + d7 · ( f − f2)/109 (10)

dIm = dIm( f 2) + d8 · ( f − f2)/109 (11)

where the relative parameters ZIm_on (f 2) = 18.63 Ω, ZIm_off (f 2) = −171.38 Ω, VIm_0 (f 2) =
1.023 V, and dIm (f 2) = 0.04902. Other parameters d4 = 22.59, d5 = −27.24, d6 = 0.23727,
d7 = −0.03697, and d8 = 7.966·10−4. Especially, the parameter f 3 = 4.922 is derived from the
peak position of the Gaussian function. Finally, we achieve the completed equations to
express the nonlinear property of the PIN diode as follows

ZRe =
1
3 ∑

f= f 0, f 1, f 2

ZRe( f )+
ZRe_off ( f 2) + d1 · ( f − f 2)/109 − 1

3 ∑ f= f 0, f 1, f 2
ZRe( f )

1 + e
V−(VRe_0( f 2)+d2 ·( f− f2)/109)

dRe( f 2)+d3 ·( f− f 2)/109

(12)
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ZIm = ZIm_on( f 2) + d4 · ( f − f 2)/109 +

ZIm_off ( f 2) + d5 · e−0.5·( f /109− f3
d6

)
2

− (Z Im_on( f 2) + d4 · ( f − f2)/109

)

1 + e
V−(VIm_0( f 2)+d7 ·( f− f2)/109)

dIm( f 2)+d8 ·( f− f 2)/109

(13)

Note that we fit the measured impedance curves of the PIN diode with these above-
mentioned equations through several typical frequency points f 0, f 1, and f 2, thus, we
need to double check if they can represent the whole frequency band. We randomly select
the frequencies 4.75 GHz, 4.9 GHz, and 5.13 GHz in the band, and compare the fitting
curves with the measured results. As shown in Figure 3a, ZRe and ZIm match well with
the measured ones, implying the equivalent effectiveness of the nonlinear property in
the whole frequency band. In this way, we obtain the mathematical expressions to de-
scribe the nonlinear properties of the PIN diode, and accordingly model this PIN diode
in ANSYS Electronics Desktop, ensuring the nonlinear property is considered in the EM
co-simulation.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. (a) Comparisons between fitting results by using the Boltzmann function and measured results; (b) the circuit
contains parallel LC and PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912) model, thereby implementing the proof-of-concept
simulation to prove (c) continuous and smooth resonance tuning without blindness.

To demonstrate that the nonlinear properties can be exploited for achieving smooth
and uniform resonance tuning, we implement a proof-of-concept level simulation with
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the PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912). As shown in Figure 3b, it is a parallel L1C1
circuit model with the parameters L1 = 1 nH and C1 = 1 pF. IN particular, we put another
capacitance C2 in the shunt direction with the same value C2 = 1 pF, but it can be connected
or disconnected parallel to the L1C1 circuit via the PIN diode, which can be controlled by
the supplying voltages from the OFF state, nonlinear states to ON state. An inductance of L2
= 1 H is used to block the interference from the DC suppliers. Theoretically speaking, there
should be a continuous resonance tuning between the resonance 1/

(
2π

√
L1C1

)
= 5.03 GHz

when the PIN diode is ideally open, and 1/
(
2π

√
2L1C1

)
= 3.56 GHz when the diode is

ideally short, through middle states while actuating the diode in the nonlinear zone. As
shown in Figure 3c, with controlling the actuated voltages to make the PIN diode work
in OFF, ON, and transition states, the resonances are tuned from 3.43 GHz to 4.78 GHz
via nonlinear states 3.78 GHz, 4.11 GHz, and 4.44 GHz, respectively. This continuous and
smooth resonance tuning verifies the concept of eliminating the resonance blindness with
nonlinear properties by PIN diodes.

In a brief summary, PIN diodes have the advantages of nonlinear properties while
the actuated voltages fall in the transition zone, providing the potential capability of
continuous tuning in MTM antenna even with a very limited number of units. That is
either different from varactors that rely on a large dynamic voltage range, or different from
MEMS that have a noncontinuous equivalent capacitance value variation due to the beam
membrane pulled in the 1/3 length position [27].

3. Layout, Design, and EM Co-Simulation

We design a compact MTM antenna using PIN diodes to introduce the EM co-
simulation, and take advantage of its nonlinear properties to realize the smooth tuning and
eliminate the resonance blindness. As in Figure 4a, the active MTM structure comprises
two periodical cells which produce a compact size, a PIN diode that plays the role of the
active element in each unit, and inductance chips for blocking the interference from DC
suppliers. Via holes are made between the top and bottom layers (Figure 4b) to connect
the micro-control unit (MCU) for DC supply. As seen in the side view in Figure 4c,d, PIN
diodes placed in the two slots of each unit electrically connect/disconnect these slots, thus
manipulating zeroth-order resonances (ZORs) of the MTM antenna. Thanks to the MTM
configuration separating units from each other, voltages for actuating each PIN diode can
be controlled independently. FR4 material with permittivity εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.02, and thick-
ness h = 2.5 mm is used as the substrate. The unit cell is designed according to CRLH-TL
theory [11], in which the equivalent circuit model has inductances and capacitances in
both series and shunt directions, thereby producing the zeroth-order resonance (ZOR)
resonating at the frequency β = 0. The mechanism can be qualitatively demonstrated
by the equivalent circuit model, as shown in Figure 4e. The left-handed capacitance is
equivalently considered as CL = 2CL1 + CL, where capacitance CL1 is formed by the gaps
between adjacent units and CL2 is produced by the two symmetric J-shaped patches. Left-
handed inductance LL is generated by a strip patch in the x-direction, and is regarded as
being connected to the ground through another capacitance Cg induced between the edge
patch and the ground. Series inductance LR and shunt capacitance CR are formed from
the conventional microstrip line. According to CRLH theory, the ZOR ωzor is related to
shunt-directed resonances ωsh [11]:

ωzor = ωsh =

√
1

LLCg
+

1
LLCR

(14)

which implies what the active element PIN diodes are particularly utilized to tune: short-
ing/opening PIN diodes alter the effective area of the edge patch, leading to equivalently
varying the capacitance Cg, hence, tuning the ZORs. Moreover, we design the unit op-
erating in the ZOR mode, because at this resonance, the phase constant β = 0, and its
guided wavelength, is infinite, leading to the favorable characteristic that its resonance
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is independent of the physical length [11]. Therefore, we have the freedom to employ
arbitrary numbers of periodical units. For a compact MTM antenna to demonstrate ZOR
tuning without blindness, we utilize two periodical units as an example.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) (e) 

Figure 4. Design model of the proposed MTM antenna: (a) top view, (b) bottom view, (c) side view, and (d) unit design
with dimensions (mm): Wx = 26, Ly = 34.5, l1 = 3.5, w1 = 9, l2 = 6.5, w2 = 4, l3 = 2, w3 = 2.7, w = 9.1, l = 5.2, g1 = 0.2, g2 = 0.3,
d = 7.85, j1x = 4.7, j1y = 0.9, j2x = 0.8, j2y = 2.5, j3x = 5.2, j3y = 0.4, j4x = 2.7, j4y = 0.8, j5x = 3.1, j5y = 1.4, g4 = 0.4, lind = 1.4,
Φ = 0.2, w4 = 0.8, w5 = 1.4; (e) the equivalent CRLH circuit model of unit cell.

We use ANSYS Electronics Desktop to simulate the whole design including the passive
EM model and the active element PIN diodes, as illustrated in Figure 5a. First, we design
the antenna with passive simulation in HFSS without any diodes. That means in the
passive full-wave simulation, with/without rectangular patches are utilized to imitate
ON/OFF states of PIN diodes, thus considering a preliminary simulation with electric field
distributions and radiation patterns. Afterward, in the EM model, lumped ports are set
up where the active elements are placed, so we have chances to insert the active element
model there. Then, we build the SPICE model for PIN diode A MACOM MA4AGBLP912
with the mathematical equations shown above, thereby involving its nonlinear property.
In addition, the S2P file of the inductor (Murata LQW18AN22NG00, Mutrata, Nagaokakyo,
Kyoto, Japan) is employed in the EM co-simulation as well. As shown in Figure 5b, a
simulation is conducted with the S2P file of the inductor, and it exhibits good isolation of
less than −20 dB between the DC supplier and RF signals. As the active elements are ready,
finally, we can implement the EM co-simulation by considering the S2P file of the inductor
and the SPICE model of PIN diode A for the lumped ports. Particularly, four DC voltage
sources are connected to the lumped ports as well to supply PIN diodes accordingly. In
such a method, we can achieve the results of co-simulation easily within a few minutes.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) EM co-simulation model including passive EM model, active element PIN diodes, and inductance chip;
(b) simulated S-parameters from the SNP file of inductor (Murata LQW18AN22NG00).

With the co-simulation method, we obtain the active MTM antenna simulations as
plotted in Figure 6, in which both the linear and nonlinear cases are illustrated. In the
linear case, as shown in Figure 6a, there are OFF and ON states, and we code PIN diodes
in the OFF state as state 0 when 0V is applied, and code the ON state as state 1.5 when
1.5 V is applied. For example, 0-1.5-0-1.5 means the second and fourth PIN diodes are
actuated to the ON state while other two diodes are in the OFF state. In a nonlinear case,
as shown in Figure 6b, however, more nonlinear states where actuated voltages fall in the
transition zone are shown. We code these nonlinear states exactly as the voltages actuated
to PIN diodes. For instance, 0-1.1-1.23-1.09 indicates the four PIN diodes are actuated with
0 V, 1.1 V, 1.23 V, and 1.09 V, respectively. In Figure 6b, the ZORs of the nonlinear case
are tuned from 4.71 GHz to 5.31 GHz via 4.82 GHz, 4.96 GHz, 5.11 GHz, and 5.19 GHz,
while in the linear case, as shown in Figure 6a, the resonances are tuned from 4.71 GHz
to 5.31 GHz but the tuning is not smooth and continuous, and there is blindness in the
band from 4.83 GHz to 5.07 GHz. Since each unit can provide four coding sequences, 0-0,
0-1.5, 1.5-0, and 1.5-1.5, an MTM antenna consisting of two units has all 16 coding states to
cover 4.71 GHz to 5.31 GHz, while for the nonlinear case, it has more middle states. As
shown in Figure 6c, by comparing the 16 states of the linear case and 30 selected states of
the nonlinear case, we find that nonlinear advantages allow the ZOR tuning to be smooth,
continuous, and uniform, without resonance blindness.

In summary, we apply the S2P file of the inductor, the SPICE model of PIN diode A,
and the DC voltage model to the EM co-simulation. These kinds of two-port models have
the advantages of not needing to consider the complicated equivalent circuit model with
all detailed parameters of R, L, and C, because all of these circuit parameters are included
in the S2P model or SPICE model. Thanks to the EM co-simulation considering nonlinear
properties of PIN diodes, we can simulate an active MTM antenna with continuous and
uniform resonance tuning, and eliminate the resonance blindness. The nonlinearity of PIN
diodes not only prevents frequency tuning blindness due to the compact MTM design with
limited discrete states, but also makes frequency tuning uniform.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Simulation results of S11 with co-simulation method using PIN diode model as RF switch: (a) 6 linear states; (b) 6
nonlinear states with uniform tuning; and (c) ZOR comparisons of all 16 linear states with 30 nonlinear states.

4. Experimental Implementation

According to the previous design, the compact MTM antenna consisting of two cells
is fabricated as shown in Figure 7a. The configuration and layout are exactly that in
Figure 4: the FR4 substrate has the parameters of εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.02, and PIN diode A
and the inductance chip are MACOM MA4AGBLP912 and Murata LQW18AN22NG00,
respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 7b, via holes go through the substrate to connect
four pairs of wires, so as to supply these PIN diodes through the micro-control unit (MCU).
In this design, four channels of the DC supply can be manipulated independently because
of the isolated and periodical configuration of the MTM. Figure 7c shows the setup for
anechoic chamber measurements, in which a laptop is utilized to output C language for
controlling the MCU for voltage manipulations.

We measure both the linear case, which includes OFF (actuated voltage 0 V, indicated
as 0) and ON states (actuated voltage 1.5 V, indicated as 1.5), and the nonlinear case (state
coded as the actuated voltage) which considers applying voltages in the transition zone.
In Figure 8a,b, several ZORs of the linear and nonlinear cases are demonstrated, and it
is seen that as resonances are tuned from 4.7 GHz to 5.3 GHz via many tuning states,
the resonance tuning of the linear case is not uniform, while that of the nonlinear case is
uniform and smooth. More specifically, as shown in Figure 8c, more tunable states are
compared. For the linear case, which considers all the completed mn = 42 = 16 tuning states
(m = 4 represents the four PIN diodes, and n = 2 indicates PIN diodes’ ON/OFF states) for
the compact two-cell MTM antenna, we can clearly observe that its tuning is nonuniform
and blindness clearly exists in the frequency band of 4.9~5.1 GHz and 5.1~5.25 GHz. For
instance, states 0-0-1.5-1.5 and 1.5-0-0-0 have almost the same resonant point and overlap at
5.12 GHz, while states 1.5-1.5-0-0 and 0-1.5-0-1.5 are separated by roughly 0.2 GHz and are
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recognized as tuning blindness. For the nonlinear case with manipulated supply voltages
in the transition zone of 1 V to 1.2 V, however, the tuning is very uniform, leading to
continuous resonance tuning without blindness. In this case, we code the supplied voltage
of the PIN diode working in the nonlinear zone. For example, state 1.05-1.5-1.5-0 means the
four PIN diodes from left to right are actuated with 1.05 V, 1.5 V, 1.5 V, and 0 V, respectively.
Thanks to the PIN diode possessing the nonlinear property, we can obtain many tunable
states. Thirty tunable states are illustrated in Figure 8c, and it is seen that ZORs are tuned
uniformly with a step around 0.02 GHz in the range from 4.7 GHz to 5.3 GHz, eliminating
the resonance blindness and indicating the nonlinear advantages of PIN diodes. In addition,
as shown in Figure 8c, in both linear and nonlinear cases, simulated ZORs agree well with
measured ones, validating the effectiveness of the nonlinear model and EM co-simulation.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Fabricated MTM antenna includes (a) top view of MTM units with PIN diodes and inductor chips; (b) bottom
view of four pairs of wires for DC voltage supply; (c) anechoic chamber measurements in which a PC controls the MCU for
outputting DC voltages to PIN diodes.

Note that, as shown in Figure 8b, the bandwidth is varied when resonances are tuned
in different states. This can be explained by the fact that when the active element PIN
diodes are used to tune the effective area of the edge patch, they vary circuit parameter
Cg, as shown in Figure 4e. Meanwhile, the PIN diode itself induces resistance as well,
which varies the conductance G. Hence, the Q factor and bandwidth are changed. More
specifically, according to the CRLH theory, the resonance ωzor is dominated by the shunt-
directed resonances ωsh, as indicated in Equation (14). Thus, the Q factor and bandwidth
are investigated and discussed in terms of the shunt-directed circuit part. As shown in
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Figure 4e, which illustrates the equivalent circuit model, the shunt admittance can be
written as

Y = jωCR − jωCg

ω2LLCg − 1
+ G (15)

The quality factor Q is

Q =
1
2

ω

G

(
C2

R + ω2C2
RLCg + CRCg

Cg

)
(16)

Consequently, the bandwidth can be expressed as

BW =
ω

2πQ
=

GCg

2πCR
(
Cg + CR

) (17)

This equation can qualitatively explain the relationship between the bandwidth and
different tunable states. Employing PIN diodes in an active MTM antenna electrically
opens/shorts the gaps in the edge patch, resulting in varying the parameter Cg. On the
other hand, the resistance variations in the PIN diodes in the shunt direction affect the
conductance G. That indicates that tunable states vary both the Cg and G. According to
Equation (17), these two variables change the bandwidth. Therefore, as seen in Figure 8b,
the bandwidth is changed according to different tunable states.

  
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 8. (a) Measured ZOR tuning in linear case including states: 0-0-0-0, 0-0-1.5-0, 1.5-0-0-0, 0-1.5-1.5-0, 1.5-1.5-0-1.5,
1.5-1.5-1.5-1.5 and (b) in nonlinear case including states: 0-0-0-0, 1.01-0-1.5-0, 1.5-0-0-0, 1.11-1.5-1.5-0, 1.5-1.5-0-1.5, and
1.5-1.5-1.5-1.5; (c) ZOR comparisons between linear case of all 16 linear states, and nonlinear case of 30 states.
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We study the gains, efficiency, and radiation patterns of the active MTM antenna with
PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912). In particular, two extreme states of completed
ON and OFF states and four nonlinear states are investigated, while in other states, gains
and the radiation efficiency are on the same level, and radiation patterns are quite similar.
As shown in Figure 9, two extreme states, 0-0-0-0 and 1.5-1.5-1.5-1.5, that indicate PIN
diodes are completely OFF/ON, have gains of 3.73 dBi and 2.27 dBi, respectively. For
another four nonlinear states, 0-0-1.02-0, 0-1.01-1.5-0, 1.05-1.5-1.5-0, and 1.5-1.5-1.09-1.5,
the measured gains are 3.41 dBi, 2.77 dBi, 2.51 dBi, and 2.4 dBi, which are between the
gains of the two extreme cases. The corresponding radiation efficiencies of the nonlinear
states are 49%, 43.5%, 37.7%, and 36.4%, which are between the two extreme states of
54% (OFF state) and 36% (ON state). In terms of radiation patterns, as illustrated in
Figure 10a–f, all the states, including completed ON/OFF states and four nonlinear states,
demonstrate similar radiation patterns, and the measured radiation patterns agree well
with the simulated patterns.

Figure 9. Measured gain and efficiency of the active antenna in two extreme states and four nonlinear
states with PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912).

   

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 10. Comparisons between simulated and measured radiation patterns of the two extreme states: (a) 0-0-0-0 and
(b) 1.5-1.5-1.5-15, and four nonlinear states: (c) 0-0-1.02-0, (d) 0-1.01-1.5-0, (e) 1.05-1.5-1.5-0, and (f) 1.5-1.5-1.09-1.5.
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In this part, based on the EM co-simulation, we implement experiments with PIN
diodes, which demonstrate nonlinear advantages over the linear case in eliminating reso-
nance blindness, and in realizing uniform and continuous ZOR tuning.

5. Discussion

In this section, several interesting items associated with the nonlinearity of PIN diodes
are discussed. First, we keep the same MTM antenna design but change it to employ
PIN diode B (MACOM MA4FCP300), to study the generality of this kind of nonlinear
property. As shown in Figure 11a, it demonstrates similar nonlinear properties: there exists
a nonlinear zone where the actuated voltages fall in the transition zone 0.6–0.7 V, and by
taking advantage of the nonlinear property, we can achieve similar nonlinear advantages
over the linear case in achieving uniform and continuous ZOR tuning without blindness
in the range 4.7 GHz to 5.3 GHz. Relative radiation patterns are quite similar to that of
PIN diode A, and gains and the radiation efficiency are illustrated in Figure 11b; gains and
radiation efficiency for the two extreme cases are 1.34 dBi and 3.46 dBi, and 38.41% (ON
state) and 51.4% (OFF state), respectively, while for other nonlinear states of 0-0-0.66-0,
0-0.69-1-0, 0.64-1-1-0, and 1-1-0.61-1, the relative values are on the same level but between
that of the completed ON and OFF states. That means, whether for PIN diode A or B, the
nonlinear property is not a special case and can exist similarly and generally in other kinds
of PIN diodes.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. (a) Similar nonlinear advantages over linear case in achieving uniform tuning with diode B working in the
transition zone; (b) measured gains and radiation efficiency of the two extreme states and four nonlinear states.

Second, we study the stability of the nonlinear property, namely, how stable the PIN
diodes are while they work in the nonlinear zone. As shown in Figure 12a, we measure the
four nonlinear states of 1.01-0-1.5-0, 1.05-1.5-1.5-0, 1.11-1.5-1.5-0, and 1.5-1.5-1.09-1.5 when
using PIN diode A (MACOM MA4AGBLP912) and another four nonlinear states of 0-0-0.66-
0, 0.61-0-1-0, 1-1-0.64-0, and 1-1-0.61-1 when using PIN diode B (MACOM MA4FCP300,
MACOM, Lowell, MA, USA), four times on different dates. In the measurements for the
two different PIN diodes, the ZORs are kept the same with a slight variation, indicating
good stability of the nonlinear property. For example, for PIN diode A, state 1.01-0-1.5-
0 provides the same resonance at 5.18 GHz at different measurement times, and other
nonlinear states have variations less than 0.005 GH.

Third, voltage tolerance needs to be investigated because ZORs seem very sensitive
to voltage variation when PIN diodes operate in the nonlinear transition zone. Figure 13a
shows the supplying voltage has good tolerance and gets rid of the risk of excessive
sensitive voltage variations regardless of the type of PIN diode. For instance, considering
state 1.01-0-1.5-0 for PIN diode A, we can achieve a stable resonant frequency at 5.18 GHz
despite varying the supplying voltage from 1.005 V to 1.015 V, meaning that we have a
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voltage tolerance of 0.01V. In terms of PIN diode B with the state 0.61-0-1-0, as shown in
Figure 13b, similarly, we achieve a stable resonant frequency of 5.18 GHz despite varying
the supplying voltage from 0.605 V to 0.621 V, which indicates that we have a voltage
tolerance of 0.016 V.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. The stability of the nonlinear states with (a) PIN diode A and (b) PIN diode B.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. The supplying voltage tolerance of nonlinear states of (a) PIN diode A (b) PIN diode B.

Finally, for the proposed active MTM antenna, we investigate the influence of the
active components, including inductance, MCU, and PIN diodes on radiation gains and the
efficiency. Looking at Figure 14a, several states for both active and passive cases are shown,
and it is seen that the gains with active components decrease by 1 or 2 dBi compared to
those without active components, while the radiation efficiency of the active case, as shown
in Figure 14b, is lower than that of the passive case but no more than 10%.

Employing active components, as compared in Table 1, indeed shows the nonlinear
advantages in eliminating resonance blindness over the passive case or the case only
applying the RF switches with only OFF/ON states. Meanwhile, this proposed active
MTM antenna requires actuated voltages lower than 1.5 V, which can be applied to 5G
narrow bandwidth Internet of Things (NB-IoT) with low power capacities.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Comparisons between the active antenna and passive antenna with both PIN diodes A and B for (a) measured
gains and (b) the measured efficiency.

Table 1. Comparison of different types of tuning.

References Active Devices Number Tuning Style Tuning Stated
Bias Voltage

(V)
Resonance
Blindness

[8] PIN diode 15 discrete 1.97 GHz and 2.37 GHz 0–0.7 yes

[10] PIN diode and
varactor diode 2 and 2 continuous 3.04 GHz to 5.89 GHz 0–30 no

[12] PIN diode 6 discrete 5.95 GHz and 7.2 GHz / yes
[14] Varactor diode 1 continuous 1.6 GHz to 2.23 GHz 2–20 no
[17] Varactor diode 2 continuous 1.94 GHz to 2.44 GHz 0–20 no

This work PIN diode 4 continuous 4.7 GHz to 5.3 GHz 0–1.5 no

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we study the nonlinear property of PIN diodes, fit it to an EM co-
simulation, and, particularly, apply it to an active MTM antenna to eliminate resonance
tuning blindness. We conclude that the nonlinear property indeed possesses the advantages
to help achieve smooth resonance tuning with low actuated voltages, and it can be generally
extended to other PIN diodes with good stability and voltage tolerance. The active MTM
antenna with uniform and smooth frequency tuning slices the frequency spectrum into
many narrow-band channels, which can be applied to 5G narrow bandwidth Internet
of Things (NB-IoT), which requires spectrum channels of narrow bandwidth and low
power capacities.
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Abstract: A novel method of feeding a dielectric resonator using a metallic circular patch antenna at
millimeter wave frequency band is proposed here. A ceramic material based rectangular dielectric
resonator antenna with permittivity 10 is placed over a rogers RT-Duroid based substrate with
permittivity 2.2 and fed by a metallic circular patch via a cross slot aperture on the ground plane.
The evolution study and analysis has been done using a rectangular slot and a cross slot aperture.
The cross-slot aperture has enhanced the gain of the single element non-metallic dielectric resonator
antenna from 6.38 dB from 8.04 dB. The Dielectric Resonator antenna (DRA) which is designed here
has achieved gain of 8.04 dB with bandwidth 1.12 GHz (24.82–25.94 GHz) and radiation efficiency of
96% centered at 26 GHz as resonating frequency. The cross-slot which is done on the ground plane
enhances the coupling to the Dielectric Resonator Antenna and achieves maximum power radiation
along the broadside direction. The slot dimensions are further optimized to achieve the desired
impedance match and is also compared with that of a single rectangular slot. The designed antenna
can be used for the higher frequency bands of 5G from 24.25 GHz to 27.5 GHz. The mode excited
here is characteristics mode of TE1Y1. The antenna designed here can be used for indoor small cell
applications at millimeter wave frequency band of 5G. High gain and high efficiency make the DRA
designed here more suitable for 5G indoor small cells. The results of return loss, input impedance
match, gain, radiation pattern, and efficiency are shown in this paper.

Keywords: 5G; dielectric resonator antenna; aperture coupled; millimeter wave; 26 GHz; small cell

1. Introduction

To address the diversified requirements from the envisioned 5G usage scenarios,
5G needs access to “high”, “medium”, and “low” level of frequencies. The sub 6 GHz and
millimeter wave 30 GHz band (e.g., 24.25 GHz–29.5 GHz and 37 GHz–43.5 GHz) will be
most populated frequency bands for 5G. The base station antennas to be used for millimeter
wave frequency bands must support high data rate transmission and high efficiency.
5G millimeter wave transmission upgrades to low latency transmissions with high data rate.
Microstrip patch, dielectric resonator, and many such antennas have been used in millimeter
wave frequency bands, but dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) has gained more popularity
because of light weight, small size, zero surface wave loss, and metallic losses. It can
achieve wider impedance bandwidth and gain compared to metallic antennas like as micro
strip patch antenna. Metallic antennas like microstrip patch antenna has maximum metallic
losses but ceramic based dielectric resonator antennas has minimum metallic losses at
millimeter wave frequencies [1]. Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) are the most suitable
candidates to replace the conventional radiating elements at millimeter wave frequencies
and especially for indoor applications of millimeter wave frequency bands [2]. DRAs do
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not have conduction losses and are importantly characterized by high radiation efficiency
when get excited with desired radiating mode [3,4]. In aperture coupled technique the slot
dimensions made on the ground plane can have the effects of impedance and capacitance
as the DRA is placed over the metallic ground plane [5]. The physical dimensions of a
Dielectric Resonator is the function of its dielectric permittivity and loss tangent of the
material used. So, the actual dimension of a DRA can be controlled to its minimal with
larger Permittivity value range from 10 to 100. The resonant mode used depends on the
geometry of the resonator and the required radiation pattern [6]. The Rectangular Dielectric
Resonators have practical advantages over other shapes. Further, for a given resonant
frequency, two aspect ratios of a rectangular DRA (height/length and width/length)
can be chosen independently. Maximum impedance bandwidth can be achieved using
a impedance match between the connector and the DRA [7]. The major advantage of
using the rectangular DRA is characterized by three independent geometrical dimensions
along three different coordinate axis, and the height of the DRA is d, which enhances
maximum flexibility in the physical dimensions of rectangular DRA while compared to the
cylindrical DRA [8,9]. A Dielectric Resonator can be excited through a strip line, Aperture,
Coaxial, or substrate integrated waveguide techniques [10,11]. Using a proper excitation or
feed technique, a dielectric resonator structure can act as a radiator at desired resonating
frequencies. It has to notice that, for any given or desired resonant frequency, the actual
size of a dielectric resonator is inversely proportional to its relative permittivity of the
constitutive material. An average permittivity of 10 has better impedance bandwidth in
DRAs [12]. The essential principle of operation of dielectric resonator is comparable to that
of the cavity resonators. Based on such conventional design approaches the most popular
radiating dielectric resonators are the cylindrical and the rectangular ones [3,13]. The aspect
ratio and Q factor of DRA can be compared with Figure 1. An indoor small cell base station
requires highly efficient antennas with lowest impedance mismatch. The complexity of the
antenna design at millimeter wave frequency band is high because of impedance mismatch
and small size. Dielectric resonator antennas offer wide bandwidth and high efficiency at
millimeter wave frequency and which enhances the signal strength to overcome reflection
losses and throughput in channel [14]. The use of circular patch as feed has been most
popular as shown in previous work [15,16] but the measured gain at low frequencies is
quite low. Moreover, a circular patch has been most convenient way to feed the antenna.
As metallic antennas has losses associated with its metallic properties. An analytical study
comparing a microstrip patch and dielectric resonator antenna has been shown by Guha
and Kumar [8]. Using all basic feed mechanism. A dielectric resonator can exhibit as a
magnetic dipole under basic feeding mechanism. The impedance variation in different
feeding techniques helps to excite the DRA with better reflection coefficient and with
desired mode of excitation. Circular patch antennas have been used as more convenient
antennas because of low profile characteristics. In this paper an aperture coupled technique
has been used fed by a microstrip circular patch antenna placed on the other side of
the substrate. The impedance bandwidth of a Dielectric Resonator is the function of
materials permittivity and Length to Height ratio. Because of Advantages like low loss,
small size, wide bandwidth, and easy of excitation the dielectric resonators are used at
mm wave transmissions. The most conventional feed technique in DRAs is using a slot
over the ground plane. The impedance match allows the antenna to deliver maximum
radiating power along the desired direction and the slot apertures made on the ground
plane excites the required resonant modes of the DRA [17,18]. The antenna designed here
has used a cross type slot over the ground plane to enhance the gain of the DRA. This gain
enhancement can be considered as a better feed mechanism compared to other feeding
schemes. Small cells in 5G needs high gain and wideband antenna system for indoor
cellular services. The throughput and efficiency of the channel can be enhanced using the
high gain and efficient antenna designs. The interference and internal reflections reduce
the signal strength, so for a high gain antenna system can be a better system. Indoor small
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cells need high gain antenna performances as the reflections across the walls will generate
maximum attenuation.

 
Figure 1. Dielectric Resonator Antenna fed by a Circular Patch.

The design proposed in this paper which can be used for indoor 5G applications in
the frequency band of 24.25 GHz–27.5 GHz. This novel design method can also distinguish
between the Dielectric Resonator Antennas to other conventional antennas as microstrip
patch. The simulation design and study are carried out using High frequency structure
simulator (HFSS). The optimization results of slot dimensions, input impedance to the
antenna and DRA dimensions are also presented here. Here the simulation work is carried
out using HFSS and DRA dimensions are calculated using Mat Lab. In Section 2 the antenna
design and basic calculations are expressed with study of feed dimensions, aperture
coupled mechanism and gain enhancement. Section 3 explains about the optimization
study and analysis of DRA dimensions and radiated field effects and its comparison
of rectangular slot with the cross slot. The limitations of such antenna design are also
discussed in the Section 4 of this article. A manual fabrication and glue technique used in
fixing the DRA over the substrate need high accuracy and proficiency.

2. Antenna Design and Analysis

A ceramic ECCOS-TOCK Hik material type Dielectric Resonator antenna is used
with permittivity εr = 10 and loss tangent 0.002 over a substrate of Roger RT/Duroid 5880
with permittivity 2.2 and loss tangent 0.009. The ground plane is above the substrate
and a micro strip patch is used as feed and is placed below the substrate. The slot is
created via the ground plane over which the DRA is placed. The slot dimensions are
calculated with respect to the resonating wavelength 11.52 mm and are further optimized
to match with required input impedance of 50 Ohm. The calculated dimensions of the DRA
are a = 2.9 mm, b = 2.6 mm and d = 1.4 mm which is shown in Figure 1. The calculated
dimensions of the substrate are SubL = 5.76 mm, SubW = 5.76 mm, Subh = 0.254 mm.
The feed line dimensions calculated are L1 = 0.63 mm, L1W = 0.15 mm. The position of the
DRA can be moved either along x or y direction to achieve an efficient coupling. Here a high-
quality factor (Q) vale of 14 has been achieved theoretically considering the permittivity of
DRA as 10. The resonant frequency of the DRA is proportional to єr

−0.5, so for a wide range
of permittivity values can be used to resonate the antenna at required frequency bands.
Figure 1 represents the DRA design method. The theoretical calculations for resonating
frequency of a rectangular dielectric resonator antenna are shown in Equations (1) and (2).

kx × tan(kxd/2) =
√
(εr − 1)k2

0 − k2
x, (1)

where
k0 =

2π

λ0
=

2π f0

c

ky =
mπ

b
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and
kz =

nπ

d
,

and
k2

x + k2
y + k2

z = εr × k2
0, (2)

where c is velocity of light, εr is relative permittivity of DRA, k0 is free space wave number,
m and n are called as half-wave field variations along the y and z directions, respectively.
The symbols kx, ky, and kz represent the wave numbers in the x, y, and z-directions,
respectively, and a, b, and d indicates the dimensions of DRA which are proportional to
the square root of dielectric constant values of the ceramic based DRA.

The measured dimensions of the DRA are calculated using Mat lab and the simulated
and optimized details of DRA dimensions are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the top
view and bottom view of the antenna design. The resonant frequency of the rectangular
DRA can be found from Equation (1). The rectangular dielectric resonator offers three
degree of freedom as it has three coordinate axes with respect to length, width, and height
of the DRA. kX, kY, and kZ are the three coordinate axis wave numbers along x, y, and z
direction of the DRA. A rectangular DRA can have three different characteristic’s modes
which are called as the fundamental modes of DRA TEX11, TE1Y1, and TE11Z [19].

Table 1. Antenna Design Specifications. (DRA: Dielectric Resonator Antenna).

Antenna Parameters Parameter Details Values in mm

a DRA Width 2.9
b DRA Length 2.9
d DRA Height 1.4

Sw Slot Width 0.2
SL Slot Length 0.8
X Ground Plane Width 5.76
Y Ground Plane Length 5.76

Subh Substrate Height 0.254
SubL Substrate Length 5.76
SubW Substrate Width 5.76

r Radius of Patch 2.25
L1 Patch Feed Length 0.63

L1W Patch feed Width 0.15

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Aperture Coupled Dielectric Resonator Antenna: (a) Top View showing the Cross Slot; (b) Bottom View showing
the circular patch.
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Ansys HFSS is used here for design and simulation of the antenna. All the boundary
conditions are satisfied to create a perfect electric field environment. The unit cell design is
placed at the center of the coordinating axes which is x = 0 and y = 0. The DRA is placed
above the substrate so the height along the z axis is the substrate height. The perfect electric
field ground plane is generated to match with the potential differences of the antenna.
The DRA dimensions that are optimized further to match with the required impedance
bandwidth and the calculation for the quality factor of the DRA are shown in the Table 2.
Here both the length and the width of the DRA are kept similar and the height of the DRA
is optimized to excite the DRA under the characteristic’s mode. The aspect ratio of the DRA
can further be optimized with the varying dimensions height to length ratio. The mode of
excitation either can be TE (Transverse Electric) or TM (Transverse Magnetic) depending
upon the physical dimension and electric field distribution of the DRA. The coupling of
radiated field between the patch and the DRA depends on the physical dimensions of
the cross slot made on the ground plane. Table 2 has the details of aspect ratio, quality
factor (Q) and impedance bandwidth of the antenna. The radiation Q-factor is then found
by determining the radiated power and stored energy. Further the quality factor can be
analyzed with the dimension ratio of the DRA and the aspect ratio requirements for wider
bandwidth. The substrate and the ground plane dimensions are (5.76 mm × 5.76 mm).
The slot is made at the center of the ground plane which is placed over the substrate.

Table 2. Antenna Design Calculations for aspect ratio and bandwidth.

єr
a

(mm)
a/b

(mm)
d/b

(mm)
b

(mm)
d

(mm)
Q Bandwidth (%)

10 2.9 1 0.48 2.9 1.4 14.13 5 (Simulated)
4 (Measured)

2.1. The Metallic Circular Patch as the Feed to DRA

The circular patch element is used to feed the DRA across the cross slot made over the
ground plane. The coupling of electric fields across the slot depends on the power radiated
by the patch. Figure 3a shows the fields radiated across the patch and Figure 3b shows the
fields radiated over the DRA. The radius of the patch is further optimized to check with
the input impedance of the DRA. Both the DRA and the patch is centered at the same point
and the electric field radiated by the patch element is easily coupled to the DRA.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Electric field distribution over (a) metallic circular patch (b) DRA.

The power radiated by the circular patch depends upon the slot impedance as well as
the load impedance at the connector. The difference between the radiated power and the
input power will measure the radiation efficiency of the DRA. Here, the slot impedance and
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the load impedance (impedance offer at the connector to the microstrip line is maintained to
minimum such that maximum power can be delivered to the radiated circular patch. Figure
4 shows the magnetic dipole moment distribution over the patch. The power radiated
by the circular patch can be used to measure the conductance and the directivity of the
antenna. As the circular patch is placed at the center of the substrate and at position z = 0,
maximum power will be radiated to the DRA through the slots made on the ground plane.

Figure 4. Electric field distribution over DRA radiating like a dipole moment.

2.2. Aperture Coupling Mechanism and Calculations

The DRA is placed over the ground plane where slot is been made. The slot dimensions
as slot length and slot width can be calculated as the desired resonant frequency of the
antenna. The DRA is placed exactly over the slot apertures above to a height of 0.254 mm
which is the thickness of the substrate. The metallic circular patch is placed on the other
side of the substrate. The dimensions of both the ground plane is maintained same as the
substrate dimensions and calculated in terms of wavelength. The optimization study of
the partial ground plane effect in done in the next part of the paper. Equations (3) and (4)
represents the equations for calculating the slot dimensions.

The slot dimensions can be calculated as
Slot Length,

SL =
0.4λ0√

εe f f
(3)

where εe f f is called as effective permittivity which is calculated as

εe f f =
εr + εs

2

where εr and εs are the dielectric constants of the DRA and the substrate, respectively.
Slot Width,

Sw = 0.2 × SL (4)

The calculated vales slot length and slot width are at the resonating frequency of
26 GHz as shown in Table 3. The electric fields radiated into the DRA depends on the
calculated aperture dimensions and the amount of coupling depends on electric field
distributed over the DRA. Equation (5) represents the coupling factor from feed line to
DRA through a slot on the defined ground plane.

Table 3. Slot dimension Calculations.

Resonating
Frequency fr (GHz)

DRA Permittivity εr
Substrate

Permittivity εs

Effective
Permittivity εeff

Slot Length SL
(mm)

Slot Width Sw
(mm)

26 10 2.2 6.1

1.86
(Theoretical)

0.8
(Optimized)

0.37
(Theoretical)

0.2
(Optimized)
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The coupling factor (C) of the DRA can be expressed as

C =
∫

v
[(EDRA ·Js)dV], (5)

Here EDRA is the electric field vector distribution over the transmission line and Js
is a uniform current source. The distributed surface current need to be controlled over
the thickness of the dielectric substrate. The coupling factor is proportional to the slot
dimensions on the ground plane, as the electric field distribution over the DRA generates
an electric and magnetic dipole moment. There are slight variations in the simulated
and theoretical values of slot dimensions made on the ground plane. The calculated
values are used to optimize the antenna design parameters to achieve the maximum
impedance bandwidth. The slot dimension calculations are shown in Table 3. The slot
length and width dimensions for the cross slot is uniform and is placed at the center of the
coordinate axis. The slot impedance is here uniform to that of characteristics impedance of
the feed which helps in enhancing the radiation efficiency of the DRA. The electric field
distribution over both XZ and XY plane is shown in Figure 5. The excited characteristics
mode here is TE1Y1, the cross slot excitation has increased the gain of the DRA without
changing its mode of excitation. The fundamental characteristics mode of excitation here
matches with the 50 Ohm input impedance of the DRA. The DRA here is linearly polarized
and can be used for unidirectional indoor 5G applications because of its high gain and
efficiency. The impedance bandwidth improvement from rectangular slot to cross slot is
about 0.8 percentage which is a bandwidth of 0.22 GHz. Figure 6 shows the electric volume
magnitude in dB scale.

The gain enhancement occurs by changing the rectangular slot to a cross slot, where
a cross slot fed DRA acts as a magnetic dipole. There a slight improvement in the gain
values has been achieved from rectangular to cross slot over the ground plane. The cross
slot excites the DRA with higher electrical energy coupling resulting in enhancing the gain
of the DRA. The impedance variation occurs when a rectangular slot is replaced with a
cross slot over the ground plane. The slot dimensions are responsible for the coupling
between the DRA and the circular microstrip patch. The gain improvement of 0.35 dB
has been recorded here. The cross slot enhances gain with minimum cross polarization.
The rectangular slot is placed at the upper edge of the DRA, but the cross slot is placed at
the center of the DRA. These slot positions are optimized locations and are studied and
fixed to resonate at the desired resonating frequency of the antenna. The study of mode
excitation and fields is shown in Figures 5 and 6.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Electric field distribution over DRA (a) XY Plane (b) XZ Plane.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Electric field magnitude distribution over DRA (a) Field density front view (b) 3D View.

3. Evolutionary Study and Analysis

The design of the final antenna has been done from a conventional way of feeding
a dielectric resonator antenna which is shown in Figure 2. The DRA is placed over a
rectangular slot made on the ground plane. The ground plane is placed above to the
substrate and a micro strip line is placed at the other side of the substrate. The gap of
0.254 mm which is the thickness of the substrate is maintained between the micro strip
feed line and the rectangular slot or DRA on the ground plane. The length and width of the
micro strip line is optimized to match with the characteristic’s impedance of the antenna.
A general input impedance of 50 ohm is observed to excite the DRA under fundamental
modes. The magnitude of electric field distribution over the two different slots are also
shown in Figure 7c,d. The cross slot has been prepared with two narrow rectangular
slots of equal length and width. The optimization study of different slot dimensions with
impedance bandwidth has also presented here. The optimization study is carried out for the
rectangular slot and the cross slot over the ground plane. The characteristics mode analysis
also has been done at different slot length and width dimensions. For characteristics mode
of TE1y1 the electric field across the slots follows the similar radiation pattern as per both
E-plane and H-plane, which minimizes the back-lobe radiation in the DRA. Figure 7 shows
the evolution process of final DRA design from using a rectangular slot to a cross slot
and Figure 8 shows the electric field density in dB scale. The uniform slot dimensions
also reduce the cross polarized power in the antenna. The feed of either a cross slot or a
rectangular slot make the DRA act like a magnetic dipole. As the DRA is placed directly
above the ground plane with a cross slot helps also to reduce the back propagation and
cross pol power of the antenna. The cross slot offers a minimum cross pol in the design.

In millimeter waves the dimensions of substrate and ground plane are calculated
in terms of wavelength of desired resonating frequency and controlled to uniform the
field distribution and fringing fields over the DRA and the ground plane. The Electric
fields over the metallic patch are radiating outwards and is maximum at the feed point as
a conventional radiator. The DRA works like a magnetic dipole under is characteristics
mode of excitation as shown in Figure 7c,d. The characteristics of both the rectangular
and cross slot are studied and its performance analysis is recorded in Table 4. The cross
slot has achieved high gain and wide bandwidth and high isolation as compared to the
rectangular slot on the ground plane. Figure 9 shows the reflection coefficient of both the
rectangular and cross slot and Figure 10 shows the corresponding input impedances at the
resonating frequencies. The dimensions of the slot apertures for both rectangular and cross
slot are remained uniform. The center of the cross slot and rectangular slot are coincided
with the DRA and the coordinate axes. The co and cross pol radiation pattern for both the
rectangular and cross slot are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Evolution of the antenna design: (a) Micro strip line fed with rectangular slot DRA; (b) Circular patch fed cross
slot DRA (c) Surface current density over a rectangular slot (d) Surface Current density over a cross slot.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Electric field distribution over the circular patch in XY Plane (b) Electric field distribution over the circular
patch in XY plane.
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Table 4. Performance Comparison of different slot apertures.

Slot Type
Bandwidth

(GHz)
Bandwidth

(%)
S11

Isolation (dB)
Gain Simulated

(dB)

Rectangular Slot 0.84 GHz
(25.96–26.8 GHz) 3.23% −24.18 dB 6.8 dB

Cross Slot 1.06 GHz
(25.32–26.38 GHz) 4.07% −32.35 dB 8.04 dB

 

Figure 9. Simulated Reflection coefficient (dB) for different slot structures.

 

Figure 10. Input Impedance (ohm) at different slot structures.
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Figure 11. Simulated Radiation pattern in YZ Plane for different slot structures.

 
Figure 12. Simulated Radiation pattern in XZ Plane for different slot structures.

The simulated gain values for both rectangular and cross slot in both co and cross
polarization is shown in Figures 11 and 12 in both YZ plane and XZ plane, respectively.
There is non-uniform radiation pattern with low cross pol power in both the planes.
The maximum radiation is along the broadside direction of the antenna. The simulation
study has been carried including all the antenna parameters as reflection coefficient, gain,
and radiation pattern for both the rectangular and cross slot on the ground plane.

The performance of DRA fed by both rectangular slot and cross slot is shown in Table 4.
The gain and bandwidth both have been improved by using a cross slot than a rectangular
slot. This gain enhancement is observed without changing the feed dimensions. There is
an improvement of 0.22 GHz in bandwidth which is 0.8% from rectangular slot to cross
slot. There is also an improvement in gain values. This optimization study has helped in
finding the maximum gain, efficiency, and bandwidth of the antenna.

4. Results

The simulated and measured reflection coefficient for cross slot is shown in Figure 13
and the corresponding input impedance at different patch radius is shown in Figure 14.
The characteristics impedance of 50 Ohm has been maintained near the patch radius, which
has helped in achieving.

1. Delivering maximum power to the antenna which enhances the radiation efficiency
further.

2. Minimum cross pol power in both the E and H plane of the antenna.
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Figure 13. Reflection coefficient (dB) vs. frequency (GHz).

 

Figure 14. Variation of Characteristic’s input impedance in ohm at different radius of circular patch
in mm.

The patch radius is varied with different radius to achieve the desired impedance
bandwidth. The simulation study of the patch radius is also carried out and its reflection
coefficient is shown in Figure 15. At patch radius 2.2 mm it has achieved maximum
isolation of −32.4 dB and other values isolation data is shown in Table 4 at different patch
radius. The input impedance at 26 GHz with patch radius 2.2 mm is 49 Ohm which matches
with the characteristic’s impedance of the antenna. The simulated and measured reflection
coefficient isolation is −44.82 dB and −29.23 dB, respectively. The DRA dimensions are
calculated and are optimized in terms of the aspect ratio with respect to the Q factor.
A bandwidth of 1.12 GHz is suitable to use this antenna for indoor 5G small cells. Here
the DRA is excited under the characteristic’s mode TE 1Y1. The aspect can be optimized
by changing the height of the DRA. Figure 16 shows the reflection coefficient of DRA at
different DRA heights.

The physical dimension of the DRA is very small, which makes several fabrication er-
rors and destabilizes the radiation characteristics of the antenna. Here, the input impedance
of the strip line to the patch is varied based on the impedance offed by the connector. More-
over, the characteristics impedance is well matched which is around 49 Ohm and has
offered maximum radiation efficiency. Figures 17 and 18 shows the optimization of feed
length and width of the microstrip line and its corresponding input impedance varia-
tion. Table 5 represents the reflection coefficient at different dimensions of the cross slot.
The cross slot has been made from a rectangular slot. The variation in the slot structure
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shows that the cross pol of cross slot is higher than that of rectangular slot maintain a
non-variable input impedance. The uniform variation in the slot dimension varies the
impedance values.

 

Figure 15. Reflection coefficient in dB at different radius values of the circular patch in mm.

 

Figure 16. Reflection coefficient in dB at different radius values of the circular patch in mm.

 

Figure 17. Reflection coefficient (dB) vs. Frequency (GHz) at different feed length (fl).
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Figure 18. Input Impedance of DRA at different feed dimensions.

Table 5. Return Loss (dB) at different slot dimensions.

Slot Length
(fl1,fl2)

Resonating Frequency
(GHz)

Return Loss (S11) (dB)

0.4,0.4 28.98 −30.86
0.6,0.4 27.82 −37.50
1.0,0.6 26.84 −45.36
0.8,0.8 25.86 −38.04
0.4,1.2 24.92 −39.78
0.8,1.2 24.06 −52.07
0.4,0.4 23.02 −30.86
0.6,0.4 28.98 −37.50

Different slot dimensions changes the voltage across the terminal load and is mode
dependent on the impedance appears at the feed terminal. The Table 6 shows the feed
length and the impedance bandwidth isolation of the DRA. The Maximum isolation
of −52.07 dB is observed at the slot dimensions of 1.2 mm length and 0.8 mm width.
The dimensions of cross slot are similar and is placed at z = 0. At first the rectangular slot
is studied and to improvise the characteristics parameters a cross slot has been made on
the ground plane. The change in slot structure has not much change the cross-pol power
but has enhanced the gain and bandwidth of the antenna. Figure 19 shows the fabrication
process and the measurement of antenna parameters in the anechoic chamber.

Table 6. Return Loss (dB) for different patch radius.

Patch Radius in mm (RAD) Resonating Frequency (GHz) Return Loss (S11) (dB)

1.9 28.98 −17.09
2.0 27.82 −19.88
2.1 26.84 −22.51
2.2 25.86 −32.35
2.3 24.92 −24.97
2.4 24.06 −18.14
2.5 23.02 −11.07
1.9 28.98 −17.09
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(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 19. Fabricated Rectangular DRA at resonating frequency 26 GHz (a) Rectangular DRA Top View; (b) side view (c)
Measurement in anechoic chamber (d) Cross slot aperture.

Figure 20 represents the gain and efficiency measured at the desired resonating fre-
quency. The DRA exhibits a higher efficiency of 96 percentage and gain improvement to
10 dB. Figures 21 and 22 represents the gain of DRA both in E plane and H plane. The sim-
ulated isolation in cross pol power in E plane is −45.62 dB and in H plane is −49.73 dB.
The measured values of isolation in cross pol −43.64 dB in E plane and −49.12 dB in H
plane. The simulated and measured gain of the DRA is 10.57 dB and 8.04 dB, respectively.
The cross slot in the ground plane has reduced the cross-pol power and has enhanced the
gain of the DRA. The cross pol reduces the back-lobe radiation of the antenna. There is
slight shift in the cross-pol minima by 10 degree in the measured results. Similarly, the co
pol and cross pol power in H plane is shifted by 10 degree. The recorded efficiency of the
DRA is 96 percent, as the slot impedance is 49 ohm which is very close to the characteristic’s
impedance of 50 ohm. So maximum power has been delivered to the antenna enhancing its
gain and efficiency. In Table 7, the previous work on DRA has been recorded and compared
with this work at millimeter wave frequency bands. This singly fed DRA design has more
advantages compared to the previous work in terms and gain and efficiency. The DRA
designed here can be used as an efficient radiator for 5G indoor small cells. The antenna
is linearly polarized and has maximum radiation along the broadside direction which
can help in minimizing the path loss component of the propagation. The performance
parameters as bandwidth, gain, efficiency, and radiation pattern are shown here.
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Figure 20. The measured gain and efficiency of the DRA.

Figure 21. Radiation pattern XZ plane.

 

Figure 22. Radiation Pattern YZ plane.
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Table 7. Performance Analysis of the proposed work.

Ref No
Frequency

GHz
DRA Shape

Permittivity
εr

Bandwidth
%

Electrical
Dimensions

Gain
dB

Efficiency
%

[20] 35 GHz Cylindrical 10 15.6 0.14λ0 × 0.12 λ0 6.9 95

[21] 36.22 GHz Rectangular 10.2 8.6 0.24λ0 × 0.3λ0 × 0.24λ0 5.51 95

[22] 24 GHz Rectangular 10 3.74 0.38λ0 × 0.51λ0 × 0.24λ0 5.9 Not Mentioned

[23] 60 GHz Rectangular 12.6 6.1 0.2λ0 × 0.2λ0 × 0.2λ0 6.0 98

[24] 35 GHz Cylindrical 10.2 11.0 0.4λ0 × 0.4λ0 × 0.07λ0 5.5 88

[25] 26 GHz
1*2 MIMO

Rectangular
DRA

10.2 7.3 0.39λ0 × 0.39λ0 × 0.11λ0 7.1 Not Mentioned

[26] 32 GHz Grid DRA 17 5.31 0.3λ0 × 0.3λ0 × 0.1λ0 6.4 89

Proposed 26 GHz Rectangular 10 4.07 0.25λ0 × 0.25λ0 × 0.12λ0 8.04 96

In Table 7 the gain, bandwidth, electrical dimensions, and efficiency of the designed
antenna is compared with other antennas referred. With permittivity of 10 the DRA
has achieved a higher gain value compared to other antennas. The quarter wavelength
dimensions of the antenna are electrically larger at desired resonating frequency. Generally,
the circular metallic patch used here offers an upward electric field coupling to the DRA
through the cross slot with low surface impedances. The reactance value of the antenna is
very low and is matched with the input impedance resulting in a broadside radiation.

5. Discussion

Using a simple novel method of aperture coupling a Dielectric resonator antenna with
permittivity of 10 has achieved a gain of 8.04 dB. A non-resonating circular patch antenna
has been used as a feed to the ceramic based dielectric resonator antenna. Cross polarization
power is also minimized with the slot dimensions made on the ground plane. The difficulty
was high in the fabrication of the antenna and its placement on the ground plane. The
design will be further developed to large array patterns to achieve higher gain and efficiency.
There is a shift in the resonating frequency from simulation study to measurement study
because of

1. Difficulties in the placement of the DRA on the slot apertures
2. Use of conductive glue to fix the DRA on the ground plane.

Whereas the impact on radiation efficiency was less as the measured cross polarization
power was less.

3. Fabrication error.

6. Conclusions

Dielectric Resonator Antennas can be preferred because of wide bandwidth and high
efficiency at millimeter wave frequency bands. 5G band 30 GHz from 24.3 to 27.8 GHz band
is widely used and can be used for indoor cellular applications. All the design parameters
were calculated using MATLAB and all boundary conditions for simulation environment
were achieved here. The measurement conditions were satisfied between the DRA and the
receiver antenna. The DRA is linearly polarized and is excited under the characteristic’s
mode TE1Y1. An enhancement in gain and bandwidth has been also done by using a
cross slot aperture in ground plane. A singly fed DRA proposed here has achieved high
gain (10.57 dB simulated and 8.04 dB Measured), high efficiency (96% Measured and 98%
Simulated), and wide bandwidth (1.12 GHz) makes it more suitable antenna for indoor
millimeter wave 5G small cell applications.
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Abstract: Nonlinear effects in the radio front-end can degrade communication quality and system
performance. In this paper we present a new design technique for reconfigurable antennas that
minimizes the nonlinear distortion and maximizes power efficiency through the minimization of the
coupling between the internal switching ports and the external feeding ports. As a nonlinear design
and validation instance, we present the nonlinear characterization up to 50 GHz of a PIN diode
commonly used as a switch for reconfigurable devices in the microwave band. Nonlinear models are
extracted through X-parameter measurements supported by accurate calibration and de-embedding
procedures. Nonlinear switch models are validated by S-parameter measurements in the low power
signal regime and by harmonic measurements in the large-signal regime and are further used to
predict the measured nonlinearities of a reconfigurable antenna. These models have the desired
particularity of being integrated straightforwardly in the internal multi-port method formulation,
which is used and extended to account for the power induced on the switching elements. A new figure
of merit for the design of reconfigurable antennas is introduced—the power margin, that is, the power
difference between the fed port and the switching elements, which combined with the nonlinear load
models directly translates into nonlinearities and power-efficiency-related metrics. Therefore, beyond
traditional antenna aspects such as port match, gain, and beam orientation, switch power criteria
are included in the design methodology. Guidelines for the design of reconfigurable antennas and
parasitic layers of minimum nonlinearity are provided as well as the inherent trade-offs. A particular
antenna design suitable for 5G communications in the 3.5 GHz band is presented according to these
guidelines, in which the specific switching states for a set of target performance metrics are obtained
via a balancing of the available figures of merit with multi-objective separation criteria, which enables
good control of the various design trade-offs. Average Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and power
efficiency improvement of 12 and 6 dB, respectively, are obtained with the application of this design
approach. In summary, this paper introduces a new framework for the nonlinear modeling and
design of reconfigurable antennas and provides a set of general-purpose tools applicable in cases
beyond those used as examples and validation in this work. Additionally, the use of these models and
guidelines is presented, demonstrating one of the most appealing advantages of the reconfigurable
parasitic layer approach, their low nonlinearity.

Keywords: reconfigurable antennas; reconfigurable parasitic layers; antenna optimization; antenna
design; nonlinear characterization; behavioral modelling; x-parameters; PIN diode
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1. Introduction

Wireless communications systems using medium and high transmitter power and
advanced modulation techniques must ensure that nonlinearities are below certain safety
levels as harmonic components and intermodulation products can degrade system perfor-
mance and even damage components.

In particular, for New Radio (NR), the Fifth Generation of Mobile Communica-
tions (5G), very stringent performance requirements in terms of signal quality, unwanted
emissions, and intermodulation are specified [1–4]. These requirements are accompanied by
conducted and radiated testing for verifying conformance to the standard for transmitting
and receiving User Equipment (UE)s and Base Station (BS)s [5,6].

As power handling is higher in the BS, attention is focused on this component for
which the values specified in [4] are taken as reference. The BS output power limit for
conducted tests (defined at antenna connector, or the Transceiver Array Boundary (TAB)
connector depending on the BS type) for the cell coverage scenarios considered are (i) Wide
Area (No upper limit), (ii) Medium-Range ≤38 dBm, (iii) Local Area ≤24 dBm.

On the side of signal quality, the metric of interest is the Error-Vector Magnitude
(EVM), defined according to the modulation scheme used—QPSK 17.5%, 16QAM 12.5%,
64QAM 8%, 256QAM 3.5%. On the other hand, the limit on unwanted, out-of-band and
spurious, emissions is given on terms of two additional metrics, the Adjacent Channel
Leakage power Ratio (ACLR) and the Operating Band Unwanted Emissions (OBUE). Of
these two, the former is the most stringent with a limit of 45 dB. Finally, on the side
of intermodulation, the requirements are that the Inter-Modulation Products (IMP) be
attenuated by at least 30 dB.

These metrics and performance requirements imply stringent design goals, but even
with a careful engineering some undesired nonlinearities can still persist; therefore, nowa-
days it is common the use of digital compensation techniques to mitigate the effects of
the analog components to achieve conformance to the technical specifications. For these
compensation techniques to be effective, a nonlinear model of the analog device to be
compensated for is required [7,8].

Even though antennas are traditionally reckoned as inherently linear devices, the
recent evolution of the field has relied on introducing nonlinear loads and components
such as integrated switches, varactors, and PIN diodes into or in the surroundings of
the (re-)radiating structure. This evolution has raised concerns on how these new kinds
of nonlinear devices can impact system performance. Consequently, accurate nonlinear
antenna modeling is a need that must be addressed, bearing a twofold advantage, as a
component design tool and as input for RF system designers to integrate the antenna into
the transceiver chain.

The use of PIN diode switches in microwave radio front ends is widespread, and new
applications are rapidly emerging, for example in Reconfigurable Antenna (RA) [9,10],
reconfigurable Parasitic Layer (PL) [11], reconfigurable surfaces [12,13], reconfigurable
phased arrays and a variety of sub-systems for RADAR and Millimeter Waves (mmW)
communications. Notwithstanding that PIN diodes are nonlinear components, their system
impact on figures of merit such as EVM, and Inter-Modulation Distortion (IMD) is generally
overlooked or shadowed by elements conventionally believed to be more critical such as
power amplifiers (PA). But when the number of PIN diodes grows or when placed in high
power paths, their contribution to system nonlinearities should be accounted for.

Although the initial design and proof of concept of reconfigurable devices can rely on
models such as the ideal switch abstraction, linear circuit equivalents, or measured S param-
eters, the validity and accuracy of these models are rapidly lost as biasing, frequency, and
power are changed. Therefore, in stringent applications such as 5G, nonlinear models of
the PIN diode should be used to predict system behavior in different operation conditions.

Nonlinear models of microwave devices and circuits [14] can be categorized either as
Compact/Physical (based on the physics governing the device) or Black-Box/Behavioral
(based on the characteristics of the device from its terminals) [15]. When the internal
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structure of the Device Under Test (DUT) is not disclosed or is of no interest to the system
designer, black-box modeling is the most suitable approach, with various alternatives
available [16–21].

The X parameters [22] stand out among the available behavioral modeling choices.
They are an appealing option given some of their features such as extraction stability,
time-invariance, convergence to the S parameters in the small-signal regime, and their
integration into simulation software.

Albeit the nonlinear behavior of the PIN diode is widely reported and mostly at-
tributed to its nonlinear resistance characteristic [23–25], and SPICE models suitable for
the microwave range have been proposed [26,27], most manufacturers do not provide the
parameters and values needed to be used in compact models at high frequencies.

Consequently, X parameters are proposed in this work to experimentally obtain a
behavioral model of a PIN diode commonly used for mmW applications. The extracted
diode model is validated through independent S parameters and harmonic distortion
measurements.

Reconfigurable antennas in general and parasitic layer based reconfigurable anten-
nas [11] presenting compact size, low complexity, low power consumption, and small
nonlinearities, in particular, are an appealing alternative for the deployment of the 5G-NR
usage scenarios (Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC), Enhanced
Mobile Broadband (EMB), and Massive Machine Type Communications (MMTC)).

The extracted nonlinear model of the PIN diode switch is a useful input to gain insight
into the nonlinear behavior of reconfigurable antennas using PIN diode switches like the
one illustrated in Figure 1, based on [28], which is taken as a case of study in this work to
demonstrate a new methodology for the design of minimum nonlinearity reconfigurable
antennas and parasitic layers suitable for BS and Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE) in
5G EMB scenarios.

Figure 1. Exploded view of the Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable-antenna used as case study.
(Units in mm).

The nonlinear behavior of RAs is scarcely reported in the literature, and design
strategies considering nonlinearities are non-existent. Two recent experimentally-oriented
works are [29], where Third Order Intercept (TOI) and 1 dB Compression Point (1dB CP)
are presented, and [30] which focuses on EVM and IMP measurements. Nevertheless, both
cases lack an analytical formulation to explain or estimate the nonlinear behavior of the
antenna, which would be required to calculate the measured effects or to consider the
nonlinearities in the design stage. This is precisely the gap that this work intends to fill,
opening new possibilities for the well-balanced design of reconfigurable antennas for the
rigorous 5G performance requirements.

Notwithstanding the lack of theoretical approaches and the scarcity of experimental
works studying nonlinear effects in RA, the case of nonlinearly loaded basic antennas
and arrays has been tackled to some extent. With few exceptions that deal with the
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nonlinear problem entirely within the electromagnetic solution, which proves useful in
cases where nonlinearities are inherent to the antenna or propagation medium materials,
the most reasonable approach to the analysis of nonlinearly loaded antennas is to split the
problem into an electromagnetic (linear) and a circuital (nonlinear) problem. The former
is commonly dealt with by Full-Wave Electromagnetic (FWEM) numerical techniques,
whereas the latter can be tackled by formulations such as the Harmonic Balance (HB)
analysis [31].

Nonlinear antenna analysis can be traced back to the works of [32], based on a Time-
Domain (TD) formulation of Method of Moments (MoM) that allows the direct inclusion
of the nonlinear load model into the calculation. Another approach is presented in [33,34],
where the antenna problem is solved by MoM, while a Frequency-Domain (FD) formulation
based on a Modified Volterra Series (MVS) is used to solve the resulting nonlinear circuit for
single and multiple antenna cases. Likewise, Ref. [35] presents a direct nonlinear space-time
solution of the whole antenna current leading to limited applicability and an FD solution of
the antenna problem followed by a circuital nonlinear time-marching solution. Harmonic
balance to solve the nonlinear problem is introduced in [36] alongside a transformation
matrix technique in the frequency domain to deal with the nonlinear harmonic load case.
In [37], the reflection algorithm [31] and a variation of HB where the direct solution is
replaced by Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) are used. Likewise, in [38],
the Arithmetic Operator Method (AOM) is used to deal with the nonlinearity of the load.

A common drawback in these works is that they assume a given simplified model for
the nonlinear switching element i − v characteristic which is not often accurate for real-life
devices neither directly measurable for RF and microwave components.

Therefore, given the nonlinear characteristics of the loads, a suitable modeling tech-
nique must be used. Measured X-parameters of the PIN diode are developed in this work
as a convenient alternative for stating the characteristics of the nonlinear loads.

Likewise, the Internal Multi-Ports Method (IMPM) [39–41] is further extended in this
work to efficiently account for the power delivered to the switching elements and the fed
ports. The IMPM requires only one FWEM simulation to determine the behavior of all the
possible switches configurations, and for the present application, its use involves placing
an antenna port during FWEM simulation on the locations where the switching elements
may be placed. This approach employs efficient analytical formulations to perform all
the subsequent circuital calculations for the switching states of interest, thus allowing to
study reconfigurability attending performance both of the port match and the radiated
fields. By combining this technique with the nonlinear models of the diode, estimates of
system parameters like the EVM and IMD can be made, allowing the design of minimum
nonlinearity reconfigurable antennas and parasitic layers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows—Section 2 presents the nonlinear
diode characterization and validation as well as the application of the extracted models
to a particular case, Section 3 introduces the criteria for the minimum nonlinearity design
of reconfigurable parasitic layers alongside novel design guidelines for the implicit trade-
offs, Section 4 shows the application of the design guidelines for a particular design of a
minimum nonlinearity PL-enhanced antenna; finally, the conclusions section summarizes
the main contributions of this work and the possible future developments.

2. Nonlinear Switch Characterization

The PIN diode MACOM MA4AGBLP912, operating over the 50 MHz–40 GHz fre-
quency range, was selected for testing. The measurements are performed using a Keysight
N5245A PNA-X network analyzer capable of extracting X parameters, connected by means
of a Cascade-Microtech 150μm-pitch Ground-Signal-Ground (GSG) Co-Planar Waveg-
uide (CPW) probe to the test fixture.
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2.1. Interpretation of X-Parameters

The notation used in X parameters is based on port, harmonic and propagation
direction convention, in which Aqn represents the nth harmonic of an incoming signal at
port q, while Bpm is the mth harmonic of an outgoing signal at port p.

In the general X-parameters formulation, outgoing port waves are expressed as a
function of the Large Signal Operating Point Stimuli (LSOPS), which is composed of
the device DC Stimulus (DCS), and the RF Stimuli, which in turn is composed of the
fundamental magnitude |A11|, and the harmonic set of incoming signals Aqn which are
conveniently referred to the phase of the fundamental P = ejφ11 (φ11 = ∠A11).

A common approximation, valid for most devices, that significantly reduces the com-
putational resources required for measurement, is to consider that the fundamental is the
only large RF signal entering the DUT, hence, the only one that can drive it into a nonlin-
ear behavior, while the injected/reflected signals at the remaining ports and harmonics
combinations are considered small-signal components. Accordingly, the reference LSOPS
is solely defined by re f LSOPS = {{DCSq}, |A11|}.

Then, with the aid of linearization and harmonic superposition assumptions, dropping
the dependence on re f LSPOS for the sake of clarity, the port waves can be related [42] through:

Bpm = X(FB)
pm Pm + ∑

(q,n) �=(1,1)
X(S)

pm,qn AqnPm−n + ∑
(q,n) �=(1,1)

X(T)
pm,qn A∗

qnPm+n, (1)

where X(FB)
pm , X(S)

pm,qn, and X(T)
pm,qn are the X-parameters of type FB, S, and T respectively,

whose interpretation is as follows: the X(FB)
pm represent the large-signal part of Bpm, and

are a set of mappings from A11 to the output waves at port p and harmonic m for a
system perfectly matched at the output port and perfectly matched at each harmonic at all
ports. The X(S)

pm,qn and X(T)
pm,qn terms determine the sensitivity to mismatch of the system,

relating the contributions of the small harmonic-signals from the port q at harmonic n to
the outgoing wave at port p and harmonic m.

The X-parameters model states that the set of outgoing port waves (for all ports and
frequencies combinations) result from a linear mapping of the set of incoming port waves
(for all ports and frequencies combinations), but in contrast to S-parameters, not only
signal ratios are combined, but additionally this modeling considers the contributions
depending on the amplitude of the RF Stimulus (RFS) and the relative phases of the
remaining incoming signals (harmonics and intermodulation products) with respect to this
reference stimulus.

2.2. CPW Test Fixture

The test-fixture used is supported on an Alumina substrate (εr = 9.6, tan δ = 0.0004,
stable up to 67 GHz), and consists of a CPW transmission line with strip width w = 0.1 mm,
gap g = 0.05 mm, and length LLine = 1.175 mm from the GSG probe contact plane to the
device reference plane, wherein the diode under test is mounted with its cathode connected
to the CPW strip and anode connected to ground as is shown in Figure 2. This setup is
representative of a PIN diode switch on a reconfigurable antenna when modelled as an
internal port where reflection coefficient is of interest.

In order to proceed with the extraction of the diode model, a broadband Short-Open-
Load-Thru (SOLT) calibration is first performed, followed by input power calibration and
harmonics phase reference calibration as is required for the measurement of X parame-
ters [42]. The diode is biased using an external DC-power supply connected to a built-in
biasing-tee of the network analyzer. Subsequently, the diode S parameters are measured,
retaining only the reflection coefficient.
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(a) Test fixture detail. (b) Diode mounting schematic.

Figure 2. X-parameters measurement setup.

As the SOLT calibration reference plane is defined on the GSG probe-CPW line contact,
a de-embedding procedure is applied to remove the contribution of the CPW line from the
measured diode S parameters and retrieve the actual diode reflection coefficient. A model
for the CPW-even mode accounting for dispersion, obtained with the aid of accurate 2.5D
electromagnetic simulation using Keysight Momentum, is used for that purpose.

Considering the diode mounting and that the X-parameters measurement system
used in this work requires the calibration and registering of both ports, some comments on
the validity of the measurements are deemed convenient.

Although in the case of S parameters, it is clear that two- and one-port S-parameter
measurements would yield the same reflection coefficient, this may not be evident in
the case of X-parameters, as in general, the nonlinear functions involved depend on the
incoming signals from all the ports/harmonics combinations. However, as in the test fixture
used for diode characterization both ports are physically uncoupled, the waves injected at
port 2 do not affect the measurement at port 1, hence, inter-port wave dependence vanishes.
This is expressed by the reduced one port X-parameters

B1k = X(FB)
1m Pm + ∑

n �=1
X(S)

1m,1n A1nPm−n + ∑
n �=1

X(T)
1m,1n A∗

1nPm+n, (2)

which can be posed in matrix form, allowing the integration of the results into further
circuital formulations such as harmonic balance calculations.

B1 = PX(FB)
1 + PX(S)

1 (P′)−1 A1 + PX(T)
1 P′A∗

1, (3)

where B1 = [B11 · · · B1N ]
T , P = diag(Pm), P′ = diag(Pm+1), X(FB)

1 = [X(FB)
11 · · · X(FB)

1N ]T ,

A1 = [A12 · · · A1N ]
T , and X(S)

1 , X(T)
1 are matrices whose elements are of the form X(·)

1m,1n.

2.3. Measurements

Extensive measurements of S- and X-parameters of diode MA4AGBLP912 were per-
formed in the 1–50 GHz range, using different biasing levels. Note that in the case of the
PIN diode, the biasing current IDC1 is equivalent to the DCSq term (part of the LSOPS) in
the X-parameters notation.

Measurements of S11 from 45 MHz to 50 GHz are shown in Figure 3. From this figure,
it is clear that in the forward bias condition varying DC level has an important impact
on the diode behavior. Likewise, it can be observed that for biasing currents higher than
15 mA the diode achieves a stable behavior. Therefore, 0, 1 and 20 mA bias are taken
as representative of the diode “OFF”, “NL” (nonlinear) and “ON” states. Measurement
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results are validated against S-parameter files provided by the manufacturer (up to 30 GHz)
ascertaining a very good agreement.

MHz 
MHz 

GHz 

GHz 

Figure 3. Measured S-parameter (de-embedded) vs. Bias.

One-port X-parameter measurements were carried out at different biasing levels
Ib = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20} mA. For each of these DCS a power-frequency grid for |A11| is
defined, varying input power in the range Pin = {−10,−6,−2, 2, 6, 10} dBm and sweeping
fundamental frequency from 1 to 16 GHz with n f = 16 points, considering up to the
third harmonic (total frequency expanding from 1 to 48 GHz). That is, in total there are
6 sets of measurements each with a total of 3 X parameters over a 6 × 16 × 3 sampling
grid. In contrast, a conventional S-parameter measurement would only contain 6 sets of n f
points each.

To ease the comparison of X parameters for the different diode biasing levels, slices
of X(FB)

1m , X(S)
11,1n, and X(T)

11,1n can be taken either at fixed frequencies or input powers of the
fundamental A11. For example, slices representing the variation with input power at a
fundamental frequency f1 = 5 GHz are illustrated in Figure 4 for the diode “ON” and
“OFF” states.

Valuable information about the nonlinearity of the DUT can be extracted from the
variation with RFS power of the large signal response X(FB)

1m , represented in Figure 4a,
where it can be observed that for the “OFF” and “ON” states the fundamental and the
harmonic tones linearly increase with input power. This figure also demonstrates that
the diode is not driven into a high nonlinearity region for the powers used in the model
extraction, as in both cases the second and third harmonics are at least 40 dB below the
fundamental level. Besides, the X(FB)

1m terms allow an estimation of the Third Harmonic
Intercept Point (IP3) that is ∼35 dBm in the case of the “OFF” state, and ∼43 dBm for the
“ON” state.

Another common approach to estimate the nonlinearity of the DUT is by defining the
nonlinear transition as the input power resulting in the 1dB CP of the reflected fundamental
wave; this value can be extracted directly from Figure 4a or by representing the large signal
reflection coefficient X(S)

11,11 ≡ X(FB)
11 /|A11|. In the diode case, it is apparent that for the

input powers used, compression does not occur for the “OFF” nor the “ON” states. In
contrast, for the case of the “NL” state, 1 dB CP occurs at around 6 dBm.

On the other hand, the variation with input power of the set of functions X(S)
11,1n

illustrated in Figure 4b and X(T)
11,1n illustrated in Figure 4c, indicate a small contribution of

the reflected second and third harmonics to the total response at fundamental for both the
“OFF” and “ON” diode states.
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(a) X(FB) vs. input power ( f1 = 5 GHz).

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) X(S) vs. input power ( f1 = 5 GHz).

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) X(T) vs. input power ( f1 = 5 GHz).

Figure 4. X-Parameters variation with input power at fundamental f1 = 5 GHz. ( f1, 2 f1, 3 f1, “Off”,
“On”).

The X parameters convergence to the S parameters in the small-signal regime is verified
for both the “ON” and “OFF” states. Direct S-parameter measurements are compared to
X-parameter reduced to S parameters using circuit simulation in Keysight ADS. Results are
reported in Figure 5. There is a very good agreement between the two kinds of parameters
with maximum magnitude and phase deviation of 0.5 dB and 2.5◦ respectively.

A further validation was performed contrasting X(FB)
1m with an independent mea-

surement using a spectrum analyzer at (DCSq = {0, 1, 20}mA, Pin = {−2.5, 5}dBm,
f1 =1–16 GHz). A fundamental to second harmonic rejection above {45, 13, 55} dB for the
three biasing levels was observed at Pin = 5 dBm, these values compare well with those
observed from X(FB)

1m of {49, 13.5, 52} dB at Pin = 6 dBm for the same biasing levels.

2.4. Nonlinear Assessment of RA and PL

The extracted diode model based on the X-parameters measurements, once validated,
becomes a fundamental input to assess the possible nonlinear behavior of reconfigurable
antennas and parasitic layers from an analytical viewpoint, and ultimately, a valuable piece
of information to be further used as a design tool in the case of minimum nonlinearities
reconfigurable antennas and parasitic layers.
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(b) Phase.

Figure 5. S- and X- parameters small signal convergence.

To illustrate the use of the X-parameters in a particular case, the antenna reported
in [30] and reproduced in simplified manner in Figure 6a is taken as case of study. This
antenna uses a total of 17 switches based on the MA4AGFCP910 PIN diode, of which the
most critical is the one located in the main feed path (S6 in the diagram); likewise, the set of
12 diodes in the intermediate PL (S5) are jointly (de)activated, hence, although individually
not as significant as S6, when combined, their impact on nonlinearity is similar or can be
even larger. The switches S1−4 providing beam-steering are loosely coupled to the fed
power, therefore, their impact on antenna nonlinearity is marginal.

(a) Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable-antenna. (b) Internal multi-ports method.

Figure 6. Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable-antenna and antenna equivalent circuit.

Notwithstanding that this antenna has 6 diverse modes of operation allowing for
beam-steering and bandwidth reconfigurability, given the antenna symmetries and the
expected small contribution to nonlinearity of the switches on the upper PL, only modes
M1, M4 providing bandwidth reconfigurability are considered for analysis. Switch states
for these modes are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Switch states for the antenna modes of interest.

Mode S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

M1 0 0 0 0 0 1
M4 0 0 0 0 1 0
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As mentioned in the introduction, a common approach for the analysis of nonlinearly
loaded antennas is to split the problem into an electromagnetic (linear) and a circuital
network (nonlinear) problem. The first one can be dealt by numerical techniques such as
MoM, Finite Elements Method (FEM), Finite-Differences Time-Domain (FDTD), whereas
the second one can be tackled by nonlinear formulations like the Harmonic Balance (HB).

The internal multi-port method, illustrated in Figure 6b, which proceeds by replacing
each switch location by a simulation port that can be later loaded with the proper switch
parameters, and that has been extensively used for the analysis and design of RA and
PL, is naturally fitted to translate the electromagnetic problem into a circuital one, in
which the use of X-Parameters models of the loads, in combination with nonlinear circuital
simulation, allow to calculate the nonlinear metrics of interest. After performing the FWEM
simulation using the time domain solver in CST Studio, Keysight ADS is used to carry on
the corresponding circuital S-parameters and harmonic balance simulations.

Figure 7 shows that in the small-signal regime, the antenna port matching predicted
by the X-parameters is quite similar to that predicted by the S-Parameters, ratifying the
validity of the approach.

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(a) Antenna mode M1.

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(b) Antenna mode M4.

Figure 7. Port match in a test reconfigurable antenna.

Afterwards, two relevant metrics to assess the nonlinearity of the antenna are de-
termined by means of an HB simulation in which the input power is swept from −10 to
30 dBm. Figure 8 shows the harmonic components generated by the switches as seen from
the antenna input port. From this variation of fundamental and harmonics with input
power, the TOI of the antenna can be estimated to be IP3 = 55 dBm and 41 dBm for the M1
and M4 operation modes, respectively.

One step further, the Error Vector Magnitude can also be derived with the aid of the
X-parameters nonlinear model. The EVM is a communications performance metric [43]
that gained relevance in favor of traditional ones such as Bit-Error Ratio (BER) because
of its independence on the receiver (no need to decode the received bit-stream), and
its independence on the modulation scheme used [44] in either high- or low-distortion
environments.

The EVM is related to transmitter imperfections [45] such as modulator carrier leakage,
IQ mismatch, nonlinearity, local oscillator phase noise and frequency error. An approach
to calculate the EVM on nonlinear devices is presented in [46], assuming one system
impairment is dominant whereas the remaining are modelled as part of the Gaussian noise.
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Figure 8. Harmonic components generated by the test reconfigurable antenna, with indication of IP3. (left) M1, (right) M4.

In general, the EVM is defined as

EVM =
1

NS
∑NS

n=1|Sr(n)− St(n)|2
P0

P0 =
1

NS

NS

∑
n=1

|St(n)|2,

(4)

where St(n) and Sr(n) are the nth transmitted and received symbols, respectively.
Although it is valid only in “Data-aided receivers” [47], the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR)-based approximation for EVM is proven to hold well for high SNR setups. It can
also be used as an upper bound for the real EVM when the received symbols are estimated.

Using a base-band signal model and reasoning similar to that in [46], the EVM can
be expressed in terms of the SNR and the in-band nonlinear distortion (HD). Therefore,
acknowledging that the major contribution to the in-band nonlinear distortion comes from
the third order intermodulation products [45], the approximated EVM can be expressed as:

EVM ≈
√

1
SNR

+ HD

EVM ≈
√

N0

P0
+

(
P0

IP3

)2
,

(5)

which states that in low input power setups, the main driver of EVM is the system noise,
while in high power setups the harmonic distortion is the main responsible for error.

The approximated EVM is calculated using the results of the HB simulation of the
PL-based RA under test, and assuming a moderately high noise floor of N = −60 dBm.
Results are shown in Figure 9. The observed results are in agreement with the trends and
values observed in the measurements reported in [30], where the antenna operation mode
M4 presents a higher EVM than the M1, and the EVM is below 8% for input powers up
to Pin = 30 dBm, for all the antenna states of interest. This results also demonstrate that
the PL-approach is a low-nonlinearity alternative to achieve complex antenna functions in
accordance with the performance limits established for 5G.
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Figure 9. Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) of test reconfigurable antenna.

3. Minimum Nonlinearity PL Design Guidelines

The advanced design of parasitic layers, and reconfigurable antennas in general,
heavily relies on optimization techniques to find an adequate set of switching states to
achieve a target set of figures of merit. These figures of merit are usually specified in terms
of fundamental antenna parameters for example, port parameters, such as match and
coupling, and pattern features such as direction of maximum, gain and polarization.

Although nothing prevents the inclusion of system-related performance metrics im-
pacted by the antenna, such as coverage, throughput, BER or EVM, or any other parameter
of interest in particular applications, the use of basic antenna properties is often the most
efficient option, as the computational cost of calculating these derived quantities make
them impractical when evaluating beyond a few thousands of switch states. This com-
plexity is exacerbated if structural variations of the basic radiator are to be considered in a
co-optimization process as for example in [48].

Therefore, the use of basic antenna parameters and system-level performance estima-
tors directly derived through simple calculations may be used whenever possible to predict
the better performing configuration when comparing among several different alternatives.

As the main interest of this work is the design of reconfigurable antennas and parasitic
layers with minimum nonlinearities and impact on related system-level metrics such
as EVM, a partitioning of the design process into three stages is proposed aiming to
reduce the computation time and achieving controllable results. The stages of the design
methodology are:

• Choose an optimal trade-off starting point for the antenna geometry.
• Determine the optimum switch configurations using the performance metrics vec-

tor defined in terms of fundamental antenna parameters derived from small-signal
formulations.

• Based on nonlinear load models, accurately calculate the nonlinearities and system-
related parameters for the optimum configurations.

A high level flowchart diagram illustrating the main elements of the proposed design
methodology is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Flow chart with the main elements of the design methodology.

3.1. Adding New Design Criteria

A general optimization problem is defined as a search in an n-dimensional decision
space, mapped through a cost function f to a lower k-dimensionality objective space, in
which a comparison of elements x in the original space is performed through metrics y
defined in the destination space. In the case of RA design, diverse antenna parameters
compose the comparison metrics, hence, a multiobjective optimization problem is implicit.

f : Rn → R
k

y = f (x).
(6)

Common RA design approaches mix multiple parameters to obtain a single perfor-
mance indicator to facilitate decision, however, if the cost function is defined in a way such
that k = 1, there is a risk of over-simplifying the problem as there exists the possibility that
f be a surjective projection of Rn → R having several individuals with very similar cost
values and quite different configuration and performance in the individual criteria; this
prevents the discovery of the trade-offs involved in the design process, and may result in
the optimization being biased towards the easier of the individual performance metrics,
neglecting the harder ones.

Adding dimensions to the objective space allows the creation of Pareto fronts, rep-
resenting the best objective combination, enabling the visualization of trade-offs and
exploring the interrelation between objectives. Furthermore, adding new decision axes
to the objective space creates new separation criteria for configurations with very similar
performance on the other axes.

In this work, a new power-related metric is defined in addition to the port parameters
and far-field related metrics allowing to account for antenna port match, isolation, beam
pointing, gain, power efficiency and nonlinearity.

3.2. Extension of the IMPM to Account for Nonlinearities

The Internal Multi-Ports Method (IMPM) is an efficient way to characterize the behav-
ior of a reconfigurable device for a set of switch states, requiring only one FWEM simulation
at setup. After setup, formulations yielding results equivalent to circuital simulations allow
to determine the effects of the terminating loads on the fundamental antenna parameters.
A simple extension to the IMPM is added to account for the power delivered to the fed
ports and to the switches, becoming a useful indicator of power efficiency and possible
excitation of nonlinearities. Expressions to calculate loaded port parameters, radiated field
and port power are briefly summarized.

The setup FWEM simulation is performed to obtain the reference network scattering
parameters S ∈ C

Np×Np , and the field radiated when the nth port is fed with unit am-
plitude (and the others are terminated in matched loads) Ēn(θ, φ), n ∈ {1 . . . NP}, where
Np = NA + NB, NA, and NB are the number of total, fed (external), and loaded (internal)
ports, respectively. The matrices and vectors involved in the formulation can be partitioned
to index the external or internal ports, A, B subscripts are used to denote this partitioning.
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From the defining relation of the total S-matrix b = S a in terms of the power wave
amplitudes am = v+m/

√
2Zcm, bm = v−m/

√
2Zcm (v±m is the peak amplitude of the incom-

ing/outgoing voltage wave at the mth port) for ports with possibly different characteristic
impedances, the block partition described above results in:[

bA

bB

]
=

[
SAA SAB

SBA SBB

][
aA

aB.

]
(7)

Noting that only input ports have a source signal aA, while for the loaded ports the
incoming signals are actually reflections on the load terminations, obtainable from ΓB, the
diagonal matrix telling the reflection coefficient of the terminating loads, we can write:[

bA

bB

]
=

[
SAA SAB

SBA SBB

][
aA

ΓBbB

]
(8)

From the expressions above, we can compute all the unknown wave amplitudes from
the known input amplitudes aA:

aB = ΓBbB (9)

bA =

{
SAA + SAB

(
ΓB

−1 − SBB

)−1
SBA

}
aA (10)

bB = (I − SBB ΓB)
−1SBA aA. (11)

Now, the aggregated radiated field for a particular excitation and load condition can
be calculated as follows from both aA and aB:

Ētot(θ, φ) = ∑
n∈pts

anĒn(θ, φ). (12)

A number of quantities of interest can now be obtained from these wave amplitudes:

Pin = ‖aA‖2 − ‖bA‖2 (13)

Psw = ‖bB‖2 − ‖aB‖2 (14)

Pant = ‖aA‖2 + ‖aB‖2 − ‖bA‖2 − ‖bB‖2 (15)

ηtot =
ηantPant

Pin
, (16)

where Pin is the net input power to the reconfigurable antenna system, Psw is the power
dissipated by the switches, Pant is the net input power to the elementary radiator (the
passive/linear portion of the system), and ηtot, ηant are the efficiencies for the full reconfig-
urable antenna system and the passive antenna element, respectively.

Under a pure tone excitation, and considering that the antenna building materials and
surrounding environment have a linear behavior for all operating circumstances, the only
source of nonlinear distortion are the internal port loads and their frequency conversion
characteristics.

Although the presented formulation relates only one input frequency to the same
output frequency, it can be extended to account for harmonics induced by the nonlinear
loads by properly adapting the vectors and matrices involved in the calculations. In
particular, if NH is the number of harmonics to consider, the vector quantities in the
presented formulation can be expressed as composed by sub-vectors of NH terms each,
forming a longer extended vector of size NpNH . This implies also the extension of the
involved matrices to include the relationships at the harmonic frequencies, therefore each
matrix entry will be a sub-matrix of size NH × NH , totaling a size of (NpNH)× (NpNH)
for a full Np-ports matrix.
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In this case, S, which involves the linear antenna portion, will be a matrix composed by
diagonal matrices, that is, for any pair of ports (p, q), and harmonics (m, n), Spq(m, n) = 0,
∀m �= n.

On the other hand, given the non-linearity of the terminating loads (switches), ΓB will
be a block diagonal matrix with each block representing a given switch, and all blocks
being fully populated; therefore the reflection coefficient of a single load Γl must provide a
representation for harmonic frequencies conversion, taking the form

Γl =

⎡
⎢⎣

Γl(1, 1) . . . Γl(1, NH)
...

. . .
...

Γl(NH , 1) . . . Γl(NH , NH).

⎤
⎥⎦ (17)

From this expression, the convenience of the X-parameter formulation for the loads
modelling results evident as it embeds the required frequency conversion as a function of
the input power.

As an additional remark, it must be noted that when input power is low enough, the
cross-frequency components are negligible and consequently the Γl reduce to diagonal
matrices, thus the harmonics calculated are only affected by signals in their same frequency,
and the harmonic-extended system is reduced to a linear relationship.

As mentioned earlier, for the optimization stage the interest is on efficiently com-
paring several thousands of configurations; therefore, a valid indicator of the nonlinear
performance of a given switch configuration is adopted instead of solving the nonlinear
extended system. For this purpose, the power margin (ΔP) is defined as the difference
between the power delivered to the fed port and the power delivered to the switches, over
the frequency range where the excited port is well matched:

fr : |Sii( fr)| < −10dB

ΔP =

〈
Pin( fr)

Psw( fr)
.
〉 (18)

The definition and use of this metric is supported on the fact that for the “ON” and
“OFF” switch states, up to moderate input powers, the power of the fundamental tone is
much higher than that of the harmonics, as was confirmed by the X-parameters measure-
ments performed. Therefore, the nonlinearities can be predicted by the switch power at the
fundamental frequency. Likewise, as was evidenced for the antenna presented as case of
study, although the maximum power through a switch is a significant driver of nonlineari-
ties, the total power delivered to the switches set may be a more determinant factor.

3.3. PL Design Trade-Offs

From the expressions obtained above, it can be observed that the nonlinear perturbation

comes from the waves reflected by the loads, given by the term SAB

(
ΓB

−1 − SBB

)−1
SBA aA.

Accordingly, if the nonlinear effects are to be minimized there are two approaches:

1. Reducing the SAB, SBA terms, that is, the coupling between external and internal
ports. This is the underlying philosophy of the PL as there is a physical separation
between the feed ports and the switches. Note that this coupling can be controlled by
the PL height above the basic antenna, adding one degree of freedom to the design.
However, changing the PL height over the basic antenna also impacts the radiated
field and port match, requiring a delicate balance.

2. Reducing the
(

ΓB
−1 − SBB

)−1
harmonic terms. This could be attained by a careful

antenna design that provides an adequate matching between the terms in the sub-
traction, however, given that normally the minuend will be dominant, this is mostly
technology dependent, reinforcing the need for accurately characterizing the switch
nonlinearities and the benefits of using these models as a detailed design tool.
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To examine the effects of the PL height ‘h’ over one basic antenna and its effects on the
reconfigurability of parameters like port matching, radiated field, and nonlinearities, the
parasitic-layer-based reconfigurable-antenna illustrated in Figure 1 is taken as a reference.

A parametric variation of ‘h’ is performed on this reference antenna, aiming to deter-
mine a feasible trade-off region which can be used as design guideline, even for other PL
pixellations and number of switches, as well as other antenna configurations. Therefore, the
interest is in average or expected behavior rather than in particular switch states behavior.
Aggregated port match bandwidth, maximum steering angle, and average power margin
are used as metrics of comparison.

The PL based RA is composed of a basic 2-ports aperture-coupled microstrip patch
radiator matched at f0 = 3.5 GHz, on a th = 3 mm thick Rogers RO4003 substrate
εr = 3.55. The PL is a 3 × 3 pixellation supported on a th = 0.51 mm thick Rogers
RO4003 substrate, placed at a distance h from the basic antenna, with size and switches
numbering as illustrated in Figure 11. This design is based on the single-port presented
in [28], which was fabricated and measured with good agreement between simulations
and measurements, working from 2.4 to 2.5 GHz, providing steering in nine directions
θ0 ∈ {−30◦, 0◦, 30◦}, φ0 ∈ {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦} with an average gain of 6.5 dB.

Figure 11. Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable-antenna.

The parametric sweep is performed using the frequency-domain solver of CST stu-
dio, for h = λ0/{40, 20, 15, 12, 10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4}, retaining for each case the ‘unloaded’ S-
parameters file and the radiated fields generated by each ‘port’. In a later step, the IMPM
is applied to determine the metrics of interest. As the number of switch configurations
is relatively low (4096), exhaustive search is feasible in a short time for each height value.
The sweep results for antenna port 1 are summarized in the set of plots of Figure 12 which
represent the probability distribution of configurations for a given figure of merit in terms
of the variations of the parameter h. Results for port 2 are almost identical and are omitted.

The first that can be observed in Figure 12a is that, as expected, the PL loading alters
the port impedance in a way that when the separation is smaller, the obtainable bandwidth
is higher, and when separation grows, convergence to the bandwidth of the simple antenna
is achieved. This is in a good agreement with the experimental results in [40], for a higher
complexity PL where a statistical sweep is performed for practical reasons. There can also
be appreciated that most configurations are matched at a frequency above that of the basic
antenna, suggesting that when starting a new design, the base antenna should resonate
at a lower frequency than that of the intended central frequency. An important remark
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from this figure, is that a reconfigurable bandwidth greater than 10% can be achieved for
separations lower than λ/8.

On the other hand, Figure 12b, illustrates the power margin variation with h. Although
high power margins ∼9 dB can be achieved for some configurations with very narrow
separations, average margins in excess of 6 dB are achieved for separations beyond λ/12.
However, there must be noted that the average ΔP increment is not linear, and beyond λ/8
growth is slower.
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Figure 12. Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable-antenna tradeoffs.

Variation of directivity with h is shown in Figure 12c. Directivity is preferred over
gain to isolate the effect of the PL on the shape of the radiated field, without including the
effects of port matching. This figure shows that directivity can be improved up to a pair of
dBs with respect to that of the basic antenna. Most importantly, for a wide range of height
variations (λ/20 − λ/6), on average, the effect of the PL does not lead to a degradation of
directivity when compared to that of the base antenna.

Finally, the angular variation of the pattern maximum with the PL height over the ba-
sic antenna, allows to determine the feasibility of finding patterns with maximum radiation
pointing towards specific directions (θ0, φ0). A 2D-histogram of the (θ0, φ0) distribution
was created for each value of h to get an exact description of the angular distribution of
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pattern maximum. From this depiction a trend was observed, and is that the maximum devi-
ation tends to cluster at (θ0, φ0) = (45◦, {60◦, 120◦, 240◦, 300◦}), and (30◦, {0◦, 180◦, 360◦}).
Taking this into consideration, a simpler diagram of the maximum θ deviation, for all
the possible φ values, is created as illustrated in Figure 12d, where configurations with
D < 6 dB have been filtered out. From this figure, it is apparent that the maximum devia-
tion changes little with height, and that up to λ/5 deviations around 50◦ are achievable.
However, the angular distribution shows that there are more configurations with larger
steering for PL separations in the range λ/20 − λ/10.

Finally, aiming to capture the overall reconfigurability potential of the PL-based-RA,
and as a general purpose design guideline, the average metrics encountered are expressed
by means of a tradeoffs surface as illustrated in Figure 13, showing how much bandwidth
reconfigurability, power margin and steering can be expected for a particular setup.
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Figure 13. Design Trade-Offs of a Parasitic Layer (PL) based Reconfigurable Antenna (RA).

The set of plots of Figures 12 and 13 have presented a general description of the effects
of the PL on the fundamental parameters of a basic antenna, and important guidelines for
the design as the optimum height region for placing the PL to achieve a desired compromise
of objectives.

4. Parasitic Layer Design Example

It is foreseen that a large portion of the initial deployments of the 5G-NR will be
concentrated on the Freuency Range 1 (FR1) (sub-6 GHz portion of the spectrum) [49], and
special interest is placed in the 3.5 GHz band where moderately large bandwidths up to
100 MHz can be allocated. A particular reconfigurable antenna example for the 3.5 GHz
band is presented in this section to illustrate the minimum nonlinearities design method
developed in the previous section.

The most computationally expensive part of the design process is the initial FWEM
simulation to get the ‘unloaded’ antenna parameters, this simulation must be performed for
any candidate value of h as there is not a straightforward way to reuse simulation results
for other h values. Accordingly, the presented guidelines for determining the optimum h
are intended to greatly reduce the design time.

After the fundamental design trade-offs of the reconfigurable parasitic layer are
established, an optimum region for the separation between the basic antenna and the
PL can be determined based on the compromise that must be made between bandwidth,
linearity, and beam-steering. For instance, for 5G applications covering the n78 band
at 3.5 GHz, a good starting point should be h = λ/9 − λ/12 that can achieve around
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12–15% bandwidth, an average 7.3 dB directivity, and a rich beam-steering capability with
maximum deviations up to 55◦, joined with average power margins in the range 7–9 dB.

However, beyond appropriate region for PL placement, particular indications on how
to determine the switch states to achieve the optimum compromise of the objectives are
not yet given. The optimum switch states determination is demonstrated by means of a
particular design example.

In this case, the same topology used to determine the basic trade-offs is employed with
some variations, first the basic antenna is modified to resonate at a lower frequency aiming
to have a lower cutoff frequency and a richer number of well-matched configurations at
the central frequency of 3.5 GHz, also, the pixel size is increased to 14 mm aiming to have
finer control of steering.

The switch state determination is posed as a multidimensional optimization problem,
in which a 3D cost function considering S-parameters, beam pointing and switches power,
is defined and explored using Pareto fronts to obtain antenna realizations with an optimum
objective compromise. The cost function vector is defined as:

J(k) = {JS(k), JΔP(k), JΔ(θ,φ)(k)}

JS(k) = max
f

(
max

i,j

(|Sij(k, f )|))
JΔP(k) = −ΔP(k)

JΔ(θ,φ)(k) = Δ(θ, φ)(k, fc, θ0i, φ0i),

(19)

where each component is normalized and mapped to the range [0, 1] by the limits target Sij ∈
{−10, 0} dB, target ΔP ∈ {−10,−3} dB, target Δ(θ, φ) ∈ {0◦, 10◦}. Imposing requirements
on port match and coupling, power margin, and angular deviation from target. The set of
desired angles is (θ0, φ0) = {(0◦, 0◦), and {(40◦, {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦})},
therefore JΔ(θ,φ)(k) ∈ R9. Further restrictions on results are imposed discarding those con-
figurations with Dir < 6 dB.

After each individual is assigned a cost vector, weak Pareto optimality criterion is
used to retain only the better performing configurations for each of the desired modes of
operation. The process is illustrated for the (θ, φ) = (0◦, 0◦) target in Figure 14. The cost
of all the possible configurations is shown in Figure 14a, while the reduced set of non-
dominated individuals is illustrated in Figure 14b, this set represents the configurations
with better performance in any of the objectives defined.
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Figure 14. Optimization process.
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Depending on the reachable cost vector for a particular target mode of operation,
and whether a small mismatch, miss-pointing, or higher power going to the switches is
tolerable, the designer can evaluate a subset of the configurations on the non-dominated
set and determine, based on features like for instance pattern shape, impedance bandwidth,
or nonlinear metrics, the configurations that better suits the application.

The procedure illustrated in Figure 14, is carried out for each of the 9 beam directions
intended, and for both ports. Although this process can be seen as performing 18 indepen-
dent optimizations, it is very fast as cost vector is calculated only once for all the switches
configurations and the remaining problem is dealt as a classification task repeated for the
intended 18 configurations. Results are shown and discussed only for port 1 noting that
the values obtained for port 2 are very similar.

Once the better performing configurations are found, these are validated by simulation
with CST Design Studio, finding an almost exact match. Similarly, the port parameters
calculated using the measured S- and X-parameters models of the loads are verified to be
in a very good agreement.

The final configuration of the antenna have a satisfactory performance characterized
by an aggregated bandwidth of 10.5% centered at the intended fc = 3.5 GHz. Additionally,
the optimum configurations providing beam-steering, denoted as M1−9, are well matched
and isolated at the central frequency, albeit slight shifting of minimum is allowed as the
balancing criteria privileges accurate pointing over port impedance. The port match and
isolation at fc are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Antenna port parameters at fc.

Param M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9

S11 −11.95 −7.80 −16.81 −13.19 −12.18 −8.59 −11.95 −12.24 −11.67
S21 −14.63 −19.49 −13.32 −10.41 −10.47 −19.39 −11.62 −10.73 −10.25
S22 −11.30 −11.53 −13.32 −9.82 −10.24 −12.29 −9.95 −10.39 −11.37

On the other hand, the power margin for the optimum configurations are (13.37, 5.50,
7.66, 7.75, 6.98, 5.52, 7.04, 7.66, 6.94) dB, demonstrating a mean value of 8.34 dB, what is a
6 dB improvement when compared with a design strategy that only considers port match
and radiation pattern characteristics, and is in accordance to the expected value from the
design guidelines, this means also that a small fraction of the power entering the antenna
is dissipated on switches and thus a low nonlinearity is expected.

Likewise, Figure 15 shows the radiation diagrams for the final antenna configurations
for port 1. From this figure, a very good pointing towards the target angles defined is
observed. Also, a mean gain of 6.13 dB is found which is in accordance with previous
PL designs.

Finally, the IP3 and further EVM nonlinear metrics of the antenna optimum configu-
rations are calculated using the diode nonlinear diode models extracted by X-parameters
measurements. Results for EVM are illustrated in Figure 16 showing that up to 30 dBm
the EVM is below 6% for all the antenna states, and that up to 35 dBm the mean EVM
is below 4%. In comparison with a design strategy that only considers port match and
radiation pattern characteristics, where EVM values up to 20% are observed, this is a 12 dB
improvement. Note that the modes with the lower power margin present the higher EVM
as expected from the design assumptions.

This result confirms the suitability of this parasitic-layer-based reconfigurable-antenna
design for 5G NR mobile broadband systems, and at the same time shows the benefits of the
new design approach considering the switches power to minimize the nonlinear distortion.
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(a) Top view. (b) M1 : (0, 0). (c) M2 : (40, 0). (d) M3 : (40, 45). (e) M4 : (40, 90).

(f) M5 : (40, 135). (g) M6 : (40, 180). (h) M7 : (40, 225). (i) M8 : (40, 270). (j) M9 : (40, 315).

Figure 15. Radiation diagrams at Port 1, for operating mode Mi, (i ∈ 1 . . . 9), pointing towards (θ0, φ0).
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Figure 16. EVM of the Minimum Nonlinearity Parasitic-Layer-based Reconfigurable Antenna.

Even though, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first effort to minimize
the nonlinear distortion of a reconfigurable antenna, and the design technique has implica-
tions beyond the particular results presented as example, a comparison with similar works
reported in the literature, in terms of basic antenna parameters, size, and nonlinearities
when available, is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison between the designed antenna and other antennas reported on literature. (#Sw: Number of switches,
#Pt: Number of ports, BW: Bandwidth (GHz), Av. G: Average Gain (dB), # Beams: Number of beams, Steer: Beam steering
angle (deg), Size: Occupied volume (wavelengths at central frequency), EVM: Mean EVM (%) at a given input power.

Ref. #Sw #Pt BW Av G #Beams Steer Size EVM

This work 12 2 3.3–3.8 6.5 9 40 0.76 × 0.87 × 0.10 4 at 35 dBm
[30] 17 1 3.1–3.9 9 3 30 1.05 × 1.05 × 0.25 6 at 30 dBm
[29] 49 1 2.4–2.6 7.5 1.38 × 0.71 × 0.007 16 at 5 dBm
[28] 12 1 2.4–2.5 6.5 9 30 0.80 × 0.74 × 0.10 NA
[40] 60 1 2.4–3.0 4 9 30 2.16 × 1.08 × 0.05 NA
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5. Conclusions

A method for the nonlinear characterization of a mmW PIN diode has been proposed.
It is based on X-parameters measurements obtained using a test set composed of a nonlinear
network analyzer, a one-port on-wafer probe station and a CPW test fixture.

The proposed method has been applied to characterize a commercial PIN diode
commonly used in reconfigurable antenna applications spanning a frequency range from 1
to 48 GHz.

The measured X parameters have been validated by good agreement obtained between
the harmonic rejection derived from X parameters to independent harmonic measurements,
as well as from measurements in the small signal regime, where nonlinear X-parameters
converge to measured S parameters.

The X parameters model is used to assess the possible nonlinearities on a reconfig-
urable antenna, showing consistency with experimental results.

Guidelines for the design of Reconfigurable Antennas in general and particular appli-
cation to Parasitic Layers have been presented accounting for a new performance metric
related to the power efficiency and possible emergence of nonlinearities.

Optimum tradeoffs for the separation of the basic antenna and a reconfigurable
parasitic layer to attaining particular objectives related to port match, nonlinearity, and
beam-steering have been discussed.

A complete methodology for the design of minimum nonlinearity reconfigurable
antennas has been presented, accounting also for port match and beam-steering.

The methodology is based on (i) Determining the optimal PL distance to the basic
antenna. (ii) Determine the optimum switch configurations. (iii) Based on nonlinear load
models, accurately calculate the nonlinearities and system-related parameters only for the
optimum configurations.

A design example of a parasitic-layer-based reconfigurable-antenna suitable for 5G NR
communications in the 3.5 GHz band, from the port match, beam-steering and nonlinear
distortion is presented.

The particular antenna design is a suitable alternative for 5G-NR EMB usage sce-
narios in the 3.5 GHz band, bearing 2 ports with a 11% bandwidth, 9 beams pointing in
(θ0, φ0) = {(0◦, 0◦), and {(40◦, {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦})}, and an average
realized gain of 6.1 dB. The whole structure fits within a compact size of 0.76 × 0.87 × 0.1
wavelengths. The presented antenna has an average Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) of 4%
at an input power of 35 dBm.

With the application of this new design methodology an improvement of 12 and
6 dB of the EVM and power efficiency, respectively, were obtained when compared with
conventional reconfigurable antenna design strategies.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

mmW Millimeter Waves
RA Reconfigurable Antenna
PL Parasitic Layer
DUT Device Under Test
TOI Third Order Intercept
IP3 Third Harmonic Intercept Point
1dB CP 1 dB Compression Point
IMD Inter-Modulation Distortion
EVM Error-Vector Magnitude
IMPM Internal Multi-Ports Method
LSOPS Large Signal Operating Point Stimuli
RFS RF Stimulus
DCS DC Stimulus
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Abstract: This paper presents a compact 1 × 4 antipodal Vivaldi antenna (AVA) array for 5G
millimeter-wave applications. The designed antenna operates over 24.19 GHz–29.15 GHz and
30.28 GHz–40.47 GHz frequency ranges. The proposed antenna provides a high gain of 8 dBi
to 13.2 dBi and the highest gain is obtained at 40.3 GHz. The proposed antenna operates on
frequency range-2 (FR2) and covers n257, n258, n260, and n261 frequency bands of 5G commu-
nication. The corrugations and RT/Duroid 5880 substrate are used to reduce the antenna size to
24 mm × 28.8 mm × 0.254 mm, which makes the antenna highly compact. Furthermore, the corruga-
tions play an important role in the front-to-back ratio improvement, which further enhances the gain
of the antenna. The corporate feeding is optimized meticulously to obtain an enhanced bandwidth
and narrow beamwidth. The radiation pattern does not vary over the desired operating frequency
range. In addition, the experimental results of the fabricated antenna coincide with the simulated
results. The presented antenna design shows a substantial improvement in size, gain, and bandwidth
when compared to what has been reported for an AVA with nearly the same size, which makes the
proposed antenna one of the best candidates for application in devices that operate in the millimeter
frequency range.

Keywords: antipodal Vivaldi antenna (AVA); millimeter wave; compact; 5G applications; corrugations

1. Introduction

Millimeter-wave applications are used in medical imaging, the military, satellites,
and 5G communication. The current 4G communication for mobile phones provides a
moderate data rate and capacity and suffers from spectrum shortage [1]. The evolutionary
5G technology is the panacea of current mobile communication issues, and it can be used to
provide various revolutionary services. The international telecommunication union (ITU)
has specified various specifications of 5G technology; for example, spectrum efficiency
should be up to 9 bits/s/Hz, there should be a high data rate from 2 Gbps to 20 Gbps,
connection density should be 1 million/km2, mobility should be up to 500 km/h, and
operating frequency should be below 6 GHz (3 GHz to 5.5 GHz) and above 6 GHz (28 GHz,
38 GHz, and 70 GHz) [2,3]. The main requirement for the deployment of 5G technology is
that devices should work in the millimeter-wave frequency range [2], but working in this
range can cause devices to suffer from higher path losses [4]. Such path losses at higher
frequencies can be reduced by using the high-gain antenna array. This fact provoked the
design of a compact antenna that can work at such a high-frequency band with enhanced
gain and a stable radiation pattern. The antipodal Vivaldi antenna (AVA), which was
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invented by Gazit [5], is one of the best candidates as a 5G antenna that works in the
millimeter-wave range. The Vivaldi antenna, which was invented by Gibson [6], operates
at high frequencies and provides a wide bandwidth. the AVA is preferred over the Vivaldi
antenna because it provides a wider bandwidth, high gain, a nearly-constant radiation
pattern, and it is easy for fabrication. A single AVA cannot meet all the requirements of a 5G
antenna, such as high gain (above 8 dBi), efficiency (above 85%), a wide bandwidth (above
6 GHz), and stable radiation patterns; thus, it is necessary to design a highly compact AVA
array that fulfils the above-mentioned requirements [7,8].

Various antenna performance enhancement techniques have been investigated by
researchers [3]. The gain of the AVA can be increased by using an array [9–11]. In [12],
a 1 × 4 AVA array with substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) and corrugations was
implemented to obtain a high gain of 23 dBi. Furthermore, the bandwidth of the AVA can
be increased by using slots in AVA flare [13,14]. In [15], a wideband antenna was designed
to operate from 3.4 GHz to 40 GHz by incorporating slots in the AVA. The finalization of
the dimension and position of the slots is a challenging task [16]. Additionally, the AVA
can be made compact by incorporating corrugations [17,18]. The corrugations are of a
triangular, sinusoidal, rectangular, or square shape. Out of these shapes, the rectangular
shape is frequently used in the literature. Some researchers have implemented the AVA
with metamaterial [10], dielectric lens [19], and balanced AVA [20] to improve the gain. The
balanced AVA consists of three layers: the top and bottom layers function as conductors,
and the middle layer functions as a ground. This structure provides equal electric field
distribution on both sides to the ground, but the antenna design is complex [21]. Similarly,
the design and placement of the metamaterial unit cells are also complex. Furthermore,
after incorporating a dielectric lens, the size of the antenna increases [22]. Moreover, some
researchers have implemented the AVA with parasitic patches to improve the gain, but this
enhancement is not substantial, and the parasitic patch adversely affects the size of the
antenna [23]. Hence, it is a challenging task to design a compact antenna with the required
performance parameters.

This paper presents a 1 × 4 AVA array with corrugations to achieve a high gain,
wide bandwidth, and size reduction. Due to the non-ideal directional characteristics of
the practical antennas, the energy radiated from each array antenna element is received
by other array elements. The partial amount of this energy may be re-scattered in a
different direction, which is known as mutual coupling [24]. If the distance among the
array elements is minimal, then the interchange of energy (energy scattering) increases,
thereby increasing mutual coupling. Furthermore, this re-scattered energy radiates in any
direction other than the intended one, which gives rise to increases in side-lobe levels
(SLL). Hence, because of the basic structure of the antenna array, there are more side-lobe
levels (SLLs) and mutual coupling of array elements [4]. More SLLs affect the radiation
pattern, while mutual coupling alleviates the antenna bandwidth. Both of these issues are
mitigated by incorporating corrugations in AVA flares. The corrugations reduce back- and
side-lobe levels, and they also improve the bandwidth [25]. Out of the various performance
enhancement methods, corrugation is easy to implement, and it is a very effective technique.
Furthermore, in [26], comb-shaped (rectangular) corrugations are etched on the AVA flare
to identify voids in concrete beams. In [27], rectangular corrugations with a constant,
increasing, and decreasing size are demonstrated. In [27], it is proved that AVA performance
can be effectively improved by using corrugations with either a constant or decreasing size.
In this paper, the constant size corrugation is incorporated in the AVA.

The array elements can be fed by using either series or corporate feeding. In series
feeding, different antenna elements are excited differently to alleviate the SLLs. Even
though the array with a series feed is compact, it provides a narrow bandwidth, which
is not desirable [28]. In corporate feeding, different antenna elements are excited equally,
and it enhances the bandwidth [29]. This paper presents the design of a 1 × 4 AVA array
with corporate feeding to achieve a wide bandwidth for 5G applications that operate in
the millimeter-wave frequency range. The detailed design and parametric study of the
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AVA array with corrugations are given in Section 2. Section 3 proves the importance of the
proposed antenna with the help of various simulated and measured results. Finally, the
overall findings of this paper are summarized in the Conclusion Section 4.

2. Design of Proposed AVA Array

2.1. Single AVA Design

The single-patch conventional AVA and the proposed AVA with corrugation are shown
in Figure 1. They are fabricated on RT/duroid 5880 substrate, which has 2.2 dielectric
permittivity and a loss tangent of 0.001. The antenna was designed using a high-frequency
structure simulator (HFSS) version 2020 R2. Its length is 20 mm, its width is 6 mm, and its
substrate thickness is 0.254 mm. The proposed AVA has a top patch that acts as a radiator
and a bottom patch that acts as a ground. Both the ground and radiator patches are mirror
images of each other. These patches are formed by using an inner circular arc and an outer
exponential curve whose equation is given below [30].

Y1 = ±(C1e350x − C2) (8.65 ≤ x ≤ 17.25) (1)

where C1 = 0.00678 mm and C2 = 3.4 mm

6 mm
20 mm

6 mm

(a) Conventional AVA without corrugations. (b) AVA with rectangular corrugations.

Figure 1. Design of the proposed single-patch antenna.

The input impedance plot of the single-patch AVA with and without corrugations is
shown in Figure 2. The slots of corrugations introduce the RLC circuit, which results in
a change in impedance and resonance frequency of the antenna. As shown in Figure 2,
the input impedance plot is shifted to the lower frequency range after incorporating
corrugations in the AVA. This shifting in input impedance results in a decrease in lower cut-
off frequency, as shown in Figure 3. The lower cut-off frequency of the conventional AVA is
26.33 GHz, whereas the lower cut-off frequency of the proposed AVA with corrugations is
25 GHz. Hence, corrugations result in a change in the frequency response of the antenna. By
optimizing the dimensions of corrugations, bandwidth and input impedance enhancement
can be achieved. The optimized corrugations depth is 0.7 mm, the width of the corrugation
teeth is 1mm, and the width of the corrugation slot is 2 mm.

Next, the vital role of corrugations in electric field enhancement is proved in Figure 4.
In this figure, region A shows that the concentration of the electric field is less than that of
the electric field concentration of region B. Thus, corrugations also contribute to enhancing
radiation, resulting in a substantial gain improvement, as shown in Figure 5. The range of
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gain for the AVA without corrugation is 3.2 dBi to 4.45 dBi, whereas the range of gain for the
AVA with corrugations is 4.2 dBi to 4.5 dBi, which is almost constant. Thus, corrugations
improve the gain of an antenna.

Real Part of Proposed AVA
Real Part of CAVA
Imaginary Part of Proposed AVA
Imaginary Part of CAVA

Figure 2. Input impedance of the single-patch AVA with and without corrugations.

CAVA
Proposed AVA

Figure 3. Reflection coefficient of the single-patch AVA with and without corrugations.

2.2. 1 × 4 AVA Array Design

The 1 × 4 AVA array was formed by using the AVA with the corrugations shown
in Figure 6a,b. The length of the proposed AVA is 28.8 mm and its width is 24 mm. The
rectangular slots are incorporated in the ground plane to improve the frequency response
of the AVA array depicted in Figure 7. The dotted graph is S11 of the AVA array without
slots and corrugations, whereas the continuous graph is S11 of the AVA array with slots
in the ground plane and without corrugations. This figure shows an improvement in the
frequency response of the AVA, particularly in the frequency range of 25 GHz to 33 GHz.
The slot structure changes the RLC circuit, which results in a change in the frequency
response of the antenna.
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Region A Region B

Figure 4. Electric field distribution of the single-patch AVA with and without corrugations at
27.5 GHz.

CAVA
Proposed AVA

Figure 5. Gain versus frequency plot of the single-patch AVA with and without corrugations.

The mutual coupling between array elements is shown in Figure 8. As depicted in
Figure 8, the mutual coupling of the 1 × 4 AVA array is in the acceptable range. The mutual
coupling improved after the introduction of slots in the ground plane, and it was further
enhanced by incorporating corrugations in the AVA array. The slots in the ground plane
provided isolation enhancement of 24 dB at 34 GHz, while corrugations improved the
isolation by 36.4 dB at 33.56 GHz. Figure 9 indicates that the input impedance of the AVA
array varied from 27 Ω to 100 Ω, whereas the input impedance of the AVA array with
corrugations changed from 40 Ω to 63 Ω over the frequency range of 24.2 GHz to 40.5 GHz.
Thus, the corrugations also contributed to improving input impedance matching.

Input impedance was also enhanced by using a corporate feeding network. The
corporate feeding is present at the top to feed the top patches with equal power. The
impedance of each branch of the feeding network is given in Figure 10. Initially, a 50 Ω
feeding line was used, and then it was bifurcated into two 100 Ω feeding lines. This
structure of the two 100 Ω feeding lines and the single 50 Ω feeding line resembles a ‘T’
junction. This ‘T’ junction was repeated to obtain four feeding lines for the four top patches.
Additionally, the λ/4 transformer was used between the 50 Ω and 100 Ω feeding line for
good impedance matching. The feeding network provided nearly 50 ± 10 Ω impedance,
and it was optimized using HFSS.
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L1

W1

W2

L2

L3,
W3

L4,
W4

L5, 
W5L6,

W6 L7,
W7L8,

W8
L9,W9

L10,W10

(a) AVA array without corrugations (b) AVA array with rectangular corrugations

Figure 6. Design of proposed antenna.

AVA Array with Slot
AVA Array without Slot

S1
1 

(d
B)

Figure 7. Reflection coefficient of the AVA array with and without slots in the ground.

S12 : AVA Array with corrugations and slots
S23 : AVA Array with corrugations and slots
S34 : AVA Array with corrugations and slots
S12 : AVA Array without corrugations and slots
S23 : AVA Array without corrugations and slots
S34 : AVA Array without corrugations and slots
S12 : AVA Array without corrugations and with slots
S23 : AVA Array without corrugations and with slots
S34 : AVA Array without corrugations and with slots

Figure 8. Simulated mutual coupling between array elements after removal of 1 × 4 power divider.
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 Zim of AVA Array without Corrugations
 ZRe of AVA Array without Corrugations

 Zim of AVA Array with Corrugations
 ZRe of AVA Array with Corrugations

Figure 9. Input impedance of the AVA array with and without corrugations.

50

100

70.7
100

70.7

Figure 10. Feeding network of the AVA array.

Corrugations were also introduced in both the top and bottom patches. The structure of
corrugation resembles a comb shape, which means that its structure is rectangular, and the size
of the rectangle is uniform over the complete top and bottom patches. The corrugations change
the capacitance, inductance, and resistance of an antenna, which positively reflects on band-
width enhancement. The dimension of corrugation’s length slot was optimized using HFSS,
as shown in Figure 11a. This figure demonstrates that the best reflection coefficient result
was obtained for a corrugation length of 0.7 mm. The width of the slot and teeth of the corru-
gations are 2 mm and 1 mm, respectively. Furthermore, the vital role of corrugations in the
bandwidth improvement is shown in Figure 11b. This figure displays the reflection coefficient
plots of the AVA array with and without corrugations. It shows that there are tri-bands in the
AVA array, which are 25.09 GHz–32.9 GHz, 34.97 GHz–36.24 GHz, and 38.03 GHz–39.07 GHz,
whereas a dual-band from 24.19 GHz–29.15 GHz and 30.28 GHz–40.47 GHz was achieved
after incorporation of corrugations in the AVA array. This wide frequency band contains
three important frequency bands of 5G, communications which are 24.25 GHz–29.5 GHz,
31.8 GHz–33.4 GHz, and 37.5 GHz–40.5 GHz. The fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 12,
and the optimized dimensions are given in Table 1.
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(a) S11 for different corrugation length.
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(b) S11 of the AVA array with and without corrugations.

Figure 11. Reflection coefficient of the designed antenna.

(a) Top Patch (b) Bottom Patch

Figure 12. Fabricated proposed antenna.
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Table 1. 1 × 4 AVA array dimensions.

Parameters Dimensions (mm) Parameters Dimensions (mm)

W1 28.8 L1 24

W2 5 L2 6.3

W3 0.4 L3 5.4

W4 1 L4 2

W5 0.3 L5 2

W6 0.2 L6 2

W7 0.45 L7 2

W8 0.3 L8 2

W9 0.3 L9 12

W10 0.8 L10 6.23

3. Results and Discussion

The fabricated antenna was tested using an N5224A performance network analyzer
(PNA). The simulated and measured reflection coefficient (S11) results are shown in
Figure 13. Because of unavoidable fabrication drawbacks, there were minor dissimilarities
between the measured and simulated results. The simulated frequency range is from
24.19 GHz–29.15 GHz to 30.28 GHz–40.5 GHz, whereas the measured operating frequency
range is from 24.19 GHz–29.02 GHz to 30.20 GHz–40.33 GHz. The frequency ranges of
both simulated and measured results where S11 is above −10 dB are not allotted for 5G ap-
plications. Hence, the designed antenna covers 24.25 GHz–29.5 GHz, 31.8 GHz–33.4 GHz,
and 37.5 GHz–40.5 GHz frequency bands of 5G communications.

Simulated S11
Measured S11

S
11

Figure 13. Simulated and measured S11 of the AVA array with corrugations.

The co- and cross-polarization of elevation (H-plane) and azimuth (E-plane) planes
at 25.5 GHz, 31.5 GHz, and 38 GHz are shown in Figure 14. This figure proves that the
radiation patterns at different frequencies are almost the same, and, thus, the antenna
performance is frequency independent. Therefore, the designed antenna provides a stable
radiation pattern. In both the E and H planes, the front lobe of the AVA array with
corrugations is higher than the front lobe of the AVA array without corrugations at various
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frequencies. Furthermore, the back- and side-lobe levels are also alleviated in the AVA
array with corrugations as compared to the AVA array without corrugations. Hence,
this figure depicts the enhancement in the front-to-back ratio and gains by employing
corrugations in the AVA flares. Next, as the element spacing is 5 mm, which is less than
the center wavelength, grating lobes are absent in all radiation patterns. Importantly, the
cross-polarization of the AVA array with corrugations is lower than the cross-polarization
of the AVA array without corrugations.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Co-pol AVA Array without corrugation
Co-pol AVA Array with corrugation
Cross-pol AVA Array without corrugation
Cross-pol AVA Array with corrugation

Figure 14. Simulated co-polarization and cross-polarization of E plane (a–c) and H plane (d–f).

The importance of corrugations for the improvement of the front-to-back ratio (FBR)
can be clearly observed in Figure 15. The FBR of the AVA without corrugations is in the
range of 5.7 dB to 10.5 dB, whereas the FBR of the AVA with corrugations is from 8 dB to
24 dB. The highest FBR of the AVA with corrugation is 24 dB at 40.45 GHz, whereas the
highest FBR of the AVA without corrugations is 10.5 dB at 27.54 GHz. As a consequence of
this, it is proved that the corrugation increases the front lobe and reduces the back lobe,
which results in the enhancement of FBR and gain.

Figure 16 shows the simulated electric field distribution of the AVA array with and
without corrugations at 25 GHz (upper) and 34 GHz (lower). It shows that the power
divider networks are optimized correctly to distribute the input power equally to all four
antenna elements. The AVA array structure provided plane-like waves. In a 1 × 4 AVA
array with corrugations, the concentration of the electric field is higher at the edges as
compared to the AVA array without corrugations. Furthermore, the AVA array with
corrugation enhanced directivity as compared to the AVA array without corrugations,
which resulted in gain enhancement.
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AVA Array with Corrugations
AVA Array without Corrugations

Figure 15. Simulated front-to-back ratio of the AVA array with and without corrugations.

Figure 16. Electric field distribution of the AVA array with and without corrugations at 25 GHz
(upper) and 34 GHz (lower).

The contribution of corrugation to gain enhancement is also shown in Figure 17. The
gain of the AVA array without corrugations is from 8.47 dBi to 12.63 dBi, whereas the
gain of the AVA array with corrugations is from 8 dBi to 13.2 dBi. Thus, the peak gain
was enhanced by 0.57 dBi, and the gain variation was reduced to some extent. The gain
of the AVA with corrugations is low at 27.5 GHz, which is due to the losses of slits and
mutual coupling between array elements. The efficiency versus frequency graph is shown
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in Figure 18. The efficiency of the AVA without corrugations varies from 89.64% to 93.37%,
and the efficiency of the AVA with corrugations changes from 91.97% to 94.15%. Thus, the
proposed antenna provides good efficiency over the desired operating frequency range.

AVA Array without Corrugations
AVA Array with Corrugations

G
ai

n 
(d

B
i)

Figure 17. Simulated gain plots of the AVA array with and without corrugations.

AVA Array with Corrugations
AVA Array without Corrugations

Figure 18. Simulated efficiency of the AVA array with and without corrugations.

The importance of the proposed 1 × 4 AVA array was evaluated by comparing it
with other recent AVAs, which are given in Table 2. These antennas were compared by
focusing on important parameters, such as relative permittivity, dimensions, gain, and
frequency bands of antennas. Dimensions are represented in terms of the center frequency
of the antenna. The antenna designed in [31,32] provides a very good bandwidth, but its
gain variation is higher, and the antenna size is also very large. In [33,34] an antenna is
designed with a wide bandwidth and moderate antenna size, but its gain is small. Further,
the antennas designed in [1,35,36] are of moderate size and nearly constant gain, but their
bandwidth is very small. Moreover, the antenna designed in [37] is compact, but its gain is
low. Additionally, in [38] a moderate-sized antenna with a low gain is designed. Recently,
a new antenna was designed in 2021 [39], which is of moderate size and moderate gain for
5G applications. The antenna size is smaller in [40] as compared to the proposed antenna,
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but its gain and bandwidth are lower. Finally, the antenna proposed in [41–43] provides a
wide bandwidth, but it is considerably large. As compared to these antennas, the proposed
antenna is very compact and provides a wide bandwidth and a high and nearly constant
gain. Hence, the designed antenna is more appropriate for integration into mm-wave-based
5G communication devices than the above-mentioned antennas.

Table 2. The comparison of the proposed AVA with other AVAs.

Ref. No. Techniques Employed εr Dimensions (λc
3) Gain (dB) Freq. Band (GHz)

[31] Fractal 2.94 24.57 × 8.71 × 0.2 0–13.9 4.2–42

[37] SIW 2.2 2.89 × 1.26 × 0.099 2.15–5.75 11.02–40

[1] Metamaterial 2.2 7.81 × 3.75 × 0.102 9.2–11.9 24.15–28.5

[36] DGS 2.2 7.85 × 3.77 × 0.103 9.42–11.44 24.44–28.5

[33] SIW, DL, Corrugations 2.2 7.4 × 5.27 × 0.076 5–8 58–64

[38] EBG 4.4 6.796 × 3.398 × 0.063 3–7.25 5–13

[39] EBG 2.2 9.17 × 5.59 × 0.033 10.4–12.8 26.5–40

[32] Exponential Strip Lines 2.5 7.37 × 5.84 × 0.047 1–12.5 0.72–17

[41] Slots 3.38 14.296 × 5.69 × 0.0672 4–8.5 3.2–40

[40] Kernel Regression 4.4 4.21 × 2.44 × 0.039 −1–6 1–6

[34] Parasitic Patch 3.5 5.49 × 5.13 × 0.022 2.5–9.8 2.2–12

[35] Corrugations 2.65 3.24 × 2.52 × 0.036 9–11.5 2.3–11

[42] Corrugations 3.55 7.91 × 3.165 × 0.061 NG–8 6–18

[43] Corrugations 3.38 12.16 × 7.22 × 0.03 6.7–15 1.65–18

Proposed
AVA Array Corrugations 2.2 4.6 × 3.83 × 0.04 8–13.2

24.19–29.15,
30.28–40.5

SIW—substrate-integrated waveguide, DGS—defected ground structure, DL—dielectric lens, EBG—electromagnetic bandgap, NA—not
applicable, NG—not given

4. Conclusions

A compact 1 × 4 AVA array for 5G mm-wave application is implemented in this paper.
The results prove the importance of corrugations in the enhancement of the front-to-back
ratio, gain, and bandwidth of antennas. The designed antenna operates in the range
of from 24.19 GHz–29.15 GHz to 30.28 GHz–40.5 GHz, which includes three important
frequency bands of 5G applications. Moreover, it provides a high and almost constant gain
of 8 dBi to 13.2 dBi. Importantly, the improved antenna parameters are achieved without
compromising the antenna size, which is 24 mm × 28.8 mm × 0. 254 mm. Furthermore, the
radiation patterns of the presented antenna are stable over the operating frequency range.
The significance of the proposed antenna is proved by comparing it with the most recent
AVAs. This comparison and other antenna results show that the proposed AVA array is
suitable for integration in 5G millimeter wave-based communication devices.
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Abstract: We report on the design of a low-profile integrated millimeter-wave antenna for efficient
and broadband circularly polarized electromagnetic radiation. The designed antenna comprises
a chiral dielectric metasurface built with a 2 × 2 arrangement of dielectric cylinders with slanted-
slots at the center. A broadbeam high-gain with wide axial ratio (AR) < 3 dB bandwidth was
reached by pairing the electric and magnetic resonances of the dielectric cylinders and the slanted
slots when excited by an elliptically polarized driven-patch antenna. This electric-magnetic pairing
can be tuned by varying the cylinders diameter and the tilting and rotation angles of the slanted
slots. The simulation results indicate impedance-matching bandwidths up to 22.6% (25.3–31.6 GHz)
with 3-dB AR bandwidths of 11.6% (26.9–30.2 GHz), which in terms of compactness (0.95λ0 ×
0.95λ0) and performance are superior to previous antenna designs. Since the simulations were
performed by assuming materials and geometries easily implementable experimentally, it is hoped
that circularly polarized antennas based on chiral metasurfaces can be integrated into 5G and satellite
communications.

Keywords: chirality; dielectric resonator antennas; metasurfaces

1. Introduction

The quest for antennas that are cost-effective, compact, and efficient for a broad
bandwidth with a specific radiation pattern relies on the ability to manage millimeter-
wave (mm-wave) electromagnetic field interactions. To transfer mm-wave antennas from
research laboratories to the market of mobile infrastructures (for 5G communication) and
satellite communication, it is crucial to address polarization mismatches and suppress
multipath interferences. This may in principle be reached with circularly polarized (CP)
antennas working at different ranges in the GHz regime [1–7], but two major limitations
must be addressed. The first is to reach high-quality CP radiation with high gain within a
broad bandwidth (BW). The quality of a CP electromagnetic wave is defined in terms of its
axial-ratio (AR), i.e., the ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse.
The closer AR is to unity (0 dB) the higher the CP quality, and in practice electromagnetic
fields have been considered to be CP for AR below 3 dB [1–7]. As for the second drawback,
one has to reduce the size and Ohmic losses (inherent in metallic inclusions) of mm-wave
antennas to produce them in high-throughput, integrable platforms. Dielectric resonator
antennas (DRAs) made with high-permittivity (ε ∼ 10 · · · 102) materials (e.g., ceramics)
can concentrate and radiate CP electromagnetic fields with small losses [8]. However,
the integration of these CP-DRAs into modern wireless systems is hampered by the need
for multiple resonators and a multi-feed mechanism to achieve wide bandwidths [9–13].
Another possibility to address these limitations is to employ chiral systems in the design
of CP antennas [14,15]. Chirality refers to the handedness of an object which cannot be
superimposed with its mirror image as in left- (LCP) and right-handed circularly polarized
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(RCP) light. The interaction of chiral electromagnetic fields with a chiral scatterer depends
on this handedness. This may be used to simultaneously improve the handedness of an
electromagnetic source while enhancing its electromagnetic field intensity, which can be
reached through the proper engineering of suitable chiral structures [16]. In fact, chirality
concepts have been used to control electromagnetic wave propagation in the microwave
and optical domains [17–19], which serves as inspiration for CP antenna design.

In this communication, we demonstrate theoretically a new concept to produce inte-
grated, highly efficient mm-wave CP antennas in which we employ metasurfaces [20,21].
These types of surfaces were proven useful for several applications, including gain enhance-
ment [22] and phase rectifying [23]. In contrast to previous antenna designs using bulky
metallic-based chiral metasurfaces [14,15], we exploit the pairing of electric and magnetic
resonances of high-permittivity (ε = 16) cylindrical resonators with slanted slots at the
center. An analogous concept in nanophotonics yielded an enhanced broadband near- and
far-field chiroptical activity [18]. To reach optimized radiation patterns with high gain
and wide AR-BW, we used a 2 × 2 arrangement of slotted cylinders. Through numerical
calculations we show that this concept can be readily applied in antenna arrays by using a
metal cavity surrounding each unit cell. The results for the system with metal cavity show
promising improvements in gain and AR amplitudes and bandwidths. For comparison
purposes, simulations were made using two commercial software packages for antenna
design, namely CST Studio and ANSYS HFSS, and the results were in excellent agreement.
CST Studio uses a time domain (transient) solver based on the finite integration technique
(FIT) with a hexahedral mesh, while HFSS employs the finite element method (FEM) with
tetrahedral mesh elements. As we shall demonstrate, antennas made with a chiral dielectric
metasurface (CDM) are promising for broadband and efficient CP mm-wave radiation.

2. Antenna Design

2.1. Configuration

Figure 1 shows a zoomed view of the antenna designed to have the center frequency
at 28.5 GHz to enable high-throughput applications in 5G and satellite communications.

Figure 1. 3D geometric view of the proposed antenna element fed by a SIW ideal connector.
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The antenna consists of five parts referred to as (i) the bottom ground plane; (ii) a
substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) with a SIW-to-coax feeding; (iii) a ground plane film;
(iv) a coax-fed driven patch antenna; and (v) a chiral dielectric metasurface consisting of
a 2 × 2 array of slotted dielectric cylinders. The ground plane films were considered to
be made of lossy copper. A top-view and side-view of the main building elements of the
antenna design are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. (a) Parametric side view of the antenna layers divided as: (b) SIW-to-coax feeding, (c) driven
patch layer and (d) chiral dielectric metasurface layer. The design parameters are x1 = 10 mm,
d = 10 mm, d2 = 7.5 mm, plen = 2.15 mm, dvia = 0.3 mm, dpin = 0.4 mm, distvia = 0.19 mm,
d1 = 5.71 mm, tsize = 0.86 mm, sp = 3.3 mm, l f = 0.85 mm, w f = 0.8 mm, ls = 2.1 mm,
hs = 0.8 mm, α = 60◦ and θ = 45◦.

The SIW-based feeding layer is etched on a slab of Rogers RT/duroid 5880 (εr = 2.2,
tan δ = 0.0009) , with thickness hSIW = 0.5 mm. A ground plane, hsub = 0.035 mm thick,
was used to separate the SIW-feeding and the coax-fed driven-patch antenna. A CDM is
stacked at the top of the structure, consisting of four slotted cylinders made of a ceramic
dielectric material with εr = 16, layered on a low-permittivity substrate of RT/duroid
5880 (hmeta = 0.5 mm). The cylinders had a height hcylinder = 0.8 mm and diameter
dcylinder = 3.6 mm, and were separated by a center-to-center distance of dyc = 4.8 mm.
The slots at the center of the cylinders were parallelograms whose sides were labeled as
ls and hs and the tilting angle is α. The slots are rotated by an angle θ with respect to the
y-axis, as depicted. CDM is fed by a driven patch localized below the low-permittivity
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layer at the center of the metasurface. The patch made of lossy copper had rectangular
sides sp and corner cuts tsize. The coax-to-patch feeding line has a width w f = 0.8 mm and
length l f = 0.85 mm. The SIW-feeding structure is amenable to integration with planar
front-end circuits. The SIW structure was designed as a rectangular waveguide input,
forming a SIW-to-coax transition where the distance between the pin and the shorting wall
was tuned for impedance matching [24,25]. The dimensions of the SIW-feeding and the
remaining parameters are listed in the caption of Figure 2. It is worth mentioning that
with the antenna size taken as 0.95λ0 × 0.95λ0 (λ0 at the center frequency of 28.5 GHz),
our concept enables the application of phase-arrayed antenna systems by designing the
structure to be directly fed by a coax-wire.

2.2. Working Principle and Enhancement of ARBW

Recent approaches for enhancement of AR bandwidth in metallic antennas have
employed two pair slots, as explained in Reference [21]. Alternatively, dielectric res-
onators with high-permittivity are known to support electric and magnetic resonances
of different orders [8,10], in analogy with cylindrical nanostructures [18]. The near-field
overlapping between nearby cylinders resembles the electronic-bands from well-localized
atomic orbitals in the tight-binding model [26,27] in electromagnetic platforms known as
metasurfaces. Here, we use dielectric cylinders with a slanted slot at the center to produce
integrable, highly efficient and broad ARBW CP antennas. An analogous concept was ex-
ploited in nanophotonic platforms to produce giant enhancement of chiroptical effects [18].
The concept is based on the coupling of the electric and magnetic modes of the resonators
(considered to be dipoles in a qualitative approximation) which can be expressed as

p̃ = α̃Ẽ − iG̃B̃, m̃ = χ̃B̃ + iG̃Ẽ, (1)

where p̃ and m̃ are the electric and magnetic dipoles, respectively. α̃ and χ̃ are the complex
electric polarizability and magnetic susceptibility, while G̃ corresponds to the mixed electric-
magnetic dipole polarizability. Ẽ and B̃ are the complex electric and magnetic fields. The
radiated electromagnetic energy has, therefore, a term ∼ G̃′′Im

{
Ẽ · B̃

}
, where G̃′′ stands for

the imaginary part of G̃. It is just at the slanted sides hs where Ẽ and B̃ become mixed [18],
allowing the tuning of G̃ through the tilting angle α (see Figure 2d). The electromagnetic
fields exciting the CDM are produced by a single narrow-band driven-patch antenna with
truncated corners, thus being constantly fed by two orthogonal linearly polarized modes
(AR � 5), as will be shown later.

3. Results and Discussion

The individual contributions from the building components in the antenna design
can be studied by analyzing the results in Figure 3 for S11, AR and boresight gain for
the patch without (W/O) metasurface (dashed lines) and with the metasurface of solid
cylinders (solid lines) depicted in the inset of Figure 3a. Calculations in this figure were
made using the commercial software CST Studio. Results for S11 are presented in Figure 3a,
whereas the corresponding AR and boresight-gain are shown in Figure 3b. Poor values
for the impedance-matching (S11 � −10) and gain (< 8) are observed for the patch W/O
metasurface. The antenna with the metasurface containing the solid cylinders improves
the impedance-matching, AR values and boresight gains, in addition to an improved band-
width performance. Such improvements are due to the dielectric cylindrical resonators and
their corresponding near-field interactions. However, the radiation and AR performance
are still low in all of these results, and additional strategies are required to design useful
CP antennas.
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Figure 3. Numerical results for (a) S11 and (b) AR and boresight gain. Solid and dashed lines are for the patch antenna
with and without (W/O) the DR metasurface. Simulations were carried out using the commercial software CST Studio.
Horizontal dashed lines in (b) are eye guides for AR = 3 dB and boresight gain = 8 dB.

Following the reasoning of chiral dielectric metasurfaces for enhanced chiroptical
effects [18], we considered slanted slots etched at the center of each cylinder, as schema-
tized in the inset of Figure 4a. This mechanism not only improved AR but also the whole
operating performance of the antenna, as it can be seen from Figure 4a,b. Calculations from
CST Studio and ANSYS HFSS are presented with solid and dashed lines, respectively. Neg-
ligible differences are observed due to different convergences of the software packages. The
applicability of this CDM-based CP antenna is demonstrated in Figure 4c,d with AR and
gain corresponding to the system surrounded by a metal cavity (considered to be made of
Al). This cavity surrounding the four-element CDM enables integration into antenna arrays
by suppressing the mutual coupling between adjacent elementary cells. Although a small
decrease was induced by the cavity in the impedance BW = [25.5 GHz, 31.3 GHz] and 3-dB
ARBW = [27.1 GHz, 30.3 GHz], in relation to the impedance BW = [25.3 GHz, 31.6 GHz]
and 3-dB ARBW = [26.9 GHz, 30.2 GHz] for the system without cavity, the corresponding
gain (� 9) and AR (AR � 3) were considerably improved. Moreover, a gain notch from
Figure 4b was shifted out of the bandwidth range of interest when using the cavity, which
certainly improves the CP radiation performance. Figure 5 shows the E-field distribution
for the two orthogonal modes of the patch coupled to the CDM. These fields were calcu-
lated for the frequencies at which AR achieves the best results, according to Figure 4d. For
illustrative purposes, results are presented for E-field distribution at the patch and CDM
planes, and with radiation of an LCP electromagnetic field. As it can be inferred, an RCP
antenna can be developed using the mirror image of CDM and the patch antenna. The
evanescent behavior of the electromagnetic field in the cavity is also shown.

The numerical results from hereon were obtained with the commercial software CST
Studio for the antenna without the cavity. Results of the LCP (co-polarized) and RCP (cross-
polarized) radiation patterns for the CDM-based antenna are presented for 27.5 GHz and
30 GHz in Figure 6a–d, respectively. For the co-polarized radiation at the φ = 90◦-plane,
a 3-dB power beamwidth of 66.3◦ (in the range from 38.3◦ to −28◦) is observed for 27.5
GHz (Figure 6a) while for 30 GHz it is 58.7◦ (from 31◦ to −27.7◦) (Figure 6c). The condition
AR ≤ 3-dB is met when the difference between the co-polarized and cross-polarized
patterns is ≥ 15-dB. Therefore, there is a high AR performance in the whole 3-dB power
beamwidth for the 27.5 GHz mode, but not for 30 GHz which is limited to 43◦ (from 23◦
to −20◦). In the case of φ = 0◦-plane, there is nearly the same 3-dB power beamwidth for
both modes, 66.3◦ (in the range from 36.3◦ to −30◦) for 27.5 GHz and 62.7◦ (in the range
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from 36◦ to −26.7◦) for 30 GHz. However, the 3-dB AR performance for 30 GHz exhibits a
very narrow beamwidth of 36◦ (from 24◦ to −12◦), in contrast to 27.5 GHz that stays with
at least 15-dB difference between the co-polarized and cross-polarized radiation patterns in
the whole 3-dB power beamwidth. Hence, the area covered by the 27.5 GHz mode is larger
than for the 30 GHz.

Figure 4. Numerical results for S11, AR and boresight gain are presented for the CDM-based antenna (a,b) with and (c,d)
without the metal cavity. Simulations from CST Studio and ANSYS HFSS are indicated by solid and dashed lines. Horizontal
dashed lines in (b,d) are eye guides for AR = 3 dB and boresight gain = 8 dB.
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Figure 5. Simulated E-field of the antenna element at orthogonal phases for both CP modes and both
planes: Patch and DR Metasurface Planes.
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Figure 6. Simulated normalized radiation patterns at 27.5 GHz (a,b) and 30 GHz (c,d) for both
cut-planes.

4. Parametric Study of the Proposed Design

To understand how different design parameters affect the functioning of the meta-
antenna, we plotted S11 and AR for different values of θ, dcylinder, ls and dyc in Figures 7 and 8.
There is a slight narrowing of the impedance bandwidth for increasing θ in Figure 7a, in
contrast with the loss of CP radiation (AR > 3) in Figure 8a. This dependence of AR on
θ highlights the importance of this parameter when designing the metasurface to obtain
high-performance CP radiation. Upon increasing dcylinder the modes in S11 are discretized
with loss in the ability to generate CP radiation as indicated by the poor AR values (AR > 3)
in Figure 8b. The latter behavior is explained by recalling that the CDM modes should
be matched with the two orthogonal modes from the driven patch for a proper coupling
and field re-radiation. Another important parameter in the design is the length ls of the
slots, which can be varied to tune AR (and its bandwidth) to its optimum values with small
changes of S11, as noted in Figures 7c and 8c. The interaction of nearby cylinders in CDM
depends on dyc which then affects the quality of CP radiation. Figures 7d and 8d point to a
decrease in the ability to produce CP mm-waves upon increasing dyc. Excitation of several
out-of-phase resonances occurs for very small dyc which despite widening the impedance
bandwidth, negatively affect AR.
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Figure 7. Simulated parametric study for the reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna. (a) varia-
tion of θ, (b) variation of dcylinder, (c) variation of ls and (d) variation of dyc.

Figure 8. Simulated parametric study for AR of the proposed antenna, in relation to the structure
in Figure 7. The variation of (a) θ, (b) dcylinder, (c) ls and (d) dyc was the same as in Figures 7a–d,
respectively.
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The competitiveness of our CDM-based antenna is demonstrated by comparing with
recent proposals for CP antennas in Table 1, where results are given for the central frequency,
impedance bandwidth (BW), ARBW, 2-dB gain bandwidth, and peak gain. We avoid
comparing sizes because of the nature of the antenna and the corresponding operating
frequencies. However, we emphasize that the CDM in this work has a reduced size while
maintaining its efficiency. Moreover, there is a high peak gain with low gain variation in a
wide bandwidth which is broader than in reports in the literature. Therefore, we expect that
this work will stimulate the use of CDMs to produce CP radiation in other antenna designs.

Table 1. Comparison of performance with other CP Antennas.

Designs Freq. BW 3dB-ARBW 2dB-Gain-BW Peak Gain
(GHz) (%) (%) (%) (dBic)

Ref. [5] 3.5 21 8.5 19 6.5
Ref. [7] 26 12.5 26 18 7.5

Ref. [11] 5.5 25.4 22.8 34.2 7.7
Ref. [12] 11.7 27.8 24 16.5 10

this work * 28.5 22.6 11.6 34 8.5
this work ** 28.5 20.4 11.2 19.4 10.4

*—W/O cavity, **—with cavity.

5. Conclusions

The introduction of a chiral metasurface on the design of low-profile CP DRAs was
shown to yield a wide AR bandwidth, high-gain and low AR values. Of special relevance is
the compactness of the CP antenna designed, suitable for mobile communication systems.
The concepts and design were validated through numerical simulations using two commer-
cial software packages, and no significant difference was noted in the results obtained with
CST Studio and ANSYS HFSS. From these simulations one learns that the CP antennas
can be tunable and integrated into front-end circuits or phase-arrayed systems (directly
fed by a coax-wire). The design also included materials and conditions which are readily
available for implementation, and therefore we may expect the fabrication of CP antennas
for high throughput 5G and satellite communications in the Ka-band.
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Abstract: A new implementation of a beam-steering transmitarray is proposed based on the tiled
array architecture. Each pixel of the transmitarray is manufactured as a standalone unit which can
be hard-wired for specific transmission characteristics. A set of complementary units, providing
reciprocal phase-shifts, can be assembled in a prescribed spatial phase-modulation pattern to perform
beam steering and beam forming in a broad spatial range. A compact circuit model of the tiled
unit cell is proposed and characterized with full-wave electromagnetic simulations. Waveguide
measurements of a prototype unit cell have been carried out. A design example of a tiled 10 ×
10-element 1-bit beam-steering transmitarray is presented and its performance benchmarked against
the conventional single-panel, i.e., unibody, counterpart. Prototypes of the tiled and single-panel
C-band transmitarrays have been fabricated and tested, demonstrating their close performance, good
agreement with simulations and a weak effect of fabrication tolerances. The proposed transmitarray
antenna configuration has great potential for fifth-generation (5G) communication systems.

Keywords: antenna array; antenna measurements; beam pattern; beam steering; equivalent circuit
modelling; transmitarray

1. Introduction

Emerging architectures of the fifth-generation (5G) new radio communication systems
employ complementary use of both sub-6 GHz and beyond 24 GHz spectrum regions,
whereby, in outdoor scenarios, the low-frequency bands are envisioned to provide wide
uniform coverage, whereas the millimetre-wave radio would allow directed ultra-high
throughput within the wide sub-6 GHz coverage area. Moreover, although millimeter-
wave propagation channels exhibit many peculiar features, which may even call for the
use of quasi-optical analysis and design techniques, some advanced communication prin-
ciples and system architectures, primarily aimed at millimetre-wave frequencies, can be
implemented and verified with the aid of low-frequency proof-of-concept prototypes.

Multiple-antenna millimeter-wave radio systems, commonly referred to as multiple-
input-multiple-output (MIMO) architecture with a large number of antenna elements at the
radio access nodes and user terminals enable spatial multiplexing and diversity by means
of intelligent beamforming. The latter feature seems to be an indispensable attribute of
the 5G communication and radar systems, alongside the exploitation of unconventional
degrees of freedom in radio propagation.

Although fully digital beamforming in massive MIMO systems can, in theory, achieve
optimal performance, the current state of the digital hardware makes this approach un-
feasible for millimeter-wave radio, due to prohibitively high cost and as yet insufficient
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resolution of the analog/digital-to-digital/analog converters, [1]. On the other hand, fully
analog beamforming does not provide essential flexibility in design. In the course of previ-
ous studies, it appeared that millimeter-wave channels typically have much less degrees
of freedom than can be achieved with fully digital beamforming, thus making the latter
redundant. Therefore, many hybrid architectures have emerged recently, aimed to effi-
ciently exploit the sparsity of millimeter-wave channels by combining the key features of
both beamforming approaches to achieve optimal performance in applications at reduced
complexity and cost.

In particular, the use of refractive dielectric lenses and focusing arrays proved to be
technologically advantageous and economically efficient. The use of intelligent reflecting
and transmitting surfaces, [1,2], including multi-beam transmitarrays, flat and hybrid
lenses, impedance-modulated holographic surfaces, programmable metasurfaces with
arbitrary control of the propagated wavefronts, all of which can be realized in conven-
tional planar multi-layer technology using either non-linear materials or surface-mount RF
components, opened new avenues in the design of millimeter-wave communication and
sensing systems.

Recently, the feasibility of low-bit beam-steering and phase-only beamforming has
been demonstrated as a means of further cost-reduction, [3,4]. Beam-switching at the
focal-plane array has also been found to be a useful feature for millimeter-wave compact
small-cell architectures, [5,6]. A number of different electronically controlled transmitarray
architectures have reported recently for applications from C-band to V-band, with various
performance functional from merely beam collimation to wide-angle beam-steering, beam-
forming and complete wavefront and polarization control. A 28-GHz circularly-polarized
reconfigurable transmitarray comprising 400 binary phase unit-cells of receiver-transmitter
type with an integrated phase-switch network was experimentally demonstrated in [7]
as an attractive solution for many applications operating in Ka-band, such as satellite
communications, point-to-point links and heterogeneous wireless networks. The use of a
co-designed slot-array focal source antenna enabled a significant reduction of the antenna
profile. An X-band electronically reconfigurable transmitarray with enhanced transmis-
sion bandwidth and efficiency achieved by using new contactless probe-feeding of the
antenna patch was demonstrated in [8], aiming at advanced communication applications.
A successful attempt to extend the application of low-cost transmitarrays to V-band was
experimentally demonstrated in [9], although no electronic control was available at the time
for two-dimensional beam-steering. Most of the above concepts have been demonstrated
using integrated transmitarrays fabricated in planar printed-circuit technology. However,
fabricating large single-panel transmitarrays raises the cost of proof-of-concept prototyping
and makes the technology unaffordable for teaching laboratories.

Our research is aimed at adopting the transmitarray architecture for MIMO communi-
cations in C-band. In our previous publications [10,11], we reported on a low-frequency
prototype of novel 1-bit dual-polarized tiled transmitarray, whereby the required phase
distribution across the array aperture was built from standalone unit cells manufactured
individually and assembled in the required pattern using a rectangular latticed plastic
frame, Figure 1. Some preliminary simulation and measurement results were presented,
and it appeared that the tiled architecture can be a viable solution for fast prototyping and
teaching experiments, without significant performance deterioration, as compared with
a similar single-panel transmitarray. Moreover, the possibility of replacing and adding
individual elements in the tiled array makes it both repairable and adjustable for a specific
focal distance and feed type. This paper revisits previous simulations and provides new
results of modelling and experimental characterization of the tiled transmitarray.
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Figure 1. One-bit dual-polarized tiled transmitarray architecture: (a) design of the array tile (vertically exploded view),
comprising two identical proximity-coupled square-ring radiators on the opposite sides of the tile connected via two
U-shaped feed loops; (b,c) schematic view of the surface currents on the proximity coupled feed loops and square-ring
patches in two phase states, respectively (the ground plane is not shown); (d) a section of the tiled transmitarray partially
assembled; (e) a section of the integral single-panel transmitarray; (f) proposed device architecture, [10], including individual
unit cells (different colors indicate one of the two phase states) to be mounted in the plastic grid frame and spatially fed by a
focal-source patch antenna.

2. Transmitarray Model

The model of a transmitarray, first presented by the authors in [10], is given below for
consistency. In a spatially phase-modulated transmitarray, the normalized wave amplitude
received by a unit cell from the focal source reads:

amn =
λejkRmn

4πRmn
F

f s
mn·Fucr

mn (1)

where m = 1, 2, . . . , M and n = 1, 2, . . . , N are the row and column indexes of the array
which define the position of the unit cell with respect to the reference one, k and λ are
free-space wavenumber and wavelength, F

f s
mn is the complex vector field pattern of the

focal-plane source transmitting in the direction of the unit cell defined by the corresponding
polar and azimuthal angles of the local coordinate system (CS) with the origin at the focal
point, Fucr

mn is that of the unit cell on receive in the direction of the focal plane source defined
by the respective angles of the local CS with the origin at the center of the unit cell (note
that the antenna pattern on receive is conjugate of that on transmit due to the reciprocity),
the dot symbol denotes the Hermitian inner product of the two complex vector patterns,
and Rmn is the distance between the focal-source and unit-cell CSs. The unit cells are
assumed to be matched to the incoming wave at all angles of incidence determined by
the angular aperture of the transmitarray. The effects of the element coupling and finite
aperture of the transmitarray can, in principle, be accounted for in the unit-cell antenna
patterns by infinite array analysis, [12], or embedded element technique, [13].
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The focal-source and unit-cell antenna patterns, in the case of linear polarization,
reduce to scalar-valued functions. After sampling and retardation of the incident spherical
wavefront, the complex amplitude antenna pattern of the transmitarray, F(θ, φ), can be
calculated by the pattern multiplication principle, as follows:

F(θ, φ) =
M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

bmnFuc
mn(θ, φ)ejψuc

mn(θ,φ)ejkd(msinθcosφ+nsinθsinφ) (2)

where Fuc
mn(θ, φ) and ψuc

mn(θ, φ) are, respectively, the unit-cell amplitude and phase patterns
on transmit, θ and φ are azimuthal and polar angles in the spherical CS with the origin at
the center of the transmitarray aperture and the polar direction aligned with the transmi-
tarray optical axis, bmn = Tmnamn-complex amplitudes of the waves radiated by each unit
cell, and Tmn-the corresponding complex transmission coefficients. Equation (2) enables
accounting for the effect of the finite array on the standalone pattern of the element, [14].
Also, the unit-cell radiation pattern is assumed to be independent of the transmission
coefficient, i.e., of the specific phase shift for the phase-modulated transmitarray.

The above model can be adopted for the design of the proposed tiled transmitarray
by suitably adjusting the unit-cell transmission coefficients for given focal-source and unit-
cell antenna patterns. In transmitarray antennas, beam steering is achieved by spatially
modulating the phase distribution of the emitted wavefront across the array aperture,
as follows:

arg(bmn) = −k rs·rmn, (3)

where rs(θs, φs) is the unit vector in the beam-steering direction (θs, φs), while the array
vector rmn = (xmn, ymn, 0) comprises the coordinates of the unit cell. For symmetrical unit
cells, the required continuous local phase shift follows from (1) and (2) as:

arg(Tmn) = arg(bmn)− ψ
f s
mn + kRmn − ψuc

mn, (4)

where ψ
f s
mn is the focal-source phase pattern in the direction of the unit cell (NB: typically,

the phase pattern, with respect to the phase center of the antenna, is nearly flat within the
angular range of the main lobe). In the proposed 1-bit transmitarray, the phase distribution
(4) is discretized according to the following recipe (shown for the wrapped phase):

arg
(

Td
mn

)
=

{
0◦ ∀|arg(Tmn)| ≤ 90◦

180◦ otherwise
, (5)

It is important to note that the effect of the 1-bit phase quantization on radiation
characteristics was analyzed in [11,15]. It was shown that a 1-bit resolution results in the
antenna gain reduction of up to 4 dB, higher sidelobe level and noticeable beam squint.

3. Unit Cell Design and Characterization

The detailed description of the unit cell design and preliminary results of the measure-
ments inside the rectangular waveguide were reported in [10]. This unit cell structure has
been employed in the current study. It is noteworthy that the proposed unit cell structure
was conceived as a blank of a reconfigurable pixel of single-panel transmitarrays, using
surface-mount solid-state switches to add functionality. However, in the context of the
tiled transmitarray, power routing is much more challenging and thus is not addressed in
this work.

The unit cell design, first reported in [10], was implemented in a stacked 6-layer
structure, Figure 1a. The receiving and transmitting antennas were represented by square-
ring microstrip elements with electromagnetic (proximity coupled) feeds in the form of
open-ended half-wavelength semi-annular (U-shaped) microstrip loops in the layer beneath
the square-ring antenna. The proximity coupling allowed a wider bandwidth when the
feed loop and ring were properly aligned, [16]. The track widths of the square ring and
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feed loops were numerically optimized for the maximum return-loss bandwidth and low
insertion loss, using CST Microwave Studio simulations with Floquet periodic boundary
conditions (FPBCs) and assuming infinite ground plane. The pair of loop resonators were
connected to each other by a buried via hole.

The receiving and transmitting sides of the tiled unit cell were separated by two
ground plane electrodes bonded together using a 0.2 mm layer of Rogers RO4350B and
protruded by the buried vias. The redundancy of the two ground planes was imposed by
the manufacturing process. The metallic patterns of the square-ring radiators and feed
loops were formed on and between dielectric layers of 0.51 mm thick Rogers RO4003
material (dielectric constant Dk = 3.5, dissipation factor Df = 0.0018). The layers of 0.1 mm
bonding film Rogers RO4003C (Dk = 3.38) were used to stack the RO4003 layers. The lateral
size of the unit cell of the single-panel transmitarray was 24 mm × 24 mm (~0.46 λ at
the design frequency of 5.75 GHz) and its thickness was <0.045 λ. The tiled unit cells
were trimmed by 0.5 mm around the edge in order to keep the same array period in both
single-panel and tiled transmitarrays.

In the proposed unit-cell design, a 180◦ phase shift is implemented by switching the
feed point of the U-shaped resonator on the receiving side of the transmitarray, Figure 1b,c.
The state when the resonators at the receiving and transmitting sides are connected such
that the currents flowing in the patches are codirectional is referred to as the phase state I (or
0◦ state). In the reciprocal phase state II, the resonators are connected at the opposite ends,
so that the currents flow in the opposite directions thus imparting a 180◦ phase shift with
respect to the phase state I. Two pairs of feed loops are used on each side of the structure,
placed orthogonal to each other so that the unit cell can support two orthogonal linear
polarizations for each phase state. The transmission and reflection coefficients measured
in the waveguide were similar in both phase states and for both polarizations. The 10 dB
return-loss bandwidth spanned 160 MHz from 5.67 to 5.83 GHz. The differential phase
error did not exceed ±6◦ across the operating band.

The transmitarray design approach adopted in our study is based upon the unit cell
characterization in terms of insertion loss and differential phase shift (i.e., the phase shift
in one phase state with respect to the other)-numerical with full-wave electromagnetic
simulations (CST Microwave Studio), as well as experimental inside a rectangular waveg-
uide. The tiled transmitarray has slotted dielectric substrate and ground plane, as well as
additional dielectric frame 3D-printed in ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, Dk = 2.35 as
measured), see Figure 1d, necessary to arrange the tiles in desired planar phase pattern.
Thus, the effect of the discontinuity, i.e., the width of the gap between the adjacent unit
cells, on the tile radiation performance is inherent to the design of the tiled transmitarray
and we aimed to minimize its impact within the operating band.

The effect can be elucidated with the aid of the compact circuit model of the tiled unit
cell shown in Figure 2a. It is noteworthy that the circuit model is loosely related to the
actual geometry of the unit cell and it is derived essentially by emulating the bandpass
response of the unit cell in the two phase-states. Nevertheless, the compact model provides
useful insights on the interactions of different parts of the unit cell structure.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

J

JgSp Sp

Figure 2. Equivalent-circuit modelling of the unit cells of the single-panel (g = 0 mm) and tiled (g = 1
or 2 mm) transmitarrays: (a) network topology (left) and compact electrical circuit model (right);
(b) comparison of the circuit model with full-wave electromagnetic simulations (CST Microwave
Studio) for the phase state I; (c) same as (b) but for the phase state II; (d) effect of the edge gap width,
g, on the differential phase shift.

The circuit model topology constitutes a canonical parallel–parallel connection of
the cascaded two-ports, Figure 2a. Being reduced to equivalent elements, the circuit
comprises two parallel RLC-circuits (Rp, Lp, and Cp) associated with the receiving and
emitting square-ring patches loaded by the respective U-shaped resonators and coupled
via the two ideal admittance inverters, J0 and Jg, with characteristic admittances Y0 and
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Yg, respectively. The circuit model differs for the two phase states, due to the opposite
direction of the current flowing on the receiving patch and this difference is implemented
by changing the sign of the inverter admittance Y0, with its positive value corresponding to
the phase state I and negative to the phase state II. The J0-inverter represents the primary
coupling of the patches by the via connection, see Figure 1a. The effects of the edge gap
are modelled by the additional inverter with a characteristic admittance Yg, which can
accurately model the out-of-band transmission zeros, see Figure 2c.

Putting Rp to zero, it can be shown that the transmission zeros appear at frequencies
where the following condition fulfils:

Y0 = −Yg/
(

1 − Y2
g Z2

p

)
, (6)

where Zp is the complex impedance of the parallel LC circuit.
The resonance nulls in (6) can appear only when Y0 and Yg are in phase, due to

the negative sign of the denominator in the vicinity of the resonant frequency of the LC
circuit. This condition determines the out-of-band 180◦ steps of the differential phase shifts,
demonstrated in Figure 2d when the differential circuit mode with the opposite direction
of the currents on the receiving and emitting patches is superseded by the common mode
that is driven by the floating ground plane.

The model parameters are shown in Table 1. The parameters were extracted by best-
fitting to the full-wave electromagnetic simulations, as follows. Firstly, the initial ‘patch’
circuit parameters Rp, Lp, and Cp were fitted using the full-wave simulation of the reflection
(S11) for the rectangular patch over an infinite ground plane and simplified circuit model
without the inverters. In the second step, characteristic admittance of the Y0-inverter is
extracted by fitting to the full-wave simulations of transmission (S21) of the single-panel
transmitarray unit cell (i.e., g = 0 mm). Finally, characteristic admittance of the Jg-inverter
is obtained by fitting the model to the full-wave simulations of S21 of the two square-ring
patches coupled only through the slotted ground plane, i.e., in the absence of the J0-inverter.
It appeared that the absolute value of the characteristic admittance Yg decreases for the
wider gap.

Table 1. Parameters of the compact circuit model of the transmitarray unit cell extracted by fitting to
the full-wave simulations (see Figure 2b,c).

Gap Width (mm) Rp (Ω) Lp(nH) Cp(pF) Y0(Ω−1) Yg(Ω−1)

0 300 0.038 19.84 ±j0.021 N/A
1 300 0.038 19.86 ±j0.021 −j0.23
2 300 0.038 19.89 ±j0.021 −j0.18

Prototype unit cells emulating the structure of the tiled (1 mm gap width) and single-
panel (0 mm gap width) unit cells were fabricated and measured inside the waveguide,
see Figure 3a,b respectively. The results in both cases demonstrate noticeable downshift
of the central frequency with respect to the design value, c.f., Figure 2b,c, as well as
expected degradation of the differential phase shift for the tiled structure, c.f., Figure 2d.
The observed shift of the central frequency has been attributed primarily to the specifics
of the measurement setup, i.e., different boundary conditions for the unit cell in the
waveguide, as compared with the FPBCs in the simulations.
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(a) 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Simulated and measured transmission and differential phase shift of the single-panel
without gap (a) and tiled with 1 mm gap (b) transmitarray unit cells. The results were obtained
inside a rectangular waveguide (c).

Concluding on the results of characterization of the single-panel and tiled unit cells,
it can be noticed that both structures demonstrate similar performance within the operating
band. Moreover, two orthogonal polarizations demonstrated close performance, according
to the full-wave simulations with FPBCs in [10]. The effects of the gap width can be
modelled with a reasonably good accuracy using the compact circuit model in Figure 2a.
The beam collimating and steering performances of the transmitarray with specific binary
phase distributions are discussed in the next section.
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4. Beam Steering by the Tiled Transmitarray

Although one may preemptively conclude from the results of the preceding section
that the array performance of the tiled architecture should be commensurable with the
single-panel transmitarray, there are still important factors yet unaccounted for. Here we
shall apply the analytical model (2), alongside the full-wave simulations and antenna mea-
surements, to evaluate the performance of the tiled architecture against the conventional
single-panel transmitarray.

Two sets of prototype 10 × 10-element transmitarrays, viz., a set of 120 tiles hard-
wired for the two phase states and arranged in specific aperture pattern and a set of
three single-panel transmitarrays routed for different beam scan angles (0◦, 15◦, and 30◦),
were fabricated in multi-layer printed circuit board technology by two manufacturers
using similar materials, but different fabrication processes. The design of the unit cell of
the single-panel transmitarrays had to be adjusted to comply with the company-specific
fabrication process. That included slightly (10%) decreasing the via diameter and the
width of the straight section connecting the annular track of the U-shaped feed to the via,
but nevertheless, according to our simulations these changes were not expected to have a
prominent effect on the transmitarray performance.

The measured and simulated boresight gains (H-plane) versus frequency of the tiled
and single-panel transmitarrays illuminated by a patch-antenna feed are shown in Figure 4.
The results demonstrate a 3 dB gain bandwidth of 140 MHz from 5.66 to 5.8 GHz for both
transmitarrays.

Figure 4. Measured and simulated (with the patch-antenna feed and with the plastic frame in case of the tiled array)
boresight gains (H-plane) of the tiled and single-panel transmitarrays versus operating frequency.

The measured gains in Figure 4 are up to 3 dB lower than the simulated values in
the operating band for both transmitarrays, which can be attributed to the simulation
accuracy, particularly in estimation of the conductor and dielectric losses, as well as to
the fabrication tolerances. Non-uniform amplitude distribution across the transmitarray
aperture, due to slightly different transmittance of the unit cells in the two phase-states,
might have been another contributing factor. This can be inferred from the measurement
results in Figure 3. The measured results also indicate a noticeable (<40 MHz) upshift of
the peak-gain frequency of the tiled array with respect to that of the single-panel array.
Nevertheless, both arrays demonstrate adequate performance within the operating band.

The measured and simulated H-plane and E-plane beampatterns of the single-panel
and tiled transmitarrays are shown in Figure 5 at the operating frequency of 5.75 GHz.
It appears that the tiled array in measurements exhibits a lower gain and a higher beam-
pointing error against the simulations, as compared with the single-panel transmitarray.
It is noteworthy that the measured 15◦ beampattern of the single-panel transmitarray
and simulated 15◦ beampattern of the tiled transmitarray feature a higher main lobe as
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compared with the corresponding central beampatterns. With the aid of the beampattern
model (2) we have attributed this feature to the quantization error inherent to the 1-bit
phase-shift design, which leads to sub-optimal radiating power combining at boresight
of the transmitarray. Deviation of the differential phase shift from 180◦ causes decreasing
peak gain of the steered beams with respect to the central beams in both transmitarrays.

0° 15° 30° 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Figure 5. Measured (solid lines) and simulated with the patch antenna feed (dashed lines) beampat-
terns for different beam-scanning angles (viz., 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦): (a) assembled transmitarray with the
patch-antenna focal source visible; (b) binary phase distribution for different beam-scanning angles;
(c) H-plane single-panel transmitarray beampatterns; (d) H-plane tiled transmitarray beampatterns;
(e) E-plane tiled transmitarray beampatterns.
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Figure 6 shows the measured beam patterns in orthogonal polarization (cross-polariza-
tion) in the principal E and H planes and diagonal D-plane. All patterns exhibit a prominent
peak at boresight with respective cross-polarization ratio (CPR) ~14.5 dB. The shape of the
cross-polarization beampattern is typical for dual-polarization transmitarrays, c.f., [17], and
indicates polarization leakage due to coupling between the orthogonal feeds and between
the patches on the opposite sides of the unit cell, as indicated by our equivalent-circuit
characterisation. The measured figure agrees well with the data reported elsewhere, c.f. [17].

Figure 6. Measured cross-polarization patterns of the tiled transmitarray radiating at boresight plotted in the principal
(E and H) and diagonal (D) planes.

Table 2 shows the performance comparison of the reference single-panel transmitarray
discussed in this paper against a selection of published C-band transmitarray implemen-
tations, including the theoretical (‘theor.’), measured (‘meas.’) and simulated (‘sim.’)
data, [17–20]. Apart from one passive two-layer frequency-selective surface (FSS) lens, [20],
the other transmitarrays adopt the conventional receiver-transmitter architecture with
electronic control of the array functional (i.e., beam-steering, beam-forming or polarization
conversion). As our design advances, it will integrate electronic control and provide wider
bandwidth and better beam pointing accuracy.

Table 2. Comparison of some existing C-band transmitarrays.

Reference [17] [18] [19] [20] This Work (Tiled)

Unit-cell

Two-layer stacked
patches (Rx), a patch

with O-slot (Tx),
reflective phase shifter,

vias

Patches, proximity
coupled diff. feeds,
balanced bridged-T

phase shifters

Five stacked layers of
square slot FSS and
feeding networks

Passive two-layer
double split-ring slot

unit cells of varying size

Square-ring patch with
proximity coupled

U-shaped resonators,
vias

Array size 8 × 8 6 × 6 5 × 5 7 × 7 10 × 10

Polarization LP-to-LP/CP LP LP LP DLP

f0, GHz
(Δf/f0)

5.4
(8.5% by AR–3 dB)

5
(10% by G0–2 dB)

5.2
(1.4% by UC S21–3 dB)

6
(15% by G0–3 dB)

5.75 GHz
(2.5% by G0–3 dB)

Boresight antenna gain,
dBi 17 (meas.) 20.5 (theor.)

15.0 (meas.)
18.6 (sim.)

15.6 (meas.) 16.7 (meas.) 14 (meas.)

HPBW, deg. (meas.) 13.5 (E) 20.4 (E)
18.4 (H)

14 (E)
16 (H) 12 12

SLL, dB (meas.) −10 −21.1 (E)
−14.9 (H) −9.7 −10 −12

CPR, dB (meas) 20 35 N/A N/A 14.5

Scan loss (scan angle),
dB

0.9 (20 degree)
2.1 (30 degree) N/A 1.4 (15 degree)

7.8 (25 degree) N/A 2 (30 degree)

Beam pointing error (H),
degree N/A N/A

0 (0 degree)
3 (15 degree)
8 (30 degree)

16 (45 degree)

N/A N/A

Control Varactors Varactors Varactors None None
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5. Conclusions

A comprehensive characterization of the tiled transmitarray architecture first proposed
in [10] has been carried out in this paper. A new compact circuit model has been devised
to analyze the broadband transmission and differential phase shift characteristics of the
tiled transmitarray unit cells.

The unit cell characterization at normal incidence has been carried out using the
proposed circuit model and full-wave electromagnetic simulations. It appeared that the
tiled and single-panel unit cells demonstrate commensurable performance within the
operating frequency band, although the tiled unit cell exhibits a higher differential phase
error.

The antenna gain and radiation patterns of the fabricated tiled and single-panel
transmitarrays have been measured for different beam-scan angles, as well as compared
with full-wave electromagnetic simulations. The tiled transmitarray demonstrated slightly
lower gain and higher beam-pointing error as compared with the single-panel transmitarray.
The measured results are in a good quantitative agreement with simulations.

In conclusion, it has been shown that the tiled transmitarrays can be effectively
designed, modelled and fabricated to demonstrate the antenna performance commensurate
with conventional single-panel transmitarrays. Considering the cost of manufacture and
flexibility in configuring the transmitarray for various applications, the proposed tiled
transmitarray architecture proves to be a feasible and economically effective solution for 5G
communication systems. The future work will be carried out on advancing the analytical
model by taking into account essential effects due to spillover, [21], coupling and array non-
uniformity, adopting the tiled architecture for millimeter-wave applications, investigating
the heterogeneous and conformal transmitarrays enabled by the tiled architecture, as well
as developing hybrid approaches to beam-scanning and beam-forming by combining tiled
transmitarrays with focal plane antenna arrays.
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Abstract: In this paper, a wideband four port 2–6 GHz antenna is proposed. One-, two-, and four-port
antennas are implemented and characterized between 2 and 6 GHz. The isolation between the ports
is improved by connecting and optimizing the ground plane sections. The results show that the
antennas’ reflection coefficients are better than 10 dB in the frequency band. The measured isolation
between the ports is greater than 15 dB (between 2.3 and 6 GHz) and 10 dB in the whole band for
two- and four-port antennas, respectively, however, it is more than 20 dB around 2.4 and 5–6 GHz
for both antennas. The calculated correlation coefficient between ports is below −30 dB (>2.14 GHz)
and −15 dB for the two- and four-port antennas, respectively. The measured gain and efficiency
scale are 3.1–6.75 dBi and 62–98%, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, an antenna both
being wideband from 2 to 6 GHz and having independent four ports is only addressed in this work.
The four-port antenna can be used for MIMO systems or smartphones operating on many wireless
systems simultaneously such as 3G/4G/5G Sub-6 GHz and WLAN including the next generation
WiFi7 with full-duplex operation.

Keywords: wideband antenna; MIMO antenna; four-port wideband antenna

1. Introduction

Recently, there is an increasing demand for higher throughput and more reliable transceiver
systems with an application on 4G wireless systems and mobile communication. Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) technology could be a promising candidate for this purpose [1]. The MIMO
technique is based on using multiple antennas to increase the data rate by means of uncorrelated signals.

For the MIMO system to function as expected, the mutual coupling between antenna elements
should be as low as possible. A standard approach to achieve MIMO operation is to develop multiple
antennas that are sufficiently separated to achieve the desired level of signal independence and
port-to-port isolation. However, this will make the transceiver system bulky and result in increased
assembly costs. Additionally, ease of integration and miniaturization are two major challenges ahead
of MIMO antennas. Thus, the design of the MIMO antenna is the first important thing to be addressed
to improve the overall system performance. Planar type antennas are preferred for MIMO applications
due to ease of integration and low cost. For miniaturization purposes, there are no options but to space
antenna elements closer or designing multiport, single-element antenna. Various studies have been
carried out aiming to design such compact antenna systems [2,3]; they are commonly based on the
planar antenna prototype [4,5]. The first approach is to decrease the spacing between antennas and keep
the mutual coupling at an acceptable level by applying isolation improvement techniques. Examples
of this approach can be found in various literature, such as adding a ground wall with connecting
line and shorting pins [6], T-shaped ground plane [7], the corrugated ground plane with λ/4 slot [8],
modified PIFA with a small local ground plane [9], techniques based on dispersion engineering called
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negative group delay (NGD) technique [10], use of external lumped element decoupling networks
between the feed ports to allow matching of even and odd modes to a common impedance and thereby
producing small cross-correlation and maximum gain over a limited frequency range [11], and other
compact designs of MIMO antennas [2–5,12]. These methods can reduce the overall size of antennas
and insulator regardless of the difficulty in insulator design.

The second approach takes advantage of multiport, single-element antennas to propose a more
compact solution. A novel design of dual-feed, single-element antennas for 4G MIMO terminals is
proposed and analyzed in [13]. The antenna consists of a radiating patch which is fed by two input
ports. The idea is to use an isolated mode antenna (iMAT) [14] to reduce the antenna size and mutually
couple the ports. The iMAT works based on exciting and different propagating modes of antenna for
different ports. The iMAT antenna idea is also used in [15] to design a novel u-shaped single-element
antenna with better performance, compared with two separate monopole antennas, in [16,17] to design
a multiple compact multimode patch antenna, and in [18–20] for a multimode antenna that is not based
on a patch antenna.

An important factor in MIMO systems is its bandwidth, which is determined by the bandwidth of
the antenna element. Thus, a wideband single-element antenna with multiple ports could be very
useful for a wideband MIMO system. In general, MIMO systems use many antennas to obtain multiport
systems. Note that a multiport wideband antenna can also be used in smartphones that use many
different wireless protocols at different frequency bands at the same time. There exist antennas which
either are wideband or are multiport with narrow bandwidth. Nevertheless, combining multiport with
wide bandwidth operation forms our antenna’s novelty, which has four ports and can operate between
2 and 6 GHz. We propose a structure to increase the number of radiating element feeding/receiving
ports only by rotating the main single port monopole antenna. Of course, monopole antenna is well
known and there are many reports on how to make it wideband; however, increasing the number of
ports while matching the ports and decreasing coupling between the ports requires many attempts.
Moreover, when all the ports use common radiating elements, it needs a smart method to mitigate
coupling between the ports. In this paper, we use a unit structure and bridge between the ground
planes of ports to alleviate coupling between ports. We designed and optimized the antenna for
frequency band between 2 and 6 GHz and achieved minimum isolation of 10 dB between the four
ports. The aim is to introduce a multi-purpose (multiport and wideband) structure; however, for the
desired application/band, the isolation between ports can be increased only by optimizing the ground
plane and connection between ports.

The four-port antenna reported in this paper can be used for a multi-frequency system requiring
many antennas. The 4 × 4 MIMO implemented for a WLAN on 2.4 and 5.2 GHz band is one example.
The four-port antenna can also be used for the sub-6 GHz band 5G system. For a multiple radio system
currently used in smartphones, let us assume there are four radios and these radios are 3G (2 GHz
band), WLAN (2.4 GHz), 1–6 GHz 5G (3.6 GHz band), and WLAN (5.2 GHz). One can directly connect
these four radios to the proposed four-port antenna without any switches and duplexers. RF filters can
be deployed for each radio band to provide enough selectivity. However, with our antenna, all these
radios can operate simultaneously. The key focus is on new mobile 5G bands including spectrum in
the 3.5 GHz range that has been assigned in numerous countries. However, several countries including
China and Japan plan to use spectrum in the 4.4–4.9 GHz range for 5G in addition to a growing number
of countries considering the 3.5–4.2 GHz range, as well as the 2.3 and 2.5/2.6 GHz bands for 5G NR [21].

To have a wideband multiport antenna, a wideband planar structure should be selected. In this
work, a printed monopole disk antenna [22] is selected for multiport use, due to its wide bandwidth
operation. Figure 1 shows the monopole disk antenna with a single port. The disk monopole antenna
is modified to two- and four-port versions for different frequency ranges. The geometrical symmetry
of the antenna shape not only makes the design easy but also gives the versatility of adding and
increasing the number of ports.
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Figure 1. Schematic for the proposed single port wideband disk antenna: (a) cross-sectional view;
(b) top view; and (c) etched ground dimensions.

In this paper, two metrics are used for the assessment of the isolation between antenna ports:
the S parameter and the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient expresses antenna pattern
independence to the S parameter, which is necessary for a MIMO antenna. This paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 demonstrates the design of single-, dual-, and quad-feed disk monopole antenna
with wideband operations. Section 3 presents and compares the simulated and measured results for
the S parameter as well as the radiation patterns of the antennas. Section 4 summarizes and concludes
the paper.

2. Multiport Antennas Design

In this section, the design process for the one-, two-, and four-port antennas are introduced.
The antennas contain a radiating disk and microstrip transmission line as the antenna feed. Both two-
and four-port antennas have structures similar to the single-port antenna, and the various dimensions
shown in Figure 1 are optimized for each antenna to match each port to 50 Ω and decrease the
mutual coupling between ports of each antenna, over the frequency band of 2–6 GHz. The scheme
for increasing the number of the ports is to exploit the single-port antenna geometry (Figure 1) as the
basis of n-port antennas, and then rotate/add the structure by 90◦ (with respect to disk center) to form
the new port. The advantage of this procedure is that the ports (in multiport types) would be similar,
and the design parameters in Figure 1 are optimized for all ports, simultaneously. The optimization
is performed to approach the specified reflection coefficient and isolation between the ports over
the desired frequency bandwidth. The antennas were simulated and prepared for fabrication on
d = 0.787 mm thick (copper cladding tc = 35 μm) Rogers RT/duroid 5880 laminate with a dielectric
constant of 2.2 and tangent loss of 0.0009.

2.1. Single-Port Antenna

The schematic of the single-port antenna and the parameters for which optimizations are performed
are shown in Figure 1. The antenna can be divided into two major parts: the radiating disk and the
transmission line that feeds the disk. The fabricated antenna with the dimensions of 6.8 cm × 4.4 cm is
shown in Figure 2. In the bottom layer, an incomplete triangular shape ground plane supports the
signal line in the top layer and can have coupling with the radiating disk.
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(a)                    (b) 

Figure 2. Fabricated single-port antenna: (a) top view; and (b) bottom view.

The dimension of the disk (r) adjusts the antenna operating frequency, while Δr is the spacing
between the disk (top layer) and ground plane (bottom layer) edge. Since the antenna is similar to a
monopole antenna, the disk will resonate with a quarter-wavelength diameter (2r = λ/4). The radius
of the disk for resonating at 2 GHz in the free space is calculated as 18.75 mm, which is used as the
initial value for r. To match the antenna to 50 Ω in the band of 2–6 GHz, other parameters (shown in
Figure 1) are utilized to tune the antenna over the entire desired frequency band or in some specific
frequencies. θ and hp control the dimensions of the ground plane. The gap specified by the dimensions
of ga/gb, as well as the location (hd) and dimensions of the dumbbell-shaped etching, affect the antenna
reflection coefficient by changing the inductance/capacitance of the transmission line and improving
the feed line S11 magnitude.

The optimized parameters for fabricating the antenna (Figure 2) are reported in Table 1. Different
parameters of the single-port antenna are swept around the optimized values to show their effect on
the antenna reflection coefficient.

Table 1. Geometrical dimensions for different antennas.

Single Port Two-Port Four-Port

hp 43.7 54.7 69
r 21 20.5 20

Δr 3 2.5 3
θ 45 43 38
w 1.8 1.8 2
ga 0.6 2.8 2.1
gb 6 7 6
hd 29.25 32 31
Da 2.4 1.4 2.4
Db 1.5 2 2
Dc 6 5 6
Dd 4 4.5 3.5

Rd, Ct - Rd = 36 Ct = 6
ea - - 3
eb - - 2

Values are in mm.
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Figure 3a shows that the optimum value for a disk radius of 21 or 22 mm can give the best
reflection coefficient values at less than −15 dB. As the spacing between the disk and ground plane is
increased up to 3 mm, the antenna matching is improved, while greater values deteriorate the antenna
performance, due to the decoupling between the microstrip line and the disk antenna, as shown in
Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. Single-port antenna simulated reflection coefficient for different: (a) disk radii; and (b) the
gap length between disk and the ground plane.

When the ground plane angle (θ) is increased, the antenna |S11| is improved for higher frequencies,
while the impedance matching worsens in the middle of the band (Figure 4a). As shown in
Figure 4b, the height variation of the truncated triangle ground causes a frequency shift in the
antenna reflection coefficient.
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Figure 4. Single-port antenna simulated reflection coefficient in terms of triangle parameters: (a) angle;
and (b) height.

The effect of the dumbbell-shaped etched ground plane on matching the antenna between 2 and
6 GHz is demonstrated in Figure 5a. Note that the legend with the word “No” in Figure 5a points
to the full ground (without dumbbell-shaped etching). Changing the dimensions of the etched area
in Figure 5b,c shows its major effect on the antenna reflection coefficient for frequencies greater than
3 GHz. Although the effect of some parameters is not that significant in the single-port antenna,
they play a drastic role in tuning the multiport antennas in the wideband operation.
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Figure 5. Single-port antenna simulated reflection coefficient for different (a) location; (b) width; and (c)
height of the dumbbell-shaped etched ground.

2.2. Two-Port Antenna

The two-port antenna is obtained by rotating the single-port antenna by 90◦, with respect to the
center of the disk, and adding another port. As shown in Figure 6, the ground planes of the two ports
are connected via a circular ring sector.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Fabricated two-port antenna: (a) top view; and (b) bottom view.

The angle of the sector is 90◦−θ, while its inner and outer radius are Rd and hp, respectively.
By connecting the grounds of the two ports, better isolation between the ports is obtained. When the
first port of the antenna is fed, the received signal in the second port includes two components:
(a) the signal that passes over the disk; and (b) the signal that flows from the connected ground of the
ports. Therefore, these two components can cancel each other, if the phase difference of 180◦ is kept
when these two components arrive at the second port. Out of phase condition between the mentioned
two current trajectories improves the ports’ isolation significantly and can be achieved by optimizing
some of the antenna parameters. The working mechanism of the connection is shown (see Figure 7) in
the simulated current distribution on the antenna at 2.4 GHz and at different phases.
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Figure 7. The simulated magnitude of current distribution on top and bottom layers at 2.4 GHz and
different 0-, 45-, 90-, and 135-degree phases.

Note that the power that is dissipated in the vicinity of port two (due to cancellation) can decrease
the radiation efficiency of the antenna, whereas the used PCB board is chosen to have a very small
tangent loss. The dimensions of the fabricated two-port antenna are 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm and the rest of the
parameters are given in Table 1.

Changing the disk radius (r) and Δr can both affect the accepted/reflected power by the first port
on the disk side as well as the coupled power to the second port through the disk. The influence of this
complicated process on the insertion loss between the ports, for various r and Δr, is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Simulated insertion loss between the ports of two-port antenna for various: (a) disk radius;
and (b) disk-ground spacing.

As shown in Figure 8, the most significant effect of the parameters r and Δr on |S21| is between 2.7
and 4.5 GHz. At these frequencies, insertion loss can be adjusted to be below −20 dB, by the disk size
and the gap spacing. The ground plane angle also affects insertion loss between ports in a limited
frequency band of 4–5 GHz (Figure 9a). Increasing the height of the ground plane shifts the |S21| to
lower frequencies in the 3–6 GHz band (Figure 9b).
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Figure 9. Simulated insertion loss between the ports of two-port antenna for various: (a) angle; and (b)
height of the truncated triangular-shaped ground plane.

As discussed above, the connection between the ports’ ground plays an important role in
improving the insertion loss between them. The important factor Rd, which controls the dimension of
the connected part, and corresponding isolation between the ports, is swept around its optimum value
Rd = 36 mm, as shown in Figure 10. This results in increasing Rd, and hence decreases the thickness of
the connected section and causes the S21 curve to shift to lower frequencies.
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Figure 10. Effect of the inner radius of the ground plane sector on simulated insertion loss.

2.3. Four-Port Antenna

Another multiport antenna is a four-port antenna that is formed by rotating/adding a single-port
antenna with respect to the disk center. In this type of antenna, the spacing between the ports is 90◦,
as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Fabricated four-port antenna: (a) top view; and (b) bottom view.

For this antenna, the basic geometry is similar to that of the single port, while the edge of the
disk at the ports is etched (in top view) and the grounds are connected using a metal bar with a
thickness of Ct. The etched areas on the disk are a rectangular section with dimensions of ea and
eb (Figure 11), which alleviate the ports’ reflection coefficient to be below −10 dB within the band
of 2–6 GHz. The ground connection also controls the insertion loss between the ports, the same
technique as used in the two-port antenna. The dimensions of the fabricated four-port antenna are
12.4 cm × 12.4 cm, with parameters given in Table 1. Note that, for an application on a mobile phone,
antenna size can be made smaller by bending from the microstrip line sections. The proposed four-port
antenna is designed for a wide frequency band, starting from 2 GHz. By excluding WiFi 2.4 GHz
frequency, while shifting start frequency to 3 GHz, which means, if only 5G systems are chosen,
the disk size and hence the overall antenna size will be smaller by a factor of 1.5 times to achieve
an 8 cm × 8 cm antenna. Moreover, for mobile applications, part of the feeding network can also be
placed in a different PCB layer, or a flexible board may be folded/wrapped and antenna size can be
further made smaller. Moreover, the antenna can be optimized/improved by separating 5G or WiFi
system and having two antennas. For example, for a 5G sub-6 GHz system, the antenna size can be
optimized to 3 GHz, and for WiFi it could be around 5 GHz band.

As shown in Figure 12, etched areas on the disk (geometrical parameters ea and eb in Figure 11)
and the ground plane (geometrical parameters ga and gb in Figure 1) play a very crucial role in adjusting
each port’s reflection coefficient below−10 dB. The legend entry “No” indicates no etching is performed
on the copper.
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Figure 12. Effect of etched area’s simulated reflection coefficient of four-port antenna: (a) disk; and (b)
edge of the ground plane.
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Due to the wide bandwidth of 2–6 GHz and the number of ports, developing the antenna for
|S11| < −10 dB and desired isolation between the port is challenging or maybe impossible for some
geometries. Consequently, it is proposed to match the ports to 50 Ω with |S11| < −10 dB and improve
ports isolation for some specific frequencies, while it exceeds 10 dB for whole the bandwidth. Therefore,
isolation between the ports is optimized to target the higher values around the frequency of 2.4 GHz
and bandwidth of 5–6 GHz that are used by WLAN.

Since the ports are symmetric, S21 = S41 = S32 = S43, and S31 = S42, only S21, and S31 is plotted.
As shown in Figure 13, as the ground plane angle (θ) is increased, the magnitudes of the S21 and S31

shift to higher frequencies.
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Figure 13. Effect of ground plane angle θ on the simulated isolation (a) S21 and (b) S31 between different
ports of four-port antenna.

The increasing θ causes an increase in the ground plane size, and, as a result, the length of the
connected part between ground planes of the ports is decreased. Moreover, increasing the height of the
ground plane (hp) increases the length of the connected part and shifts S21 and S31 to lower frequencies
(see Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Effect of the ground planes height on the different ports’ isolation (a) S21 and (b) S31 in a
four-port antenna.
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When the thickness of the connected part (Ct) is increased, as in Figure 11b, since the lower side of
the connection part is limited/fixed by the triangular-shaped plane (hp), the upper edge is extended
toward the disk. Therefore, by increasing the thickness of the connected part (Ct), its average length is
decreased, shifting S21 and S31 to higher frequencies (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Influence of the ground joint thickness on the different ports simulated isolation (a) S21 and
(b) S31 in four-port antenna.

3. Measurements and Simulations

The antennas were simulated, fabricated, and measured using the geometrical parameters in
Table 1. The antennas were characterized for S parameters and 3D cross-polar and co-polar gain at some
specific frequencies. The correlation coefficient between ports i and j of N-port antennas is calculated
using the simulated and measured S parameters using (1). Equation (1) is an approximation to calculate
the pattern independence between the ports using the S parameter. Its precision is increased as the
radiation efficiency of the antenna is increased [23]

ρe(i, j, N) =

∣∣∣C(i, j, N)
∣∣∣2∏

k=i, j[1−C(i, j, N)]
, C(i, j, N) =

N∑
n=1

S∗i,nSn,k (1)

The measurements were performed at Sabanci University Anechoic Chamber that is suitable for
the frequency range from 700 MHz to 50 GHz and is equipped with a PNA5245A vector network
analyzer (working up to 50 GHz).

3.1. Reflection Coefficient

Simulated and measured reflection coefficient results from 1 to 6 GHz of the single-port antenna
are shown in Figure 16. The measured |S11| has some shifts for frequencies greater than 4 GHz.
This shift can result from the PCB dielectric constant variation in different frequencies or the effect of
the measurement setup. Although the antennas are measured inside the anechoic chamber, due to
their isotropic radiation pattern (which is discussed in the next section), the absorbers, feeding cable,
and setup in close distance to the antenna can affect its performance. The measurement shows that the
antenna reflection coefficient is below −10 dB for the whole 1–6 GHz frequency band.
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Figure 16. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient for the single-port antenna.

The measured and simulated S parameters and calculated correlation coefficient using (1) for the
two-port antenna are shown in Figure 17. Some frequency shift around 200 MHz is also seen in the
measured S parameters. The measured results comply with the simulated ones and the antenna is
matched to 50 Ω for frequencies greater than 1.1 GHz. Isolation between the ports is better than 15 dB
for higher frequencies (>2.3 GHz). After a frequency of 2.14 GHz, a correlation coefficient of better
than −30 dB is obtained from the measured/calculated ρ21.
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Figure 17. Measured and simulated (a) S-parameters and (b) correlation coefficient for two-port antenna.

The four-port antenna is characterized for S11, S21, and S31, as shown in Figure 18. The measured
and simulated results agree well, and only some frequency shift is seen in S21. As mentioned for
the two-port antenna, the frequency shifts between simulation and measurement can be the effect of
setup (such as cables) that reflect back the radiated field from the antenna and change the antenna
performance. When cables are used for measuring two close ports such as S21, their influence is more
pronounced than for the other ports such as S31. In addition, as the radiating disk is surrounded by
the metal ground plane (the number of ports is increased), the antenna radiation on the ground plane
direction is reduced. Thus, the effect of any cables, which are extended in the same plane as the ground
plane, is decreased by increasing the number of ports.
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Figure 18. Measured and simulated (a) S-parameters and (b) correlation coefficient for four-port antenna.

The measurements show that the S parameters are below −10 dB over the desired frequency
band of 2–6 GHz. Isolation between the ports is better than 20 dB at around 2.4 GHz and between 5
and 6 GHz. In addition to the S parameters, good agreement between the measured and simulated
correlation coefficient is also obtained (see Figure 18b).

For MIMO applications, although there are no specific requirements on isolation values,
lower values of isolation will ease the work done by the baseband processor. Two- and four-port
antennas can operate at frequencies below 6 GHz with good isolation values. For the two-port antenna,
isolation is lower than 15 dB in the overall band mainly around 20 dB, which may be sufficient for
MIMO applications. For the four-port antenna, isolation is lower than 10 dB in the overall band,
more than 20 dB around 2.4 and 5–6 GHz, and more than 10 dB in the whole band. Further, for a 5G
MIMO system, the four-port antenna can also be used for some portions of the bandwidth. The least
isolation is 10 dB; however, the 5G sub-6 GHz system will not use the whole 4 GHz available, but a
few hundred MHz bandwidth from the spectrum. When we consider a realizable 5G massive MIMO
system with a few hundred MHz bandwidth operations, the four-port antenna may achieve more than
20 dB isolation, which may be sufficient for a MIMO system such as in 5–6 GHz band.

There is also interest in how these antennas will perform in a real environment. Most of the time,
measured results are performed in a controlled environment such as an anechoic chamber. When these
antennas are placed in a real environment, the isolation, as well as the return loss of the antenna,
may change. However, most of these isolation and reflections are due to the antenna itself, the so-called
self-interference signal. Isolation and reflection will not degrade significantly if an object is not placed
in the vicinity of the antenna. Specifically, for the 5G 3 GHz frequency, the free space path loss around
3 GHz at 1 m is 42 dB, if an object is placed at 1 m from the antenna. The two-way path loss will be
84 dB lower, which will worsen the isolation and reflection. However, it will not be that significant if
the isolation is around 20–30 dB range. If a very close object is placed by the antenna, this may cause a
few dB change in the isolation; however, if the objects are placed far away from the antennas, similar
performance should be expected. As measured in [24], the performance of high isolation antennas in a
real environment will definitely change, but the normal operation of the antenna will remain stable.

3.2. 2D and 3D Gains

The 3D gain of antennas was measured at frequencies of 2, 2.4, 3.4, 4.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz. The origin
of the Cartesian coordinate system, which describes the gain of antennas, is the disk center and is
shown in Figures 2, 6 and 11 for one-, two-, and four-port antennas, respectively. In all systems,
the feeding port is on the z-axis (Port 1), and the x-axis is perpendicular to the disk. Since the radiation
pattern of the antennas is similar to a dipole antenna, the antennas’ co- and cross-poles are indicated by
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Gθ and Gφ components. Therefore, it is expected that the antennas co-pole gain (Gθ) will significantly
dominate the cross-pole gain (Gφ). Furthermore, the one- and four-port antennas are symmetric with
respect to the xz-plane; thus, the patterns are measured only on the hemisphere on y > 0 space.

The simulated and measured 2D gains for the one- (Figure 19), two- (Figure 20), and four-port
(Figure 21) antennas were obtained at different frequencies (2.4, 4.4, and 5.8 GHz) and on xz-, yz-,
and xy-planes. As shown in Figures 19–21, the measured (dashed lines) and simulated (solid lines)
gains in the θ direction (Gθ in the red curve) dominate the gains in the φ direction (Gφ in the blue
curve). The simulated gains for Gφ are smaller than the measured values, which could be due to the
antennas’ imprecise alignment in the measurement setup or the AUT (antenna under test) tilt during
the measurement. When the antenna gain at one pole is much smaller than the other pole, some tilt
in AUT can cause a significant increase in the value of the cross-pole. The effect of the feed cable is
seen in the measured Gθ gain at around θ = 180◦ and on the xz- and yz-planes. The radiation patterns
show an isotropic antenna characteristic on the xy-plane. The electric field component of Gθ gain on
the xz-plane is perpendicular to disk at θ = 0◦ and 180◦ and results in null at these angles. Moreover,
the fact that the antennas radiation at θ = 0◦ and 180◦ is lower (smaller gain) than at other angles shows
the antennas behave very similar to a dipole antenna.

The 3D gain of the antenna at 4.4 GHz for total gain, θ polarization, and φ polarization are shown
in Figure 22. As discussed, the level of Gθ is higher than Gφ for all of the antennas. For all ports of
the antenna, nulls are seen around the antenna feeding ports. One can note that the antenna almost
radiates in the available space, making an ideal antenna for MIMO wireless systems.

3.3. Gain and Efficiency versus Frequency

The gains of the antennas are measured in some specific frequencies including 2, 2.4, 3.4, 4.4, 5.2,
and 5.8 GHz, as shown in Figure 23a. The agreement between the measured and simulated gains
of the antennas is decreased as the number of the ports is reduced. Since the single-port antenna
radiates in all directions, the absorbers near the antenna in the anechoic chamber change the antenna
performance and specifically in the lower frequencies. Note that the ground plane around the two- and
four-port antennas reduces the antenna radiation on the antenna plane (xz-plane), in the direction that
the near absorbers to the AUT are positioned. Consequently, the destructive effect of these absorbers,
near the two- and four-port antennas, are partially canceled and the measurements get closer to
simulated results.

The antennas’ measured gain varies from 3.08 dBi at 3.4 GHz for a single port to 6.74 dBi at
5.8 GHz for four-port antennas.

The radiation efficiency of the antennas is calculated using the measured (with 2◦ angular spacing)
average 3D gain technique. The calculated efficiency plot is presented in Figure 23b. Due to the big
structure of the antennas, the accuracy of the simulated radiation efficiencies is low. As the frequency
is increased, each antennas’ radiation efficiency is increased. The values change from 50% to 100 %.

Table 2 presents the comparison of proposed antennas with the reported sub-6 GHz MIMO
antennas in [25–30]. The presented two- and four-port antennas in this work outperform previously
published sub-6 GHz antennas for 5G applications in [25–30] with the larger bandwidth and single
radiating element, for which the antenna size, gain, efficiency, and performance in MIMO applications
are comparable to existing studies where multiple radiating elements are used.
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Figure 19. Measured (dashed lines) and simulated (solid lines) gain for the single-port antenna on
three different planes and frequencies.
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Figure 20. Measured (dashed lines) and simulated (solid lines) gain for the two-port antenna on three
different planes and frequencies.
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Figure 21. Measured (dashed lines) and simulated (solid lines) gain for the four-port antenna on three
different planes and frequencies.
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Figure 22. Measured 3D total, θ-polarized and φ-polarized gains at 4.4 GHz for: (a) single-port antenna;
(b) two-port antenna; and (c) four-port antenna.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 23. (a) Measured and simulated peak gain; and (b) measured antenna efficiency values.
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Table 2. Comparison of proposed antennas in this work and antennas in [25–30].

Ref.
Port
(#)

Radiating
Element

Size
(cm)

Freq.
(GHz)

BW
Def.

BW
(MHz)

Isolation
(dB) >

ECC
Gain
(dBi)

[25] 4 Inverted-F
antennas 8.8 × 8.8 2.06–2.16 10 dB 100 22

Meas. 0.05 4.34

[25] 6 Inverted-F
antennas 16 × 14 2.2–2.3 10 dB 100 24

Meas. 0.01 4.29

[26] 8 Fork-shaped
dipoles, L-Shaped 13 × 10 3.6–3.83

5.15–5.925 10 dB 230
775

15
Sim. 0.070.03 2.6–3.1

2.5–4.2

[27] 4 F-shaped elements 15 × 7.5 × 0.4
3.3–4.2
4.4–5.0

5.15–5.85
8 dB

900
600
700

14
Meas. 0.05

4.39
3.66
4.62

[21] 8 Rectangular
monopoles 13.6 × 6.8 × 0.62

3.6–4.2
4.4–4.9

5.15–5.925
6 dB

600
500
775

10
Meas. 0.1 -

[28] 4 Inverted
L monopoles 4 × 4 2.7–4.94 10 dB 2240 11

Meas. 0.1 4

[29] 4 Elliptical ring
slot antennas 12.7 × 7 3.4–3.8 10 dB 400 20

Sim. 0.01 1

[30] 2 Rhombus
-shaped antennas 2 × 3.5 3.34–3.87 10 dB 530 15

Meas. 0.01 2.34

[30] 12 Rhombus
-shaped antenna 20.6 × 11.5 3.4–3.8 10 dB 400 15

Sim. - 3.2

This work 2 Single Disk 7.6 × 7.6 2.3–6.0 10 dB 3700 15
Meas. 0.01 5

This work 4 Single Disk 12.4 × 12.4 2.0–6.0 10 dB 4000 10
Meas. 0.03 3.1–6.75

Abbreviations: Ref., References; BW, Bandwidth; BW Def., Bandwidth Definition; ECC, Envelope
Coefficient Coefficient.

4. Conclusions

A wideband single-port antenna, with λ/4 diameter of the radiating disk (monopole-like) and
dipole-like radiation pattern, was designed and manufactured. The geometry of the single-port
antenna was utilized as the prototype for the two- and four-port antennas, by rotating (90◦) the
single-port geometry with respect to the disk center and adding a new port. The ground planes
of the ports (other than the single port) were connected to improve/increase the isolation between
ports. The measured and simulated data are in good agreement. The acceptable correlation coefficient
during the bandwidth makes the antenna suitable for the MIMO application for the 5G NR sub-6
GHz band. Finally, the design challenge of two or four separate antennas being near each other
and any potential coupling between them can be solved by these monolithic compact antennas that
contain good matching, proper isolation between the ports and omnidirectional-like radiation pattern.
The antennas are not only very compatible, but their reflection coefficient/isolation between the ports
can be further improved, to achieve even better values (for a limited bandwidth or single operation
between 2 and 6 GHz), by optimizing the dimensions of the introduced parameters (assuming prior
knowledge of their influence on Sii and Sij).
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Abstract: This paper presents a high-throughput wireless access framework for future 6G networks.
This framework, known as K-User MIMO, facilitates all-to-all communication between K access
points and K mobile devices. For such a network, we illustrate the demodulation of K2 independent
data streams through a new interference cancellation beamforming algorithm that improves spectral
efficiency compared to massive MIMO. The paper derives a multi-user Shannon Capacity formula
for K-User MIMO when K is greater than or equal to 3. We define an Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) frame structure that demonstrates the allocation of time-frequency
resources to pilot signals for channel estimation. The capacity formula is then refined to include
realistic pilot overheads. We determine a practical upper-bound for MIMO array sizes that balances
estimation overhead and throughput. Lastly, simulation results show the practical capacity in small
cell geometries under Rayleigh Fading conditions, with both perfect and realistic channel estimation.

Keywords: beyond-5G; 6G; MIMO; interference alignment; K-User MIMO; OFDM

1. Introduction

The goal of 5G is to enable a fully connected society such that instant information is available just a
touch away. 5G achieves this through three key paradigms viz., enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)
for gigabit data rates, Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC) for latency less than
1ms, and massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC) for 1 million connected devices/sq. km [1,2].
These paradigms are supported by a multilayer technology strategy including small cell architectures [3,4],
millimeter wave communication, and massive MIMO. Millimeter wave systems facilitate communication
in the high Radio Frequency (RF) bands using analog, digital, and hybrid beamforming [5,6].
Massive MIMO deploys large antenna arrays at base stations and operates in the low to mid RF
bands [7–10]. To support the ubiquitous deployment of densely connected networks, this paper
investigates an alternative MIMO technology, in the microwave realm, for beyond-5G or 6G networks.
This technology, known as K-User MIMO, has the potential to achieve very high throughput compared
to 5G Massive MIMO.

Background and Prior Research on K-User MIMO

K-User MIMO is an architecture in which there are K access points and K mobile devices, each
equipped with multiple antennas, i.e., spatial dimensions. In the simplest form of K-User MIMO,
each Access Point connects to one of the K mobile devices. In this paper, we consider a different form of
K-User MIMO, known as K-User MIMO X, in which each of the K mobile devices receives signals from
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K access points. This is shown in Figure 1. The all-to-all architecture achieves very high throughput
whilst supporting flexibility in achieving diversity. Each of the K access points could send redundant
information streams to maximize reliability. Alternatively, they could send unique information streams
in order to maximize capacity. K-User MIMO X can switch between these two modes without any
change in the mathematics of the algorithm. Further scenarios can be envisioned in which K-User
MIMO X allows for adaptive allocation of power to users with more favorable Signal-to-Noise Ratios.
Additional encoding of data across time and frequency could be applied so the signals could adapt to
malicious behavior such as jamming and eavesdropping.

Figure 1. K-User MIMO X network Example for K = 3.

In any form of K-User MIMO, each mobile device receives both its desired signals and interference
signals (signals meant for other mobile devices). To manage interference, K-User MIMO systems are
often studied in the context of Interference Alignment (IA). IA is a technique that aligns interfering
signal vectors in order to maximize interference-free space at each mobile device [11]. By applying
suitable channel dependent precoders to the transmit signals, and beamformers to the receive signals,
several interfering users can communicate simultaneously. Alignment helps confine the interference at
each mobile device to a smaller dimensional subspace while projecting the desired signals into the null
space of the interference.

Several works have analyzed IA on a theoretical level. A typical metric used to characterize IA
is known as Degrees of Freedom (DoF). DoF is defined as the number of spatial dimensions that are
free from interference [12]. The authors in [13] have provided examples showing acheivability of IA
and various DoF in K-User interference networks with different antenna configurations. In [14], an
iterative algorithm for obtaining the precoders and beamformers is presented for a Time Division
Duplex (TDD) mode of operation. The precoders in this method are a function of the dual relationship
between the MIMO forward and reverse channels. Another IA framework involving TDD channels is
presented in [15]. In [16], interference alignment in MIMO downlink networks is investigated, where
precoders are derived by eigen decomposition of the MIMO channels.

Another IA scheme for a K-User MIMO X network is proposed in [17]. By appropriately precoding
the transmit signals, this scheme maximizes the interference-free space by limiting the interference at
every mobile device to half of the received signal space. Further, by applying a zero forcing beamformer
which is a function of interfering channels and precoders, interference cancellation has been achieved
for K = 3. The algorithms in [17] are purely theoretical and in this paper, we improve upon them.

Discussion on how to demodulate symbols is not provided in [17]. Further, in order to maximize
capacity, we wish to operate the K-User MIMO X system such that each access point is transmitting
different symbols to each mobile device, whilst all being on the same frequency subcarrier. We have
investigated the case where each access point is on a different subcarrier in [18] and found that the
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bandwidth and therefore the capacity of the K-User system is reduced by a factor of K, which is
significant. This paper presents a new signal separation beamformer to regain the lost factor of K.

Interference Alignment uses precoders and beamformers that are channel dependent. Naturally,
channel estimation is critical to IA [19,20]. Both [17] and our previous works [18,21,22] either consider
perfect channel state information or do not consider exact channel estimation error models. Neither
considers the overheads arising from transmitting pilot symbols for estimation. Park and Ko [17]
assumes perfect channel state information. Yerrapragada and Kelley [18] does not explicitly estimate
the channel but assumes a Cramér–Rao variance for the estimation error, which is only a lower-bound
on the error. In [21], the channel is not estimated but the effects of imperfect estimation are simulated.
Residual interference due to imperfect precoders and beamformers is modeled as a random variable
and an expression for its distribution is provided. Yerrapragada and Kelley [22] is the first paper that
introduces signal separation concepts for K-User MIMO, but it too assumes perfect channel estimation.

In this paper, we extend our previous work to provide realistic and practical capacity results for
K-User MIMO X systems that account for channel estimation overheads.

2. System Model for Cellular-Based K-User MIMO

This section describes the system model for K-User MIMO X that shows transmit precoding,
receive interference cancellation, and signal separation. Table 1 shows the parameters used in the
key equations and derivations. Figure 2 shows the overall K-User MIMO protocol steps. Lastly, an
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) multiple access protocol is shown. This protocol
illustrates the pilot overhead resulting from serving several (> K) mobile devices.

Table 1. System model parameters for key derivations.

Parameter Description Size For K = 3

M Minimum number of antennas at each access point and mobile device ≥ K(K − 1) ≥ 6
ND Number of desired signals at each mobile device K 3
NI Number of interference terms at each mobile device K(K − 1) 6
Hij Channel matrix between access point j and mobile device i M × M 6 × 6
vij Precoder vector for signal between access point j and mobile device i M × 1 6 × 1
sij Symbol to be transmitted between access point j and mobile device i 1 × 1 1 × 1
wi Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at mobile device i M × 1 6 × 1
PI

i Matrix of aligned interference column vectors at the mobile device i M × NI
2 6 × 3

Ui Zero forcing beamformer matrix at mobile device i M × M − NI
2 6 × 3

PD
ij Matrix of desired column vectors at mobile device i to isolate signal from

access point j
M − NI

2 × ND − 1 3 × 2

Uij Signal Separation beamformer matrix at mobile device i to isolate signal
from access point j

M − NI
2 ×

M − NI
2 − (ND − 1)

3 × 1

Ns Number of recovered copies of each symbol sij M − NI
2 − (ND − 1) 1
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Figure 2. K-User MIMO X network showing the application of precoders at the access points as well as
stage 1 and stage 2 beamformers (Equations (1)–(3)).

2.1. Received Signal at Antenna

Each of the K access points and mobile devices is equipped with M antennas. The all-to-all
connectivity results in each mobile device receiving K desired signals and K(K − 1) interfering signals.
This is shown in Figure 2 and Equation (1). Transmitted symbols sij between the jth access point and
the ith mobile device are precoded by length M precoder vectors vij and transmitted over Rayleigh
fading channels Hij. Without loss of generality, we consider downlink transmissions. The received
signal at the ith mobile device is given by

yi =
K

∑
j=1

Hijvijsij︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired signal

+
K

∑
j=1

K

∑
k=1, �=i

Hijvkjskj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Total interference

+ wi︸︷︷︸
Noise

. (1)

This paper focuses on the maximum capacity scenario. Therefore it is assumed that each sij is
unique. The precoders vij are channel dependent and are obtained by solving a system of alignment
equations. The procedure for obtaining the precoder vectors is shown in Appendix A. The noise at the
ith mobile device, wi is assumed to be 0 mean Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with variance
σ2

wi
= E[wiw∗

i ], where E[.] represents the expected value.

2.2. Received Signal after Beamformer for Interference Cancellation

A beamformer matrix Ui is applied to the received signal yi to cancel the interference, as
shown below:

y1
i = UH

i · yi = UH
i

K
∑

j=1
Hijvijsij + UH

i ·
K

∑
j=1

K

∑
k=1, �=i

Hijvkjskj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iε ≈ 0

+UH
i wi, (2)
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where Iε is the residual interference after cancellation. In the case of perfect channel state information,
it is exactly equal to zero. The interference cancellation beamformer Ui is obtained by first generating
a matrix, whose columns contain aligned interference vectors. The left-hand side of the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of this matrix contains the beamformer. The derivation of this beamformer is
shown in Appendix A.

2.3. Received Signal after Beamformer for Desired Signals Separation

Symbols transmitted from access points on the same frequency subcarrier, add coherently at the
mobile device. Under this model, symbol recovery is straightforward when each access point sends
the same symbol to the ith mobile device. However, for maximizing capacity, each access point must
be able to send different symbols to the ith mobile device. In such cases, a second beamformer operator
is applied after interference cancellation, as shown in Equation (3). This second operator is applied K
times at each mobile device (shown in Figure 1) and helps separate the signals sent from each of the K
access points.

y2
ij = UH

ij UH
i y1

i = UH
ij UH

i

K

∑
j=1

Hijvijsij + UH
ij Iε︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈ 0

+UH
ij UH

i wi (3)

= UH
ij UH

i Hijvijsij + UH
ij UH

i wi
To detector for symbol recovery−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ŝij.

The signal separation beamformer Uij is obtained by first generating a matrix whose columns
contain desired signal vectors from other access points that act as interference when recovering the
symbol transmitted from a specific access point. The left-hand side of the SVD of this matrix contains
the beamformer. The derivation of this beamformer is shown in Appendix A.

After separation, the desired signals from each of the K access points can be decoded by correcting
for the effects of Uij, Ui, Hij, and vij. The decoding and detection process that recovers the symbols sij
is shown in Appendix A.

2.4. K-User MIMO X Multiple Access Protocol

We now apply K-User MIMO X to a typical OFDM cellular scenario. Let us assume that there
are nK mobile devices (n ≥ 1) associating with K access points forming n K-User-Groups (UG). In a
single UG, there are K2M2 Channel Impulse Responses (CIR) that need to be estimated. We propose
that each of the MK transmit antennas sends pilot symbols on non-overlapping OFDM symbol times.
In this paper, we assume the use of pilot signals that are configured for both synchronization as well as
channel estimation. An example of such a sequence is the Zadoff–Chu sequence, commonly used in
4G Long Term Evolution (LTE). Akin to LTE pilot signals, when one transmit antenna is sending pilots,
all other transmit antennas are off. This is shown in Figure 3. In the time domain, the channel needs to
remain constant for at least MK symbol times. We leverage frequency domain resources to support
the n User Groups. In the frequency domain, the available bandwidth B is divided into m sub-bands,
where m = B

Bc
and Bc is the channel coherence bandwidth. Each of the m sub-bands is divided equally

among the n K-User-Groups. As shown in Figure 3, each UG gets a chunk of bandwidth in each of
the m sub-bands in which to transmit pilot signals for synchronization and channel estimation. The
channels in the sub-bands not available for a certain UG can easily be obtained by interpolation. The
channel estimates are conveyed by the mobile devices to a global network entity in the backhaul which
makes all channels available to all access points and mobile devices through the appropriate interfaces.
The overhead from this step is not considered in this paper and will make up future work.
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Figure 3. Example showing the channel estimation overhead for n K-User-Groups (UG). The bandwidth
allocated for estimation is divided among the n K-User-Groups. Each group transmits pilot signals in
its allocated band.

3. Derivation of Shannon Capacity for K-User MIMO X and Small Cell Geometric Capacity in
Rayleigh Fading

This section presents an analysis of Shannon Capacity as a function of K, with and without
pilot overheads. Further simulation results show the statistical distributions of capacity for K = 3 in
Rayleigh fading and small cell geometries.

3.1. Ideal K-User MIMO X Capacity vs. K Excluding Pilot Overhead

The theorem for the upper-bound capacity for K-User MIMO X incorporates channel and
beamformer gains that scale with K and antenna array size M. It is defined below.

Theorem 1. The upper bound multi-user capacity of a K-User MIMO X system is bounded by Cbits/sec ≤
BK2log2(1 +

[
M − NI

2 − (ND − 1)
][

M − NI
2

]2

M2 × SINR), where B is the bandwidth, and the

SINR = Ptd−α

σ2
w

includes the transmit power Pt and the distance dependence based on a path loss exponent
α and target distance d. The proof of Theorem 1 and verification by simulation are shown in Appendices B and C,
respectively. The result of Theorem 1 gives the upper-bound multi-user capacity of the combined K2 streams.
Note that the theorem represents an unconstrained case which assumes that the entire available time-frequency
resources are available only for data transmission.

3.2. Ideal K-User MIMO X Capacity vs. K Including Pilot Overhead

Real systems are impacted by various overheads for synchronization signals, channel estimation
pilot signals, and exchange of other control information. In this paper, we consider two of the most
important overheads—that of synchronization and channel estimation. We propose the use of pilot
signals configured for both time synchronization and channel estimation. Consequently, we define the
following theorem that refines Theorem 1 to include pilot overheads.

Theorem 2. If MK channel estimation symbols can be transmitted in less than the channel coherence time, i.e.,
MKTsymb < Tc, the remaining time can be reserved exclusively for data transmission. The capacity equation

in Theorem 1 can be modified as follows, Cbits/sec ≤ Tc−MKTsymb
Tc

BK2log2(1 +

[
M − NI

2 − (ND − 1)
][

M −

NI
2

]2

M2 × SINR), where Tc is the channel coherence time. Tsymb is the duration of 1 OFDM symbol given
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by (N + CP)Ts, where N is the size of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), CP is the size of the Cyclic Prefix in
samples, and Ts is the sampling period.

Figure 4 shows the Shannon Capacity curves for K-User MIMO X with and without pilot
overheads. The key observation from the curves is that while the unconstrained capacity from
Theorem 1 continues to grow with K, that is not the case when pilot overheads are taken into account.
After a certain point, it can be seen that the pilot overheads overwhelm the gains from K-User MIMO
and the capacity begins to drop. In highly varying channel scenarios, it is more beneficial to operate
at a lower value of K and schedule several User Groups in a multiple access framework similar to
that shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 also compares the performance of our K-User MIMO X system with
5G-NR Massive MIMO [23]. It should be noted that the Massive MIMO model assumes one access
point equipped with M antennas and K single-antenna mobile devices. The Shannon limit is also
plotted. This limit is based on the analysis provided in [24] and assumes a system with a single access
point and single mobile device each with MK antennas.

Figure 4. Comparison of our very high throughput K-User MIMO X spectral efficiencies against related
technologies such as 5G-NR Massive MIMO. Spectral Efficiencies are for a 100 m cell in an Indoor A
channel scenario. The curve for Massive MIMO is based on the formula shown in [23]. The number of
antennas is M = K(K − 1).

3.3. Capacity Results for Small Cell K-User MIMO at K = 3

This section describes the simulation model, choosing K = 3 as an example. Simulations are done
in MATLAB and the key parameters are listed in Table 2. Cell spectral efficiency performance in 500 m,
100 m, and 50 m hexagonal cells is obtained and shown in Figure 5.
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters.

Channel Model Rayleigh Fading

Channel Scenario Indoor A [25]
Cell Radius 50 m, 100 m, 500 m
Transmit Power 16 dBW
Total Bandwidth 20 MHz
FFT Size (N) 2048
Cyclic Prefix (CP) 512 samples
Sampling frequency 30.72 MHz
Subcarrier spacing 15 kHz
Number of used sub-carriers 1320
Noise Figure 4 dB
Thermal Noise Density −203.9 dBW/Hz
Path Loss Exponent 3

Figure 5. Cumulative distribution functions of spectral efficiencies in bits/sec/Hz for K = 3 in single
hexagonal cells of radius 50 m, 100 m, and 500 m for Indoor A channel scenarios [25]. Results are shown
both with realistic channel estimation using ML/MMSE and also at the Cramér–Rao Lower Bound.

Without loss of generality, the hexagonal geometry is chosen, for simplicity of analysis. The
system can easily be translated to stochastic geometries, commonly associated with 5G systems. 3
access points are placed on alternate corners of the cell. 3 mobile devices are placed uniformly within
the cell. The simulations assume an exponential path loss Lij = d−α

ij .
While K-User MIMO X is not limited by any particular channel scenario, we note that one example

of a use case is a high-throughput IoT robotic factory model. Hence, without loss of generality, a
Rayleigh fading channel model with the Indoor A power delay profile [25] is used. Considering
an Indoor A channel scenario with parameters such as velocity v = 3 kmph, carrier frequency
fc = 1.9 GHz, and speed of light c = 3 × 108 m/s, the channel coherence time Tc is calculated as
Tc =

√
9

16π f 2
d
≈ 80 ms, where fd is the Doppler shift given by fd = v fc

c . Let us assume that we only

have a fraction of the channel coherence time, say 60 ms.
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Multiple channel and location trials are run. In each trial, the channel is estimated in the first 18
symbol times (1.5 ms). This paper assumes the use of well-known estimation methods such as the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE).

For statistical analysis, it suffices to assume the presence of one K-User-Group. In such a case,
the entire bandwidth is available for pilot signals. We use the Zadoff–Chu sequence for both time
synchronization and channel estimation. After channel estimation, the remaining 58.5 ms is available
for data transmission. The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the spectral efficiency is
calculated from the multiple trials and plotted in Figure 5. These spectral efficiencies account for pilot
signal overhead as well as estimation error.

In the case of n > 1 K-User-Groups, in the channel estimation symbols, the bandwidth can be
divided as shown in Figure 3. In the data transmission symbols, the bandwidth could also be divided
into sub-bands in which the different User Groups could be network scheduled using greedy or
proportional fair algorithms.

Incorporation of Channel Estimation Errors

Figure 6 shows the variance of the estimation error as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for both
the ML and MMSE estimates. The Cramér–Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is also shown. As expected, the
ML and MMSE variances are higher than the CRLB. The equations for the channel estimation methods
and the CRLB are well researched in other works and are hence shown in Appendix D. Figure 5
also shows the spectral efficiency if the estimation error variance is at the Cramér–Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB). To simulate this, we calculate the CRLB as shown in Equation (A15) in Appendix D. The CRLB
is calculated for each transmit–receive antenna link, and error terms are drawn from CN (0, σ2

CRLB).
These errors are added to the actual channels to simulate estimation error at the CRLB.

Figure 6. Comparison of channel estimation error variance between Maximum Likelihood
(ML)/Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) and the Cramér–Rao Lower Bound (CRLB).

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the median best case spectral efficiency in 500 m, 100 m, and 50 m
cells are 170, 230, and 256 bits/sec/Hz, respectively. These results are under Rayleigh fading conditions.
If the channel follows a Rician distribution, it means that there is one dominant line of sight path in the
Channel Impulse Response. The stronger the line-of-sight component, the rarer the occurrences of deep
fades. Though this scenario is not simulated explicitly, we have investigated another scenario which is
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maximum capacity scheduling with Rayleigh fading. This approach schedules K-User-Groups in a
particular sub-band with the best channel conditions, thus weeding out deep fade channel instances.
We have found very little improvement in spectral efficiency with this type of scheduling. We believe
that the same will be the case with Rician channels. The reason for this is that the non co-located nature
of K-User MIMO transmitters already provides enough channel diversity to overcome the effects of
deep fades.

The spectral efficiencies in Figure 5 are multi-user values and take into account the fact that
channel estimation through pilot signals takes up 18 symbol times, where no data is transmitted. In a
20 MHz band, this amounts to a best-case scenario of 3.4 Gbps, 4.6 Gbps, and 5.1 Gbps, respectively; and
in the case of 5 aggregated bands, data rates in excess of 17 Gbps, 23 Gbps, and 25 Gbps, respectively,
can be achieved. This underlines the wide range of exciting possibilities that can be achieved in
beyond-5G and 6G networks with K-User MIMO X.

The 6G extension of eMBB, defined in [26] as eMBB Plus, will serve mobile and IoT
communications with data rate requirements far greater than 5G. The high throughput and spectral
efficiency of K-User MIMO X lend themselves well to help support eMBB Plus. 6G will also be more
machine-learning and security driven [27,28]. The all-to-all nature of K-User MIMO X, with its ability
to switch between maximum capacity and maximum reliability modes, makes it particularly suitable
for future machine learning integration. Machine learning algorithms could be used to come up
with new encoding schemes across the K transmitters that can help adapt to spatially and temporally
varying channel conditions as well as eavesdroppers and jammers. This flexibility leads perfectly
into the 6G version of URLLC, known as event-defined-URLLC [28], which provides context-aware
communications not thought of in 5G.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed and identified the massive scope for increased throughput for
beyond-5G or 6G networks. Under realistic channel estimation constraints, we have provided a K-User
MIMO X framework that can cancel interference, demodulate, and maximize capacity through signal
separation. Further practical aspects such as OFDM multiple access for channel estimation and data
transmission have been described. Lastly, cell capacity performance has been simulated and compared
with related technologies.
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Appendix A. K-User MIMO Interference Alignment Mathematics for K = 3

Appendix A.1. System of Interference Alignment Equations for Precoder Generation

Interference cancellation can be achieved subject to the following constraints.
Postulate 1 [17]: At each mobile device, interfering signals from the same access point cannot be

aligned in the same direction such that Hijvkj �= Hijvlj, where i �= k �= l.
Postulate 2 [17]: In a K user system, since each mobile device receives K(K − 1) interference

components, in order to align (K − 1) interference signals along K dimensions, the condition to be met
is span(Himvkm) = span(Hinvln), where k, l �= i.

Since there are K(K − 1) interference terms at each mobile device, the minimum number of
antennas at each access point and mobile device has to be M = K(K − 1).
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Table A1 shows one possible set of Interference Alignment equations for K = 3. These equations
are formed by dividing the K(K − 1) interference terms at each mobile device into pairs, subject to
postulates 1 and 2. Each pair represents the left- and right-hand sides of a single IA equation. Since
there are K(K − 1) interference terms at each mobile device, there will be K(K−1)

2 IA equations. These
equations will be used to solve for the precoders.

Table A1. K-User MIMO X Interference Alignment (IA) conditions, K = 3.

IA conditions [17]

Rx 1

span(H11v21) = span(H12v22)

span(H11v31) = span(H13v33)

span(H12v32) = span(H13v23)

Rx 2

span(H21v11) = span(H22v12)

span(H21v31) = span(H23v13)

span(H22v32) = span(H23v33)

Rx 3

span(H31v11) = span(H33v23)

span(H31v21) = span(H32v12)

span(H32v22) = span(H33v13)

Each access point will apply K precoders. From the IA equations, the precoders vij are obtained
as follows:

v12 = (H22)
−1H21v11 v33 = (H13)

−1H11v31

v21 = (H31)
−1H32v12 v32 = (H22)

−1H23v33

v22 = (H12)
−1H11v21 v23 = (H13)

−1H12v32

v13 = (H33)
−1H32v22 v11 = (H31)

−1H33v23

v31 = (H21)
−1H23v13.

(A1)

The initial value of v11 is obtained by first defining a matrix E [17] as follows:

E = (H31)
−1H33(H13)

−1H12(H22)
−1H23(H13)

−1H11

× (H21)
−1H23(H33)

−1H32(H12)
−1H11(H31)

−1H32

× (H22)
−1H21.

(A2)

It is to be noted that E is obtained from Equation (A1). Then, v11 is arbitrarily chosen to be one of the
eigenvectors of E and subsequently, all the other precoders can be obtained in the order, v12, v21, v22,
v13, v31, v33, v32, and v23.

Appendix A.2. Obtaining the Beamformer for Interference Cancellation

The zero forcing beamformer matrix Ui is obtained by first defining a matrix PI
i for each mobile

device and taking the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as follows:

PI
1 =

[
H11v21 H11v31 H12v32

]
=

[
Ū(1)

1 Ū(0)
1

] [Λ̄1

0

] [
V̄(1)

1 V̄(0)
1

]H
,

(A3)

where PI
1 is the set of aligned interfering column vectors at the first mobile device. From Equation

(A3), we can set Ū(0)
1 = U1, the zero forcing beamformer at the first mobile device. The number of
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columns in U1 is equal to the number of nonzero singular values in Λ̄1. Similarly, we determine the
beamformers at the second and third mobile devices by defining PI

2 =
[

H21v11 H21v31 H22v32

]
and

PI
3 =

[
H31v11 H31v21 H32v22

]
, where PI

2 and PI
3 are the sets of aligned interfering column vectors at

the second and third mobile devices, respectively.

Appendix A.3. Obtaining the Beamformer for Signal Separation

At the ith mobile device, in order to separate the different signals sent from the K access points,
we apply a second beamformer matrix. This operator is applied K times at each mobile device. This
matrix is obtained by defining a matrix PD

ij for each access-point–mobile-device pair and taking the
SVD as follows:

PD
11 =

[
UH

1 H12v12 UH
1 H13v13

]
=

[
Ū(1)

11 Ū(0)
11

] [Λ̄11

0

] [
V̄(1)

11 V̄(0)
11

]H
,

(A4)

where PD
11 is the set of desired column vectors at mobile device 1 corresponding to access points 2

and 3. From Equation (A4), we can set Ū(0)
11 = U11. The number of columns in U11 is equal to the

number of nonzero singular values in Λ̄11. The matrix U11, when multiplied to the received signal
after zero forcing, isolates the desired signal at mobile device 1 from access point 1. Similarly, the
desired signals at mobile device 1 from access points 2 and 3 respectively can be isolated by defining
PD

12 =
[
UH

1 H11v11 UH
1 H13v13

]
and PD

13 =
[
UH

1 H11v11 UH
1 H12v12

]
, where PD

12 and PD
13 are the sets of

desired column vectors at mobile device 1 corresponding to access points 1,3 and 1,2, respectively. The
same process can be repeated at the other mobile devices.

Appendix A.4. K-User MIMO X Demodulation and Symbol Detection

The following demodulation process helps recover symbols arriving from each access point. Note
that this process is applied after zero forcing and signal separation. Defining Γij = UH

ij UH
i Hij and

taking the SVD, we have
Γij = Φij · Λij · ΨH

ij , (A5)

where Λij is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of Γij such that

Λij =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

λij(1) 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 λij(2) 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

0 0 λij(Ns) 0 . . . 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (A6)

The information symbol from access point j to mobile device i is estimated by the element
wise division,

[ŝij(1), . . . , ŝij(γ), . . . , ŝij(Ns)]
T =

φH
ij ỹij

ψH
ij vij

. (A7)

The demodulation process recovers Ns copies (refer to Table 1) of each symbol sij corresponding
to the number of nonzero singular values in Λij.

Due to interference cancellation, the demodulated signal obtained from Equation (A7) takes
the form

ŝij =
Ns

∑
γ=1

λij(γ)sij(γ) + ŵi, (A8)
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where λij(γ) is the γth diagonal element in Λij and ŵij is the noise after demodulation.
The spectral efficiency after interference cancellation, signal separation, and demodulation can be

computed as follows:

Cbits/sec/Hz = log2

[
1 +

∣∣∣ Ns
∑

γ=1
λij(γ)sij(γ)

∣∣∣2
|ŵi|2

]
. (A9)

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. To complete the proof, we leverage two well-known results from Matrix Theory [29]. First, for
any matrix A, the sum of the squares of the singular values is equal to the square of its Frobenius Norm
such that ∑i λ2

i (A) = ‖A‖2
F, where λi(A) is the ith singular value of A and ‖A‖F is the Frobenius

Norm of A. This follows from the decomposition of matrix A as a singular value decomposition,
A = UΛVH . The Frobenius norm is invariant under orthogonal transformation of the left and right
orthogonal matrices. Therefore, based on the fact that λi(A) is the component of A along the diagonal
of Λ, the sum of squares of the components of Λ equals the square of the Frobenius norm.

Second, the Frobenius Norm of the product of matrices is upper bounded by the product of the
Frobenius Norms of the individual matrices such that ‖AB‖F ≤ ‖A‖F ‖B‖F. The proof of this is based
on the well-known Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality.

From Equation (A5), Γij = UH
ij UH

i Hij and λij(1) · · · λij(Ns) are the singular values of Γij.
Combining the above two statements from [29],

Ns

∑
γ=1

|λij(γ)|2 =
∥∥Γij

∥∥2
F

≤
∥∥∥UH

ij

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥UH
i

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥Hij
∥∥2

F

≤ ∑ |λ(UH
ij )|2 ∑ |λ(UH

i )|2 ∑ |λ(Hij)|2

≤
[

M − NI
2

− (ND − 1)
][

M − NI
2

]
·
[

M − NI
2

]
M · M, (A10)

where λ(UH
ij ), λ(UH

i ), and λ(Hij) are the singular values of UH
ij , UH

i , and Hij, respectively. It should

be noted that ∑Ns
γ=1 |λij(γ)|2 is the gain for one stream between the jth access point and the ith mobile

device. There are K2 such streams. Therefore, the multi-user capacity is given by

Cbits/sec ≤ BK2log2

(
1 +

[
M − NI

2
− (ND − 1)

][
M − NI

2

]2

M2 × SINR
)

. (A11)

Appendix C. Verification of Capacity Upper Bound

To verify the capacity upper bound for K = 3, several simulation trials were run in which Rayleigh
Fading Channels with the Indoor A power delay profile were generated. It should be noted that Uij
and Ui are normalized to have a power of 1, whereas Hij has a power of 1 only in an expected sense.
The values of ∑ |λ(UH

ij )|2, ∑ |λ(UH
i )|2, and ∑ |λ(Hij)|2 were found to be 3, 18, and 6, which correspond

to the dimensions of Uij, Ui, and Hij, respectively (Table 1).
The SVD in Equation (A5) is computed and a distribution of the sum of the singular value powers

∑Ns
γ=1 |λij(γ)|2 is plotted. This is shown in Figure A1. It can be clearly seen from the distribution that

the values of the singular value power sum fall below the upper bound for K = 3, thus satisfying
the theorem.
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Figure A1. Relative frequency distribution of the singular value power sum for K = 3. The upper
bound for this sum is given by Equation (A10).

Appendix D. Channel Estimation Theory and Cramér–Rao Lower Bound

In OFDM systems, for proper detection of symbols, channel estimation is performed by
transmitting either known pilot symbols at certain frequency subcarriers or across the entire OFDM
symbol. In the K-User MIMO X framework described above, the pilot signals are set up such that only
one antenna is transmitting in any given symbol time, during the estimation phase. So, the MIMO
channel estimation can be broken down into several single-antenna channel estimations. To that end,
in this section, we summarize some of the well known theories on estimating a channel between a
single transmit–receive antenna pair. We also present the mathematics for calculating the Cramér–Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB).

Let h = [h(0), h(1), . . . , h(L − 1)]T represent the length L Channel Impulse Response (CIR). Let us
denote the Channel Frequency Response (CFR) as H = Fh, where F is the N × N Fourier Transform
twiddle factor matrix, where N is the Fourier Transform size.

Let us assume that an OFDM symbol X containing Np pilots is transmitted, where Np ≤ N. The
received signal Y between a single transmit–receive antenna pair in the frequency domain is given
by [30]

Y = diag(X)Fh + W, (A12)

where W is the noise with variance σ2
w.

Let Fp denote the Np × L truncated Fourier matrix. The Maximum Likelihood estimate of the
channel is given by [30]

hML = (FH
p Fp)

−1FH
p diag(X)HY. (A13)

It is to be noted that hML is in the time domain. The corresponding frequency domain estimate HML
can be obtained by taking the Fourier Transform.

The Minimum Mean Square Error estimate of the channel is given by [30]

HMMSE = RHHp(RHHp + σ2(diag(X)diag(X)H)−1)−1HML, (A14)
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where Hp is the channel frequency response at the pilot subcarriers, RHHp is the cross-correlation
between all the subcarriers and the pilot-subcarriers, and RHp Hp is the autocorrelation between the
pilot subcarriers.

The CRLB is referenced from [31], in which it is defined as follows:

σ2
CRLB = σ2Tr{D−1}, (A15)

where 1
σ2 is the effective signal-to-noise ratio after the signal power has been normalized to 1. The

operator Tr{.} is the matrix trace. The matrix D, a function of the pilot locations is defined as

Dn,k =
Np−1

∑
m=0

e−j2π(n−k)im/N 0 ≤ n, k ≤ L − 1, where {im : 0 < m < Np − 1} represents the indices of

the pilot locations.
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Abstract: Narrow beam width, higher gain and multibeam characteristics are demanded in 5G
technology. Array antennas that are utilized in the existing mobile base stations have many drawbacks
when operating at upper 5G frequency bands. For example, due to the high frequency operation,
the antenna elements become smaller and thus, in order to provide higher gain, more antenna
elements and arrays are required, which will cause the feeding network design to be more complex.
The lens antenna is one of the potential candidates to replace the current structure in mobile base
station. Therefore, a negative refractive index shaped lens is proposed to provide high gain and
narrow beamwidth using energy conservation and Abbe’s sine principle. The aim of this study is to
investigate the multibeam characteristics of a negative refractive index shaped lens in mobile base
station applications. In this paper, the feed positions for the multibeam are selected on the circle from
the center of the lens and the accuracy of the feed position is validated through Electromagnetic (EM)
simulation. Based on the analysis performed in this study, a negative refractive index shaped lens
with a smaller radius and slender lens than the conventional lens is designed, with the additional
capability of performing wide-angle beam scanning.

Keywords: lens antenna; negative refractive index; multibeam; beam scanning

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a rapid development of antennas to meet the advanced mobile
technology requirements. In the 5G mobile technology system, millimeter wave is used, which produces
a smaller cell size and requires a multibeam radiation pattern in order to achieve massive Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) operation [1,2] with the purpose to serve massive number of users, consistent
interconnectivity and larger capacity. At millimeter wave, the base station size becomes less than
30cm. So, aperture antennas such as reflector antennas and dielectric lens antennas become promising
candidates as compared to the present array antennas. For multibeam operation, the dielectric lens
antenna can achieve very good performance by designing the lens using Abbe’s sine condition [3],
which is validated further in this paper.

There were several studies conducted to investigate the multibeam application using the lens
antenna. The Luneburg lens antenna is one of the commonly used designs. However, major issues
of the conventional Luneburg lens are large and heavy. In [4], a Luneburg lens with an operating
frequency of 1–8 GHz was proposed. In the paper, multilayer Luneburg lenses were fabricated with
the diameters of 0.6 and 1.0 m and weighing of 5 and 21 kg, respectively. A number of feed antennas
was placed around the lens to produce multibeam with the same beam shapes. Beam scanning was
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achieved by switching the feed around the surface of the lens. The traditional Luneburg lenses weight
has been reduced up to 8–10 times; however, in 5G base station application, this weight and size are
not practical. A flat Luneburg lens antenna with a geometry of 80 × 5 mm2 was designed to operate at
Ka-band [5]. A linear antenna array with 11 E-shaped patch antenna elements is employed to feed the
lens antenna. The lens is formed by rectangular shaped concentric six layered dielectric materials with
a permittivity ranging from 1.74 to 10 to achieve higher aperture efficiency. This lens antenna produces
a realized gain of 14.2 dBi. In total, 11 beams are produced for ±60◦ beam scanning. However, a lens
antenna employing natural dielectric material is known to produce a thicker lens size, and thus is not
suitable for base station application. In order to reduce the lens thickness, a metamaterial lens concept
was proposed [6]. Lens structure became concave and reduced the lens thickness. As for metamaterial
lens fabrication, a lens of refractive index of n = −1 was shown in [7]. The structure is obtained by
using 100 unit cells of dielectric resonator structure, 0.5 of f/D with lens aperture of 5.7 λ (156 mm) at an
11 GHz operating frequency. The achieved multibeam radiation pattern is shown in [8]. To achieve a
good multibeam characteristic, Abbe’s sine condition design is proposed in this paper, and comparison
with the energy conservation technique is analyzed.

In this paper, the application of Abbe’s sine design and energy conservation design are employed
to develop a metamaterial lens. Based on the lens shaping equation, the possibility of the negative
refractive index design is ensured. In order to solve the design equations, a MATLAB program is
developed. The design accuracies of the MATLAB program are estimated using ray tracing results and
calculation of the refraction angles on the lens surfaces. For validation, the multibeam radiation pattern
is calculated using a commercial electromagnetic simulator, High Frequency Structure Simulator
(HFSS). Figure 1 shows the proposed base station structure.

Figure 1. Proposed mobile base station structure.

2. Design Method

In designing the lens surface, the ray tracing method was employed. All rays passing through
the aperture plane are designed to be parallel to the z-axis in order to achieve a flat wave front at the
aperture plane.

2.1. Lens Configuration

Figure 2 shows the proposed antenna configuration and the associated radiation parameters.
The feed radiator radiates signal towards the negative refractive index shaped lens, and the result is
observed at the aperture. The detailed description of the parameters is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Lens configuration and parameters.

Table 1. Antenna parameters.

Parameter Description

n Refractive index
Ep2(θ) Feed pattern
Ed2(x) Aperture Distribution
θm Angle from feed to the lens edge

2.2. Lens Shape Equations

2.2.1. Aperture Distribution Designing

Based on Figure 2, at surface 1, S1 of the lens, Snell’s law is given by Equation (1) [9].

dr
dθ

=
rnsin(θ−ϕ)

ncos(θ−ϕ) − 1
(1)

At the lens surface 2, the expression for the slope dz
dx can be derived from the condition that all

exit rays after refraction are parallel to the z- axis, as shown in Equation (2). The dz
dx expression can be

separated into dz
dθ and dx

dθ , as shown in Equation (2) for variable change from dx to dθ.

dz
dx

=
nsin(ϕ)

1− ncos(ϕ)
,

dz
dθ

=
nsin(ϕ)

1− ncos(ϕ)
dx
dθ

(2)

The equal condition of ray path length can be expressed in Equation (3) where Lt indicates the
total path length from the feed to the aperture plane.

Lt = r + n(
x− rcosϕ

cosϕ
) + zo − z = constant (3)
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By using this equation, the variable ϕ in Equations (1) and (2) can be expressed by the variable θ.
Then, through simplification, the variable of Equations (1) and (2) becomes only θ. The electric power
conservation at the ray is composed of dx and dθ

dx
dθ

=
Ep2(θ)∫ θm

0 Ep2(θ)dθ

∫ Xm
0 Ed2(x)dx

Ed2(x)
(4)

The three differential Equations (1), (2) and (4) determine the lens shape in the MATLAB program.
For the electric field intensity at feed radiator, Ep2(θ), Equation (5) is implemented. Meanwhile,
Equation (6) is used for aperture illumination distribution, Ed2(x).

Ep2(θ) = cosm(θ) (5)

Ed2(x) = [(1− (1− 1
C
)(

x
Xm

)
2
)]p (6)

2.2.2. Abbe’s Sine Condition

In optic, a collimating lens can be designed to be a coma free for a limited scan by imposing the
Abbe’s sine condition. Coma refers to the aberration inherent to certain optical designs or due to
imperfection in the lens or other components that results in off-axis point sources. This condition is
automatically fulfilled if the inner surface of a conventional waveguide lens is spherical. The condition
in the red circle in Figure 3 interprets the Abbe’s sine condition. When the initial and the final ray
are extended, these rays are intersecting inside the lens on a circle radius of fe [2]. Abbe’s sine law in
Equations (7) and (9) are applied in the MATLAB program to design the shaped lens.

x = fesin(θ− dθ) (7)

Figure 3. Abbe’s sine condition.

For dθ << 1, Equation (7) becomes
x = fesinθ (8)

dx
dθ

= fecosθ (9)

2.3. Program Flow Chart

A flow chart in Figure 4 represents the processes involved in negative refractive index lens design
using MATLAB software. Program codes were developed based on the equations and formula that
were previously described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The initial parameters (n, θm, ro, do) determined
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at the lens edge are shown in Figure 5. The equations for feed radiation pattern, Ep2 (θ), and aperture
distributions, Ed2(x), are given. Next, differential Equations (1), (2) and (4) or (1), (2) and (9) are solved
by the MATLAB routine of “ode45”.

 

Figure 4. MATLAB Program.

Figure 5. Initial parameters at the lens edge.

The explanation for the initial input values is shown in Figure 5. θ0 is an important parameter
that determines the lens thickness where d0 is the initial thickness.

3. MATLAB Shape Design

3.1. Simulation of Energy Conservation Law

A negative refractive index lens is designed based on the energy conservation law by using
Equations (3) and (4) in the MATLAB shape design program.
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3.1.1. Aperture Distribution Design

Figure 6a shows the horn feed radiation, Ep2(θ). The lens area is about −55◦ to 55◦ at −10 dB.
It means that the area that is covered by the horn radiation beam is from −55◦ to 55◦. The aperture
distribution, Ed2(x), is shown in Figure 6b, which represents the edge level of the aperture distribution.

Figure 6. Energy conservation design.

Aperture distribution can be expressed as in (10). When Equation (10) is compared with theoretical
Equation (6) in Figure 7, it is observed that both equations have a good agreement with each other.

Ed2 (x) =
dθ
dx

Ep2 (θ) (10)

Figure 7. Comparison of aperture distribution.

Considering all the design parameters stated previously, the shaped lens was obtained as illustrated
in Figure 8. For the designed lens in Figure 8, the accuracy of the MATLAB program was validated by
calculating the incident angle, θi and refracted angle, θr at each surface of the lens. The refractive index
value, n, was manually determined using the Snell’s Law in (10). The calculated n value is expected
to be similar to the n value (n = −√2), which is used in the MATLAB design program. The lens
parameters are tabulated in Table 2.

n1sinθi = n2sinθr (11)
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Figure 8. Shaped lens.

Table 2. Lens parameters.

Parameters Value

Focal length (mm) 46.56
θm (◦) 55
θo (◦) −24

n −√2
C 7
d 20

Diameter (mm) 100

Table 3 represents the calculated n values considering the four first rays coming from the shaped
lens in Figure 9a,b. The n1 and n2 values were calculated based on Equation (11) and compared to the
exact n value that is used in MATLAB which is n = −√2. It is noticed that there is a small difference
between the calculated values due to some errors that occurred during angle determination.

Table 3. Calculated n-value.

Ray in θi (◦) θr (◦) n2 Ray out θi (◦) θr (◦) n1

1 32 19 1.62 1 0.2 0.3 1.49
2 31 19 1.58 2 0.7 1.0 1.42
3 32 20 1.54 3 1.0 1.5 1.49
4 30 20 1.46 4 1.5 2.0 1.33

Figure 9. Rays in and rays out.
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3.1.2. Abbe’s Sine Condition

The same process was repeated for Abbe’s sine Law by using Equations (7) and (9) in the MATLAB
design program. The shaped lens is shown in Figure 10. The lens parameters are tabulated in Table 4.

Figure 10. Abbe’s sine shaped lens.

Table 4. Lens parameters.

Parameters Value

fe (mm) 56.62
θm (◦) 55
θo (◦) −24

n −√2
C 7
d 15

Diameter (mm) 100

Table 5 represents the calculated n value considering the four first rays from the shaped lens in
Figure 11a,b. A small difference between the calculated values and the exact value used in MATLAB
may be due to errors during angle determination.

Figure 11. Rays in and rays out.

Table 5. Calculated n-value.

Ray in θi (◦) θr (◦) n2 Ray out θi (◦) θr (◦) n1

1 28 21 1.31 1 0.8 1 1.25
2 27 19 1.39 2 1.6 2 1.25
3 25 17 1.45 3 2 3 1.50
4 24 15 1.57 4 3 4 1.33
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4. EM Simulations for Radiation Characteristics

4.1. Horn Feed

In order to calculate a negative refractive index material, the HFSS Simulator was used. In MATLAB,
a point source was used to represent the feed, but in HFSS, a horn antenna was used to represent the
feed radiator. Table 6 shows the simulation parameters using HFSS.

Table 6. Simulation parameters using High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS).

Parameters Description/Value

Boundary Condition Radiation Boundary
Refractive index, −1.4142 (

√−2 ∗ √−1)
Permittivity, εr −2
Permeability, μr −1

A conical horn antenna is designed to operate at 28 GHz as shown in Figure 12a with the radiation
pattern illustrated in Figure 12b.

Figure 12. Performance of horn antenna as a feed radiator.

4.2. Energy Conservation Law

4.2.1. On-Focus

The designed shaped lens structure was simulated for performance evaluation. The lens structure
has a permittivity of εr = −2 and permeability μr = −1. Figure 13a,b show the electric field distribution
and the antenna gain, respectively. From Figure 13a, it is observed that the lens transformed the
spherical wave into the plane wave. The obtained parameters are shown in Table 7. The theoretical
value shows the uniform aperture case. This lens antenna structure produced a 27.55 dB gain with a
beamwidth of 7.81◦. The efficiency of the structure is about 66%.

Table 7. Lens structure simulation result.

Theoretical Simulation

Gain (dB) 29.35 27.55
θB (◦) 8.01 7.81

ΔG (dB) 0 −1.80
η (%) 100 66
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Figure 13. Energy conservation shaped lens performance.

4.2.2. Off-Focus

In order to prove that the designed lens shape is suitable for wide-angle beam scanning, multibeam
characteristics are investigated in this paper. The feed horn position shifts spherically by 10◦ using
the formula of F = f s, where F is the distance between the feed position and the center of the lens,
while f s is the focal length. The off-focus position is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Feed position arrangement.

The results of antenna gain for different feed positions is illustrated in Figure 15 and Table 8.
It is observed from the graph that there is no significant gain reduction for all the scanning angles.
The scanning losses are all less than 3 dB, which indicates that beamwidths are consistent for all
scanning angles. It can be concluded that this structure is suitable for wide-angle beam scanning.

Table 8. Simulation results of multibeam.

θ (◦) Gain (dB) θB (◦)
0 27.55 7.81
10 27.14 7.72
20 26.50 8.31
30 25.18 8.97
40 23.09 9.06
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Figure 15. Antenna gain for scanning angle 0◦ to 40◦.

Figures 16 and 17 show the results of the electric distribution in magnitude and phase, respectively,
performed through near-field calculation. For on-focus condition, both intensity and phase distributions
show uniform and symmetrical characteristics as shown in Figures 16a and 17a, respectively. In off-focus
condition, the uniform characteristics are expected to be disturbed by some distortions due to the
non-linearity in phase; thus, the behaviors are non-symmetrical, as observed in Figures 16b and
17b. Both electrical intensity and phase are slightly distorted when the feed is displaced from its
original position.

Figure 16. Electric intensity distribution.

Figure 17. Electric phase distribution.
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4.3. Abbe’s Sine Law

4.3.1. On-Focus

For Abbe’s sine condition, a shaped lens structure with the permittivity value of εr = −2 and
permeability value of μr = −1 was simulated as shown in Figure 18a. The performance of the designed
lens is illustrated in Figure 18b. It is observed that this Abbe’s sine shaped lens produced a gain of
27.48 dB. The beamwidth is 7.64◦. This lens also has 65% efficiency, as shown in Table 9.

Figure 18. Abbe’s sine shaped lens performance.

Table 9. Simulation results.

Theoretical Simulation

Gain (dB) 29.35 27.48
θB (◦) 8.01 7.64

ΔG (dB) 0 −1.87
η (%) 100 65

4.3.2. Off-Focus

For multibeam investigation, the feed position of the horn antenna is varied from 0◦ to 40◦ with
10◦ intervals as illustrated in Figure 19. The same condition in energy conservation (F = f s) was
applied for Abbe’s sine shaped lens. The results for all scanning angles are represented in Figure 20
and Table 10. The gain is slightly lower as compared to the energy conservation shaped lens. However,
there is no significant gain reduction for every scanning angle. The beamwidths are also consistent for
all scanning angles.

Figure 19. Feed position arrangement.
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Figure 20. Antenna gain for scanning angle 0◦ to 40◦.

Table 10. Simulation results of different feed positions.

θ (◦) Gain (dB) θB (◦)
0 27.48 7.64

10 27.19 7.37
20 26.73 8.08
30 25.54 8.43
40 22.92 9.43

Figure 21a,b show the results of the electric field distribution during off-focus for Energy
Conservation and Abbe’s sine lens, respectively.

Figure 21. Electric field distribution during off-focus.

Figures 22 and 23 show the results of the electric distribution in magnitude and phase, respectively,
for Abbe’s sine lens. For on-focus condition, both intensity and phase distributions exhibited
uniform characteristics as shown in Figures 22a and 23a, respectively. Figures 22b and 23b present
off-focus condition, which shows that both electrical intensity and phase are slightly distorted. The feed
displacement from its original position affects the electrical intensity and the phase distribution linearity.
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Figure 22. Electric intensity distribution.

Figure 23. Electric phase distribution.

The performance for both types of lens are compared in Figure 24a,b. In terms of gain and
beamwidth, the performances of both lenses are similar: there is not much difference, as shown in
Figure 24a below.

Figure 24. Performance comparison for both types of lens.

4.4. Feed Position Analysis

In this section, the performance of the feed position for scanning angles of 20◦ until 40◦ is analyzed.
The performance of the designed energy conservation lens and Abbe’s sine lens is evaluated when the
feed is located closer and farther from the lens. The original position is F = f s as shown in Figure 25.
θ is the scanning angle which is varied from 20◦ to 40◦. The original position is the calculated position
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based on the shaped lens. Position 2 is where the feed is placed farther from the lens, while position 3
is where the feed is placed closer to the lens.

Figure 25. Feed position analysis arrangement.

Figures 26 and 27 show the performance of the designed energy conservation lens and Abbe’s sine
lens antenna for all feed positions from 20◦ to 40◦ scanning angle, respectively. At each scanning angle,
there is no significant difference in gain, beamwidth and shift angle between the three feed positions.
It can be seen that these two types of designed lens perform consistently for all the feed positions.

Figure 26. Antenna gain for all feed position for energy conservation lens.

Table 11 shows the overall performance for both types of lens at 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ scanning angle.
From all the results shown in Figure 26, Figure 27 and Table 11, it can be seen that all the positions
along the lines satisfied the F = f s condition with optimum performance. It shows that the F = f s
condition and both lens structures are suitable for multibeam applications. Hence, this structure can
be applied for 5G mobile base station.
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Figure 27. Antenna gain for all feed position for Abbe’s sine lens.

Table 11. Performance for all positions at 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ scanning angle.

θ
Focal Length (mm) Gain (dB) Beam Width (◦) SLL (dB) Shift Angle (◦)

Position Energy Abbe Energy Abbe Energy Abbe Energy Abbe Energy Abbe

20
Original 46.56 56.62 26.50 26.73 8.31 8.08 −17.15 −17.95 −18 −18

Position 2 48.68 58.74 26.12 26.55 8.36 7.95 −16.63 −17.93 −17 −18
Position 3 44.44 54.50 26.93 26.66 7.99 8.08 −16.39 −15.93 −17 −18

30
Original 46.56 56.62 25.18 25.54 8.97 8.43 −11.65 −11.37 −25 −27

Position 2 48.68 58.74 24.92 25.25 8.95 8.50 −11.60 −11.36 −25 −27
Position 3 44.44 54.50 25.57 25.39 9.02 8.66 −12.24 −11.53 −26 −27

40
Original 46.56 56.62 22.61 22.78 9.48 9.34 −8.05 −7.22 −37 −36

Position 2 48.68 58.74 22.13 23.18 9.50 9.20 −5.98 −7.94 −37 −36
Position 3 44.44 54.50 22.92 22.73 9.61 9.41 −6.68 −7.81 −37 −36

5. Conclusions

Two types of negative refractive indexes lens were designed in MATLAB software and simulated
by using the electromagnetic simulator ANSYS HFSS. Both the energy conservation lens and Abbe’s sine
lens offer high gain and narrow beam width characteristics with 66% and 65% efficiency, respectively.
A 27.55 dB maximum gain is achieved for the energy conservation lens and 27.48 dB for Abbe’s sine
lens. Moreover, both shaped lenses provide optimum results for beam scanning up until 40◦. High gain,
narrow beam width and wide-angle beam scanning capability are the key elements for 5G application.
Thus, it can be concluded that these two types of refractive index lens are good candidates for 5G
mobile base station application.
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Abstract: A 5G metasurface (MS) transmitarray (TA) feed by compact-antenna array with the
performance of high gain and side-lobe level (SLL) reduction is presented. The proposed MS has two
identical metallic layers etched on both sides of the dielectric substrate and four fixed vias connecting
two metallic layers that works at 28 GHz to increase the transmission phase shift range. The proposed
planar TA consisting of unit cells with different dimensional information can simulate the function
as an optical lens according to the Fermat’s principle, so the quasi-spherical wave emitted by the
compact Potter horn antenna at the virtual focal point will transform to the quasi-plane wave by
the phase-adjustments. Then, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) is introduced to optimize the
phase distribution on the TA to decrease the SLL further. It is found that the optimized TA could
achieve 27 dB gain at 28 GHz, 11.8% 3 dB gain bandwidth, −30 dB SLL, and aperture efficiency of
23% at the operating bandwidth of 27.5–29.5 GHz, which performs better than the nonoptimized
one. The advanced particularities of this optimized TA including low cost, low profile, and easy to
configure make it great potential in paving the way to 5G communication and radar system.

Keywords: high gain; transmitarray (TA) antenna; metasurface (MS); PSO; side-lobe level
(SLL) reduction

1. Introduction

Followed by the increasing demands of high-speed data switching rate, the fourth-generation
wireless transmission protocol is not enough for the demanding data usage in many areas as more and
more devices are connected in the narrow channels exactly like the traffic jam. To handle this problem,
the next-generation system, 5G, is developing with a better performance in capacity, information
transmitted, and energy efficiency, and showing great prospects for applications [1–4]. Allocated by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the spectrum available for 5G network is subdivided into
lower frequency part and higher frequency part which is made 6 GHz as the separation [1,2]. Although
compared with the narrow channels and the higher loss in sub-6 GHz bands, the higher frequency
band such as 66 and 28 GHz, with the general properties of lower path loss caused by the atmospheric
absorption and less occupied channels, will be a competitive candidate for the development of 5G
communication [3,4], and the research on the array antenna are getting more and more attention in
recent years to satisfy the stricter requirements of 5G.

Historically, in the field of the international communication industry, the array antenna plays
an irreplaceable role since it was invented. Owning to the performance of high gain, low side lobe
level (SLL), and wide bandwidth, the array antenna always requires different forms to satisfy the
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growing corresponding needs [5–14]. The phased-array (PA) antenna performs various functions in
the communication system [5–8]. It has been demonstrated that the PA has several advantages, such as
compact array and high gain [5–8]. To circumvent the complexity of feeding networks, single microstrip
antennas for high-directivity have been proposed [9]. PA, however, suffers from the complicated
feeding networks and complex design of the excited phase at different ports.

To simplify the design and further enhance the gain, thin planar array with separated feed antenna,
such as the reflectarray (RA) antenna and transmitarray (TA) antenna, are proposed in the areas of
long-distance communication and radar system [10,14–16]. As for the RA, the metal ground usually
covers one side of the array to reflect the incident wave, so only the single layer with almost 0 dB
(close to 1) return loss is required, and only the phase distribution is needed to be considered in the
design without the worry of the amplitude distribution. The radiation mechanism and a general design
method of the RA is discussed in detail in Ref. [10]. In Ref. [11], the patches with identical phase-delay
lines but different element rotation angles were used to regulate the reflected phase distribution to
obtain high gain and beam scanning. Regardless of the advantages of low return loss and single layer,
RA also faces some constraints, like the patch feed and the horn feed have the blocking effect to the
reflected wave, which will enhance the backward radiation of RA [12,13]. In Ref. [17], ultrawideband
low-profile TA feed by Vivaldi array, which has relatively large size, is discussed.

To overcome these shortages, the TA is developed to overcome the shortcoming of the RA and has
greater tolerance to the surface errors [18]. Unlike the incident wave and reflected wave at the same
side of the RA, the incident wave illuminates on the TA and passes through the array becoming the
transmitted wave, so the blocking effect could be avoided largely. In general, there are mainly two ways
to classify the TA. One is according to the number of layers of the dielectrics; the four-layer structures
are presented in [15,19–22] and three-layer structure is proposed in the Ref. [23], while the two-layer
structures are exploited, respectively. The other is based on the various working principles, TA could be
further categorized into four different types, namely, frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [15,18–20,22,24],
metasurface (MS) [21,23,25,26], the spatial bandpass-filter based structure [27], receive/transmit-mode
structure, and so on [16,28,29]. Owing to the transmission, amplitude and phase should be taken into
consideration at the same time, how to simply the TA while keeping the specific properties of lower
SLL as well as greater surface tolerance for the application in 5G communication has become an urgent
research hotpot. The method of optimization can be divided into two categories: local and global
search algorithms [30]. Literally, the local optimization is worked in a limited space with designed
initial values, whereas the global optimization is forced on the entire solution hyperspace and just
the random initial values are needed and the best result will be found in the whole search space [31].
As for the optimization of phase distribution, there are always hundreds of elements that need to be
optimized and it is difficult to set up suitable initial values for all the elements befittingly, so the global
search algorithms are used here for the optimization of phase distribution. Considering the flexible
and independent properties of the elements on the array, heuristic method is widely adopted in the
optimization of array antenna among which, genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization
(PSO) show great superiority at the aspect of efficiency and operability [31–36]. Though PSO and GA
both belong to the population-based stochastic optimization, PSO has only two lines of kernel codes
compared to the recurrent process of crossover, breeding, and selection in GA. PSO also benefits from
less computational bookkeeping with less computational resource [33,34].

In this paper, we propose a two-layer MS TA antenna feed by the optimized horn antenna
to actualize the reduced SLL and high gain at the frequency range around 28 GHz for the 5G
communication. This thin TA comprises a single substrate and two circular patches on both sides of
the substrate, and four metal vias are inserted into the substrate at the centrally symmetrical positions
for each element, which is based on structure presented in the Ref. [28] working at 20 GHz but with
more simple and efficient design. The positions of vias are fixed at the changeless positions on the
array in this paper, while the positions of vias changed with the varying patch size to match the
requirements of phase distribution in the published paper. Only two sizes of circular patches are used,
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and the length of slots on the patches will control the transmitted phase. To the author’s knowledge,
it is the first time when the transmission coefficients are controlled using this structure. Hence, a TA
structure with lower cost and easier fabrication is presented in this paper. Then, an optimized Potter
horn antenna is exploited as feed structure of the TA, which has good symmetry in principal plane
patterns as the corrugated horns, and the smooth wall of the Potter horn greatly reduces the difficulty
of manufacturing. The TA and the Potter horn antenna make the whole prototype as a 5G TA antenna,
and a 27 dBi maximum gain in the main direction is achieved, while the 3-dB gain bandwidth and
aperture efficiency are maintained at 11.8% and 28%, respectively. The SLL is maintained at −20 dB
level and after the optimization, the SLL can achieve the level of −30 dB, which can be used as the
high-gain array antenna for 5G directional communication. Our contributions are listed as follows:
in Section 2, first, a horn antenna is optimized by cosq (θ)-mode method to get the approximate
uniform radiation in azimuthal direction; second, a transmission unit cell with single substrate layer
was designed in an easier way without using multisubstrate layer structure or air gaps; and third,
particle swarm optimization is used to optimize the SLL of TA antenna radiation pattern. In Section 3,
the optimized results are compared with the published paper and show better performance in the
SLL decreasing.

2. Transmitarray Antenna Design

In the design of thin planar array antenna with separated feed, there are always five steps [37].
The first step is to find a suitable feed structure. The feed at the optimized position is an important
factor related to the gain enhancement and the SLL reduction. The following step is the analysis of unit
cell. Periodical boundary condition with plane wave incidence are used to get series of transmission
coefficients by sweeping the related dimension. The third step will be the design of TA according
to the transmission coefficients at 28 GHz, which are extracted from the previous step. In addition,
the fourth step will be the joint simulation of TA and feed structure to achieve the desired performance,
furthermore, the final step is to optimize the transmission coefficients of elements at different positions
on the array to reduce the SLL, which will be discussed in the next section.

2.1. Feed Antenna Design

Typically, patch antenna and a horn antenna are often used as the feed source of TA and
RA [12–15,18–23,26–28,38]. The substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) antenna is often used as the
feed of MIMO TA antenna for the beam forming, and the Vivaldi antenna can also be used as the feed
for the beam steering [25,39]. The patch antenna was chosen because of its easy manufacturing and
small transmission direction size, which shows the inherent advantage of the low-profile property,
but the patch antenna is often limited by the narrow bandwidth, in general, the −10 dB bandwidth of
patch antenna is less than 10%. Another shortcoming of the patch antenna is that it is difficult to keep
the symmetric radiation pattern in the azimuthal direction because the asymmetrical radiation will
bring the distortion to the radiation when the TA or RA is feed by off-set source or in the situation of
beam steering [18,19].

The horn antenna itself has the advantages of higher gain and wider bandwidth, so it can bring
a higher gain enhancement and broader bandwidth for the TA antenna. Though the horn antenna
often suffers from the bulky volume and larger size in the direction of wave propagation, it is easy
to achieve the symmetric radiation pattern in the azimuthal direction. However, the conventional
pyramid and conical horn antenna fail to perform the symmetric pattern due to the fundamental
mode excitation, like the Potter horn or corrugated horn, higher-order mode is introduced into the
cavity [15,19,20,27,28,38,40]. In this paper, we utilize the advantages of Potter horn antenna to optimize
a feed source at the frequency range of 26–30 GHz with symmetrical radiation pattern for the SLL
reduction in full azimuthal directions.

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view of the Potter horn antenna operating at 28 GHz. The feed
structure is 21.16 mm × 21.16 mm × 27.96 mm as the effective volume, which consists of a circular
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waveguide, two conjunctions, and a flared section. The horn is made of copper with a thickness of
1 mm. The gain is 14.6 dBi at 28 GHz, and half power beam width (HPBW) is 36◦ at E-plane and
H-plane in order to simplify the further optimization about the radiation and the aperture efficiency.
In Ref. [37], the horn antenna can be molded as the function of the cosq (θ) in the scalar expression of
far-field radiation pattern for a planar antenna array, and it is reasonable that q = 6.5. The curve of cosq

(θ) and the radiation pattern of the Potter horn antenna in E-plane and H-plane are shown in Figure 2.
After optimization, it is obvious that the radiations not only in E-plane but also in H-plane match well
with the theoretical curve of cosq (θ) in the theta range from −45◦ to 45◦.

The values of the final optimized parameters are: Lw = 3.2 mm, L1 = 4.05 mm, L2 = 16.14 mm,
Lc = 8.9 mm, Rw = 3.39 mm, R1 = 5.99 mm, R2 = 8 mm, and Rc = 10.58 mm. All the results are simulated
by CST Microwave Studio. Lw is the length of the circular waveguide and the waveguide excites
the dominant TE11 mode and generate a directive beam with asymmetric radiation pattern. L1 and
L2 are the length of the two abrupt changes of the waveguide in which the first junction keeps the
power in the TE11 mode, the second junction excites the TM11 mode, and meanwhile, the flared horn
is worked to avoid the propagation of TM12 mode. The simulation result of return loss (S11) with a
−10 dB bandwidth of the feed source is 14%, which is from 26.39 to 30.37 GHz. The side lobe levels are
−26.2 dB and the Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) are about 36◦ in both the E-plane and the H-plane.
As shown in Figure 3, the electric fields at the cross sections of the optimized Potter horn are presented.
It is obvious that the symmetric aperture fields are generated at the horn’s cross section which lead to
the symmetric radiation patterns regardless of the azimuthal angles.

Figure 1. The cross-sectional view of the Potter horn antenna as the feed source.

 

Figure 2. The radiation pattern of the proposed antenna. (a) Comparison of cosq (θ) curve and the
radiation pattern of the horn in E-plane and H-plane. (b) The 3D radiation pattern at 28 GHz.
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Figure 3. The electric field magnitude at the cross sections inside the optimized horn antenna: (a) inside
the circular waveguide, (b) at the first abrupt change part, (c) at the second abrupt change part, and (d)
at the flared aperture.

2.2. Design of Unit Cell of MS

The proposed unit cells with two identical conductive layers printed on the both sides of the
substrate and the slots control the changing of transmission coefficients; the whole structure is presented
in Figure 4. The material of substrate is Rogers 4003C, which has the dielectric constant (εr) of 3.38 and
loss tangent of 0.0027. To get the phase and amplitude of transmission coefficient (S21), CST Microwave
Studio is used to simulate the unit cell structure with period boundary condition in X and Y direction
and the excitation of the normal plane wave in Z direction. In Figure 4c, the side length of square
substrate (P) is 5.3 mm, the thickness (T) of substrate is 1.524 mm, and four vias are inserted in the
substrate to connect the upper and bottom metallic layers.

Figure 4. The structure of unit cell: (a) Unit Cell A, (b) Unit Cell B, and (c) side view of unit cell.

The unit cells can be classified into two group: Unit Cell A as shown in Figure 4a and Unit Cell
B as shown in Figure 4b. For Unit Cell A, r1 = 2.55 mm, L1 changes from 1. 28 to 1.85 mm, and a
phase shift range from 360◦ to 156◦ is covered. For Unit Cell B, r2 = 1.83 mm, L2 varies from 0.61 to
1.29 mm, while the phase shifts from 156◦ to 0◦. The residual parameters like the position of vias (d)
and the width of slots (w) are kept the same in both Unit Cell A and Unit Cell B: d = 1.1 mm and
w = 0.2 mm. Each unit cell has four vias at the symmetric positions away from the center. Only two
different sizes of circular metallic patches are used to build the TA, and meanwhile, the length of slot
is changed to get different transmission phase, which will be used to focus the beam. Unlike in the
Ref. [28], the 304◦ phase shift is achieved by changing the side length of square patch and the position
of via is varied with the patch size proportionally; the TA in this paper can cover the 360◦ phase shift
with sweeping the length of slots on Unit Cell A and B, correspondingly. What’s more, the positions of
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via do not change with the dimension of patches, which means the positions of via are fixed on the
array, and those will reduce the cost and the difficulty in the procedures of design and fabrication.

Figure 5 shows that the transmission coefficients change with the length of slots while other
parameters remain unchanged in this process. Apparently, in Figure 5a, there is a seamless connection
between the phase shift of Unit Cell A and Unit Cell B and the full 360◦ can be covered with a gentle
slope to realize the requirement of focusing effect of transmission wave. The transmission magnitudes
are all over −2 dB, which is proposed in Figure 5b, and for the high gain of TA design, design with less
transmission loss is desirable; it is also be helpful in the optimization of SLL reduction in the following
research of TA antenna.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Transmission coefficients: (a) transmission phase and (b) transmission magnitude.

The length of slots is varied from 1.28 to 1.85 mm with a 0.03 mm step in Unit Cell A, whereas in
Unit Cell B, it is varied from 0.61 to 1.29 mm with a step of 0.02 mm, thus the relationship between
the length of slots and the transmitted phase will be built for Unit Cell A and Unit Cell B, separately.
In this way, it will be easier to confirm the specific length of slot at different positions on the array
according to the phase distribution, which will be discussed in the next part.

2.3. Array of MS

The whole circular TA shown in Figure 6a is established by 660 elements with a diameter of
160 mm (D = 160 mm), and from the plot, we can figure out the approximate distribution of Unit Cell
A and B. This is because that Unit Cell A covers the phase shift from 0◦ to 156◦ and Unit Cell B covers
from 156◦ to 360◦, and the related phase at the center of TA is 0◦, so all elements are near the center
based on Unit Cell B and away from the center of array; the elements based on Unit Cell A and those
based on Unit Cell B will appear one after another. After confirming whether Unit Cell A or Unit Cell
B is to be used for every element on the array, the corresponding relationship in Figure 5a is used
to determine the length of slot for each element, so the final TA will be presented as the structure in
Figure 6a. In this process, the required phase ϕxy at the position of xyth element on the array is based
on (1) [37]:

ϕxy = k(Rxy − ∧r0 · →rxy) + ϕ0 (1)

where k is the wave number, Rxy is the distance between the feed position and the center position of

xyth element on the array, r̂0 is the main beam direction,
→
rxy is the position vector of xyth element,

and ϕ0 represents the constant phase at the central point of the TA. Equation (1) is worked to calculate
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all the detailed phase values on the array as showed in Figure 6b. With the approximate functions of
the element’s excitation, the radiation pattern can be simplified into the scalar form [24]:

RP(θ,ϕ) =
X∑

x=1

Y∑
y=1

cosq(θ f (x, y))∣∣∣∣ →rxy − →r f

∣∣∣∣ · ejk(
→
rxy·∧μ−| →rxy−→r f |) · ejϕxy (2)

RPn(θ,ϕ) = 20× log10(

∣∣∣RP(θ,ϕ)
∣∣∣

max(
∣∣∣RP(θ,ϕ)

∣∣∣) ) (3)

where θ is in the range of −90◦ to 90◦ and ϕ is in the range of 0–360◦, θf (x, y) is the spherical angle in
the feed’s coordinate system, q is the feed pattern factor, which is used in the design of horn antenna
with the value of 6.5,

→
r f is the position vector of the feed, and μ̂ is the observation direction. Based on

(2), the normalized radiation pattern RPn(θ,ϕ) can be achieved and the main beam has a beam width
from −10◦ to 10◦ with the SLL of −19 dB.

The element at the center of TA is selected carefully. It is true that ϕ0 can be an theoretically
arbitrary value because the focusing effect of the TA is based on the related phase distribution,
which means that the related phase at the center being 0◦ will make the calculation of phase distribution
easier so the phase at other positions will change based on the related 0◦ to imitate the function of
optical lens. However, in this process, the transmission efficiency is regarded as 1, which means no
loss is taken into consideration. However, in the actual situation, the design of the TA has to face
the problem of transmission loss inevitably and this is always a research direction for the TA. What’s
more, in the design of TA, there are mainly three parts of approximations needed to be paid attention.
First, the transmitted phase and amplitude values obtained from the cell analysis in Figure 5 are in
the case of normal incident plane wave, but in fact, elements in the array except the central one are
illuminated by different degrees of oblique incident, so there is some deviation. Second, full 360◦ phase
shifting is needed to achieve the focusing effect of the TA, as ideally, the theory requests continuous
varying of phase. However, the elements on the TA are all block structures with the same volume,
and we just regard the elements as volumetric free and put the center-point coordinate of every element
on the array into the (1) to calculate the required phase and use those phases to build the model, so the
phase values are presented in the form of cubes in Figure 6b. As a result of which, the phase shifting
will be discontinuous, some phase errors will be caused inevitably. Third, the adjacent elements on the
array are different from those around them and there is a feed source in the TA antenna so the mutual
coupling are complex. However, in the analysis of unit cell, the data are acquired under the situation of
periodic boundary condition with the plane wave excited. In general, we ignore the impacts of oblique
incidence, discontinuity, and actual mutual coupling to design the TA.

Figure 6. (a) The top view of the fabricated transmitarray (TA), and (b) the phase distribution of TA
calculated by Equation (1).

After the optimization of unit cell, we can keep all the transmission coefficient in the level of
−2 dB, which is shown in Figure 5b. From that plot, it is obvious that the most part in Unit Cell B has a
higher and smoother tendency changing with the length of slots than the magnitude tendency of Unit
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Cell A. Additionally, according to the first and second approximation discussed before, the farther
from the center, the greater the design error may occur. Hence, we should put the elements with less
transmission loss around the center as much as possible. In this situation, the Unit Cell B with the
length of 1.29 mm (L2 = 1.29 mm) is selected as the four identical elements in the center because of
the symmetrical distribution of elements. Other elements are determined based on the relationship
between the length of slots and the related phase in Figure 5a; therefore, the distribution of elements
with different dimensional information is presented in Figure 6a. Figure 7 presents the positional
relation between TA and the feed horn. As described above, D is the diameter of TA, which has the
value of 160 mm, and f is the distance from the center of source antenna to the center of TA, and the
ratio between f and D (f/D) is an important criterion to judge the SLL and low-profile of a TA antenna.
The smaller value of f/D, the better low-profile performance of a TA antenna and the worse of the
backward radiation, so there is a tradeoff needed to be made.

For the working principle, the TA is aimed to imitate the function of lens and the feed source is
placed at the virtual focal point. When the quasi-spherical wave emitted by the feed crosses over the
TA, it will compensate the phases and form a uniform wave front similar to a plane wave. Reversely,
when the TA is illuminated by the plane wave, the wave will gather at one point theoretically just like
the optical reversibility in the Fermat’s principle. In this way of analysis, a plane wave is placed at
one transmission side of the TA like shown in Figure 8a, and the power density on the E-plane and
H-plane of the other TA side will be shown as in Figure 9. Obviously, the energy is focused at an area,
and this area is the approximate position to place the feed. The normalized energy distribution along
the intersection line of E-plane and H-plane is proposed in Figure 8b. The peak in Figure 8b is the
theoretical optimum of the feed position (f ) which has a value of 104.1 mm, so the theoretical ratio of
f/D will be around 0.65, and slight changing near 0.65 will be needed in the simulation to find the best
position of feed. The simulation result is shown in Figure 10, in which the far-field gain of TA antenna
is 27 dB at 28 GHz, SLL in E-plane is −19.6 dB and in H-plane is −21.7 dB, and compared with the
radiation pattern of horn, the focusing effect of TA is significant in two cut planes.

Figure 7. The simulation model of final TA and source antenna.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) TA with plane wave and (b) the normalized power distribution along intersection line of
E-plane and H-plane.
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(a)                        (b) 

Figure 9. Electric field (Ex) amplitude distribution: (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Simulated far-field radiation pattern of feed source and TA antenna in two cut planes at
28 GHz: (a) E-plane comparison and (b) H-plane comparison.

2.4. Optimization Result

As the simulation of TA antenna established before, it has a gain of 27 dB with the SLL of −20 dB
at 28 GHz, and this result is based on the optimized f/D of 0.65, but the position of feed is not the only
part that can be optimized in a system of TA antenna. In order to reduce SLL or form multibeams in
the desired direction, the phase and magnitude distribution of array can also be optimized [36].

In the Refs. [38,39], various parameters and conditions about the PSO were discussed and
compared. In this paper, a 660-dimensional hyperspace is chosen as one possible solution to this
phase optimization with 660 elements on the array. In this hyperspace, there are 15 particles with
5000 iterations flying around to find the best position separately (pbest), and meanwhile, they share the
information with others dynamically (gbest), hence they have the tendency to be in the best position,
which is the best one for all the particles. This swarm behavior is based on the Equations (4) and (5) of
velocity updating and position updating:

vn+1 = ω× vn + c1 × rand() × (Pbest,n − xn)

+ c2 × rand() × (gbest,n − xn)
(4)

xn+1 = xn + vn × t (5)

where νn and xn are the particle’s velocity and the coordinate in the nth dimension, respective; ω is
the inertial factor that relates to the previous direction of velocity, and it decreases from 0.9 to 0.4
linearly, which means that it has weaker and weaker relationship with the previous position and
turns to the local best position at that moment. C1 and C2 are the leaning factor in which C1 is the
self-learning factor and C2 is the global learning factors, and they are set as the same value of 2.0 to
balance autonomy and group learning ability [38,39]. The function of random number rand (1) give a
stochastic value between 0.0 and 1.0 in every iteration so that the particle can explore as largest possible
hyperspace. Equation (5) shows how the particle move to the next position with the common time step
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of 1.0. The aim of this PSO is to optimize the phase distribution on the array so that the TA will have a
SLL lower than −30 dB. The detailed process of PSO is presented below. First, the radiation pattern in
the optimization process is regarded as (6) and (7):

RP1(θ,ϕ) =
X∑

x=1

Y∑
y=1

cosq(θ f (x, y))∣∣∣∣ →rxy − →r f

∣∣∣∣ · ejk(
→
rxy·∧μ−| →rxy−→r f |) · ejϕopt (6)

ϕopt = ϕxy + ϕ f luc (7)

where ϕopt is the phase distribution, which needs to optimize. It contains two parts, one is the normal
phase distribution based on (1), whereas another is the fluctuations added at the corresponding phase,
and their sum are used in (6) to get the optimized radiation pattern in every iteration for all particles.
The normalized radiation pattern in the optimization is Equation (8):

RP1n(θ,ϕ) = 20× log10(

∣∣∣RP1(θ,ϕ)
∣∣∣

max(
∣∣∣RP1(θ,ϕ)

∣∣∣) ) (8)

The ideal goal of the optimization has not related to ϕ and shown in Equation (9):

RPgoal(θ,ϕ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ 0 −10◦ ≤ θ ≤ 10◦

−30dB 10◦ ≤ |θ| ≤ 90◦
(9)

Then, the fitness function can be built based on the difference between RP1n and RPgoal, which is
shown in Equation (10):

f itness =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
90◦∑
−90◦

360◦∑
0◦

(RP1n −RPgoal) RP1n > RPgoal

0 else
(10)

The value of this fitness function is called as the Cost of the optimization, and the lower cost,
the closer to the goal of −30 dB SLL. Theoretically, when the Cost equals to zero in the iterations,
the optimization finishes completely.

But in fact, in most cases of optimization, when the Cost is small as an acceptable value and the
Cost no longer changes in the process of iterations, the PSO is regarded as finished. In this paper,
for 15 particles with 5000 times of iterations for each of them, the final Cost has a value of 101.2 and
the Cost has hardly changed at the last 1000 iterations. Generally, the values of ϕfluc is the optimized
phase fluctuations, and the TA will be established based on the phase distribution of ϕopt. The final
simulation will use this optimized structure to achieve high gain and low SLL, which will be presented
in the next section.

3. Result and Discussion

The simulated far-field radiation pattern in E-plane and H-plane of the feed antenna and the TA
before optimization at 28 GHz is shown in Figure 10, the gain increases from 14.6 to 27.1 dB. As shown
in Figure 10a, the HPBW reduces from 36◦ to 5.0◦ in E-plane and from 36◦ to 5.4◦ in H-plane as shown
in Figure 10b.

Figure 11 demonstrates the 3D simulated radiation pattern of TA antenna at 28 GHz, which indicates
that a pencil-shaped beam is achieved when the quasi-spherical wave emitted by the feed horn passes
through the optimized TA with a low SLL. A good performance of focusing effect is visible, and the
beam points clearly to the z positive direction. The experimental setup of the proposed antenna can be
seen in Figure 12. The whole TA occupies an area of 160 mm × 160 mm × 140.1 mm with a f/D value of
0.65. Because of the symmetry of the structure, the parameters of unit cell of the TA can be obtained by
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one radial row. The optical parameters for two kinds of unit cells of first line along horizontal direction
from center to edge are L11 = 1.27 mm, L12 = 1.29 mm, L13 = 1.26 mm, L14 = 1.27 mm, L15 = 1.16 mm,
L16 = 1.02 mm, L21 = 1.81 mm, L22 = 1.70 mm, L23 = 1.36 mm, L17 = 1.27 mm, L18 = 0.95 mm,
L24 = 1.80 mm, L25 = 1.47 mm, L26 = 1.27 mm, and L19 = 1.12 mm, and Li(i = 1, 2) refers to Unit
Cell A and Unit Cell B, respectively.

 

Figure 11. A 3D radiation pattern of the optimized TA antenna at 28 GHz.

 

Figure 12. Photograph of experimental setup of the proposed antenna.

The reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 13. The feed antenna has
wide passband, and the Gain the whole antenna is limited by TA. Figure 14 indicates the compared
radiation pattern of measured results with the simulated results before the optimization in two cut
planes, and it is easy to find that the SLL in E plane changes from −19.6 to −30 dB and in H plane from
−21.7 to −30 dB, and all the side lobes, except the first side lobe, are kept below −35 dB. In summary,
the SLL of this TA antenna achieves the level of −30 dB from the level of −20 dB by using the PSO.
Figure 15 illuminates the measured gains within the operating frequency band. The PSO is good for
the design of directional array antenna, which has great potentials in the design of beam steering
antenna and MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output, MIMO) array antennas. Besides the analysis of gain
and SLL, the property of aperture efficiency is also an aspect to evaluate the performance of TA antenna.
The method to enhance the aperture efficiency is also a research direction, which is related to the f/D,
spillover radiation, and edge scattering. Generally, the aperture efficiency is based on (11) and (12).

eap =
10G/10

Dmax
(11)
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Dmax =
4π ·A
λ2

0

(12)

where eap is the aperture efficiency, Dmax is the directivity in the main beam (unit: dimensionless), G is
the maximum gain (unit: dB), the physical area of TA is marked as A (unit: m2), λ0 is the wavelength
at the desired central frequency point (unit: m2), which is 28 GHz in this paper. Then (12) will be
substituted into (11), so we can get the aperture efficiency of the optimized TA antenna at Ka band,
which shows 23% in simulation. Finally, it is obvious that the TA antenna can achieve a performance
of high gain, low SLL and high aperture efficiency with the optimized feed horn and the optimized
phase distribution using PSO. As shown in Table 1, the TA antenna has higher gain, wider bandwidth
and higher aperture efficiency at the central frequency of 28 GHz.

Table 1. Comparison of the optimized TA antenna with some published array antenna.

Ref.
Freq.

(GHz)
TA Thickness

(λ0)
Array

Size (λ2
0)

SLL (dB)
Number of
Elements

Bandwidth Gainmax
Aperture

Efficiency (%)

[25] 28 0.18 89.5 −18 484 11.% 24.2 24.5
[28] 20 10.5 368.5 −22.5 2032 10.2% 33.0 40
[38] 13.5 0.76 164.7 −22 621 9.8% 29.95 50

This paper 28 0.14 173.3 −30 660 11.2% 27 28

 

Figure 13. Simulated and measured S11 of the proposed antenna.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Comparison of the radiation pattern in two cut planes at 28 GHz: (a) E-plane comparison
and (b) H-plane comparison.
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Figure 15. Simulated and measured maximum gains within the operating frequency band.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a SLL reduced TA antenna based on the two-layered transmitarray (TA),
and the whole TA occupies an area of 160 mm × 160 mm × 140.1 mm with a f/D value of 0.65.
The two-layer structure uses the mutual coupling of vias to accumulate the transmission phase
without additional substrate layers. The optimized horn antenna with a cosq (θ) mode simplifies the
radiation-pattern calculation of the TA. Finally, the PSO is applied to optimize the SLL from −20 to
−30 dB, which achieves a peak gain of 27 dBi at 28 GHz, 11.8% 3 dB gain bandwidth, and 23% aperture
efficiency. This optimized TA could also be excited by the offset feed or MIMO antenna as the function
of beam forming or beam steering in the field of 5G communication and radar system. The proposed
TA antenna will play great prospects in the further research, especially when the high gain, low SLL
and wideband is needed.
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Abstract: A compact dual-frequency (38/60 GHz) microstrip patch antenna with novel design is
proposed for 5G mobile handsets to combine complicated radiation mechanisms for dual-band
operation. The proposed antenna is composed of two electromagnetically coupled patches. The first
patch is directly fed by a microstrip line and is mainly responsible for radiation in the lower band
(38 GHz). The second patch is fed through both capacitive and inductive coupling to the first patch
and is mainly responsible for radiation in the upper frequency band (60 GHz). Numerical and
experimental results show good performance regarding return loss, bandwidth, radiation patterns,
radiation efficiency, and gain. The impedance matching bandwidths achieved in the 38 GHz and
60 GHz bands are about 2 GHz and 3.2 GHz, respectively. The minimum value of the return loss is
−42 dB for the 38 GHz band and−47 for the 60 GHz band. Radiation patterns are omnidirectional with
a balloon-like shape for both bands, which makes the proposed single antenna an excellent candidate
for a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system constructed from a number of properly allocated
elements for 5G mobile communications with excellent diversity schemes. Numerical comparisons
show that the proposed antenna is superior to other published designs.

Keywords: MIMO; 5G mobile handsets; dual-band antenna; microstrip patch antenna;
millimeter-wave

1. Introduction

Fifth Generation (5G) technology has been a matter of controversy due to the enormous increase of
users connected with their smartphones to the network relative to the scarcity of the available current
bandwidth of the Fourth Generation (4G) technology [1]. This has led to the severe need for larger
capacity and faster data rates [2–6], which are currently 100 times faster, and are expected to be 1000
times faster by 2030 [7]. Wireless channel capacity can be increased without the necessity for additional
spectra or power in environments rich in scattering when introducing 5G mobile communication
techniques [8–10]. This can be applied by increasing the number of antennas at the transmitter and/or
the receiver of the wireless link [11–19]. As a consequence of requiring multiple antennas in a compact
system like a mobile handset, the single antenna should be compact and operate at different required
bands as required [20,21]. The present paper offers a solution for such low profile antennas operating
at 38 and 60 GHz frequency bands.

The unused millimeter-wave electromagnetic spectrum (30–300 GHz) has attracted attention due
to its multi-gigabit/s transmission rate exploiting widely available bandwidth to meet the demands
of 5G applications which require high quality and low latency transmission [22–26]. The frequency
bands centered at 28, 38, 60, and 73 GHz have been allocated for 5G mobile communications by
the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) [27]. Bands of 59–64 GHz are allocated by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as an unlicensed band for short-range and wireless
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communications at high speeds [28]. The frequency band around 60 GHz has particular importance
because of the wide 7–9 GHz frequency range of unlicensed spectra available. However, significant
attenuation is caused by oxygen molecules in the atmosphere to react with radio frequency (RF)
signals, reaching up to 10 dB/km. Due to this defect, the 60 GHz band is not a suitable band for
wireless communication applications and long-range radar. For this reason, the dual-band (38/60 GHz)
microstrip patch antenna proposed in the present work could be a good solution for forthcoming 5G
antenna systems that utilize the 60 GHz frequency band, and provides the 38 GHz frequency band
(a potential candidate for next generation communication) as an additional operational band due to its
low oxygen absorption rates relative to the 60 GHz band [29].

Recently, a significant amount of research work has provided numerous designs for mobile handset
antennas for 5G applications. In [29], a 28 GHz four-port MIMO antenna is proposed, where each
antenna has an end-fire gain of about 10 dBi by employing an array of metamaterial unit cells. The work
of [30] introduces a 60 GHz antenna that consists of H-shaped and E-shaped slots on the radiating
patch. A two-port 5G dual-band (28/38 GHz) MIMO antenna system is proposed in [31]. This antenna
is realized using two arrays, each consisting of three elements. In [32], a dual-band (38/54 GHz)
microstrip patch antenna is proposed. The work of [27] proposes a 38 GHz slotted patch antenna for 5G
wireless applications. A circularly polarized magneto-electric dipole antenna with high efficiency based
on printed ridge gap waveguide is proposed in [33] to operate in the frequency range of 29.5–37 GHz.
The work of [34] presents a compact antenna design with polarization and pattern diversity operating
in the frequency band (34–38 GHz) for MIMO-based 5G mobile communication systems.

The present work proposes a novel (38/60 GHz) dual-band microstrip patch antenna for 5G mobile
phones. The proposed patch can be used either as a single antenna or an element to construct compact
MIMO antenna systems. In addition, due to the very weak coupling between adjacent elements of the
proposed dual-band antenna, it can be used to construct high-gain compact arrays for 5G applications
requiring smart antennas with capabilities of beam steering and detection of direction of arrival.
The proposed antenna is composed of two patches: the first is inset-fed by a microstrip line, whereas
the second is fed using both capacitive and inductive coupling to the first patch. The dimensions of the
first patch are set so that the patch operates at the 38 GHz band, whereas the second patch is designed
to operate at the 60 GHz band. Combining these two bands in a single compact antenna will save
the power and space needed in a mobile handset. The radiation patterns produced by this antenna
are shown to be suitable for 5G mobile communications. It should be noted that the electromagnetic
simulations presented in the present work were performed using the commercially available CST
Studio Suite® software package.

The novelty of this work lies in the duality usage of the 38 and 60 GHz bands. This is unprecedented
in previous work.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the evolutionary
design (stages) and an explanation of the principles of operation of the dual-band microstrip patch
antenna proposed for 5G mobile handsets. Section 3 displays and discusses the obtained numerical
results and the experimental measurements concerning the performance assessment of the proposed
patch. Some comparisons with the results of other published work are presented for comparative
assessment. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the main conclusions of this work.

2. The Proposed Dual-Band Microstrip Patch Antenna

The proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna is shown in Figure 1. The proposed antenna is
based on the design of two patches operating at different bands. The first patch is excited directly by a
microstrip line through an inset feed, whereas the second patch is fed indirectly through a capacitive
(edge) coupling with the first patch. The dimensions of the first patch are set so that the patch operates
at 38 GHz, whereas the dimensions of the second patch are designed to operate at 60 GHz.
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At 38 GHz the radiation pattern is produced by the first patch, which is omnidirectional in the
azimuth plane (xy) and has a balloon-like shape in the (elevation) E- and H-planes. The second patch
does not contribute to the radiation at 38 GHz due to its small dimensions.

At 60 GHz, the radiation pattern is obtained by the second patch. On the other hand, the first
patch contributes to the radiation through a higher-order mode, which results in a radiation pattern
with undesirable nulls and side lobes. The cuts made in the first patch at the corners on the sides of the
microstrip feed line are made to diminish the surface currents and slot fields near these regions and,
thereby, prevent the formation of such higher-order modes in the cavity below the radiating patch.
Thus, the radiation pattern at 60 GHz has a shape that is suitable for a diversity scheme that enhances
the performance of a MIMO antenna system constructed from a number of properly allocated elements
of such an antenna.

The geometry of the proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna is illustrated in Figure 1, where
LP1, WP1 are the length and width of the first patch, respectively. Similarly, LP2, WP2 are the length
and width of the second patch, respectively, added to the length of the inset feed (Lins), the gap width of
the inset feed (Wins), and the depth of the gap (GP) cut in the first patch. The dimensions are stated in
Table 1. The proposed microstrip patch antenna is printed on Rogers RO3003TM substrate of dielectric
constant εr = 3.0; dimensions of the substrate are 15 × 25 mm, height h = 0.25 mm, and loss tangent
δ = 0.001. The conducting surface is made of copper with conductivity σ = 5.6× 107 S/m.

Figure 1. Geometry of the proposed dual-band (38/60 GHz) microstrip patch antenna.

Table 1. Dimensions of the dual-patch microstrip patch antenna.

Dimension LP1 LP2 WP1 WP2 GP Lins Wins

Value (mm) 2.165 1.22 2.57 1.36 0.66 0.76 0.18

3. Simulations and Results

In this section, the performance of the dual-band patch antenna is investigated and the
corresponding numerical results are presented and discussed. The presented results are concerned
with investigating the return loss and radiation patterns of the single element antenna using the
commercially available CST Studio Suite® software package.

3.1. Development of the Dual-Band Microstrip Patch antenna Design

It may be interesting to demonstrate the stages of the proposed antenna design to combine multiple
radiation mechanisms to construct a single antenna operating in the dual-frequency band. Preliminarily,
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the simple idea of producing dual-band radiation can be implemented using two rectangular patches
as shown in Figure 2.

The mutual coupling between the two patches results in the frequency response of the return loss
|S11| presented in Figure 2. The resonance frequencies of the two patches are shifted (particularly the
resonance frequency of the upper band) due to the capacitive load caused by the other patch resulting in
resonance frequencies of about 37.76 GHz and 57.26 GHz for the first and second patches, respectively.
For further explanation of the radiation mechanisms at each frequency, the surface current distributions
are presented in Figure 3a,c at 37.76 GHz and 57.26 GHz, respectively. The corresponding radiation
patterns in the orthogonal elevation planes (φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦) are presented in Figure 3b,d. These
radiation patterns have similar balloon-like shapes, which means that the radiation is omnidirectional
in the azimuth planes.

Both resonance frequencies of the first patch (at 37.76 GHz and 57.26 GHz) are first-order, as the
active region of the patch (the area over which the surface current has significant magnitude) at each of
these frequencies is concentrated in the close vicinity of the junction between the feed line and the
patch. Moreover, the area of the active region at each frequency is proportional to the square of the
effective wavelength (λ0/√εr e f f ). As a consequence, the radiation pattern at each of these frequencies
has the conventional balloon-like shape of a rectangular patch radiating in its first-order resonance.

Figure 2. Simulated dependence of the return loss, |S11|, on the frequency over a wide band of the
frequency for the indicated dual-patch antenna (initial design).
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(a) Surface current distribution at 37.76 GHz. 

 

(b) Radiation pattern at 37.76 GHz. 

  

  

(c) Surface current distribution at 57.26 GHz. (d) Radiation pattern at 57.26 GHz.  

Figure 3. Simulated surface current distributions and the corresponding radiation patterns of the
proposed dual-band patch antenna at 37.76 GHz and 57.26 GHz.

This design is modified by introducing an inductance to reduce the capacitive load caused by
edge coupling between the two patches. This is achieved by subtending the second patch between
two arms which are made as side extensions of the first patch as shown in Figure 4. The resulting
“C” shape of the first patch can have the effect of a semi-turn producing the required compensating
inductance which, in turn, reduces the reactive impedance caused by the capacitive edge coupling.
For more inductive effect, the conducting part indicated as the green colored surface shown in Figure 4
is adhered to the second patch to complete the semi-turn made by the first patch and its extended arms.
This modification results in the frequency response of the return loss, |S11|, depicted in Figure 4. It is
apparent that the resonance frequency at the center of the upper band is significantly corrected to be
59.56 GHz.
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Figure 4. Simulated dependence of the return loss, |S11|, on the frequency over a wide band of the
frequency for the indicated dual-patch antenna (intermediate stage for the final design).

At 38.24 GHz, the dual-band antenna presented in Figure 4 has the surface current distribution
presented in Figure 5a and the corresponding radiation patterns presented in Figure 5b. As shown in
Figure 5b, the radiation pattern at 38.24 GHz has an acceptable balloon-like shape. This is attributed to
the current distribution, which is still concentrated in a continuous region around the inset feed as
shown in Figure 5a. On the other hand, the surface current, the tangential magnetic field distribution
at 59.56 GHz, and the corresponding radiation patterns are presented in Figure 5c–e, respectively. Due
to increasing the coupling between the first and second patches, the current flowing on the second
patch is considerably increased in comparison to that presented in Figure 3c at the upper-frequency
band. However, the radiation pattern of this patch at 59.56 GHz, shown in Figure 5e, is not acceptable.
The difference between the maximum and minimum radiation in the elevation plane φ = 90◦ is greater
than 11 dB. In addition, the level of radiation in the plane φ = 90◦ is globally much greater than the
corresponding level in the plane φ = 0◦. This indicates that the radiation pattern is not omnidirectional
in the azimuth planes, which can be made clear by mentioning that the surface current, which is
distributed over a wide area, extends on both the first and second patches. Moreover, Figure 5d shows
that the tangential magnetic field is mainly concentrated in two regions (surrounded by blue dashed
oval shapes) where the tangential field has opposite horizontal directions leading to a considerable
reduction of the radiated field in the direction normal to the patch surface (θ = 0◦). Hence, the antenna
design presented in Figure 4 needs some modifications to increase the concentration of the surface
current on the second patch (responsible for radiation in the upper-frequency band).
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(a) Surface current distribution at 38.24 GHz. 

 
(b) Radiation patterns at 38.24 . 

 
(c) Surface current distribution at 59.56 GHz. 

 

(d) Tangential magnetic field distribution at 59.56 GHz. 

 
(e) Radiation patterns at 59.56 GHz. 

Figure 5. Simulated surface current, tangential magnetic field distributions, and the corresponding
radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band patch antenna at 38.24 GHz and 59.56 GHz.

The dimensions of the dual-band patch antennas introduced in the initial and intermediate design
stages are shown in Figure 6.

Further improvements to the geometry of the dual-band microstrip patch antenna can be made
to achieve a radiation pattern shape at 60 GHz that is suitable for MIMO applications. As shown in
Figure 7, some cuts in the first patch can be made at the corners on the sides of the microstrip feed line
(shown in green color) to weaken the surface currents and slot fields near these regions. This prevents
the formation of higher-order modes in the cavity below the radiating patch. Additionally, undesired
grating lobes or nulls in the radiation pattern at 60 GHz resulting from possibly flowing currents on
the large surface area of the second patch can be canceled by making other cuts in this patch. A central
square gap and two corner-shaped slots can be cut as shown in Figure 7 to reduce the area of the active
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region of this patch by disturbing the paths of possible higher-order currents flowing near the corners.
The geometrical parameters of the dual-patch antenna according to the final design are presented in
Section 3.3 (after demonstrating a procedural parametric scan for selecting their optimal values).

(a) Initial design stage. 
(b) Intermediate design stage. 

Figure 6. Dimensions of the dual-patch for the initial and intermediate design stages.

These modifications of the antenna geometry result in the frequency response of the return loss,
|S11|, presented in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, the antenna impedance is perfectly matched at
the two frequencies 38 and 60 GHz with return loss −42 dB and −47 dB, respectively. At 38 GHz, the
bandwidth is about 1.2 GHz (37.34–38.54 GHz ), while, at 60 GHz, the bandwidth is about 2.52 GHz
and can operate with matched impedance over the frequency range (58.01–60.53 GHz). The wide
bandwidth at 60 GHz can be explained due to the second patch (responsible for radiation at this
frequency) being excited through indirect feeding, where both capacitive and inductive coupling
mechanisms are implemented. This leads to stabilizing the patch impedance over a much wider
frequency band than that of the first patch, which is directly fed through a conventional microstrip line.

 

Figure 7. Simulated dependence of the return loss, |S11|, on the frequency over a wide band of the
frequency for the proposed dual-patch antenna (final design).

The surface current distributions and the corresponding radiation patterns at 38 and 60 GHz are
presented in Figure 8. The radiation patterns for the proposed dual-band antenna at 38 GHz and
60 GHz are presented in Figure 8b,e, respectively, in the E-plane (φ = 0◦) and H-plane (φ = 90◦).
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It is obvious that the radiation patterns are almost balloon-like in the elevation planes and exhibit
omnidirectional radiation in the azimuth planes. It should be noted that the geometrical modifications
of the patch design shown in Figure 4 result in the tangential magnetic field being mainly concentrated
in the central region (surrounded by blue dashed oval shape), as shown in Figure 8d where the magnetic
field has unified vertical directions. When compared with the tangential magnetic field directions
presented in Figure 5d, it becomes clear that the geometrical modifications of the patch have led to an
increase in the radiated field in the direction normal to the patch surface (θ = 0◦), resulting in a more
appropriate shape of the radiation pattern as shown in Figure 8e. The maximum gain is about 6.5 dBi
at 38 GHz and 5.5 dBi at 60 GHz. Such radiation patterns (in both the lower- and upper-frequency
bands) have suitable shapes for efficient diversity schemes when utilized to construct a 5G mobile
handset MIMO system of properly allocated elements of such an antenna.

 
(a) Surface current distribution at 38 GHz. 

 
(b) Radiation pattern at 38 GHz. 

 
(c) Surface current distribution at 60 GHz. 

 
(d) Tangential magnetic field distribution at 60 GHz. 

 
(e) Radiation pattern at 60 GHz. 

Figure 8. Simulated surface current, tangential magnetic field distributions, and the corresponding
radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band patch antenna at 38 GHz and 60 GHz.
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3.2. Parametric Study for the Selection of the Optimal Parameters of the Dual-Band Patch Antenna

The proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna should satisfy the required operational and
performance measures to be suitable as a 5G mobile handset antenna. The proposed patch antenna
operates at 38 and 60 GHz with satisfactory performance, including impedance matching (low return
loss), wide bandwidth, and proper shape of the radiation patterns in both the lower and upper bands of
operation. This may be achieved using parametric study, including of the most important dimensional
parameters of the patch antenna shown in Figure 1, such as the length and width of each radiating
patch (LP1, WP1 for the first patch, LP2, WP2 for the second patch), length of the inset feed (Lins), gap
width for the inset feed (Wins), and the depth of the gap (GP) cut in the first patch.

3.2.1. Effect of the Parasitic Patch Width

The center frequency of the upper band (around 60 GHz) of the proposed patch antenna is very
sensitive to any change in the second patch width, WP2. This is clear in Figure 9, which presents the
frequency response of the return loss, |S11|, for different values of WP2. The center frequency of the
upper band changes from fU = 58.6 GHz for WP2 = 1.0 mm to fU = 61.6 GHz for WP2 = 1.57 mm.
Moreover, the center frequency of the lower band fL has a weak dependence on WP2 such that it
changes from fL = 37.7 GHz for WP2 = 1.0 mm to fL = 38.5 GHz for WP2 = 1.57 mm. Thus, changing
this parameter enables the tuning of the center frequencies of the lower and upper bands. As shown
in Figure 9, setting WP2 = 1.36 mm results in satisfying the required frequencies fL = 38 GHz and
fU = 60 GHz at the same time.

 

Figure 9. Changing the width of the second patch, WP2, leads to coarse tuning of the center frequency
of the upper band (60 GHz) and fine tuning of the center frequency of the lower band.

3.2.2. Effect of the Inset Length

One of the antenna design parameters that has a great effect on the input impedance of the patch
antenna is the feeding inset length, Lins; see Figure 1. The effect of changing Lins on the frequency
response of the return loss, |S11|, at the antenna input port relative to 50 Ω characteristic impedance of
the microwave source is presented in Figure 10. As shown in this figure, |S11| is strongly dependent on
Lins at 60 GHz for the indicated range of lengths. The optimum value of |S11| is −47 dB and is obtained
for Lins = 0.757 mm. On the other hand, the value of |S11| at 38 GHz seems to be independent of Lins
(through the indicated range of lengths).
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Figure 10. Effect of changing Lins on the frequency response of the return loss |S11| at the antenna input
port relative to 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the microwave source.

3.3. Optimal Design of the Dual-Band Microstrip Patch Antenna

According to the parametric study performed in Section 3.2, the dimensional design parameters
to achieve the best performance of the proposed dual-band patch antenna are indicated in Figure 11.
The following subsections are concerned with the theoretical and experimental investigations of the
return loss and the radiation patterns of the dual-band antenna with its optimal design parameters.

Figure 11. Optimum dimensional parameters of the dual-band microstrip patch antenna for operation.

The azimuth radiation patterns for the proposed dual-band antenna at 38 GHz and 60 GHz are
presented in Figure 12a,b, respectively, in the planes θ = 30◦ and θ = 60◦. As shown in the figures,
the radiation patterns are almost omnidirectional in the azimuth planes.
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(a) Radiation pattern at . 

 
(b) Radiation pattern at . 

Figure 12. Simulated radiation patterns in the azimuth planes for the dual-band microstrip patch
antenna whose dimensions are shown in Figure 11.

The proposed dual-band antenna with the optimized design has the radiation and total efficiencies
listed in Table 2 at the center frequencies of the lower and upper bands of operation. The antenna
efficiency at the lower frequency is better than that at the higher frequency as the losses in the dielectric
substrate increase with the frequency.

Table 2. Radiation and total efficiencies of the dual-band microstrip patch antenna whose dimensions
are shown in Figure 11 (The listed values have been obtained through electromagnetic simulation using
CST®).

Frequency

38 GHz 60 GHz

Total Efficiency 89.53% 79.42%

Radiation Efficiency 89.57% 79.87%

3.4. Dual-Band Patch Antenna Fabrication and Experimental Assessment

This section is concerned with the presentation of the experimental measurements of the dual-band
microstrip patch antenna. To confirm the accuracy of the assessed performance for the proposed
antenna, the measurement results are compared to those obtained by electromagnetic simulation using
the CSTTM software package.

3.4.1. Fabrication of the Antenna Prototype

The prototype shown in Figure 13a was fabricated for the purpose of experimental assessment
of the performance of the proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna. The circuit was fabricated
by photolithography. A photomask of the circuit layout was prepared and the top layer of the
copper-coated substrate was covered with photoresist by spin coating. The photomask was placed
next to the top layer of the substrate and exposed to an intense UV light to remove the photoresistant
layer from the unwanted copper areas. In etching, a liquid chemical agent removed the uppermost
layer of the substrate in the areas that were not protected by the photoresistant layer.

3.4.2. Measurements of the Return Loss

A vector network analyzer (VNA; Rhode and Schwartz model ZVA67) was used for measuring the
frequency response of the return loss S11 and the corresponding voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR).
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A 1.85 mm end-launch connector from Southwest Microwave Inc. was used for connecting the antenna
to the VNA as shown in Figure 13b.

  

(a) Fabricated prototype. (b) Measurement of the S-parameters. 

Figure 13. Measurement of the scattering parameter |S11| of the proposed dual-band patch antenna
using the vector network analyzer (VNA; Rhode and Schwartz model ZVA67).

The frequency response of the return loss |S11| as measured by the VNA is presented in Figure 14.
Comparisons between the simulation and measurement results for the frequency dependencies of
|S11| and the corresponding VSWR are presented in Figure 15, and show excellent agreement. The
impedance matching bandwidths (for |S11| < −10dB) obtained through measurements are shown to
be better than those obtained by simulation. At 38 GHz, the measured bandwidth is about 2.0 GHz,
whereas the simulated bandwidth is about 1.2 GHz. In addition, at 60 GHz, the measured bandwidth
is about 3.2 GHz, whereas the simulated is about 2.52 GHz. Moreover, the upper-frequency bandwidth
obtained by measurements is shown to be centered at about 60 GHz, whereas the upper band obtained
by simulation is shown to be shifted and centered at about 59.5 GHz.

 
Figure 14. The measured frequency response of the scattering parameter |S11| of the VNA.
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.   

(a) The frequency response of . 
 

(b) The frequency response of the 
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). 

Figure 15. Measured frequency responses of the return loss, |S11|, and the corresponding VSWR of
the proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna (relative to 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the
microwave source) compared with the simulation results.

3.4.3. Measurement of the Radiation Patterns and Maximum Gain

The experimental setup for measuring the radiation patterns and the maximum gain of the
proposed antenna is presented in Figure 16. The VNA operating in two-port measurement mode was
used for this purpose by measuring the transmission coefficient |S21| through the antenna under test
and the reference-gain linearly-polarized horn antennas, models LB-018400 (for 38 GHz band) and
LB-12-10-A (for 60 GHz band).

 

Figure 16. Experimental setup for measuring the radiation pattern and gain of the dual-band antenna.

The measured radiation patterns in the elevation planes φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ corresponding to the
E-plane and H-plane, respectively, of the proposed patch antenna, are presented in Figures 17 and 18
at the frequencies 38 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively. It is shown that the measured and simulated
radiation patterns are close to each other and show good agreement. The measured maximum gain
values are 6.2 dBi and 4.9 dBi at 38 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively, which are close to the measured
values (6.5 dBi and 5.5 dBi at 38 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively).
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(a) E-plane ( ). 

 
(b) H-plane ( ). 

Figure 17. Measured radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna at 38 GHz
compared with the simulation results.

 

(a) E-plane ( ). 

 

(b) H-plane ( ). 

Figure 18. Measured radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band microstrip patch antenna at 60 GHz
compared with the simulation results.

3.5. Performance Comparison with Published Work

The performance of the proposed dual-band microstrip regarding the impedance matching and
the corresponding bandwidth can be compared to other published results for comparative assessment.
For example, the frequency response of the measured |S11| for the antenna proposed in the present work
is compared to that obtained in [23] and [32] as shown in Figure 19a. The corresponding frequency
responses of the VSWR are compared to each other as shown in Figure 19b. The minimum value of the
return loss achieved in the present work is about −35 dB (VSWR ≈ 1) whereas that achieved in [32] is
about −17 dB (VSWR ≈ 1.3) and that achieved in [23] is about −21 dB (VSWR ≈ 1.2). Moreover, for the
antenna proposed in the present work, the bandwidth (BW) of operation for |S11| < −10 dB is about
2 GHz and is centered exactly at 38 GHz, whereas that obtained in [32] is centered at about 38.3 GHz
(a shift of about 300 MHz) with nearly the same bandwidth. The impedance matching bandwidth
obtained in [23] is about 1 GHz and centered at 37 GHz (with about 1 GHz frequency shift from the
desired frequency).
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(a) Frequency response of . (b) Frequency response of the VSWR. 

Figure 19. Comparisons between the frequency responses of the |S11| and VSWR obtained in the present
work for the proposed dual-band antenna and those obtained in [23] and [32] at 38 GHz.

In the upper band centered at 60 GHz, the frequency response of |S11| measured for the
antenna proposed in the present work is compared to those presented in [35] and [36] as shown
in Figure 20. The minimum value of the return loss achieved in the present work is about −21 dB,
whereas those achieved in [35] and [36] are about −19 dB and −20 dB, respectively. The impedance
matching bandwidth achieved in the present work is about 3.3 GHz (for VSWR≤ 2.0 or, equivalently,
|S11| ≤ −10 dB), whereas those achieved in [35] and [36] are 0.9 GHz and 0.35 GHz, respectively.

(a) Frequency response of . (b) Frequency response of the VSWR. 

Figure 20. Comparisons between the frequency response of the |S11| obtained in the present work for
the proposed dual-band antenna and those obtained in [35] and [36] at 60 GHz.

A comparative summary with the antenna performance achieved in [23,32,35,36] is listed in
Table 3. It is shown that the dual band microstrip patch antenna proposed in the present work has
superior performance regarding the impedance matching bandwidth in all the cases, and particularly
for stringent matching conditions (VSWR ≤ 1.5 and VSWR ≤ 1.25).
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Table 3. Comparison between the bandwidth achieved in the present work to that achieved in other
published work.

Performance Measure
Performance at 38 GHz Performance at 60 GHz

Present Work Work of [32] Work of [23] Present Work Work of [35] Work of [36]

Center Frequency 38.0 38.3 37.0 60.5 60.3 60.1

BW
VSWR ≤ 1.25 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.3 0.9 0.35

VSWR ≤ 2.0 1.0 0.75 0.45 1.85 0.5 0.2

VSWR ≤ 1.5 0.5 0 0.07 0.8 0 0.02

Patch area (mm2) 2.0× 3.0 1.0× 1.0 3.55× 3.55 2.0× 3.0 1.4× 1.4 Array only

Patch Gain (dBi) 6.5 7.4 7.7 5.5 6.2 NA

4. Conclusions

The present work introduces a microstrip patch antenna with a novel design to operate in the
38/60 GHz dual-band. The single antenna is constructed as first and second rectangular patches with
some geometrical modifications to achieve perfect impedance matching and balloon-like radiation
patterns over the lower- and upper-frequency bands of operation. A microstrip line is the main feeder
for the first patch, which is responsible for the lower band (38 GHz) radiation, and capacitive and
inductive feeding are responsible for the upper band (60GHz) radiation. The performance of the
single-element antenna is assessed through numerical and experimental investigations. It is shown that
the simulation results agree with the experimental measurements and both show the good performance
of the proposed dual-band patch antenna. The bandwidths achieved around 38 GHz and 60 GHz are
about 2.0 GHz and 3.2 GHz, respectively. The return loss has minimum values of −42 dB and −47 dB
at 38 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively. The maximum gain is 6.5 dBi and 5.5 dBi at 38 GHz and 60 GHz,
respectively. The experimentally assessed frequency band of the proposed antenna is shown to be
better than that obtained by other published work for operation at 38 GHz.
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Abstract: In this study, a new design of a tri-band multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) antenna
array is proposed for fifth-generation (5G) cellular systems. Its structure is composed of eight identical
planar-inverted F antenna (PIFA) elements placed at different edge corners of the handset mainboard
with overall dimensions of 150 × 75 mm2. The PIFA elements and ground plane of the MIMO antenna
system are arranged on the back layer of the platform, which makes the design easy to integrate
with the handset circuit. For S11 ≤ −10 dB, the radiation elements of the MIMO design operate at the
frequency ranges of 2.5–2.7 GHz, 3.4–3.75 GHz, and 5.6–6 GHz covering the long-term evolution (LTE)
41, 42/43, and 47 operation bands, respectively. The array achieves better than 15 dB return loss results
across the three operating bands. The presented antenna array not only exhibits multi-band operation
but also generates the polarization diversity characteristic, which makes it suitable for multi-mode
operation. The proposed antenna array was simulated and experimentally tested. Fundamental
characteristics of the proposed design are investigated. It offers three band S-parameters with
acceptable isolation and dual-polarized radiation with quite good efficiency and gain results. Besides
this, the total active reflection coefficient (TARC) and envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) results
of the PIFAs are very low over the bands. In addition, the radiation characteristics of the MIMO
antenna in the presence of the user and handset components are studied. Moreover, a new and
compact phased array millimeter-wave (MM-Wave) antenna with broad bandwidth and end-fire
radiation is introduced which can be easily integrated into the smartphone antenna system. Due to its
good performance and simple structures, the proposed smartphone antenna array design is a good
candidate for future multi-mode 5G cellular applications.

Keywords: 5G; future handsets; modified PIFA; multi-antenna system; multi-band operation

1. Introduction

With the rapid evolution of wireless communications, the 5G network has received a great deal of
attention from both academia and industry, with many reported efforts and research outputs [1–3].
Significant improvements will be made in different areas, including the data rate speed and resolution,
mobility, latency, etc. Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) technology with multiple antennas
is a promising technology to obtain the requirements of 5G communications [4–6]. To date, 2 × 2
MIMO systems have been successfully employed for 4G mobile networks, and a larger number of
antenna elements is expected to be applied for 5G communications [7,8]. The 5G system is predicted
to possess an aggregate data rate 1000 times faster than 4G, and it has better link reliability. Thus,
compared with the 4G MIMO antenna systems, at least six to eight antenna elements are integrated into
a mobile terminal for 5G massive MIMO to provide good diversity and multiplexing gain [9]. This can
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enhance the channel capacity and link system reliability [10,11]. The greater number of antennas
could make it more resistant to intentional jamming and interference. Through spatial diversity and
spatial multiplexing, larger channel capacity and better communication reliability can be achieved.
Therefore, the multi-antenna system is much more capable of resisting multipath fading and improving
data throughput [12]. The 5G network also needs fundamental technologies to enable small cells,
beamforming, full duplexing, MIMO, and millimeter-wave (MM-Wave).

For sub-6 GHz 5G cellular communications, LTE band-41 (2.6 GHz), band-42 (3.5 GHz), band-43
(3.7 GHz), and band-47 (5.8 GHz) are the main important candidate frequency bands [13]. Due to the
available radio frequency (RF) circuit and test system, 2.6 GHz LTE can be considered as a default
for future mobile communications, and it has recently attracted a great deal of interest. Besides this,
3.4–3.8 GHz (LTE band 42/43) is also recognized by many countries as a first step in demonstrating 5G
systems. To further support more potential sub-6 GHz frequency bands, LTE band 47, which is also
known as the wireless wide area network (WLAN) operation band, can be considered for 5G massive
MIMO antenna design [14,15].

Several smartphone antenna designs with MIMO systems have been proposed recently [16–32].
However, all of these designs either cover only a single-band operation frequency or use a few antenna
elements with large sizes which could occupy a huge space of the mainboard. The 5G handset antenna
designs introduced in [16–24] only cover a single frequency band. In [25–29], dual-band or wideband
arrays are proposed to support two 5G spectrums. Only a few handset antennas with tri-band function
are reported in [30–32] for handset applications. However, these antennas have double/quad antenna
elements or do not cover important bands such as 2.6 GHz. In this study, we introduced a new MIMO
antenna with eight-element planar-inverted F antenna (PIFA) elements which, unlike the reported
designs, can cover multi-frequency bands simultaneously. In addition, due to the large number of
radiators, the proposed handset antenna can be applied for massive MIMO communication [33].
Furthermore, the proposed handset antenna generates the polarization diversity characteristic, which
supports both vertical and horizontal polarizations [34–36]. The modified PIFA radiation elements of
the design are employed at four corners of the printed circuit board (PCB) to operate at three different
frequencies covering the LTE 2600, 42/43, and 47 operation bands. The proposed PIFA array system
operates at three different bands—2.6, 3.6, and 5.8 GHz—of sub-6 GHz 5G cellular networks. It exhibits
good properties in terms of the fundamental characteristics and could be used in future handsets.

Apart from the sub-6-GHz spectrum, 5G smartphones are also expected to support the MM-Wave
spectrum [37]. Compact antennas arranged as an array can be employed in different portions of a
smartphone PCB to form linear phased arrays with high gain and directional radiation beams [38–40].
In contrast to conventional antennas, such as patch, slot, or monopole antennas, end-fire antennas
are more suitable to achieve the required radiation coverage [41,42]. Phased array antennas with
high performance are highly desirable for MM-Wave 5G communications as they can increase the
radiation and the connectivity of the system [43–45]. In addition to the proposed MIMO antenna, a
new and compact phased array millimeter-wave (MM-Wave) antenna with broad bandwidth and
end-fire radiation is introduced for 28 GHz applications. Its configuration is composed of eight loop
dipole resonators with pairs of directors arranged in a linear form which can be easily integrated into
the smartphone antenna system. The following sections present the design details, single-element
performance, characteristics of the tri-band MIMO antenna, and the 28 GHz phased array.

2. Design and Configuration of the Proposed 5G Antenna Array

The schematic of the designed MIMO handset antenna is plotted in Figure 1. As shown,
it is composed of four PIFA pairs that have been deployed at different corners of the mainboard.
The presented handset antenna is designed on an FR-4 dielectric with a relative permittivity of 4.4, loss
tangent of 0.026 and a thickness of hx = 1.6 mm. Each PIFA element is fed by a 50 ohm discrete feeding
technique extended from the ground plane to the antenna feedline. The values of the design details are
listed in Table 1.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Side and (b) back views of the multi-mode antenna array.

Table 1. The dimension values of the presented multi-mode array.

Parameter WX LX WX1 LX1 WX2 W L Wf

Value (mm) 150 75 83 18 5 20.5 6.5 1
Parameter Lf W1 L1 W2 L2 W3 L3 L4

Value (mm) 1 1 15.3 3.5 14.3 16 5.5 4.5

3. Characteristics of the Single-Element/Multi-Band PIFA Resonator

The PIFA is a compact size antenna radiator that provides omnidirectional radiation patterns
and can be used in hand-held devices [46–48]. The conventional PIFAs exhibit single-band operation.
However, the modified designs can cover multi-frequency bands for multi-mode operation [49].
The configuration of the PIFA element is depicted in Figure 2a. Its structure is composed of an
open-loop resonator with an L-shaped strip protruding from the ground plane. As shown, it has a low
profile with the dimension of W × L. A 50 Ω discrete feeding port is employed to excite the antenna.
The computer simulation technology (CST) software is used to investigate the properties of the designed
mobile-handset antenna [50].
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Transparent view of the planar-inverted F antenna (PIFA) and (b) its S11 performance.

The main motive behind the modified PIFA is to obtain a compact antenna element which can
support different frequencies and could be integrated with a mainboard circuit while occupying a
small clearance. Figure 2b illustrates the simulated reflection coefficient (S11) characteristic of the
PIFA element. As shown, the antenna operates at 2.6, 3.6, and 5.8 GHz and provides wide impedance
bandwidths at these frequencies.

In order to justify the tri-band function of the design, the simulated current densities of the
modified PIFA element at different operation frequencies are illustrated in Figure 3. It is worth
mentioning that the maximum scaling for all figures is the same. At 2.6 GHz (first resonance), as can
be seen, the L-shaped strip has high current densities with the maximum distribution. Additionally,
the current flow reverses on the interior edge of the surrounded open loop [51]. It is evident that the
second resonance of the antenna S11 has been achieved using the open-loop resonator as it appears
very active at 3.6 GHz. The third resonance can be considered as the second harmonic of the first
resonance [52]. As shown in Figure 3c, the current distribution is almost equal around the L-shaped
strip and the open-loop resonator. Nevertheless, some coupling and interactions between the employed
parasitic strip of the modified PIFA can be discovered which could affect the frequency response of the
antenna [53].

The main motive behind the PIFA design is to obtain a low-profile and multi-mode radiator with
the possibility of integration in the mobile-handset mainboard. The S11 characteristics of the modified
PIFA antenna can be adjusted by changing the values of the fundamental antenna parameters [54,55].
The first resonance (at 2.6 GHz for the low-band) is mainly determined by the L-shaped strip. The
second and third resonances (at 3.6 GHz and 5.8 GHz) depends on the main resonator (open-loop).
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Therefore, the circumference lengths of the resonators can satisfy the dielectric wavelength at the
corresponding frequency points [56].

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Surface current densities at (a) 2.6 GHz, (b) 3.6 GHz, and (c) 5.8 GHz.

Figure 4 illustrates the antenna S11 characteristic of varying design parameters including W3, L4,
W2, and W. In the simulation of the designed antenna, when one parameter changes, the rest of the
parameters are kept the same as listed in Table 1. The antenna S11 results for different values of W3 are
illustrated in Figure 4a. As evident from the figure, there is very little impact on the first resonance,
while the second and third resonant frequencies are influenced and tuned to higher frequencies.
Figure 4b shows that L4 (unlike W3) has a significant impact on the first resonance frequency and
little effect on the second and third resonance frequencies. Figure 4c shows the effects of W2 (length of
L-shaped strip) on the S11 of the antenna. It can be observed that as W2 decreases from 12.65 to
15.65 mm, the first and third resonances at 2.6 GHz and 5.8 GHz shift up to higher frequencies,
while very little variation is observed at the middle resonance frequency (3.6 GHz). The antenna S11

characteristic of the antenna at different frequencies is also highly dependent on the length of the
open-loop resonator (W). As shown in Figure 4d, changing the value of W affects all three resonances
of the antenna at different operation bands. According to the obtained results, it can be calculated
that the antenna frequency response in all operation bands is very flexible to be tuned to lower or
upper frequencies. In addition, its impedance matching can be also affected by changing the parameter
values [57,58].

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. The S11 characteristics for different sizes of (a) W3, (b) L4, (c) W2, and (d) W.
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The fundamental radiation characteristics of the modified PIFA design including the radiation
efficiency (R.E.), total efficiency (T.E.) and maximum gain (M.G.) are studied in Figure 5. In theory,
the radiation and total efficiencies are related according to

e = erecd (1)

 

Figure 5. Radiation characteristics of the PIFA element versus its operation bands.

The antenna gain can be calculated using the radiation efficiency and the directivity as follows:

G0(dB) = 10 log(ecdD0) (2)

where e0 is the total efficiency, er is the reflection (mismatch) efficiency = (1−|Γ|2), ecd is the radiation
efficiency and D0 is the antenna directivity [59]. As can be observed from Figure 5, the antenna provides
better than 40% and 65% radiation and total efficiencies over the three operation bands. In addition,
the maximum gain of the design varies from 2.5 to 4.5 dBi.

4. Characteristics of the Handset Antenna Array

Figure 6 shows the S parameters of the designed handset antenna. As illustrated, the antenna
exhibits good S parameters at three operation bands with acceptable mutual coupling at less than −10
dB [5,60]. According to the obtained results in Figure 6, slight variation can be observed in the Snn

results of the antenna elements, especially in the lower band (2.6 GHz). This variation is mainly due
to different placements, feeding points, neighboring, and also unsymmetrical configurations of the
employed elements in the main design (smartphone PCB), as shown in Figure 1. Besides this, the
smartphone PCB is in a rectangular shape (with a size of 150 × 75 mm2) which could cause some
discrepancies on the frequency responses and couplings, mainly between even and odd port numbers
(antennas 1 and 2, for example). However, due to the flexible frequency behavior of the antenna
elements (explained in Figure 4), by modifying the design parameters of the antenna element, the
frequency response can be easily adjusted to the desired frequency bands [61].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Snn and (b) Smn properties of the proposed 5G handset antenna.

The side view of the design radiation patterns for a single-element radiator at different operation
frequencies is illustrated in Figure 7. Clearly, the antenna radiation elements exhibit high symmetric
radiation patterns covering the different sides of the handset mainboard and increasing the radiation
coverage [62–65]. The 3D radiation patterns for the eight PIFAs of the main design are displayed in
Figure 8. As illustrated, the gain level of the design varies from 3 to more than 4 dBi. Besides, due to
the placements of the PIFA element, four horizontally and vertically polarized radiation patterns are
achieved to improve the MIMO performance of the design [66,67].

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. Side views of the antenna radiation patterns at (a) first (2.6 GHz), (b) second (3.6 GHz), and
(c) third (5.8 GHz) resonances.

The envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) and total active reflection coefficient (TARC)
characteristics are substantial in MIMO/diversity antenna systems [68,69]. These parameters can be
extracted from the S-parameter results using the below formulas, respectively:

ECC =

∣∣∣S∗mmSnm + S∗mnSnn
∣∣∣2(

1− |Smm|2 − |Smn|2
)(

1− |Snm|2 − |Snn|2
)∗ (3)

TARC = −
√

(Smm + Smn)
2 + (Snm + Snn)

2

2
(4)
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The ECC and TARC results of the presented multi-mode MIMO antenna design are calculated
and plotted in Figure 9. As seen from Figure 9a, the calculated ECC results of PIFA pairs are very low
over the entire multi-operation bands (less than 0.01). Additionally, it can be observed from Figure 9b
that the TARC value of the diverse PIFA pairs is less than −20 dB at different frequencies.

 

Figure 8. Radiation patterns of the PIFAs at the middle frequency (3.6 GHz).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Calculated (a) ECC and (b) TARC results of the proposed design.

5. Fabrication and Measurements

A prototype sample of the proposed 5G handset antenna array was fabricated as illustrated in
Figure 10a,b. Due to the similar placements and performances of the modified PIFA pairs, the properties
of the handset antenna design for port 1 and 2 are measured and compared below. The feeding
mechanism of the adjacent elements is shown in Figure 10c.

The measured and simulated results of the S-parameters are compared in Figure 11a. As seen,
the S11/S21 measurements have good agreement with the simulated results in terms of covering the
required multi-operation bands: a quite good impedance bandwidth (S11 <−10) is achieved to cover the
operation bands of 2.45–2.65 GHz, 3.5–3.7 GHz and 5.6–6 GHz with resonances at 2.6, 3.6, and 5.8 GHz,
respectively. In addition, as shown, the mutual couplings of the adjacent PIFAs are less than −15, −10,
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and −13 dB at the desired frequency bands. One of the vital parameters for the MIMO performance of
an antenna array is diversity gain (DG), which can be calculated using the following formula:

DG = 10
√

1− (ECC)2 (5)

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. (a) Front and (b) back views, and (c) feeding mechanism of the fabricated sample.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Measured and simulated (a) S-parameters and (b) diversity gain of the two adjacent PIFAs.

The DG characteristics of the antenna are illustrated in Figure 11b. The diversity gain function
of the designed antenna over its operation band is more than 9.95 dB over the operating frequency
bands [70]. In Figure 12a,b, we plot and compare the calculated TARC and ECC results of the PIFA
pairs from simulated and measured results. As shown, the ECC function is very low (less than 0.05)
over the different frequency bands of interest. Besides, the obtained TARC results are less than −18 dB.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Calculated (a) ECC and (b) TARC results of the adjacent elements.

Measured and simulated radiation patterns (H-plane) of the modified PIFA element at different
frequencies are shown in Figure 13. It is worth noting that, during the measurement of the antenna
radiation patterns, one port was kept excited while the other one was loaded with a 50 Ω load.
As can be clearly seen, the sample handset antenna prototype provides good quasi-omnidirectional
radiation patterns at different resonance frequencies with peak gains and acceptable agreement between
simulations and measurements. It is found that when the antenna frequency increases, the gain level
of the antenna is increased [71–73].

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13. Two-dimensional radiation patterns at (a) first (2.6 GHz), (b) second (3.6 GHz), and (c) third
(5.8 GHz) resonances.

6. Comparison

Table 2 compares the characteristics of the proposed handset antenna design and some reported
5G smartphone MIMO antenna designs in the literature with the recent states of the art [16–32]. To
the best of our knowledge, most of the reported sub-6 GHz 5G antennas are single-band operating,
and only a few works have reported on the use of the dual-band or multi-band techniques for 5G
smartphone applications. The main contribution of our work is that we propose a planar 8 × 8
MIMO diversity antenna array with a triple-band function covering the LTE 41, 42/43, and 47 bands.
As clearly shown, compared with the recently introduced MIMO handset antenna systems with planar
and uniplanar structures, our proposed handset antenna provides better characteristics in terms of
impedance matching and bandwidth and low-profile radiators.
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Table 2. Comparison of the design characteristics with the referenced handset antennas. MIMO:
multiple-input–multiple-output.

Reference Antenna Type Elements
Bandwidth

(GHz)
Efficiency (%) Overall Size (mm2) Isolation (dB) ECC

Single-Band MIMO Handset Antennas

[16] Coupled-Fed 8 2.55–2.68 48–63 136 × 68 12 <0.15
[17] Petal Slot 8 2.55–2.66 - 150 × 75 10 <0.1
[18] Loop 8 2.55–2.6 48–63 136 × 68 11 <0.15
[19] PIFA Slot 8 3.4–3.6 62–78 140 × 70 10 <0.20
[20] Slot-Ring 8 3.4–3.8 55–70 150 × 75 15 <0.05
[21] Patch-Slot 8 3.55–3.65 52–76 150 × 75 11 -
[22] Loop Element 8 3.3–3.6 40 120 × 70 15 <0.02
[23] CPW-Fed Slot 8 3.4–4.4 65 150 × 75 16 <0.01
[24] Monopole 8 4.55–4.75 50–70 136 × 68 10 -

Dual-Band MIMO Handset Antennas

[25] Coupled-Fed
Slot

10
3.4–3.8 41–84

150 × 80 12 <0.155.15–5.92 47–79

[26]
Dual Mode
Monopole 2

3.4–3.6, 50–61,
150 × 76.6 10.5 <0.25.725–5.875 67–80

[27]
Cuboid

Monopole 6
2.6–2.7 60–70

140 × 05 10 <0.055.1–5.9 70–80

[28] Monopole 8
3.2–3.9 60–80

150 × 75 12 -
5–5.5 70–85

[29]
Folded

Monopole 8
2.45–2.6 40–60

124 × 74 15 <0.23.45–3.65 50–80

Tri-Band MIMO Handset Antennas

[30] Coupled-Fed
Arm

8
3.3–3.8, 55–72,

130 × 70 10 <0.14.8–5, 50–65,
5.1–5.9 43–73

[31] Yet-Decoupled
Antennas

2
2.40–2.48 44–48,

150 × 75 15 <0.145.15–5.35, 74–80,
5.72–5.92 75

[32]
F-Shaped
Monopole 4

3.3–4.2,
60–80 150 × 75 12 <0.14.4–5,

5.15–5.85

Proposed
Modified

Diversity PIFA
8

2.45–2.65, 40–65,

150 × 75 11 <0.013.4–3.75, 50–70,
5.6–6 60–80

The proposed design achieves improvements not only around tri-band impedance bandwidth but
also offers polarization diversity function at different edges of the mainboard. This is mainly due to
orthogonal placements of the adjacent PIFA resonators at different corners of the PCB. In addition,
unlike the reported handset antennas in the literature, the presented antenna is set on the single (back)
layer of the platform which makes the design easy to integrate with the handset circuit. Furthermore,
due to the small clearance of the proposed handset antenna, its characteristics in terms of data and
talk modes are not changed significantly; that is, the proposed eight-element antenna array has the
advantage of the comprehensive performance, meaning that it can be applied well in future 5G
mobile terminals.

7. User Effects on the Characteristics of the Designed Antenna Array

The health hazards of emitted electromagnetic (EM) radiation from mobile handsets has become a
point of open deliberation as the use of mobile handsets is increasing exponentially [74]. For mobile
handsets, the investigation of the user-effect on the characteristics of the antenna is indispensable [75].
Below, different usage postures in the data-mode of the user-hand for right and left hands are considered
and studied in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The employed user-hand phantom in the simulation
has a relative permittivity of ε = 24 and conductivity of σ = 2 s/m [76]. According to the obtained
results, the proposed design exhibits similar radiation behavior for different hand scenarios. This is
mainly due to the symmetrical schematic of the designed MIMO antenna. It is shown that the handset
antenna and its modified PIFA elements exhibit good efficiencies. Besides, when the antenna frequency
increases, the efficiency of the antenna is improved. The reflection coefficients (Snn) of the proposed
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array are not affected drastically by the hand, except for some small frequency fluctuations. However,
the antenna efficiencies of the proposed array are affected significantly owing to the absorption effect of
the user’s hand. This is because some EM energy has been absorbed by the hand [77]. Compared with
the antenna performance in free space, the maximum reductions of the total efficiencies are observed
for the PIFA elements that have been partially covered by the hand [78]. Additionally, as evident
from the results, the antenna provides good S-parameters including Snn and Smn in both right and
left-hand scenarios.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 14. (a) Placement, (b) total efficiencies, (c) Snn, and (d) Smn results for the right-hand scenario.

Apart from the data-mode, the antenna performance in talk-mode should be also studied. Figure 16
shows the total efficiency, Snn (S11–S88), and Smn (S21–S81) characteristics of the designed handset
antenna in the presence of the user-hand/user-head in talk-mode.

Figure 16a shows the placement of the designed antenna array in talk-mode; the array’s total
efficiencies are represented in Figure 16b. It is shown that the antenna elements exhibit relatively good
efficiencies at different resonance frequencies. Additionally, the antenna S-parameters are depicted in
Figure 16d. As can be seen, the PIFAs are operating at the target frequencies with good Snn and less
than −10 dB Smn.

The EM energy absorbed by human body tissues can be evaluated by the specific absorption
rate (SAR) [79,80]. SAR is a measure of how much power is being absorbed per unit mass. The SAR
features of the MIMO design at three different operation frequencies are investigated. According to the
obtained results from different investigations of the antenna elements, it is found that antenna 2 causes
the maximum SAR value while the minimum SAR value is observed from antenna 6. The SAR results
of antenna 2 and antenna 6 at 2.6, 3.6, and 5.8 GHz are depicted in Figure 17. According to the results,
the distance between the PIFA elements and the head phantom is most important in terms of the value
of the SAR function.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 15. (a) Placement, (b) total efficiencies, (c) Snn, and (d) Smn results for the left-hand scenario.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 16. (a) Placement, (b) total efficiencies, (c) Snn, and (d) Smn results for the talk-mode scenario.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 17. SAR for antennas 1 and 5 at (a) first (2.6 GHz), (b) second (3.6 GHz), and (c) third
(5.8 GHz) resonances.

Below, the fundamental characteristics of the MIMO antenna including the total efficiency, Snn and
Smn are also studied in the presence of smartphone components including the battery, speaker, camera,
USB connector, and LCD screen. Table 3 lists the characteristics of the modeled components [81].
It is clearly seen from Figure 18 that the design provides consistent characteristics at the desired
operating frequencies.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 18. (a) Placement, (b) total efficiencies, (c) Snn, and (d) Smn results in the presence of the
smartphone components.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the smartphone components.

Component Material Permittivity

Screen LCD film 4.8
Battery. Camera, Speaker perfect electric conductor (PEC) -

USB Connector Brass (PEC)
Button Rubber 3.5

printed circuit board (PCB) FR-4 4.4

8. Integration of a Compact MM-Wave Phased Array

In this section, a new and miniaturized MM-Wave phased array 5G antenna with broad bandwidth
is proposed to be incorporated in a shared board. The design details of the integrated phased array are
illustrated in Figure 19a. It has a very compact size, with an overall size of Wa × La = 18 × 5 mm2, and
it can be implemented in the same FR-4 laminate PCB with a thinner thickness of 0.8 mm. As shown, its
configuration is composed of eight loop dipole resonators with pairs of directors arranged in a linear
form. A discrete feeding port is applied separately for each antenna. The parameter values (in mm)
are as follows: Wa1 = 2.8, Wa2 = 0.125, Wa3 = 0.15, Wa4 = 1.8, Wa5 = 0.4, Wa6 = 0.15, La1 = 1, La2 = 1.5,
La3 = 0.2, da = 0.125, da1 = 0.8, da2 = 1.3. The phased array is designed to work at 28 GHz—one of the
promising 5G candidate bands at higher frequencies [82,83]. However, due to the broad bandwidth
characteristic, the proposed phased array is also capable of covering 26 and 30 GHz 5G bands [84–86].

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 19. (a) Design details and configuration of the array, (b) its S-parameters, and (c) gain comparison
of the array and the antenna element.

Figure 19b plots the S-parameters (S11–S41) of the phased array. As seen, the designed phased array
provides a broad impedance bandwidth of 25–31 GHz with a central frequency of 28 GHz. Besides, less
than a −15 dB mutual coupling characteristic is obtained for the antenna elements. Figure 19c compares
the maximum gains of the antenna element and the phased over the operation band. It is shown that
the antenna element provides 4~5 dBi gain values over the operation frequency, whereas more than
12 dBi maximum gain is achieved for the designed array. The 3D beam steering functions of the array
at 28 GHz for different angles are plotted in Figure 20a. The shapes and directions of the phased
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array beams are determined by the relative phase amplitudes applied to each antenna element with
discrete-feeding ports, as shown below [87]:

ψ = 2π
(

d
λ

)
sinθ (6)

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 20. (a) Radiation beams, (b) active reflection coefficient, and (c) efficiencies at different scanning angles.

As shown, the designed phased array provides a good beam-steering function with end-fire
radiation beams. As illustrated, the designed array exhibits high gain radiation beams with
low sidelobes.

The active reflection coefficients (ARCs) of the design for different scanning angles are illustrated
in Figure 20b. As the radiation beam of the antenna is scanned, the amount of coupling between the
radiation elements changes, meaning that the active reflection coefficient curve moves slightly [88].
However, as shown, the proposed phased array antenna exhibits sufficient performance and supports
the target frequency bandwidth for different scanning angles. The radiation efficiency of the proposed
array antenna is more than 75% in the operating bandwidth of all switching modes. Figure 20c plots
the radiation and total efficiency levels of the array at scanning angles of 0, 30, and 60. It is shown that
the proposed phased array offers quite good efficiency results. Figure 21 shows the possible placements
and radiation beam-steering of the proposed phased array in the configuration of the smartphone
board. It can be observed that the array can be easily integrated into a small area of the PCB and could
provide full radiation coverage supporting different sides of the handset [89].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 21. (a) Different placements of the proposed phased array into the smartphone board and
(b) its beam steering function at different angles.

9. Conclusions

The design and characteristics of a new MIMO smartphone antenna with a multi-mode operation
is successfully investigated in this paper. The designed handset antenna contains eight modified PIFA
elements deployed at four corners of the mainboard. The proposed design operates at 2.6, 3.6, and
5.8 GHz for sub-6 GHz 5G mobile terminals. It offers good characteristics in terms of bandwidth,
isolation, and radiation patterns. In addition, quite good characteristics are observed in the presence of
the user. Due to the tri-band and polarization diversity, the antenna can be considered for multi-mode
future handset applications. Furthermore, due to the available space on the smartphone antenna
system, a compact 28 GHz phased array is proposed to be integrated onto the 5G smartphone.
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Abstract: A new ultra-wideband (UWB) multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system is
proposed for future smartphones. The structure of the design comprises four identical pairs of compact
microstrip-fed slot antennas with polarization diversity function that are placed symmetrically at
different edge corners of the smartphone mainboard. Each antenna pair consists of an open-ended
circular-ring slot radiator fed by two independently semi-arc-shaped microstrip-feeding lines exhibiting
the polarization diversity characteristic. Therefore, in total, the proposed smartphone antenna design
contains four horizontally-polarized and four vertically-polarized elements. The characteristics of the
single-element dual-polarized UWB antenna and the proposed UWB-MIMO smartphone antenna are
examined while using both experimental and simulated results. An impedance bandwidth of
2.5–10.2 GHz with 121% fractional bandwidth (FBW) is achieved for each element. However,
for S11 ≤ −6 dB, this value is more than 130% (2.2–11 GHz). The proposed UWB-MIMO smartphone
antenna system offers good isolation, dual-polarized function, full radiation coverage, and sufficient
efficiency. Besides, the calculated diversity performances of the design in terms of the envelope
correlation coefficient (ECC) and total active reflection coefficient (TARC) are very low over the entire
operating band.

Keywords: double-fed slot antenna; MIMO system; mobile terminals; polarization diversity;
UWB technology

1. Introduction

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology provides some superiority, such as high-speed data
transmission, low cost, and easy manufacture [1]. However, such a popular topic of technology suffers
from multipath fading in practical applications [2]. Precisely, the multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) technique was raised to resolve this issue [3,4]. The combination of UWB and MIMO
technologies, the use of space multipath, parallel transmission of multiple signals, can obtain obvious
multiplexing gain and diversity gain, and achieve a stable signal transmission in distance [5,6].
UWB technology provides wide bandwidth with low power usage. Unlike narrowband technologies,
like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, this technology might be more suitable for short-distance communications [7].
However, it is natively more precise, uses less power, and can transmit data over a wider frequency
(up to several GHz). A precise angle combined with a precise distance, which leads the ability for a
mobile handset to pinpoint an object to a reasonably precise location in space, as well as to recognize
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its surroundings. While the UWB technology is not new, its first implementation into a modern
smartphone has been used by the world’s smartphone makers, such as Apple [8]. It should be noted
that other technologies, like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, are still useful since they have a longer range.

Through MIMO technology with multiple antennas, the UWB can measure the angle of arrivals
for the signals, as well as secure access to a myriad of the system [9]. Standard MIMO systems
tend to employ two or four elements in a single physical package. However, a high number of
antenna radiators are employed for the massive MIMO system [10,11]. When compared with previous
generations, a large number of antenna elements, operating concurrently, is expected to be applied
for 5G communications. 2 × 2 MIMO systems are successfully deployed for 4G cellular networks,
while, for the massive MIMO operation of 5G communications, it is expected to employ a large
number of elements, since the greater number makes the system more resistant to interferences [12,13].
Therefore, the multi-antenna structure with minimum mutual coupling employed for generating
polarization and pattern diversity for reliable communication in order to load the MIMO operation
into a smartphone for 5G communication. The 5G network also needs fundamental technologies to
enable small cells, beamforming, full duplexing, MIMO, and millimeter-wave (MM-Wave) [14,15].
Simple structured and compact antenna elements with sufficient impedance bandwidth and isolation
are desirable to be integrated into 5G smartphone platforms, in accordance with the requirement of
mobile networks [16–18]. Among various MIMO antennas, microstrip antenna elements are more
applicable due to their promising features, such as compact-size, Omani-directional radiation, broad
impedance bandwidth, ease of integration, and manufacturing [19,20].

Several MIMO 5G smartphone antennas have been recently proposed [21–38]. However,
these smartphone antennas either suffer from narrow impedance-bandwidth (either single-band
or dual/multi-band) or use single-polarized uniplanar antenna resonators occupying large spaces of
the mainboard, which leads to increasing the complexity of the mobile phone system. In addition,
in most of the reported antennas, all of the candidate bands of sub 6 GHz 5G, including LTE Band 7
(2.550–2.650 GHz), N77 (3.3–4.2 GHz), N78 (3.3–3.8 GHz), N79 (4.4–5.0 GHz), and LTE band 46
(5150–5925 MHz) are not supported. Additionally, in the designs of many reported MIMO smartphone
antennas, it is common to avoid placing elements in vertical and choose instead to place them parallel,
which prevents achieving the polarization diversity. However, in this paper, the antenna elements are
both perpendicular and parallel to each other to exhibit the diversity function. In [21,22], uniplanar
and double-layer antenna elements with only 200 MHz bandwidths are proposed for 5G smartphone
applications. Tightly arranged orthogonal-mode pairs with design complexity is proposed in [23]
for 5G smartphones. In [24,25], CPW-fed antenna arrays with large-clearance are introduced for sub
6 GHz MIMO handset. In [26–28], narrow-band antenna arrays with 100 MHz are represented to be
integrated at the corners of the mainboard. The proposed antennas in [29,30] use slot resonators in
the ground plane, providing polarization diversity function at 3.6 GHz. A multi-element multi-layer
antenna with the operation band of 4.4–4.7 GHz is proposed in [31]. The proposed antennas in [32–34]
have uniplanar configurations which make them difficult to fabricate and integrate with the circuit
system. In addition, the proposed smartphone antenna array in [35] with wide impedance bandwidth
employing only two radiators, which is not sufficient for 5G MIMO operation. Moreover, broadband
MIMO arrays with 2 GHz bandwidths are reported in [36,37]. The employed radiators are not planar
and careful consideration is required in the fabrication process. In [38], an eight-element PIFA array
arranged on an artificial magnetic plane with less possible screen-space is proposed.

In this manuscript, we present a new design of broadband MIMO antenna systems providing
polarization diversity and ultra-wide impedance bandwidth. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first integration of multi UWB antennas with polarization and pattern diversity onto a MIMO
smartphone system. The smartphone antenna is designed to work at 2.5–10.2 GHz, covering different
wireless systems, including LTE-4G, sub 6 GHz 5G, WLAN, WIMAX, X-band, etc. The structure
of the smartphone MIMO array design comprises four pairs of orthogonally dual-polarized slot
radiators located at four edge corners of the smartphone PCB. By exciting the radiator from the
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different feeding ports, two orthogonally polarized waves are generated, which leads the radiation
pattern and polarization diversity function. A low-cost FR-4 dielectric is used as the PCB substrate.
A prototype sample of the proposed design was fabricated and then tested. Good impedance
bandwidth and isolation are achieved. The characteristics of the single radiator and its MIMO package
are elaborated below.

2. Dual-Polarized UWB Slot Antenna

Figure 1 provides the geometry of the designed UWB diversity antenna design. As shown,
the design is composed of an open-ended circular-ring slot radiator with outer and inner radiuses of r3

and r2 differently fed by a pair of symmetrical semi-arc-shaped microstrip-line in orthogonal positions.
As shown in Figure 1a, 50-Ohm SMA (SubMiniature version A) connectors are employed for both
antenna feeding ports. Table 1 lists the dimensions of the proposed UWB diversity antenna element.
The antenna is designed on an FR4 dielectric whose permittivity and loss tangent are 4.4 and 0.025,
respectively. The antenna has an overall dimension of WS × LS × hS = 34 × 34 × 1.6 mm3. It is operating
at the frequency range of 2.5 to 10.2 GHz. The impedance matching band of the proposed slot antenna
is governed by several parameters, such as the dimensions of the open-ended circular-ring slot and the
semi-arc-shaped radiation stub, as well as the small strip pairs protruded to increase the matching
band and mutual coupling, especially at high frequencies. All of these parameters were optimized to
enable an UWB operating frequency band with sufficient mutual coupling inferior to −10 dB.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Overall view of the single-element Ultra-Wideband (UWB) antenna design, (a) three-dimensional
(3D) view, (b) top, and (c) bottom layers.

Table 1. Parameter values of the proposed UWB diversity designs.

Parameter WS LS hS Wf Lf d

Value (mm) 34 34 1.6 5.5 3 7.5
Parameter hS W L W1 L1 r

Value (mm) 1.6 1 11 1.5 1.5 11.5
Parameter r1 r2 r3 Wsub Lsub Hsub

Value (mm) 8.5 8 14 75 150 1.6

Various configurations of the antenna are shown in Figure 2. Simulated S parameter results of
the antenna design with a conventional circular-ring slot radiator (Figure 2a), with an open-ended
circular-ring slot radiator (Figure 2b), and the presented design (Figure 2c) are shown in Figure 3a–c,
respectively. As illustrated, by converting the circular-ring slot radiator into the open-ended circular-ring
slot, not only the frequency bandwidth of the antenna but also the isolation characteristic of the design
have been significantly improved. Finally, by adding pairs of small strips under the antenna feed-lines,
the antenna provides good matching with improved-bandwidth and well-isolated characteristics at
the desired frequency band (2.5–10 GHz).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Various structures of the UWB slot antenna, (a) antenna with a circular-ring slot radiator,
(b) the antenna with open-ended circular-ring slot, and (c) the proposed UWB antenna design.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. S parameters of the (a) antenna with a circular-ring slot radiator, (b) the antenna with
open-ended circular-ring slot, and (c) the proposed UWB antenna design.
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The current densities of the antenna (port 1) at different resonance frequencies (including 3.8,
4.2, 7.1, and 9.1 GHz) are presented in Figure 4 and discussed in the following. It is obvious that the
maximum distributions of the surface current have been mainly concentrated around the ring-slot cut
of the ground plane, since it is the main resonator of the design, which provides different resonances
of the antenna. Additionally, the semi-arc-shaped microstrip feeding lines current is very active at
different frequencies. However, the current is highly concentrated around the edge of the open-ended
circular-ring at lower frequencies, as can be observed in Figure 4a,b. This can be explained from Figure 3.
It is observed that by converting the circular-ring slot radiator to the open-ended circular-ring slot,
the isolation characteristic of the antenna S11/S22 has been improved significantly (from −12 to less than
−25 dB), according to the obtained results from Figure 3a,b. Moreover, the semi-arc-shaped radiation
stub and the protruded small rectangular strips in the ground plane appear very active with high
current densities at the upper frequencies (7.1 and 9.1 GHz), as shown in Figure 4c,d. This is mainly
because of their positive impact on further enhancement of the antenna performance, especially at
higher frequencies, as shown in Figure 3c.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Current densities from Port 1 at resonances: (a) 3.8, (b) 4.2, (c) 7.1, and (d) 9.1 GHz.

The reflection and transmission coefficients (S11 and S21) of the multi-resonance/UWB-MIMO
antenna with various parameters are investigated. Figures 5–8 show the results of varying fundamental
parameters r, L, r1, and W1. In the simulation of the designed antenna, when one parameter changes,
the rest of the parameters are kept the same as the parameters that are listed in Table 1. Since the
structure is symmetric, it is sufficient to only show the S11 and S21. Figure 5 shows the effects of r
(outer radius of the main resonator) on the S-parameters. It can be observed that as L increases,
the lower frequency bandwidth shifts down slowly to a lower band and also the upper operation
frequency moves fast toward a lower band, which means that the length of the slot radiator changes its
capacitance characteristic [39,40]. As seen, by changing the size of r from 12 to 16 mm, the lower and
upper frequencies of the antennas move from 3.5 to 1.5 GHz and 11 to 8 GHz, respectively. In addition,
by changing the values of r, the mutual coupling (S21) of the design is changed, especially at middle
frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 5b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) S11 and (b) S21 characteristics for different values of r.

Figures 6 and 7 represent the impact of L (length of arc-shaped radiation patch) and r1 (inner radius
of the slot resonator) on the S-parameters of the designed UWB dual-polarized antenna. It is found
that, unlike the outer radius of the main resonator (r), L and r1 mainly affect the lower operation
band of the antenna. As shown in Figure 6a, as L decreases from 12 to 6 mm, the lower frequency
bandwidth changes from 2 to 4 GHz. It should be noted that changing the values of L does not
significantly impact the transmission coefficients (or mutual coupling) that are characteristic of the
antenna (shown in Figure 6b). Figure 7 illustrates the simulated S-parameter results of the antenna for
various values (9 to 7 mm) of the inner radius (r1) of the slot resonator. It is clear that, when the inner
radius of the slot varies from 9 to 7 mm, the lower operation bandwidth of the design tunes from 2.1 to
3.1 GHz. In addition, this parameter value changing also affects the isolation of the mutual coupling
characteristic of the design, as illustrated in Figure 7b. It is evident that, by the reduction of the inner
radius of the slot, the isolation of S21 has been significantly improved.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) S11 and (b) S21 characteristics for different values of (a) L.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) S11 and (b) S21 characteristics for different values of r1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) S11 and (b) S21 characteristics for different values of W1.

The effects of another important design parameter, the employed rotated strip on the slot
resonator (W1), on antenna performance are investigated through simulation, as presented in Figure 8.
It can be found from Figure 8a that the isolation of the resonant bands at lower and upper frequencies
changes for different values of W1. Meanwhile, the change of the mutual coupling with the variation
of is W1 is not significant. Figure 9a provides the simulated efficiencies (radiation and total) of the
diversity antenna design. As shown from the figure that more than 75% radiation efficiency is obtained
over the ultra-wide impedance bandwidth of the antenna with the maximum value of 90% at the lower
frequencies. This is caused by the enhanced isolation characteristic of the antenna. Moreover, it is
evident that the UWB antenna exhibits good total efficiency results of 50%~75%. Figure 9b depicts
the maximum gain and directivity results versus the investigated frequency range. It is shown that,
although the gain varies with the operation frequency, its level is still more than 3.1 dBi within the
frequency band of interest. It is seen that the difference between directivity and maximum gain results
is small, which is mainly because of the high-efficiency characteristic of the antenna. The overall
variation of the gain and directivity is within 3 dBi in the entire frequency band, which is very good for
wideband and multiband systems.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Radiation/total efficiencies, maximum gain and (b) diversity results of the diversity antenna.

In the UWB antenna system, the time-domain characteristics are equally as important as the
frequency domain. In the time domain method, an important factor indicating the characteristic of
the antenna is the fidelity factor. The values of the system fidelity factor vary between 0 and 100%.
A system fidelity factor value of 100% shows that the received signal perfectly fits the input signal [41].
The fidelity is employed as a factor of similarity between the input and received signal and is obtained,
as follows:

F = Maxτ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞
−∞ s(t)r(t− τ)√∫ +∞

−∞ s(t)2dt.
∫ +∞
−∞ r(t)2dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)
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where s(t) and r(t) are the input and received signals, respectively. Two identical configurations of the
dual-polarized UWB antenna, including side-by-side and face-to-face orientations with a 100 mm shift
of their center points, are studied. The antenna is excited by using a modulated Gaussian pulse.

A relatively good similarity has been achieved for the RX and TX pulses, as shown in Figure 10.
In addition, using (1) the fidelity factor of the reference antenna pair are calculated and good results
have been obtained (equal to 0.85 and 0.75, respectively). A prototype sample of the proposed UWB
dual-polarized antenna is fabricated and tested. Figure 11 shows the placements of the fabricated
prototype in measurement setups of S-parameters and radiation patterns, respectively. The measured
S-parameters (S11&S21) of the fabricated sample is examined while using the vector network analyzer
and illustrated in Figure 12a. It is found that the fabricated prototype works properly and it provides
acceptable agreement with the simulations. As shown, a good frequency bandwidth (S11 ≤ −10 dB) of
2.5–10 GHz is achieved for the fabricated dual-polarized UWB antenna. However, for S11 ≤ −6 dB,
this value could be from 2.2–11 GHz. In addition, it is evident that the mutual-coupling characteristic
of the design is less than −10 dB over the entire UWB operation frequency band.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Input/output signal pulses for (a) side by side and (b) face to face scenarios.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Photographs of the antenna in measurements setup of (a) S-parameters and (b) radiation patterns.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Measured and simulated (a) S-parameters and (b) ECC results of the proposed antenna.
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In order to validate the capability of a dual-polarized MIMO antenna design, envelope correlation
coefficient (ECC), total active reflection coefficient (TARC), and its diversity gain (DG) properties are
three important parameters to be investigated [42,43]. The acceptable limits of standards are ECC < 0.5,
TARC < −10, and DG near 10 dB. These characteristics of MIMO antenna can be calculated from the
S-parameter results while using the below formula:

ECC =

∣∣∣S∗mmSmn + S∗nmSnn
∣∣∣2(

1− |Smm|2 − |Smn|2
)(

1− |Snm|2 − |Snn|2
)∗ (2)

TARC = −
√

(Smm + Smn)
2 + (Snm + Snn)

2

2
(3)

DG = 10
√

1− (ECC)2 (4)

Figure 12b illustrates the calculated ECC characteristic of the antenna. It can be observed that
the calculated ECC results are very low entire the UWB operation band (less than 0.01). Figure 13a,b
illustrate the TARC and DG characteristics of the antenna, respectively. It is also found in Figure 13a
that the TARC value of the dual-polarized UWB-MIMO design is less than −20 dB in the frequency
range of 2.5–10 GHz. The diversity gain function of the designed antenna over its operation band is
more than 9.95 dB over the entire operating frequency band, as can be seen in Figure 13b.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Calculated (a) TARC and (b) DG results from the measured and simulated results.

In addition, two-dimensional (2D) radiation patterns of the fabricated antenna have been
measured. Figure 14 shows the measured/simulated radiation patterns of the antenna at selected
frequencies, including 3, 6, and 9 GHz. These three frequencies are chosen form the lower, middle,
and upper frequencies, respectively. In this design, the xz plane is H-plane (ϕ = 0◦) and yz-plane
is E-plane (ϕ = 90◦) for the proposed antenna. From Figure 14, we can see that the antenna can
gives dumbbell-like radiation characteristics in E-plane and nearly Omni-directional patterns in
H-plane [44,45]. It was found that the radiation patterns of the UWB antenna deteriorate more or less
with increasing frequency. However, the radiation properties are almost stable.

The peak gains of the UWB dual-polarized antenna over its operation band are measured and
compared with simulations, as illustrated in Figure 15a. Almost stable constant gain values are achieved
over the antenna operation band, as can be observed. However, the antenna gain is increased from 3.2
to nearly 5.8 dB, which is caused by the deteriorated radiation at the higher band. As a well-known fact,
a UWB antenna should cover a wide band. Therefore, the analysis of group delay is very important [46].
When a signal goes through a filter, the signal will distort in both amplitude and phase. This distortion
depends on the characteristics of the designed filter, which can determine the communication quality.
By representing the transmitting and receiving antennas as a filter, the group delay at the operation
band is very important for designing UWB antennas. The group delay is defined as the measurement
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of the signal transition time through a device. For the UWB antennas, the altered inductance properties
result in a group delay of UWB antennas. The group delay characteristic can be defined through the
derivative of phase, which is expressed as:

τ(ω) = −∂ϕ(ω)
∂(ω)

(5)

where ϕ(ω) and ω are the phase and angular frequencies, respectively. Figure 15b illustrates the
measured/simulated group delay of the designed UWB antenna. The result shows that the group delay
variation is less than 1 ns in the entire operation band. This indicates a linear phase response and good
pulse handling capability for the proposed antenna. Hence, the antenna is useful in the UWB impulse
radio and microwave imaging.

Figure 14. Measured (dash line ) and simulated (solid line) results of the antenna patterns at (a) 3 GHz,
(b) 6 GHz, and (c) 9 GHz.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. Measured and simulated (a) antenna gain and (b) group delay over its ultra wide bandwidth.
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Table 2 provides a comparative summary of the fundamental properties of the presented design
with the reported dual-polarized antennas available in the literature [47–50]. When compared with
reported designs, the presented antenna has a simple structure with a compact, as summarized in
Table 2. In addition, a wider impedance bandwidth providing more than 120% FBW is achieved for
the proposed antenna. As shown, in contrast with the reported designs in the literature, the proposed
dual-port diversity antenna exhibits lower ECC results. Stable and almost constant gain values are
achieved for the antenna over the antenna UWB operation band, which is very good for wideband and
multiband systems. Furthermore, as explained earlier, high radiation efficiencies are achieved for the
proposed design. Therefore, the antenna is suitable for different wireless applications, such as radar,
microwave imaging, and cellular communications, due to these attractive features.

Table 2. Comparison between the Design and the Recently Reported Dual-Polarized UWB Antennas.

Reference FBW (%) Size (mm2) Gain (dB) ECC

[47] 115% (2.9–11 GHz) 105 × 105 2–7 -
[48] 112% (3–11.5 GHz) 90 × 90 4–9 -
[49] 120% (3–12 GHz) 76.25 × 52.25 4–6 <0.05
[50] 107% (3–10 GHz) 72 × 72 3–6 -
[51] 120% (3–12 GHz) 66.25 × 66.25 5 <0.1
[52] 112% (3.1–11.8 GHz) 61 × 68 1–7 <0.02
[53] 114% (3–11 GHz) 57 × 57 5 <0.02
[54] 114% (3–11 GHz) 56 × 56 3–5 <0.02
[55] 120% (3–12 GHz) 40.5 × 40.5 5 <0.1
[56] 114% (3–11 GHz) 35 × 35 4.6 <0.3

Proposed Antenna 121% (2.5–10.2 GHz) 34 × 34 4–6 <0.01

3. The Proposed UWB Diversity Antenna System

Figure 16 shows the schematic of the MIMO mobile-phone antenna system. As shown, it comprises
four identical pairs of compact microstrip-fed slot antennas with polarization diversity function that
are placed symmetrically at different edge corners of the mainboard with a standard dimension of
75 × 150 × 1.6 mm3. However, it is also possible to arrange the design in different sizes of the handset
mainboard, due to the compact sizes of the employed diversity slot elements.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16. (a) Side, (b) top, and (c) bottom views of the UWB-multiple-input/multiple-output
(UWB-MIMO) antenna system design for smartphone applications.

Figure 17 depicts the S parameters (including Snn and Smn). As shown, the antenna exhibits good
S parameters, similar to the single-element diversity antenna, covering the frequency spectrum of
2.5–10 GHz. In addition, the mutual coupling of the design is below −10 over the operation frequency
of the smartphone antenna, which meets the basic requirements for MIMO operation. As expected,
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the maximum mutual coupling of the MIMO design is between the closely spaced diversity elements
(S21 (port 1 and port 2, for example)) with a fixed size of the antenna element (WS × LS). In addition,
the mutual coupling characteristics of other port pairs is less than −16 dB. This function makes the
design flexible to be arranged in different sizes of PCB. Therefore, it is possible to get satisfactory
results for smaller motherboard dimensions.

(a) (b)

Figure 17. (a) Snn and (b) Smn characteristics of the simulated MIMO design.

Using (1), the fidelity factor of the MIMO antenna design is also investigated. In the proposed
MIMO smartphone antenna array, the fidelity factor is the highest between the closely-spaced diversity
antenna pairs with the side-by-side orientation, averaging 0.90. It should be noted that the fidelity
factor can be decreased as the distance increases and vice versa [57]. Accordingly, for other possible
arrangements of the antenna pairs with longer distances, the fidelity factor drops to 0.70 in most cases.
However, the value is still reasonably good and acceptably low.

Figure 18 illustrates the radiation efficiency (R.E.) and total efficiency (T.E.) properties of the proposed
design. According to the results, it can be concluded that the MIMO design provides sufficient efficiencies
over its entire operation band [58,59]. Three-dimensional (3D) radiation patterns of each element at
6 GHz (middle frequency) have been plotted in Figure 19. It should be noted that the shapes of the
radiation patterns for the antenna elements are a bit different from single-element, which makes it more
suitable for the smartphone application. The radiation patterns of the smartphone antenna not only can
cover different sides of the smartphone board, but also generate different polarizations, which is a unique
function for MIMO design, as mentioned above [60]. This is mainly due to the corner placement of the
antenna pairs as well as the big ground plane of the MIMO design. As can be observed from Figure 19,
different sides (including sides 1, 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Figure 16a) of the PCB board are covered
by different elements with different polarization. Therefore, in total, the designed UWB smartphone
antenna contains four horizontally-polarized and four vertically-polarized radiation elements.

Figure 18. Efficiencies of the MIMO design.
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Figure 19. Radiation patterns of the diversity antenna element with directivity value at 5.5 GHz.

The proposed UWB dual-polarized antenna system was fabricated and its S-parameters, radiation
patterns, and gain characteristics are measured. Figure 20a,b show the top and bottom layers of the
prototype. The MIMO smartphone antenna is implemented on a cheap FR4 substrate with an overall
size of 75 × 150 × 1.6 mm3. Figure 20c illustrates the measurement setup of the fabricated antenna.
As can be observed, 50-Ohm loads are employed for the elements, not under measurement in order to
measure the characteristics of the MIMO system and also to eliminate the mutual effects from the other
elements. Figure 21a,b depict the simulated and measured Snn and Smn results of the MIMO design,
respectively. It should be noted that, due to the similar behavior of the elements, it is not necessary to
show all of the achieved S-parameters. Similar Snn results with ultra-wide bandwidth are obtained for
the antenna elements, as shown in Figure 21a. In addition, all Smn results of the design are less than
−10 dB. Good agreement is observed for the presented MIMO smartphone antenna when compared
with the simulations.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20. Fabricated prototype, (a) top view, (b) bottom view, and (c) feeding mechanism.

(a) (b)

Figure 21. Measured and simulated (a) Snn and (b) Smn characteristics.
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The 2D-polar radiation patterns of two adjacent elements (including Ant. 1 and Ant. 2) are
measured and compared with the simulations due to similar performances of the radiation elements of
the smartphone antenna. Figure 22 plots the measured and simulated radiation patterns of the antennas
at 3, 6, and 9 GHz. It is found that the fabricated smartphone antenna can provide quasi-omnidirectional
radiation patterns at different frequencies of its operation bandwidth [61]. The experimental and
simulation results agree well with each other, as can be observed. Next, we evaluate the TARC and
ECC characteristics of the proposed UWB MIMO smartphone antenna. Since these two parameters
consider the mutual effects, they can provide more meaningful measures of the designed MIMO
antenna performance than the reflection coefficient.

Figure 22. Measured (dash line ) and simulated (solid line) radiation pattern results for Ant. 1 and
Ant. 2 at (a) 3 GHz, (b) 6 GHz, and (c) 9 GHz.

Figure 23a,b depict the ECC and TARC parameters, as calculated from the measured/simulated
results. It can be observed from Figure 23a that the designed MIMO antenna provides very low ECC
(less than 0.01) through its entire operation band. Furthermore, it is clear from Figure 23b that the UWB
MIMO antenna design exhibits low TARC characteristics over the ultra-wide bandwidth (2.5–10 GHz).
As seen, the design has less than −20 dB TARC values at different frequencies. The fundamental
properties of the proposed MIMO diversity antenna system are compared with the recently reported
MIMO antenna designs and are listed in Table 3 [21–38]. As clearly seen, in contrast to the recently
proposed designs, the designed MIMO antenna offers ultra-wide frequency bandwidth of 2.6–10 GHz
(more than 120% FBW), a unique characteristic that none of the other MIMO antenna designs cited
have. In addition, it can be seen that the presented MIMO antenna exhibits higher performances in
terms of efficiency, gain level, ECC, and TARC characteristics. Furthermore, the proposed MIMO
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smartphone antenna exhibits radiation pattern diversity and also supports different polarizations
(including vertical/horizontal) at different four sides of the mainboard, unlike most of the reported
MIMO designs.

(a) (b)

Figure 23. Calculated (a) ECC and (b) TARC results of the UWB smartphone antenna from
measured/simulated results.

Table 3. Comparison between the Proposed Smartphone Antenna and the Reported MIMO Antennas.

Ref. Design Type B.W. (GHz) Efficiency (%) Size (mm2) ECC

[21] Inverted-F 3.4–3.6 - 120 × 70 -
[22] Monopole 3.4–3.6 35–50 150 × 75 <0.40
[23] Tightly Arranged Pairs 3.4–3.6 50–70 150 × 73 <0.07
[24] Integrated Waveguide 3.4–3.6 50–80 150 × 75 <0.2
[25] Modified PIFA 3.25–3.85 40–75 150 × 75 <0.01
[26] Loop 2.55–2.6 48–63 136 × 68 <0.15
[27] SCS patch-slot 3.55–3.65 52–76 150 × 75 -
[28] Monopole-Slot 2.55–2.68 48–63 136 × 68 <0.15
[29] Slot 3.4–3.8 50–75 150 × 75 <0.01
[30] circular-slot loop 3.3–3.9 60–80 150 × 75 <0.01
[31] Monopole 4.55–4.75 50–70 136 × 68 -
[32] Inverted-F 3.4–3.6 55–60 100 × 50 -
[33] Self-Isolated Monopole 3.4–3.6 60–70 150 × 75 <0.015
[34] Inverted-L Monopole 3.3–5 40–60 136 × 68 <0.2
[35] Identical Monopole 2–6 30–60 124 × 64 -
[36] U-Slot 3.3–6 40–75 150 × 75 <0.12
[37] Loop 3.3–5 40–70 150 × 75 <0.1
[38] Inverted-F 3.3–4.5 20–75 150 × 75 <0.6

This Work Diversity Ring-Slot 2.6–10.2 (122%) 60–80 150 × 75 <0.007

Another important function is the channel capacity loss (CCL) of the MIMO system [43], which
mainly depends on the S-parameters of the MIMO system with the accepted limit of ≤0.4 bps/Hz and
can be calculated while using the below formulas:

CCL = −log2det
(
ψR
)

(6)

ψR =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρ11 · · · ρ18

...
. . .

...
ρ81 · · · ρ88

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)

where,

ρii = 1− (|Sii|2 +
∣∣∣Sij
∣∣∣2)

ρi j = −(S∗iiSij + S∗jiSij) for i,j = 1, . . . ,8
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Figure 24a illustrates the calculated channel capacity loss from the measured and simulated
results of the proposed UWB-MIMO smartphone antenna. It is shown that the MIMO antenna design
offers a very low CCL band: less than 0.3 bps/Hz over the operation band of 2.7~10 GHz is obtained.
Furthermore, the calculated channel capacity (CC) is investigated in Figure 24b in order to further
study the MIMO operation of the presented UWB antenna system. The CC is defined as the maximum
possible transmission rate, such that the probability of error is arbitrarily small. It is defined as:

CC = E
{
log2

[
det
(
I +

SNR
nT

)
HscaleHT

scale

]}
(8)

where the channel matrix Hscale can be calculated using:

Hscale =
√
ρscale,RX Hi.i.d

√
ρscale,TX (9)

As shown, the calculated CC within the entire operating frequency is around 40 bps/Hz, whereas,
for the ideal case, it is about 46 bps/Hz [62]. According to the obtained ECC, TARC, and CCL results, it can
be calculated that the proposed UWB smartphone antenna has provided worthy MIMO performance.

(a) (b)

Figure 24. Calculated (a) channel capacity loss (CCL) and (b) channel capacity (CC) of the
smartphone antenna.

4. Conclusions

A new design structure of eight-port UWB-MIMO mobile-phone antenna is proposed for future
mobile handsets. Its configuration consists of four pairs of diversity slot antenna elements located
at four edge corners of the PCB mainboard with an FR-4 dielectric. The circular-ring slot radiator is
converted to an open-ended slot by adding a rectangular strip in order to enhance the port isolation
and increase the impedance-matching of the closely-spaced ports. The antenna elements exhibit
ultra-wide impedance bandwidth, covering 2.6–10 GHz (S11 ≤ −10 dB), and provide radiation pattern
and polarization diversity function. Acceptable fundamental properties in terms of input-impedance,
antenna gain, efficiency, radiation patterns, and user-effect are achieved for the proposed design.
Low ECC, TARC, DG, and CCL characteristics have been obtained. Moreover, the performance of
the designed UWB-MIMO smartphone antenna for different user-hand/user-head scenarios has been
studied and sufficient efficiency performances are obtained. The antenna has a simple and planar
structure under the premise of covering different frequencies, which makes it suitable for MIMO
operation in future smartphone applications.
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Abstract: This article presents the detailed theoretical, simulation, and experimental analysis
of a half-mode substrate integrated waveguide (HMSIW)-based multimode wideband filter.
A third-order, semicircular HMSIW filter is developed in this paper. A semicircular HMSIW cavity
resonator is adopted to achieve wide band characteristics. A U-shaped slot (acts as a λ/4 stub) in
the center of a semicircular HMSIW cavity resonator and L-shaped open-circuited stubs are used to
improve the out-of-band response by generating multiple transmission zeros (TZs) in the stop-band
region of the filter. The TZs on either side of the passband can be controlled by adjusting dimensions
of a U-shaped slot and L-shaped open-circuited stubs. The proposed filter covers a wide fractional
bandwidth, has a lower insertion loss value, and has multiple TZs (which improves the selectivity).
The simulated response of filter agrees well with the measured data. The proposed HMSIW bandpass
filter can be integrated with any planar wideband communication system circuit, thanks to its
planar structure.

Keywords: substrate integrated waveguide (SIW); transmission zeros (TZs); metallic via; coupling topology

1. Introduction

A wideband filter with high selectivity, low insertion loss, light weight, high quality factor,
and high power handling capability is the key component for future wideband communication
systems [1,2]. The substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) possesses most of the above requirements [3,4].
The operational principle of SIW is identical to a bulky waveguide, but SIW is a planar circuit,
unlike a conventional waveguide. A planar structure of SIW provides an extra advantage when it is
integrated with other planar circuits and system-in-package applications. Much more consideration is
given to SIW technology for developing RF front-end components because of its several advantages
over other technologies. A multimode filter is a type of filter that has more than one excited mode
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at once. So far, several multimode filters have been designed using planar SIW technology [5,6],
multilayer resonators [7,8], and microstrip technology [9].

The wideband response is achieved by coupling together different resonators of different resonant
frequencies. Several papers demonstrate the wideband performance by coupling nearby modes. In [10],
a wideband filter using SIW technology is designed by coupling the modes securely with the help
of U-shaped slots. The filter in this design has only 42% of the fractional bandwidth and is larger
in size, using as many as five modes. In [11], a multi-mode wideband filter is designed using three
modes of triangular SIW cavity. The wideband response is achieved by controlling the first resonant
mode by means of an extra via hole of radius 0.5 mm in the corner of a triangular resonator. In [12],
an SIW filter is designed for millimeter waves, where the length and width of the slots control the
electric coupling and bandwidth of the filter. In [13], a wideband filter is designed using three modes
of the circular SIW cavity. The coupling between the modes is controlled by putting an extra via hole
in the center of the resonator. Degenerated modes in the bandpass filter are used in [14] to achieve
wideband. Bandpass filters, having this topology, achieve relatively small sizes with low fractional
bandwidth. In [15], a UWB bandpass filter, based on a square-shaped defected ground plane and
microstrip resonators, is designed. It covers the whole UWB band (3.1–10.6 GHz). The operating
bandwidth of the filter is enhanced by adding two short-circuited stubs. Then, an open-circuited
stub is introduced to generate a notch (stopband) at 5.8 GHz. In [16], a UWB bandpass filter with
a notch band is reported. The reported filter has three layers: the lower and upper layers have
T-shaped microstrip resonators, and the middle layer has three circular slots for coupling the lower
and upper layers. Multiple modes of the microstrip resonators are excited to obtain a large bandwidth.
Then, the microstrip resonators and ground plane are modified to get a notch band at 5.8 GHz. In [17],
a wideband filter is reported. The wideband response is achieved by tight coupling between the
resonators. In addition, the source/load coupling with the resonators is also strong, which leads
to a wideband bandpass filter. In [18], different filters for dual- and triple-band 5G applications
are designed. The reported filters use open-loop SIRs for dual-band operation and uniform folded
resonators for triple-band applications. The reported filters have wideband characteristics in each
passband with good out-of-band rejections. The authors of [19] reported a wideband bandpass filter.
The reported filter is designed by using square ring resonators, which are loaded by stubs. In [20],
wideband second- and third-order bandpass filters are designed using open- and short-circuited
stubs. The reported filter has a wideband (51.9% in the lower-frequency passband and 23.3% in the
high-frequency passband) and low insertion loss of 0.3 dB.

In the present paper, a circular half-mode SIW (HMSIW) resonator is used to design a wideband
filter. The wideband response is achieved by coupling the first three modes. In addition, the selectivity
is enhanced by generating the source-load coupling topology using a U-shaped slot and L-shaped
open-circuited stub resonators.

2. Full-Mode SIW and Half-Mode SIW Cavity Resonator Analysis

A circular SIW cavity resonator with a diameter of 40 mm is suggested, as depicted in Figure 1.
The initial dimensions of the circular SIW cavity are obtained with the help of Equation (1) [21]
and then optimized using a full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulator (high-frequency structure
simulator; HFSS). The circular cavity is developed by placing metallic vias on the edges. The radius
(r) and isolation among the plated holes (d) are selected according to the guidelines (2r/d ≥ 0.5,
and 2r/λ ≤ 0.1) suggested in [22], so that minimal power leaks from the cavity. RT/duroid 5880
(εr = 2.2) is used as a substrate. The width of the transmission line (Wtl) is calculated using standard
transmission line equation for 50 Ω impedance [21]. The transmission coefficient (|S21|) of the full-mode
SIW (FMSIW) is plotted in Figure 1. The first four resonant modes (TM11, TM21, TM22, and TM33) are
labeled f1 to f4, with f1 as the lowest-frequency mode followed by the higher-frequency modes as far
as f4. The resonant frequencies of the first four resonant modes of the circular SIW cavity resonator
are located at 4.08 GHz (TM11 mode), 6.44 GHz (TM21 mode), 8.71 GHz (TM22 mode), and 9.56 GHz
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(TM33 mode). The FMSIW cavity resonator is converted to a HMSIW cavity resonator by cutting along
A and A’ (quasi-magnetic wall), as shown in Figure 1. The A-A’ line on the open-ended side of the
cavity is a quasi perfect magnetic boundary. The |S21| of the HMSIW cavity resonator is also illustrated
in Figure 1. The first four resonant modes of the HMSIW cavity resonators lie at 3.54 GHz (TM11 mode),
5.81 GHz (TM21 mode), 7.58 GHz (TM22 mode), and 8.76 GHz (TM33 mode). A shift towards the
lower-frequency side is observed in the resonant modes of the HMSIW cavity resonator as compared
to the FMSIW cavity resonator. The lower-frequency shift in the HMSIW cavity resonator is due to the
fringing effects caused by the open-ended magnetic wall. The H-field plots of the first four modes in
the FMSIW and HMSIW cavity resonators are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively.

Figure 1. Transmission coefficient (S21) (magnitude) of the filter in the full-mode and half-mode
substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) cavity resonator.

4.08 GHz 6.44 GHz

8.71 GHz 9.56 GHz

3.54 GHz 5.81 GHz

7.58 GHz 8.76 GHz

FMSIW FMSIW

FMSIWFMSIW

HMSIW

HMSIW HMSIW

HMSIW

Figure 2. H-fields plot of the first four modes in the (a) full-mode circular SIW resonator, (b) half-mode
circular SIW resonator.

fr =
kmnpc

2πr√εre f f
(1)
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where c is the speed of light in the free space, and εre f f is the effective permittivity of the substrate.
The radius of the cavity resonator is denoted by r, the resonant frequency is denoted by fr, and the
value of kmnp can be computed by substituting Bessel’s coefficients.

3. HMSIW Wideband Bandpass Filter Design

Figure 3a shows the design of the proposed HMSIW cavity resonator-based multimode wideband
filter. The optimized dimensions can be found in the caption of Figure 3a. A rectangular inductive
matching slot is designed with inset feeding to further improve the impedance matching of the
filter. Therefore, the proposed filter has three excited resonant modes: TM11 at 3.3 GHz, TM21 at
4.2 GHz, and TM22 at 5.7 GHz, as shown in Figure 3b. The design procedure of the proposed filter,
which consists of three iterations, is illustrated in Figure 3c. Initially, a semi-circular HMSIW cavity
resonator is designed. Then, the filter is modified by loading a U-shaped slot; as a result, the TZ on
the high-frequency side of the passband is generated, and selectivity is enhanced. Finally, in addition,
two L-shaped stubs are added to further improve the selectivity. As a result, two TZs are generated
on the lower-frequency side of the passband. Simulation of the proposed filter is carried out using
full-wave EM simulator HFSS (solution type = driven model, frequency range = 1–12 GHz, step size
= 1 MHz, type of sweep = discrete, maximum number of passes = 16, maximum delta energy = 0.05,
type of ports = wave-ports, and boundary condition = radiating only in all direction). The proposed
structure is designed, and wave-ports, having 50 Ω impedance, at both ends of the transmission line
are assigned. A detailed design and analysis of each iteration is discussed in the following sections.

Po
rt

 1
Po

rt
 2

Lc

Wtl

Ls1

L s
2

gs

Wc

L 1

L2

Lms1

L m
s2

d

X1
Step 1 Step 2 Proposed

3.3 GHz 4.2 GHz 5.7 GHz

Figure 3. (a) Geometry of the proposed wideband filter (d = 1.65, 2r = 1, Wtl = 5, Ls1 = 4.5, Ls2 = 21.1,
gs = 0.8, Lc = 14, Wc = 2, L1 = 2, L2 = 6, Lms1 = 10.3, Lms2 = 9.3, X1 = 2 (Unit = mm)); (b) H-fields plot at
3.3, 4.2, and 5.7 GHz; (c) design evolution steps [1].

3.1. Step 1: Wideband Filter Design with No Transmission Zero (TZ)

The maximum fields of the first four modes lie near to the arbitrary magnetic wall of the HMSIW
cavity resonator (see Figure 2b). Therefore, a rectangular slot at the maximum fields side of the HMSIW
cavity resonator was introduced to adjust the positions of the resonant modes. The reflection coefficient
(|S11|) and transmission coefficient (|S21|) of the filter in the first iteration are shown in Figure 4. It can
be observed that the passband is generated by the four coupled resonant modes.
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Figure 4. Simulated S-parameters (magnitude) of the filter in the first iteration [1].
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Figure 5. Coupling topology of the filter in the first iteration.

Figure 6. Simulated group delay of the filter in the first iteration and coupling topology.

During this iteration, the first four resonant modes created a passband. The coupling topology
of the filter in the first iteration is shown in Figure 5. The coupling between the source and the first
mode is MS1; between the source and the second mode it is MS2; between the source and the third
resonator it is MS3; and between the source and the fourth mode it is MS4. From the load to the first
mode it is ML1; from the load to the second mode it is ML2; from the load to the third resonator it
is ML3; and from the load to the fourth mode it is ML4. From the first and second mode it is M12;
from the first and third mode it is M13; from the second and third mode it is M23; from the second and
fourth mode it is M24; and from the third and fourth mode it is M34. The passband filter, designed in
the first iteration, has four poles located at 3.29, 5.77, 7.5, and 8.6 GHz. An unwanted dip in the |S21|
graph of the filter at the passband can be seen at 7.7 GHz. In addition, a 3 dB fractional bandwidth of
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117% at the center frequency of 6.12 GHz is noted. Moreover, the designed filter (first iteration) has
a large bandwidth but is not suitable for applications where high selectivity is required. The selectivity
of the filter can be enhanced by introducing the source-load coupling topology. The simulated group
delay varies from 0.04 ns to 0.58 ns in the passband (2.51–9.73 GHz), as shown in Figure 6.

The positions of the resonant frequencies of the first four modes of the HMSIW filter were
analyzed by changing Wc and Lc parameters of the rectangular slot. The impact of the changing
Wc and Lc on the position of the resonant modes is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. f1, f2, f3, and f4

show the resonant frequencies of the first mode (TM11 mode), second mode (TM21 mode), third mode
(TM22 mode), and fourth resonant mode (TM33 mode), respectively. By changing the Wc value from
1.8 to 4.2 mm, the first resonant mode shifted from 3.25 to 4.5 GHz; the second resonant mode shifted
from 5.8 to 7 GHz; and that of the fourth resonant mode shifted from 8.5 to 8.73 GHz. The third
resonant mode had an irregular relationship with the Wc, as illustrated in Figure 7. The dependency of
the first four resonant modes on the slot length (Lc) is presented in Figure 8. The positions of f1, f3,
and f4 were directly related to the Lc, and that of f2 was inversely related to the Lc, as illustrated in
Figure 8. The resonant frequencies of the first four modes were located at 3.2, 6.5, 7.2, and 8.1 GHz,
when Lc was 16 mm. At Lc = 24 mm, the resonant frequencies of the first four modes shifted to 3.5,
5.5, 7.2, and 9 GHz. It can be observed that these parameters played a key role in positioning the first
four resonant modes. All four resonant modes can be coupled together, by properly adjusting these
parameters, to get a wide passband.

Figure 7. Mode chart for the first four resonant modes against the varying Wc.

Figure 8. Mode chart for the first four resonant modes against the varying Lc.

3.2. Step 2: Wideband Filter Design with One TZ

As can be seen from Figure 4, the filter had poor selectivity in the first iteration. In order to enhance
the selectivity of the filter, a U-shaped slot was etched on the upper metal layer of the HMSIW cavity
resonator. The structure of the filter in the second iteration is displayed in Figure 3c. The dimensions of
the U-shaped slot (L1 and L2) are derived using Equation (2). The slot in the resonator plays the role of
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a λ/4 stub, which generates transmission zero on the higher-frequency side of the passband. Therefore,
the selectivity of the filter was enhanced on the higher-frequency side of the passband. As a result,
a TZ on the higher-frequency side of the passband was generated.

fz =
c

2L√εre f f
(2)

In the above equation, fz is the frequency of the TZ, L (L = L1 + L2) is the total length of the slot,
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and εre f f is the effective dielectric constant of the substrate.

Figure 9. Simulated S-parameters (magnitude) of the filter in the second iteration [1].
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3

S LMS1 ML1

M23

MSL

Figure 10. Coupling topology of the filter in the second iteration.

Figure 11. Simulated group delay of the filter in the second iteration.
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The |S11| and |S21| of the filter in the second iteration are illustrated in Figure 9. Only the first
three resonant modes reached the passband of the filter, as shown in Figure 9. The designed filter in
the second iteration had its first pole at 4.08 GHz, the second pole at 6.06 GHz, and the third pole at
7.48 GHz. One TZ, generated due to the introduction of the U-shaped slot, was noted at 8.78 GHz.
As a result, a 3 dB fractional bandwidth of 94% at the center frequency of 5.11 GHz was observed.
The filter, designed in the second iteration, had a lower 3 dB bandwidth than the filter in the first
iteration. However, the filter in the second iteration had improved selectivity at the higher-frequency
side of the passband than the filter in the first iteration. The coupling topology of the filter is shown
in Figure 10. The source-load coupling, which is responsible for the sharper selectivity on the higher
frequency side of the passband, is obvious in the coupling topology. The simulated group delay varied
from 0.25 ns to 0.41 ns in the passband (2.71–7.52 GHz), as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 12. Mode chart for the first three resonant modes and a transmission zero (TZ) against the
varying L1.

Figure 13. Mode chart for the first three resonant modes and a TZ against the varying X1.

The impact of parameters L1 and X1 on the position of the first three resonant modes and TZ
was analyzed as shown in Figures 12 and 13. As Equation (2) clearly shows, the slot length is related
to the position of TZ. The effective length of the slot has a inverse relationship with the TZ: the TZ
shifts to the lower-frequency side with an increase in the dimensions of the U-shaped slot. In fact,
the position of TZ can be controlled by adjusting the length of the U-shaped slot. Figure 12 shows the
impact of L1 on the first three resonant modes and the TZ. The TZ of the filter shifted from 8.99 to
8 GHz by changing the value of L1 from 1 to 5 mm. The selection of a suitable length for L1 in terms of
selectivity and bandwidth is crucial. If we increase L1 to a certain extent, then the TZ can appear before
the third mode. As a result, the operating bandwidth will reduce. Moreover, no significant change on
the position of the first resonant mode was observed with the L1. However, the position of the second
and third resonant modes changed with the L1. Changing the value of L1 from 1 to 5 mm made the
first resonant mode shift from 4.03 to 4.1 GHz; the second mode shifted from 6.33 to 5.38 GHz; and the
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third mode shifted from 7.15 to 7.51 GHz. The position of the U-shaped slot had less impact on the
resonant modes and TZ, as shown in Figure 13. When X1 was changed from 0.5 to 3.5 mm, the TZ
shifted from 8.7 GHz to 8.45 GHz.

3.3. Proposed Filter: Wideband Filter with Enhanced Selectivity

In the third iteration, two L-shaped open-circuit stub resonators were connected to both the source
and the load in order to further enhance selectivity, as shown in Figure 3c. As a result, two TZs were
generated on the lower-frequency side of the passband because of the additional source-load coupling
caused by the open-circuited stubs. The |S11| and |S21| of the proposed filter are shown in Figure 14.
The proposed filter has three TZs: two on the lower-frequency side of the passband and one on its
higher-frequency side. The TZs are located at 2.09, 2.72, and 6.82 GHz with respective attenuation
levels of −33, −32.4, and −22.1 dB. The proposed filter has three poles, which are located at 3.3, 4.29,
and 5.75 GHz. Moreover, the filter designed in the third iteration has a 3 dB fractional bandwidth
of 69.31% at the center frequency of 4.67 GHz. The coupling topology of the filter is displayed in
Figure 15. The simulated group delay varied from 0.31 to 0.8 ns in the passband (3.05–6.29 GHz),
as shown in Figure 16. It can be observed that the filter had a small group delay in the passband;
however, the group delay increased where the TZs were located. The large group delay values (peaks)
in the group delay plots indicate the presence of the TZs.

Figure 14. Simulated S-parameters (magnitude) of the filter in the proposed filter [1].
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Figure 15. Coupling topology of the proposed filter.
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Figure 16. Simulated group delay of the filter in the proposed filter.

Figures 17 and 18 display the impact of varying parameters Ls2 and Ls1 on the first three resonant
modes and the TZs of the filter. By increasing the length of Ls2, the coupling between the open-circuited
stubs increased; hence, the first two TZs moved further apart, as illustrated in Figure 17. The position
of the third TZ shifted to the lower-frequency side when Ls2 was increased. The resonant frequency
of the second mode shifted to the lower-frequency side by increasing the Ls2, while the first and
third modes were resistant to any change in Ls2. The parameter Ls1 had a negligible effect on the
first three resonant modes and the first two TZs, but it had an inverse relationship with the third TZ.
Therefore, Ls2 and Ls1 can be adjusted to position the TZs of the filter.

Figure 17. Mode chart for the first three resonant modes and transmission zeros against Ls2.

Figure 18. Mode chart for the first three resonant modes and transmission zeros against Ls1.
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4. Results and Discussion

The fabricated prototype of the proposed filter is shown in Figure 19. RT/duroid 5880 (εr = 2.2,
loss tangent of 0.0009, and thickness of 1.575 mm) was used as a substrate. The performance of the
fabricated filter was measured with the Network Analyzer. The S-parameter results of the fabricated
filter were compared with the simulation ones, as shown in Figure 19. The measured center frequency
was 4.66 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 67.8%. It can be seen that the insertion loss was better
than 1 dB in the whole passband. The TZs were located at 2.09, 2.72, and 6.82 GHz, as shown in
Figure 19. The measured group delay of the filter varied from 0.09 ns to 0.81 ns, as shown in Figure 20.
The group delay of the filter is plotted over a 3D Smith chart [23]. The above region from the surface is
a positive peak of the group delay, and the interior region from the surface is a negative peak, as shown
in Figure 21. The comparison between simulation and measurement results shows good agreement,
with differences on the order of 1 dB, on average, in the case of S11 parameters. The observed deviations
are given mainly by connector effects, specifically to losses as well as reactive loading inherent to the
connector soldering process. Radiation loss may result from etching the U-shaped slot on the upper
surface of the HMSIW resonator. Therefore, the forward radiation loss (RL f l) was calculated using
Equation (3) [6]. The radiation loss was <10% in the whole operating band, as illustrated in Figure 22.

Figure 19. Simulated and measured S-parameters (magnitude) of the proposed filter.

Figure 20. Simulated and measured group delay of the filter.
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Figure 21. Group delay of the proposed filter over a 3D Smith chart.

Figure 22. Simulated radiation loss of the filter.

RL f l = 1 − |S11|2 − |S21|2 (3)

Table 1 compares the proposed filter with the state-of-the-art wideband filters. The proposed filter
has a higher fractional bandwidth than any other filter. The insertion loss of the filter is better than the
other filters, except [11]. However, [11] has a lower fractional bandwidth and fewer TZs.

Table 1. Comparison with the published wideband filters.

Ref.
Size

(λ◦×λ◦)
FBW (%) f◦ (GHz) IL (dB) TZs

This Work 0.69×1.03 69.31 4.67 0.9 3

[6] 0.22×1.2 29 3.45 1.5 0

[7] Not Given 10.34 5.8 1.1 3

[9] ≈0.58×0.91 69.1 4.5 1.4 2

[10] 0.63×1.25 42 8.5 1.1 3

[11] Not Given 38 5.2 0.74 2

[14] 1.48×0.39 27.2 1 1.62 4

λ◦ = free space wavelength at the center frequency ( f◦), IL = insertion loss; FBW = fractional bandwidth
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Based on the above studies, the following guidelines are suggested.

1. Select the dimensions of the cavity, based on the design specifications of the filter, using the
following equation:

fr =
kmnpc

2πr√εre f f

2. Select the radius of the vias and gap between them as suggested by [22]. The suggested guidelines
are d/a ≥ 0.5 and d/λ◦ ≤ 0.1 (where λ◦ is the wavelength at the center frequency, d is the diameter
of the vias, and a is the gap between the vias).

3. Symmetrically cut the circular SIW cavity resonator into two portions. Each part is the HMSIW
cavity resonator.

4. Adjust the dimensions of the open-ended slot (Lc and Wc) to position the resonant modes of
the cavity.

5. Design a U-shaped slot in the center of the cavity resonator to generate a TZ on the
higher-frequency side of the passband. The following equation can be used to estimate the
dimensions of the slot:

fz =
c

2L√εre f f

6. Adjust the dimensions of the slot (L1, and L2) and position of the slot (X1) to control the location
of the TZ. Moreover, these parameters are also vital for positioning the resonant modes.

7. To further improve the selectivity, add L-shaped open-circuited stubs to generate the TZs on the
lower-frequency side of the passband.

8. Adjust the dimensions of the L-shaped open-circuited stubs (Ls1, and Ls2) to control the location
of the resonant modes and TZs.

9. Optimize the overall filter parameters to get the desired results.

5. Conclusions

A multimode wideband HMSIW filter with a fractional bandwidth of 69.31% at a center
frequency of 4.67 GHz, return loss better than 15 dB, and insertion loss of <0.9 dB was designed and
experimentally validated in this paper. The proposed filter was fabricated on the RT/duroid 5880
(εr = 2.2, loss tangent of 0.0009, and thickness of 1.575 mm) substrate. The measured results show
good agreement with the simulation in terms of S-parameters and group delay. The proposed HMSIW
bandpass filter can be integrated with any planar wideband communication system circuit, thanks to
its planar structure. It covers the majority of fifth-generation (5G) sub-6 GHz bands (USA: 3.3–3.8 GHz,
4–5 GHz; Japan: 3.6–5 GHz; and South Korea, Taiwan, China, Russia, India, Australia, and EMEA:
3.3–3.8 GHz). The proposed filter is promising choice for next-generation wireless technologies (5G)
due to its low insertion loss, competitive in band return loss, wide bandwidth, and good selectivity.
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